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Buffalo Evening News

so that he eventually served more
than 2Y4 years.

Mr. Ferguson, however, insisted

that Marzani was given several

favors. Among these, he said, were

I

the decision to imprison him at

Lewisburg, described as a “favored

•spot,'’ instead of sending him to

the Atlanta, Ga., prison as original-

ly planned; restoration of 100 of

the 150 days of canceled good

time; and the return to Marzani of

“This, book is the mos

complete revelation of th

conspiracy to involve thi

nation in a Third YVor!

War.’*

Dr. W. E. B. DuSo»
Le _

to restore me j*ju aays ot crioits,

the witness said.

FOREWORD

I have spent this Sunday in leading Carl Marzani’s book,

We Can Be. Friends. I am honored to be asked to write a
foreword. It is the most complete revelation which has yet

been written of the conspiracy to involve this nation in a

Third World War with the Soviet Union as our chief op-

ponent.

Carl Marzani is the man to produce this exposure of

greed and duplicity. He grew up in a working class family in

the poverty of a Pennsylvania mining district. His father was
an Italian immigrant who escaped from Mussolini’s Italy in

1923, after refusing to take a loyalty oath. Young Marzani

worked for his schooling, fought against Franco in Spain and
is a veteran of the Second World War. He is a graduate of

Williams College in America and Oxford University in Eng-

land. He once taught at New York University. He has tra-

velled widely over Europe and Asia.

For years he was in government service in the State

Department, the Office of Strategic Services and other in-

telligence agencies. He picked the targets for the Doolittle

raid on Tokyo and served under top military leaders in the

United States, England and Italy, functioning as assistant

divisional chief in United States Intelligence agencies, under

Roosevelt and Truman. His work and loyalty were checked

in 1912 and 1943 by the FBI, the Civil Service Commission,

the Office of Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence, and the

security branch of the Office of Strategic Services. He re-
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signed voluntarily from government service in 1946 and im-

mediately began to speak on the Cold War and to criticize

foreign policy.

He made a film for the United Electrical Workers,

“Deadline for Action,” called the best educational film ever

gotten out by a labor union. This film which was documented

and named names was immediately criticized as “commun-
istic” and attacked by the press and certain corporations

mentioned in it. Within, a few months Marzani was indicted

for making a false statement in 1946 as to his alleged mem-
bership in the Communist Party in 1940. At his trial the

Government used only professional witnesses, one of whom
in a simitar case was indicted for perjury and later went
insane.

Marzani was not charged with sedition, treason or perjury,

yet he was convicted and sentenced to a federal penitentiary

for three, years. The Court of Appeals threw out nine of the

eleven counts. The other two counts were carried to the Su-

preme Court of the United States which divided four to four

on the question. The menace to civil liberties was so clear

that the court took the very unusual course of allowing a

rehearing. Again the vote was a tie and Marzani went to

prison, in what Congressman Sabath called “the latest sordid

episode in the decline of human freedom in our beloved

country.”

Persecution did not stop here. Usually a three year sen-

tence is eligible for parole within a year. Marzani was im-

prisoned in March, 1949 and denied parole in February, 1950

and June, 1950, despite good conduct, a job waiting and a
family in need. In contrast, Congressman Parnell Thomas,
sentenced for theft, was paroled within a month of eligibility.

Thousands of persons pled for Marzani’s parole, including

Albert Einstein, General Donovan, former chief of the Of-

1 i
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fice of Strategic Sendees; Thomas Mann, Lowell Thomas,

Alexander Meikeljohn and a dozen university professors.

But no parole was ever granted and the typescript of three

books which Marzani started to write while in jail, including

tiiis one, were confiscated and one was never returned.

The unquestioned desire of the American people for peaee

can be translated into action only by basic knowledge of how
the present crisis has come about and how Roosevelt’s peaee

policy became the Cold War. This book brings the reader un-

disputed proof of Truman’s apostacy to the New Deal; of

Churchill’s machiavellian plans against the Soviet Union and

of the sinister roles of Forrestal, Harriman, Dulles, Byrnes

and Vandenberg, and of the murderous conspiracy which

started the Korean War. These facts must be known and

We Can Be Friends has spread the truth on the record.

W. E. B. DuRofe

August 17, 1952.
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INTRODUCTION

Franklin Delano Roosevelt died on April 12, 1945.

When Roosevelt died, hundreds of millions of people

throughout the world sorrowed.

At Allied Headquarters in Caserta, Italy, a GI on sentry

duty looked at the headline in Stars and Stripes. He was
slowly shaking his head as I came in.

“It shouldn’t have happened to us,” he said simply.

He was right; it shouldn’t have.

The GI’s feelings were shared in every country of the

world, in the farthest corners of the earth. In England, Amer-
ica, Russia,- in Attu and in Malta, in Kamchatka and in Paris

the masses of the people felt a great loss.

Instinctively they felt uneasy for the future. They were

aware, however dimly, that powerful reactionary forces had

been implacably fighting Roosevelt and the New Deal and

that Roosevelt’s death would be their opportunity.

Today in 1952 we see around us a world dominated by
fear. A tremendous armaments race is taking place including

dreaded atomic and bacteriological weapons. In Korea a
frightful, inconclusive, unnecessary slaughter goes on day
after day. A state of explosive tension exists known journal-

istically as the COLD WAR. The question persistently arises:

How did the Cold War start? -

President Truman says, it’s all Russia’s fault. Stalin

wants to dominate the world, spread Communism, build an
empire

;
the Russians played President Roosevelt for a

sucker, got a lot of concessions from him, gave nothing in

return and all along were going to double-cross his friendship*
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Truman says he carried out all collective decisions to the
letter, but the Russians broke their word. He claims the 1947
Truman Doctrine ( the official name for the Cold War) was
adopted after two years of patience with Soviet aggressive-
ness. and just showed that he was being realistic whereas
Roosevelt had been naive.

This analysis has become compulsory in America. Demo-
crats, Republicans and Dixiecrats all agree on it. The Ameri-
can Federation of Labor and the National Association of
Manufacturers agree on it. John Rankin and Ralph Runche
agree on it. Eisenhower and Stevenson, the banker Harriman,
the lawyer Dulles, the gambler Costello all agree on it. The
press and radio have made this analysis an article of faith.
To challenge it is to be un-American.

One wonders, is it really so simple?

Was President Roosevelt such a fool?

Did the Soviet Union start the Cold War?
I don’t believe it I say Truman’s analysis is contrary to

fact—and 1 find myself in good company, including Roose-
velt’s Undersecretay of State, Sumner Welles. Welles is a
most conservative and most authoritative diplomat and he
says of the Cold War that “the blame for the present dis-

aster should be shared by the United States.’’

The son of Franklin Delano Roosevelt has spoken more
sharply. Says Elliot Roosevelt that “it was the United States
and Britain who first shook the mailed fist, who first abro-
gated the collective decisions.” And stung by the bitterness
at the betrayal of his father’s work he asserts that “a small
group of willful men in London and Washington are anxious
to create and foster an atmosphere of war hatred against
the Russians.”

This is a strong and serious charge. I believe it’s true. I

believe it’s true because when I tried to expose the State

10

Department's atomic bomb policy I was sent to jail on a

pretext so flimsy that the Supreme Court of the United

States twice deadlocked on the case, four to four. Four jus-

tices of the U. S. Supreme Court said the law was wrong—
but I went to jail leaving a wife and two small children be-

hind. Thirty months I spent in the Federal penitentiaries,

almost a thousand days.

A thousand days is a lot of time. Trying to put this time

to good advantage, I sought the evidence on how the Cold

War started. I found great difficulty in getting the evidence

because all my reading was censored.

In our United States, in the Union founded by Jefferson,

preserved by Lincoln, and strengthened by Roosevelt, I, a.

political prisoner, couldn't get the books I wanted. Pro-

gressive books and liberal publications like the N. Y. Daily

Compass and the Monthly Review were stopped. Even con-

servative books were prohibited if the title contained that

fearful word USSR—the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

In such a situation the only books I could get on foreign

policy were conservative books ; the only newspapers, conser-

vative newspapers. But so drastic was the change from

Roosevelt’s policy, that despite the suppression, censorship

and prison bars I was struck by a glaring fact : these sources

provided the essential proofs that the United States started

the Cold War. .

After I got out, I was able to draw on progressive sources,

like the National Guardian, but most of the evidence in this

book is from conservative sources. Much of it comes from
the men who made policy on foreign affairs, often in their

own words. Their words may represent opinions or facts.

Opinions are not proof, but facts are the basis of proof. To
prove an argument both facts and logic are necessary. Logic

shows the causal connection'between ideas, or between facts

and ideas. For example :
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If the alternative to war is negotiations (an idea) ; and
a nation refuses to negotiate (a fact), then that nation en-
visages war (a logical conclusion).

In this book, both facts and logic are used. There is also
substantial use of quotations and it is important to realizewhy and how they are used. First, the quotations establish
facte. Admiral Leahy calls his book I Was There, and he was
there at Yalta. When he reports what Roosevelt said about

the Polish agreement, we may take it as a fact.

Sometimes a person is quoted because he is an expert in
t e field and his judgement can be accepted with confidence.
In other cases opinions are quoted, not as a proof of what
I say but to show that responsible and authoritative sources
share my views.

A large group of quotations comes from public men who
started the Cold Wr

ar and support it—Forrestal, Dulles,
Byrnes, Vandenberg, Truman, Leahy, Harriman. This cate-
gory includes most newspapers and magazines. All of these
sources are usually untrustworthy and biased, but they some-
times slip and reveal the truth. This is particularly the casem diaries like the Forrestal Diaries which were not meant
for publication; or in the writings of Cold War leaders who
want to prove they were anti-Soviet a long time ago; or in
a magazine like Fortune which tells things to big business
executives that newspapers don’t tell the average American;
or in a magazine like the U. S. News and World Report which
says things openly and bluntly so that even the busiest, or
dullest, businessman can understand immediately the real
meaning of some State Department policy. Note also that
when Fortune reports that the Soviet Union is ahead of us in
jet plane technology, it can be believed, because it usually
tries its best to put the Soviet Union in a bad light.

In some cases these slips and revelations are made by

12

men who support the Cold War in some respects but not in
others. In the process of the argument they let out many
relevant facts. Former Undersecretary of State Welles or
Secretary of War Stimson are in this category. Some of these
men in 1945 were against the Cold War and revealed many
significant facts.

I must strongly emphasize that I do not accept their
formulations or expressions. Some quotes are offensive in
terminology but they are given as a whole to show the full
thought of the person involved.Otherwise someone might be-
lieve I handled quotations the way the movie ads do. Re-
viewer John Doe of the N.Y. Daily Blah, after seeing the
latest Hollywood release, “The Glamorous Stool-pigeon"’'
writes: “The Glamorous Stool-pigeon, the greatest flop in
show business since the days of the nickelodeon, is an out-
standing example of film-making bad taste, as well as a
colossal insult to the intelligence of the American people.”

Thus the reviewer. The movie ads read:

THX GJLAMOROUS STOOL-PIGEON
"srre&tefit In show business sine* the days of
the nickelodeon, an outstanding example of
film-making. . . . Colossal.

. .
.*•

John Doe, N.T. Daily Blah

I leave such methods to the “free enterprise” boys. While
the quotes have been chosen to develop this inquiry into the
Cold War, at the same time I have been extremely careful
not to misrepresent the position of the person quoted. I do not
ask the reader to accept this statement on faith. I suggest a
simple test. One of the books used is Sherwood’s Roosevelt and
Hopkins, which is a rich mine of facts. It is available in a 25c
pocketbook edition and is well worth reading. Buy it, check
any quote against it, and decide for yourself whether the
quotes I have used are accurate and whether they do fairly
represent the particular point being made. There are page
references given in the footnotes and the reader can apply
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this test to any book, magazine or newspaper quoted.

I read many books in jail and so may consider jail in-

structive. It was instructive as well in terms of real life

incidents. One of these is relevant to this book. I was in the

same jail, the same cell-block, with ex-Congressman J. Par-

nell Thomas. Thomas had been head of the un-American
“Committee on un-American Activities/’ one of the most
powerful organs in instituting the witch-hunt hysteria in

post-war America. I got to know Thomas and have some
insight into his mind.

In the same jails were three other men who were sen-

tenced for “contempt” of Congress as represented by J. Par-

nell Thomas. These men, Dr. Jacob Ausiander of the Joint

Anti-Fascist Committee, Ring Lardner Jr. and Lester Cole

of the Hollywood Ten, were in jail because they refused to

knuckle under Thomas.

There was an inescapable symbolism between Thomas
and Ausiander, between the NewT Jersey political hack,

cowardly, vulgar, ignorant; and Ausiander, the Vienna-born

physician, courageous, cultured, trained, a healer with

wisdom and compassion. Which truly represents America,

the hysteria maker or the hysteria fighter?
*

Thomas is a cipher, a tool in the hands of the men he

worked for. I say that he and his superiors, the “group of

willful men” Roosevelt’s son attacked, deliberately created a

war hysteria. I believe that Roosevelt’s policy of a peaceful

and friendly world was perverted into the Truman Doctrine

of an armed and fearful world. Between these two policies

lies an abyss—an abyss of suffering and despair as the mut-

ilated, scorched bodies in Korea can testify. I CHARGE A
PLAN FOR COLD-BLOODED AGGRESSION.

This is a serious charge. It should not, it must not, he

made or accepted without the most convincing evidence. For

M

three years I have been collecting it and I present it here for

judgment in the form of answers to these questions:

1. Who started the Cold War?
2. How was Roosevelt’s peace policy perverted into the

Truman Doctrine?

3. What are the results of the Truman Doctrine?
’ 4. What is the road back to American-Soviet friendship ?

There is no mystery about the road back to friendship—
it starts with negotiations. To negotiate, nations needn’t be
friends, just as workers and employers needn’t be friends in

order to bargain collectively.

Read and judge. Accept nothing, test everything. Decide
for yourself what the truth is and then SPEAK UP AND
ACT FOR PEACE. We must speak up, for time is running
short. We, you and I, must speak for the living—and for the
dead.

Carl Marmot
Danbury Jail, 1949-50

Lewisburg Penitentiary, 1950-51

New York City, 1952.
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CHAPTER 1 "... the momentum of pro-Soviet feel-
ing . . . had continued too heavily after
the armistice. This made it difficult for the
Administration to carry out the stijfer dip-
lomatic policy required now. For this
reason, a campaign was worked up. . .

."

C. Sulzberger, N. Y. Times,
March 21, 1946

“War scares are easy to create. . .
."

U. S. News and World Report,
February 17, 1951

EARLY in 1952 Winston Churchill vis-
ited America and held a press conference on his arrival.
Big headlines in American newspapers proclaimed startling
and welcome news: Churchill thought the danger of war had
diminished. For the first time in years Churchill spoke of a
solid

7

outlook for peace, and gave it as his considered opin-
ion that the Soviet Union did not want war. 1

Coming from such an anti-Soviet leader who had been
predicting war, this was indeed worth headlines.

Two weeks later, once more there were headlines: the
Soviet Union does not plan war. Again, a prominent anti-
Soviet leader was the source of the welcome news. This time
it was Herbert Hoover, at this writing our only living ex-
President. On a nation-wide radio and TV hookup Hoover
said:

“There Is in Europe today no such public alarm as has been fanned
1 N, Y. Times, January S, 1952
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up in the United States. None of those nations has declared emer-
gencies or taken measures comparable with ours. They do not
propagandize war fears or war psychosis such as we get out of
Washington. Not one European country conducts such exercises in
protection from bombs as we have had in New York.
**1 recently made an inquiry from European sources as to why
they calculate this risk of invasion as so much less than does
Washington. The sum of this inquiry was that there was little
public belief that there was risk of a Russian invasion in the near
future.” 2 (emphasis added!

Why should these statements make headlines?
One reason is obvious: the world is afraid of war. It is

a divided world in which a tremendous armaments race is

taking place, including dreaded atomic and bacteriological

weapons. A state of explosive tension exists with armed
colonial struggles in progress throughout the world, with
civil war going on, with economic warfare on the largest
scale, with propaganda warfare that never ceases. This state

of tension has been tagged the COLD WAR by American
newspapers.

Cold War seems to include such shooting wars as Korea,
Indo-China, Malaya, in fact, everything short of global
atomic war. Since people desperately want to avoid global
war, news favorable to peace is welcomed by the American
people.

But there have been many peace statements which have
not made the headlines or even the inside pages of the daily
press. Newspaper editors are hard-boiled, they only make
headlines of striking, different or unusual events. Why should
they consider newsworthy Churchill’s and Hoover’s opinions
that there was little risk of Soviet aggression ? Why should
this statement, by these men, be news?

The reason is revealing: what they said was directly op-
posed to the official Washington position. Washington ha*
been hammering on the theme that the Soviet Union is pre-

* Ibid., January 38, 1852
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paring aggressive war. Washington says that the present

world tension, the Cold War, is the result of Soviet aggressive
moves. Washington says that the Soviet Union started the
Cold War as part of a scheme to extend its power by mili-

tary force.

Again and again President Truman has made that point.

“America,” says Truman, is trying to keep the peace “in the
face of a concerted campaign of threats of sabotage and out-

right aggression directed by the Soviet Union,” a Soviet
Union which is “ready and willing to try to extend its power
by military conquest.” 3 (emphasis added)

Hoover, on the contrary, implies this is not true. He
charges Washington with propagandizing war fears, not only
with words but with deeds. Not one European country, he
points out, has exercises in bomb protection such as those
conducted in New York. The result has been a national “war
psychosis.”

Herbert Hoover’s description is accurate. A sharp ob-

server of American life, columnist Walter Lippman, bears
him out:

“A mood of quiet desperation has taken hold of great masses of
our people. They have come to feel that they and their children
are no longer free men—no longer free in the American sense of
being able to make their own lives. They see themselves 'at tho
disposal of a huge undirected government buffeted about by
senseless forces. . . . We are shaken and badly unnerved. Is It
really because we think that Russia is so powerful and that we
are so helpless? I am sure it is not. We are afraid of something
else. In this century one war has led to another. We have never
been able to prevent the war that was coming.” *

We see around us a nation in semi-hysteria: dog-tags
on children, airplane spotters on twenty-four hour duty, cities

stockpiling pipes for emergency repairs on water mains,
roads marked for quick evacuation, buildings designated ss
air raid shelters, air raid drills everywhere, in streets. Is

* Speech at Went Point. !*. T. Times, July 21. 10M
N. T. Herald Tribune, December 17, 1951
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stores, in schools where children are made to hide under
desks. In this atmosphere, we try to raise children. In this

atmosphere the author’s five-year-old son falls asleep asking,
‘"Mommy, do bombs hurt?”

One looks around and wonders, is all this really neces-
sary? Is war inevitable? Is there no peaceful alternative?
Does the Soviet Union really want war?

For years progressive-minded observers have said that
American-Soviet friendship is possible, that the Soviet Union
neither needs nor desires war. These statements have been
dismissed as pro-Soviet propaganda. But Hoover and
Churchill cannot be dismissed. Their well known anti-Soviet
sentiments only make their opinions more newsworthy. Peace
is big news.

But an even bigger news story is hidden in Hoover’s
statement, hinted at in the word “propagandize.” For Hoover
is hinting at the greatest postwar scandal in America, namely
that the Administration deliberately created a “war psy-
chosis” with no foundation in fact!

If this is true, it means that Washington has not been
expecting Soviet military aggression, that Washington does
not believe the Soviets are deliberately planning war. To
put it bluntly, certain government officials have deliberately
deceived the American people.

MAS WASHINGTON MISLED THE COUNTRY
A key witness has left proofs showing that the Admin-

istration has constantly misled the people on the question
of Soviet military intentions. The witness is James V. For-
restal, late Secretary of Defense; the proofs are his diaries.
So important was their content that when Forrestal plunged
to his death at Bethesda Naval Hospital in 1949, his diar ies

were sent to the White House for safe custody. Parts of
these secret diaries have since been published, proving with
chapter and verse that Washington did not believe the Soviet
Union was planning war.
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Tire Secretary of Defense himself did not believe it. As
early as June 10, 1948, Forrestal wrote that it was his opinion

that the Russians “would not move this summer—in fact at
anytime/* 5 (emphasis added)

Forrestal was not alone in this belief. His diaries are
sprinkled with similar statements. General Clay, Military
Governor of Germany at that time, “. . . expressed it as his
view that the Russians did not want a war. . . (July 16,
1946

) ; General Eisenhower “gave it as his view that the Rus-
sians would not take steps leading to immediate war” (Aug-
ust 21, 1946 ) ; Averell Harriman “said that he did not be-
lieve the Russians would provoke war in the near future. . .

.**

(October 15, 1946) «

The Forrestal Diaries go through to 1949 and the estimate
of Soviet intentions remains the same. On August 3. 1948,
for example, the U. S, Ambassador to the Soviet Union,
General Bedell Smith, presented a report to the War Council,
(Before becoming Ambassador, General Smith had been
Eisenhower's Chief-of-Staff ) . From this report the War
Council, notes Forrestal, “gained the impression the Rus-
sians do not want war.” On November 13, 1948, General Clay
“gave it as his view that we were unduly apprehensive about
the Russians.” and, says Forrestal, “is confident that they
(the Russians) do not want a war. . .

.” 7

The men quoted by Forrestal were top government of-

ficials, making judgements in the process of creating policy.

These were not off-the-cuff press statements but calculated

opinions expressed in the closed circles of high policy makers.
These men were not guessing. They had intelligence services

at their disposal supplying them with such basic facts as

Soviet industrial activity and potential; 8 they received daily

5 Walter Millis, (editor), Tlie Forrestal Diaries, New York 1951 p 171
« riiitl, p. 182, p. 195. p. 212
7 Forrestal Diaries, pp. 469, 52t
• One estimate of war preparedness are armament budgets. Ttv? United Na-
tions estimates that the XJ. 8. arms budget for 1951 is higher than any
other government in the world. UN estimates U. S. budget as capable of
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reports from American military and diplomatic sources and
from European agents.

The observations of the generals and the diplomats are
not available to the public, but there are hints here and
there of what these men reported. What did they report on
Soviet intentions?

DID OUR DIPLOMATS EXPECT SOVIET AGGRESSIVE WAR?
As the formerly secret Forrestal diaries show, Ambassa-

dors to Russia Harriman and Smith, reporting in 1946 and
1948, didn’t believe the Soviet Union wanted war. In 1950
George F. Kennan, now Ambassador to Russia, wrote that
it is hardly likely that the Russians are now charting an

early military onslaught on the Western World. . .
»

Kennan's predecessor as Ambassador to Moscow was
Admiral Alan G. Kirk, former commander of the U. S. Naval
Forces in the Normandy invasion. As Ambassador to the
Soviet Union, it was Kirk’s business to determine Soviet in-

tentions and as former head of Naval Intelligence (1931)
he was presumably an expert on judging whether a nation
is preparing for war. In December, 1950, it was reported
that Admiral Kirk:

i

".
. . sees no signs in Moscow that Russia expects war now . . .

Currently Admiral Kirk delects none of the tell-tale signs of war
that the experts watch for. For example, Soviet Army units are re-
maining at peacetime strength. No over-age classes are being called
up. No extraordinary movements of troops or supplies have been
detected. There is no drive in Russia to build bomb shelters or to
restrict civilian consumption of critical materials. There Is no
shifting of labor away from peacetime to wartime industries.” io

buying 11,400.000 man-years of Industrial labor; Russia's budget as buying
10,200,000 man-years. Comparing these armament budgets in proportion to
population, the U.S Is spending 1 5/2 times as much as the USSR- in pro-
portion to total area. 3 times as much.

9 Reader's Digest, March, 1950
10 IJ. S. News and World Report—Since 1951 Admiral Kirk has changed hi*

Job. He now helps create the “war psychosis'’ Hoover talked about. He ischairman of the American Committee for the Liberation of Peoples of
Russia, Inc. The moving spirits of this group are such notorious antt-
Sovleteers as Eugene Lyons and Isaac Don Levine
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That makes four American Ambassadors in a row wh©
didn’t expect Soviet aggression. Other American diplomat*

serving in Europe must have reported the same thing. There

is a hint to this effect by a veteran correspondent, William

Stoneman, who cabled home this dispatch in 1951

:

"American diplomats serving behind the Iron Curtain appear te

have agreed among themselves during a meeting in Paris, that
Soviet or Soviet satellite aggression this year—or in the predic-
table future—is definitely unlikely.

"They are reported to feel that only a ‘bad miscue’ by the United
States, such as an American attack on Communist China could
precipitate a Russian attack in Europe.” 11 (emphasis added)

It is obvious that American diplomats in Europe gave

Washington a good estimate of Soviet intentions. The Soviet

Union had no idea of starting a war: the Soviet Union ha« not

started a war.

What about our military men? Did they expect trouble?

DID OUR GENERALS EXPECT SOVIET AGGRESSIVE WAR? '

The answer again seems to be no. We have seen in Fop-
restal's diaries that Generals Eisenhower, Smith and Clay are
on record within the government as not expecting Soviet ag-
gressive war. General Clay said so in 1946, in 1948 and again
publicly in 1951 at a speech at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria
in New York City when he again pointed out the obvious,

that if the Soviet Union had been planning to attack she
would have done so long ago. 13

The Forrestal diaries end in 1949. Since then enough has
come out to show that military men have not been expecting
trouble. A year after Admiral Kirk’s observations in 1950,
his opinions were confirmed by the highest military chiefs
in Europe. The chiefs of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-

11 Chicago Tribune, February T, 1951
12 Speech before Grocery Manufacturer* After.., November 14, 1951



nation (NATO) made a military report to the NATO Coun-
cil, meeting in Rome. According to correspondent Benjamin
Welles, the report stated that the armed forces of the Soviet
Union and its allies had not increased since the end of World
War II, “nor are there , „ any serious indications that the
Soviet Union is preparing for hostilities.” 18

At this same meeting. General Gruenther, who was Eisen-
hower’s Chief of Staff, pointed out that Soviet intentions

could be gauged by her industrial production, which was not
geared to all-out war. 14 By 1952 General Gruenther was
even more explicit. Returning to the United States to make
a report to Congress, he stated flatly:

“I don't think that war is imminent now and I don’t think it's

ever going to come. In my mind, there isn’t going to be any war.” rs

These reports are from the top military men in Europe,
the admirals, and generals who were serving under Eisen-

hower. It is their business to expect and prepare for war.

By training and profession they are suspicious of potential

enemies, in this case the Soviet Union. Yet they all say that

the Soviet Union is not planning to start a war.

What about the Europeans? They are supposed to be

living under the shadow of “aggression”: are they worried

about the Soviet Union?

DO EUROPEANS BELIEVE IN SOVIET PLANS FOR WAR?

This question is vital to the peoples of Europe since their

countries would be the battlegrounds of a third World War.
Literally, this is a life and death question in Europe. We
can expect them to be very realistic about the danger of
Soviet aggression. In fact, since they are so close to the
Soviet Union we should expect them to be even more fearful

of aggression than the United States. But this is not so.

13 N. Y. Times, November 23, 1951
14 N. Y. Times, November 37, 1951, byline of Arnaldo Oonrewt
16 Chicago Tribune, March. 13, 1952
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Exactly the reverse is true. The most responsible Europeans

do not fear Soviet aggression. Ernie Hill, correspondent for

the Chicago Daily News, reports that :

"The people of Europe remain pretty well unconvinced that Russia
plans aggressive warfare. They contend that Russia could have
swept over Europe at any time in the last six years. . . . The word
used most frequently to describe Washington policy is ‘hysteria.’

The contrast between the American attitude toward Russia and
that of Europe is shocking to anyone coming here from the
U. S. 16 (emphasis added)

Herbert Hoover, in the speech already quoted gave eight

reasons why Europeans did not believe in Soviet aggression.

The first reason confirms fully Ernie Hill’s dispatch quoted
above. According to Hoover, informed European observers

. . said that the Russian ground armies could have overrun
Europe in a two months’ campaign any time in the past five years
and can no doubt do it during several years to come. That" they
have not done so seems proof to these observers that the Kremlin
realizes several difficulties in making a Red world out of the
West.” 17

In England both the right and the left seeifi to agree on
this point. Said one of the leaders of the British Conserva-
tive Party, Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden:

“I dc not believe that the Soviet leaders are eager tc face the
chaos and destruction which would result from a full-scale con-
flict with the West. . .

.”1®

A British Labor Party political scientist, the late Harold
J. Laski, wrote:

"From what I have seen myself of Stalin, I do not believe he is
either an expansionist or a warmonger. On the contrary, I doubt
that there is anyone alive who knows better than he does that
Russia's first need is peace.” i» (emphasis added)

In Germany, Pastor Niemoller, now a Bishop, said after
jp, - *

16 Chicago Daily New S, October 26, 1951
37 N. V. Times, January 28, 1952
IE Silver Lecture, Columbia University. January 11, 1952
19 N. V. Dally Compass. December 28, 194*
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a visit to Moscow that he found “little of no talk of war in

Russia.” 29 Another visitor to Moscow, French correspondent

Michel Gordey of the conservative France Soir wrote after

his visit in 1950 that nothing suggested “preparation in he
USSR for mobilization or military aggression.” On the con-

trary, “the Soviet people of the present time are working
with all their might to rebuild their ruins,” and are in no
way prepared, “psychologically, physically, or morally,” for

“aggressive war”. 21

The prevalent opinion in Europe has been summed up by
one of the most authoritative political analysts in Europe,

Monsieur Maurice Beuve-Mery, who writes under the pen
name of Serins in the Paper paper, Le Monde. This news-
paper is roughly equivalent to the New York Times, and close

to official government sources. Serius writes:

“While it is impossible to deny, without blindness or disingenu-
ousness, that the Soviet Union seizes any occasion to increase the
number of its supporters and its world influence, it is equally nec-
essary to point out that she did not attack Greece after the
defeats of General Markos, nor Berlin at the time of the airlift,

nor Iran whdse northern border has remained wide open, nor
Czechoslovakia where the game was already won, nor Yugoslavia
despite its spectacular secession. Even in Korea it is infinitely
probable that nothing would have happened if the Americans had
not, two years previously, deserted the post while leaving a free
hand to Syngman Rhee and his blustering. Like the famous
Gribouille, the Europeans seem likely through the very fear of
war to throw themselves in its path .” 22

These opinions of Europeans are so widespread and open-
ly stated that Washington has been informed of them a
thousandfold. There is no doubt both from the Forrestal

diaries of 1946-1949 and from the unbroken series of reports

since then that official Washington had a good idea of Soviet

intentions and never believed its own horror tales of Soviet

military aggression. In deliberately creating a “war psy-

30 N. Y. Times, February 20. 1952
21 Michel Gordey. Visa to Moscow, New York, 1952, j>p. 408-409
22 I.e Monde, June 1 1, 1952
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chosis” as Hoover put it, official Washington has been waging

psychological warfare against us, the American people. War
scares have been manufactured to frighten the American

people. How? Why?

CREATING WAR SCARES

Newspapers still remain the major medium of informa-

tion in modern society. Radio, movies and television have

great popularity and great impaet, but for the sustained and

detailed spreading of ideas the daily paper still holds

top rank.

In the creation of “war psychosis” newspapers have been

willing tools. They have not only printed at great lengths

the statements of those opposed to the Soviet U/iion while

burying in obscure corners anything favorable to the USSR,

but they have printed rumors and malicious gossip as if they

were facts. We are speaking here not of the cheap, sensa-

tional press, but of reputable newspapers such as the New
York Times and the New York Herald Tribune. Where re-

porters have tried to expose the fraudulent nature of these

war scares, they soon found that their sendees were not

needed. On occasion, the more cynical or the more courageous

of the editors will blurt out the truth, and we read such

statements as “War scares are easy to create,” 23
,
“Grim

warnings from the Pentagon are largely propaganda’’ 24 and

the editor of the Arizona Daily Star warns “We are being

shouted into a catastrophic war by the opinion makers of

our country.” 25

The immediate reason for the war scares was to under-

mine the goodwill and friendship of the American people

towards the Soviet Union. This was done deliberately as

attested by the leading foreign correspondent of the New
York Times, Cyrus Sulzberger, who wrote early in 1946 that

3ft O. S. News and World Report. February 17. 3951

24 Wall Street Journal, Marcb 17 2961
36 Letter to N. Y .’limes, October 31, 1951



in the opinion of American diplomats:

. . . the momentum of pro-Soviet feeling worked up during th>»war to support the Grand Alliance had continued too heavily
after the armistice This made it difficult for the Administration
to cat ry out the stilfer diplomatic policy required now. For this
reason, these observers believe, a campaign was worked up toobtain a better psychological balance of public opinion. ”23

In other words, the feeling of friendship for Russia which
Piesident Roosevelt had fostered was to be undermined
Why?

Why was a hate campaign necessary? What kind of
stiffer diplomatic policy” is it that requires a hate cam-

paign against an ally? Here already we see a first indirect
hint as to who started the Cold War. This question will be
fully dismissed later; at this point it is important to see how
a hate campaign in international relations gets organized by
the government without the people knowing it. How is

it done?

The State Department issues anonymous alarming com-
muniques, newspapers run big headlines, editorials are writ-
ten, commentators wave the flag. The technique was analyzed
by Congressman Howard Buffett of Nebraska on a specific
occasions a 1948 administration request for a tremendous
armaments appropriation.

In a letter to his constituents, Buffett tells how in the
spring of 1948, in order to obtain Congressional approval
of this program, the rumor was passed around that “we will
be at war with Russia in 30 days.” At the same time, a few
Congressmen in an off-the-record talk with Admiral Hillen-
koeter were told exactly the opposite. According to Buffett,
the Admiral, who was then Chief of the Central Intelligence
Agency, “declared that signs of offensive war by Russia in

the foreseeable future were completely lacking.” 27

It is worth noting that Congressman Buffett didn’t tell

*6 N. V. Times. March 21, 1946
37 Statement of Cong. Howard H Buffett, Washington Report, Sept. 13, 1951
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this incident to the American people until 1951, although he

had known about it for three years. It is also worth noting

that men like Herbert Hoover said nothing year after year

while the “war psychosis” was being developed. It is also

worth noting that certain Big Business leaders are begin-

ning to expose the true nature of the war scares. Why is the

truth coming out now, and not two, three, four years ago?

WHY IS THE TRUTH COMING OUT?

The very business magazines which helped spread the
war scares are now exposing them. How can such a situa-

tion oceur?

If the war program has been profitable to General Elec-

tric Company, as it undoubtedly has, why should its Chair-
man of the Board of Directors, Philip Reed, go out of his

way to slow it down? Why should he say that the peak of

the re-armament program “is too high and it comes too
soon?”

Yet this is what he said:

“It is my own carefully considered view that the peak of the re-
armament program as presently projected is too high and it comes
too soon . . . we who are not a part of the military (which always
tends to overstate its requirements) and we who are not members
of national legislative bodies (which the record shows are much
more afraid of the political consequences of voting against huge
military appropriations than of risking another wave of inflation)—we must speak up and express our views. . .

,”28 (emphasis
added)

Philip D. Reed is in the top rank of American Big Busi-
ness. His company, General Electric, is a Morgan company
and the Morgan group is th<£ most powerful single influence
in American Big Business. When Reed speaks, he represents
financial power.

In effect, Philip Reed was taking this occasion to warn his
fellow monopolists that the entire re-armament program was
moving too fast. The reason that Reed gives reflects the
2® N. 1. limes, December 5, 1651
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present world situation. Country after country in Western

Europe is moving towards bankruptcy because of the burden

of the armaments program. Country after country, begin-

ning with England herself, have placed on their people a

burden of taxation and inflation which is creating strong

resistance among the people.

The more sophisticated American leaders like Reed realize

that the entire re-armament program is in danger. Says

Reed:

"I am convinced that if the NATO countries undertake to
meet the defense production program as recently formulated
and scheduled, serious economic and political disturbances will

result. . .
.” 29 (emphasis added)

The Reed line of reasoning finds powerful support. Two
months later it appears as part of a Chamber of Commerce
Report

:

**.
. . some argue that it Ithe USSR] has no early intention ... of

precipitating a world war or world aggression. . . .

“We should not fasten on Western Europe an armament program
that would disrupt civilian morale and lead to the growth of their*

domestic Communist parties. . . .

"If we push rearmament too fast and too far, we might lose in
the political sphere as we gained in military might. . . .”30 (em-
phasis added)

Herbert Hoover in his speech had already drawn atten-
tion to the effects of too rapid an armaments program on
the American economy, saying that the “outstanding phe-
nomenon in the United States is the dangerous overstraining
of our economy by our gigantic expenditures.” 31 (emphasis
added)

These big businessmen, it should be clear, do not want
a halt to the Cold War. They do not want disarmament,
either in whole or in part. No, they only want to slow down
the pace, and their power and influence is such that the re-

29 N. Y. Tinu*s, December 5, 1951
30 Chamber of Commerce. Report on Communism, March, 1952
31 N. Y. ‘rimes, January 28, 1952
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armament program was slowed down to reach its peak in
1955 instead of 1954. Marquis Childs reported from Wash-
ington :

President Truman . . . took on himself the responsibility for a
fundamental alteration in the basic plan of the Joint Chief*
of Staff.

The change moves the target date for combat readiness from
1954 to 1955.”

The importance of men like Hoover and Reed at the
present time is that they are forcing a re-examination of our
foreign policy. These men cannot be dismissed as crackpots;
they cannot be red-baited. In the process of re-examination
the truth about Soviet-American relations may finally come
out.

Once the truth begins to trickle through, it may grow
to a flood. As Childs says in the dispatch quoted above:

“For the Administration to initiate the cutback ... is to set a
dangerous precedent. Congress, with this example as inspira-
tion. can cut and cut and then cut again. If 1954 wasn’t such a
critical year, then perhaps 1955 isn’t either.”

Not only is the cutback a dangerous precedent. In order
to get the cutback Big Business was forced to combat the
hysteria they had themselves helped to create. They had to
mention the truth: the Soviet Union does not plan or desire
war.

That’s why Hoover says what he says, that is why
Reed says “the evidence indicates that Russia will not de-
liberately precipitate another war within the foreseeable
future,” 33 that is why Ernest T. Weir, President of Nation-
al Steel writes that after spending weeks in Paris and London
“consulting with men of affairs,” he did not find “a single
person who believed Russia would precipitate a war now or
for some years to come ... if ever.” 34

When men like these speak, the business magazines and

T2 N. Y. east. January 2t. 1952
53 N. Y. Times, December 5, 1951
54 Statement Oa Our Foreign Situation. January J 1951
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the press fall into line. We are beginning to find editorials

warning about “depression and political demoralization” 38

resulting from our military expenditures and warnings that

“War preparations, U. S. style, aimed at some Imaginary war
that Russian will not fight unless attacked, is geared to yield

disaster to all. . .
.”3* (emphasis added)

The same magazine said flatly:

“Russia is not going to start a war with the United States.”

With this truth, the entire basis of the Cold War falls

away. With this truth we can begin our search for the basic

question of contemporary foreign policy: who started the

Cold War?
WHO STARTED THE COLD WAR?

It is official Washington doctrine that the Soviet Union

started the Cold War but, against a background of fabricated

stories, one can question the statements by Aeheson, Dulles,

Harriman, and dozens of other spokesmen who tell us that

the Soviet Union started the Cold War, Why should we be-

lieve them ?

Sumner Welles and Elliott Roosevelt don’t believe them.

FDR’s Under-secretary of State and FDR’s son are impor-

tant witnesses. It is worth stating their opinions.

Elliott Roosevelt stated:

. it was the United States and Great Britain who first shook
the mailed first, who first abrogated the collective decisions.

“And it should be noted too, that in the world shakedown that
followed the end of the shooting, we vacated the vitally impor-
tant role of operating as mediator between Great Britain and
the Soviet Union, the only two nations who.se security interests

clash today. Rather than arbitrating those differences, as Father
had always been careful to do, we chose sides; worse than that, we
did not simply line up beside Britain, we lined up in back of her.” 3*

(emphasis in the original)

35 Detroit News, October 10, 1951
IT. s. News and World Report, November 2, 1962

37 Ibid., February 1, 1962
•8 S3Mott Roosevelt, As He Saw It, New Yorlr, 1946, op. 254-255
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Elliott Roosevelt wrote this in 1946 as the Cold War
was just starting. At about the same time, Simmer Welle*

wrote

:

*.
. . it has become the tendency in the Western world to place

the entire blame for the tragic collapse in peacemaking at the
door of the Soviet government. It would seem to me far mor«
realistic to admit that the blame for the present disaster should be
shared by the government of the United States.” 38 (emphasis
added)

Welles is not alone in disbelieving Washington.
The industrialist, Robert R. Young, in 1947 flatly dis-

agreed that the Soviet Union had started the Cold War. Ho
wrote:

u
. , . Russia showed not the remotest sign of aggression . . prior

to our interest in her border states Poland and Manchuria co-
incident with gratuitous and undiplomatic insults. Every movo
she made has been a counter-move.” 40 (emphasis added)

Young maintains the USSR has been on the defensive^

countering American, policies. Professor Harry Elmer
Barnes, historian and sociologist, thinks Russia has been

remarkably restrained. He writes:

**.
. . many of the American policies affecting Russia, especially

President Truman's Greco-Turkish policy, have been such as would
have brought a declaration of war by this country if Russia had
applied similar policies towards American interests."**

A prominent midwest industrialist, J. F. Lincoln, sup-

ports the historian's argument. At the end of 1951 he wrote:

“
. . We would not have allowed even any small part of our

present aggression to have been done by Russia anywhere In the
Western Hemisphere without fighting them immediately, yet we
expect that the communist world Is going to accept our attacks
and threats lying down. Under our present leadership we are at-
tacking China and Russia, our recent allies, and arming our

89 Sumner Whiles. Where Are We Heading, New York tt London. 1946, p 1M
40 Saturday Kevlew of Literature, March 8, 1947
41 Quoted by Jerome Davis, Peace, War and Yon, Now York, 1963. p. 90. T%»

most recent book cm the Issue <xf peace by a Quaker of wisdom um|

42 Letter to Clevelasd Plain Dealer, October \ 196t

enemies, Japan and Germany, whom we fought to the death only

six years ago.” **

Remembering Washington’s deception, as shown in Tho
Forrestal Diaries we would do well to take an extra long and

hard look at the evidence. The evidence on the beginning of

the Cold War will be found in the following chapters.

Our leaders deceived us in claiming the Soviet Union was
planning military aggression. Are they also deceiving us

when they say that it was the Soviet Union that started the

Cold War?
The core of the evidence is American policy on the atom

bomb. Its importance is self-evident. Failure to reach an
agreement on its control was the signal for the present arm-

aments race. It is in some ways the simplest issue because

the alternatives were clear cut. These alternatives have been

analyzed by one of the leading Americans of our generation,

an American who thought deeply about the subject and set

his thoughts down for President Truman. His name: Henry
L. Stimson, Secretary of State under President Herbert

Hoover, and Secretary of War under Presidents William

Howard Taft, Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry S. Truman.

It is his analysis which is presented in evidence in the next

chapter.



ATOM BOMB
MONOPOLY

Russia Agrees to Discuss Make-Up
Of a World Atomic Autkority

Control Unit of U N. Commission Decide*

to Dissolve Group Working on Subject and 1

Begin Again-—

1

/ -Man Board Asked
'The years before any possible power
can . . . attack us with weapons of mass
destruction are our years of opportunity

'*

Sec’y. of Defense, James V. Forrestal
December 8, 1947
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General Walter B. Smith
September 24, 1948

unemswr*
"We have evidence that within recent

weeks «xr» atomic explosion occurred in the

U.S.S. R.”

President Harry S. Truman
September 24, 1949
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‘rounead THERE is a document in existence in the

United States on the subject of American-Soviet relations

which is dynamite. It is rare in foreign affairs that one single

document could be so dangerous to a government, but this

document is. It is a memorandum written especially for Pres-

ident Truman by his Secretary of War. It was long a top

secret document which has become known only through a

peculiar set of circumstances.

The importance of this document cannot be overestimated.

Reactionaries have long realized its significance and have
tried desperately to bury it and have people forget it. No
mention is ever made of it, and two books, both important,
were deliberately distorted by omission in order to cover it
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up. The two books were The Forrest&l Diaries and Mr. Presi-

dent (excerpts from President Truman's diaries to a con-
siderable extent). The distortion is a matter of objective
proof as will be shown soon.

The document in question is a
#
memorandum on atomic

policy in respect to Russia, written on September 11,1945,
nine days after the formal Japanese surrender. The elements
of cold war were just coming together and this memorandum
is crucial evidence on who is responsible for the Cold War.

Before quoting the memorandum in full a few words about
Mr. Stimson are in order. He was at this time at the climax
of a career unequalled in the -’United States outside of the
Presidency itself. Between 1911 and 1945, he had been a Cab-
inet member under four administrations, both Republican
and Democratic, either as Secretary of State or Secretary
of War.

He was a corporation lawyer by profession, a Republican
in politics, an expert on foreign affairs. On atomic energy
he was probably the highest government authority on the
subject with the exception of President Roosevelt himself.

From the beginning of the atomic program, Stimson was
on the controlling committee that directed policy, and from
1943 onward he was directly responsible to the President
for the administration of the entire undertaking. Stimson
was also senior advisor to FDR on the military employment
of atomic energy.

Stimson was in favor of dropping the atom bomb on
Japan, and in keeping the bomb a secret. Then he changed
his mind, not all at once, but slowly. He tells the story in

his memoirs of how he thought about the problem of Ameri-
can monopoly of the bomb. The more he thought through
the implications of American monopoly control, the more
he began to wonder.

Returning from Potsdam, he went off to the Adirondacks
for three weeks to wrestle with the problem. “In the quiet
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of the Adirondacks,” say his memoirs, “be thought again

about the atom and Russia. Twice McCloy came from Wash-

ington to talk wifh him, and at the other end of the secret

telephone were Harrison and Bundy. ...” 1

The implication is clear that McCloy, Harrison and Bundy

were Stirason’s advisers. All three are top business men: John i

J. McCloy, corporation lawyer, ex-President of the World

Bank, director of the Union Pacific Railroad, partner of the

powerful Wall Street firm of Milbank, Tweed, Hope, Hadley

& McCloy; George L. Harrison, Governor of the New York
Federal Reserve Bank, President of the New York Life In-

surance Company, director of many big companies; Harvey
H. Bundy, corporation lawyer, member of the exclusive firm

of Choate, Hall and Stewart, Assistant Secretary of War
under Hoover.

They are as shrewd, hard-headed and conservative as

Stimson himself, who on many issues, such as labor, was
even reactionary. Forrestal reports that Stimson in 1946

"... expressed deep misgivings about the labor situation in the
country and said that such ‘conspiracy’ against the public interest

would have to be dealt with. . . . He said there were adequate pre-
cedents both in our own law and in old English common law to

deal with such conspiracy.” 2

That these men, from the world of big business, should

have decided that the United States must not try to keep
an atom bomb monopoly, is powerful testimony to the fact

that such a monopoly was not in the best interests of the

United States. As a result of their discussions, Stimson modi-
fied his previous stand. Say the memoirs:
“ ... as he pondered a world of atomic competition, Stimson
modified his earlier opinion and on September 11 he sent to the
President a memorandum urging immediate and direct negotia-
tions with the Russians. . .

.” 3 (emphasis added)

1 Henry L. Stimson and MeGeorge Bundy. On Active Service In Peace and
War. N-ew York, 1!M7, p. 641. (This is a different Bundy from the H. H.
Bundy mentioned above)

J Forrestal IMartes. p. 200
® Stimson, On Active Service, p. 641
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Stimson s memorandum is so carefully considered and so
cat.. udy worded that it should not be summarized. More-
over, it is a key document in the history of the Cold War.
Here it is in full: 4

The President,
The White House.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
11 September 1945

Subject: Proposed Action for Control of Atomic Bombs.
j he advent of the atomic bomb has stimulated great military

and probably even greater political interest throughout the civil-
ized world. In a world atmosphere already extremely sensitive to
power, the introduction of this weapon has profoundly affected
political considerations in all sections of the globe.

"In many quarters it has been interpreted as a substantial offset
to the growth of Russian influence on the continent. We can be
certain that the Soviet Government has sensed this tendency and
1 he temptation will be strong for the Soviet political and military
leaders to acquire this weapon in the shortest possible time. Britain
in effect already has the status of a partner with us in the develop-
ment of this weapon. Accordingly, unless the Soviets are volun-
tar ly invited into the partnership upon a basis of co-operation
and trust, we are going to maintain the Anglo-Saxon bloc over
against the Soviet in the possession of this weapon. Such a condi-
tion will almost certainly stimulate feverish activity on the part
of the Soviet toward the development of this bomb in what will
*in effect be a, secret armament race of a rather desperate char-
acter. There is evidence to indicate that such activity may have
already commenced.

"If we feel, as I assume we must, that civilization demands that
some day we shall arrive at a satisfactory international arrange-
ment respecting the control of this new force, the question then
is how long we can afford to enjoy our momentary superiority in
the hope of achieving our immediate peace council objectives.

"Whether Russia gets control of the necessary secrets of produc-
tion in a minimum of say four years or a maximum of twenty
years is not nearly as important to the world and civilization as
to make sure that when they do get it they are willing and co-
operative partners among the peace-loving nations of the world.
It is true if we approach them now, as I would propose, we may be

4 Ibid., pp. 642-646
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gambling on their good faith and risk their getting into production
of bombs a little sooner than they would otherwise.

"To put the matter concisely, I consider the problem of our satis-
factory relations with Russia as not merely connected with but
as virtually dominated by the problems of the atomic bomb. Except
for the problem of the control of that bomb, those relations, while
vitally important, might not be immediately pressing. The estab-
lishment of relations of mutual confidence between her and us
could afford to await the slow progress of time. But with the
discovery of the bomb, they became immediately emergent. Those
relations may be perhaps irretrievably embittered by the way in
which we approach the solution of the bomb with Russia. For if

we fail to approach them now and merely continue to negotiate
with them, having this weapon rather ostentatiously on our hip,
their suspicions and their distrust of our purposes and motives
will increase, (the emphasis is Stiinson’s) 5 it will Inspire them
to greater efforts in an all-out effort to solve the problem. If the
solution is achieved in that spirit, it is much less likely that we
wall ever get the kind of covenant we may desperately need in the
future. This risk Is, I believe, greater than the other, inasmuch
as our objective must be to get the best kind of international bar-
gain we can—one that has some chance of being kept and saving
civilization not for five or for twenty years, but forever.

"The chief lesson I have learned in a long life is that the only
way you can make a man trustworthy is to trust him; and the
surest way to rrfake him untrustworthy is to distrust him and
show your distrust.

"If the atomic bomb were merely another though more devastating
military weapon to be assimilated into our pattern of international
relations, it would be one thing. We could then follow the old
custom of secrecy and nationalistic military superiority relying
on international caution to prescribe the future use of the weapon
as we did with gas. But I think the bomb instead constitutes
merely a first step in a new control by man over the forces of
nature too revolutionary and dangerous to fit into the old concepts.
I think it really caps the climax of the race between man’s grow-
ing technical power for destructiveness and his psychologic 1
power of self-control and group control- his moral power. If so,
our method of approach to the Russians is a question of the most
itai importance in the evolution of human progress.

"Since the crux of the problem is Russia, any contemplated action

empna.sis was not In the original memo, but wa-s added by Stimsoawhen his memoirs were written in 1947. (Bundy, who wrote the book onlyroilowed Stimson's ooinions). At that time >- thi~ana one more, also emphasized, to be the heart of the memorandum
“
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leading to the control of this weapon should be primarily directed
to Russia. It is my judgment that the Soviet would be more apt to
respond sincerely to a direct and forthright approach made by
the United States on this subject than would be the case if the
approach were made as a part of a general international scheme,
or if the approach were made after a succession of express or im-
plied threats or near threats in our peace negotiations.

"My idea of an approach to the Soviets would be a diiect proposal
after discussion with the British that we would be prepared in
effect to enter an arrangement with the Russians, the general
purpose of which would be to control and limit the use of the
atomic bomb as an instrument of war and so far as possible to
direct and encourage the development of atomic power for peace-
ful and humanitarian purposes. Such an approach might more
specifically lead to the proposal that we would stop work on the
further improvement in, or manufacture of, the bomb as a military
weapon, provided the Russians and the British would agree to do
likewise. It might also provide that we would be willing to impound
what bombs we now have in the United Stales provided the Rus-
sians and the British would agree with us that in no event will

they or we use a bomb as an instrument of war unless all three
Governments agree to that use. We might also consider including
in the arrangement a covenant with the U. K. and the Soviets
providing for the exchange of benefits of future developments
whereby atomic energy may be applied on a mutually satisfactory
basis for commercial or humanitarian purposes.
"I would make such an approach just as soon as our immediate
political considerations make it appropriate.
“I emphasize perhaps beyond all other considerations the import-
ance of taking this action with Russia as a proposal of the United
States—backed by Great Britain but peculiarly the proposal of
the United States. Action of any international group of nations,
including many small nations who have not demonstrated their
potential power or responsibility in this war would not, in my
opinion, be taken seriously by the Soviets, (emphasis is Stimson’s) •

The loose debates which would suri-ound such proposal, if put
before a conference of nations, would provoke but scant favor
from the Soviet. As I say, I think this is the most important point
in the program.

“After the nations which have -won this war have agreed to it,

there wall be ample time to introduce France and China into the
covenants and finally to incorporate the agreement into the scheme
of the United Nations. The use of this bomb has been accepted by

• Th«> memoirs say that Stlaieon ffonatdereU this the most important passage
Ijq the memorandum
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the world as the result of the initiative and productive capacity

of the United States, and I think this factor is a most potent lever

toward having our proposals accepted by the Soviets, whereas I

am most skeptical of obtaining any tangible results by way of

any international debate. I urge this method as the most
reabstic means of accomplishing this vitally important step in

the history of the world.

“Henry L. Stimson
“Secretary of War."

Such is the memorandum.
It is based on a basic fact of life and on a policy.

The basic fact of life is that as a result of World War
II, the United States and the Soviet Union have emerged as

the two superpowers. There cannot be a world war without

these two as opjxments. This does not mean that the rest of

the world is negligible or unimportant—far from it. What it

does mean is that the controlling decision of war and peace
rests today with these two nations. If the U. S. and the

U. S. S. R. are friends, there cannot be a war. If they are

enemies, war is a constant possibility.

The policy on which Stimson’s memo is based is President
Roosevelt’s policy of expanding the areas of agreement and
reducing the areas of conflict by negotiation and compromise.
As FDR told Congress, on his return from the Yalta confer-
ence, March 1, 1945:

• . . the conference was a successful effort by the three leading
nations to find a common ground for peace. ... I am confident
that the Congress and the American people will accept the results
of this conference as the beginnings of a permanent structure
of peace. . .

.”

FDR’s policy toward the Soviet Union was “to find a
common ground for peace.” This was the public policy of our
government until the day of his death, April 12, 1945. Stim-
son’s memorandum rests squarely on this policy and, so do
his warnings. When Truman rejected Stimson’s suggestions
and disregarded Stimson’s warnings, he was reversing
Roosevelt’s policy. This is why his memorandum is such po-
litical dynamite.
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A—Stimson begins by pointing out that some people are
looking at the bomb as an instrument of power politics,

something to '‘balance” Soviet influence; something, in other
words, with which to threaten the USSR. He points out that
the Soviets are aware of this, and the result can only be a
"'secret armaments race of a rather desperate character.”

This is exactly what has taken place.

B—Stimson next warns that "if we fail to approach them
[the Soviets] now and merely continue to negotiate with
them, having this weapon rather ostentatiously on our hip,
their suspicions and their distrust of our purpose and motives
will increase.” The Soviets will race to get the bomb, and
then we will find it more difficult to get the kind of agreement
we may desperately need in the future.” Our relations with
Russia may be "irretrievably embittered.” This is strong
language—but doesn’t it describe the Cold War? Doesn’t
this warning sound prophetic in the light of the Cold War
of today?

C—Finally, Stimson points out, in a paragraph of remark-
ably long-range view, that the bomb "constitutes merely a
first step in a new control by man over the forces of nature
too revolutionary and dangerous to fit into the old concepts,”
and he gives a warning as grave and sober as it is carefully
considered, ",

. . our method of approach to the Russians is

a question of the most vital importance in the evolution of
human progfess.”

This approach must be "direct and forthright” Stimson
warns, or it would not be “taken seriously by the Soviets.”

How seriously did Truman take Stimson’s warnings and
suggestions ?

Truman disregarded everyone of Stimson’s urgent sug-
gestions. Not only that : he did exactly the opposite. The
consequences have been precisely what Stimson predicted, a
dreaded atomic armaments race which can only end in dis-
aster for everyone. It is little wonder that books like The
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Forrest&l Diaries and Mr. President distort facts, and mis-

lead the people about Stimson's ideas. To prove this charge

of distortion, Stimson's predictions and proposals must be

seen in sharp focus.

the contents of the stimson memorandum
The predictions of Stimson have all come true. This

is quite remarkable even if we consider that he was an ex-

pert on foreign affairs and atomic problems. For some of his

predictions are truly amazing. For example, he said that the

Soviet Union might possibly make an atom bomb "in a mini-

mum of say four years. . . Almost four years to the day
from the date of Stimson's memo, President Truman an-
nounced that “an atomic explosion” had occurred in the
USSR "within recent weeks!" (Date of announcement, Sep-
tember 24, 1949. Date of memo, September 11, 1945)

The writer doesn’t want to ascribe supernatural powers
to Stimson. He was making an estimate, from a minimum
of four years to a maximum of twenty. But that his minimum
estimate should have turned out so close to reality is a tribute
to his thorough knowledge of atomic production. Compare
Stimson’s minimum estimate with that of General Walter
Bedell Smith, Ambassador to Moscow, who as late as Sep-
tember 24, 1948 told Secretary Forrestal:

"The Russians cannot possibly have the industrial competence
to produce the atomic bomb now, and it will be 5 or even 10 years
before they could count on manufacture of it in quantity. Theymay well have the ‘notebook' know-hdw, but not the industrial
complex to translate that knowledge into concrete weapons.” 7

(emphasis added)

The underestimation of Soviet industrial strength by men
like General Smith is directly related to their arrogant na-
tionalistic feelings of U. S. superiority. This underestimation

torrostal Diaries, p. 4MH. General Smith’s statement that the Russians may
have had the ’'know-how,” and that only an adequate “industrial com-
plex” was necessary undermines the entire premise of atomic spy scares,
For the full story of this. Including John Foster Dulles’ ojrttiion on th»
•Ubject, see the appendix at the end of this book
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lay at the bottom of Forrestal’s strategic thinking as re-

vealed in his diaries:

*As long aa we can outproduce the world, we can control the sea
and can strike inland with the atomic bomb, we can assume certain

risks otherwise unacceptable. . . . The years before any possible

power can achieve the capability effectively to attack us with
weapons of mass destruction are our years of opportunity, . . .*#

(emphasis added)

As Secretary of Defense, Forrestal had a powerful influ-

ence on Truman. If Truman had paid attention to the pre-

dictions and proposals of Henry L. Stimson, the world

situation today would be much less dangerous.

What were Stimson’s precise proposals?

|

Here they are, itemized from the memo.

1

—

In our negotiations with the Soviet Union, we must
avoid “express or implied threats or near threats” based on
our possession of the bomb.

2

—

We should make a direct approach to the USSR. He
specifically warns that it should not be of an international

group nature. He states most emphatically that any group
approach would show the Soviets the Americans were not

serious. The approach should be an invitation to the Soviets

to participate in the partnership on a “basis of co-operation

and trust.”

3

—

We should negotiate an agreement to outlaw the

atomic bomb as an instrument of war.

4

—

We should offer to “stop work on the further improve-
ment in or manufacture of the bomb as a military weapon,
provided the Russians and the British would agree to do like-

wise.” We should be willing to “impound what bombs we
now have in the United States” provided that the Soviets

agree to outlaw the bomb.

5

—

We should exchange benefits of atomic energy with
the USSR for commercial and humanitarian purposes.

• Forrestal Marie*, p. 341
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These were the Stimson proposals. What did Truman

do? He got tough with the Soviets, proposed an international

commission, has so far refused to outlaw the bomb, did not

atop work on making bombs (on the contrary) and, of course,

there has been no exchange of atomic energy. On every

count, exactly the reverse.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STIMSON MEMORANDUM
This book seeks to determine the origins of the cold war.

The significance of the Stimson memorandum for this pur-

pose is tremendous. Given the memorandum, Truman and

his advisers cannot plead ignorance. The initiative was in

America’s hands and Stimson warned what would happen if

we took a certain road. Truman took the road.

A wrong approach, warned Stimson, might “irretrievably

embitter” Soviet-American relations. WhajL was the wrong

approach? Stimson said the wrong approach was through

an international commission. A United Nations commission,

for example, would be wrong.

What's wrong with a UN Commission on atomic energy ?

Offhand it seems only right and democr atic for the UN
to deal with atomic problems. The reality about the UN how-

ever is that the United States dominates it. This was appar-

ent in 1945 when the first dramatic proof of U. S. domination

was shown on the question of admitting Argentina.

Arthur Kroek, chief political correspondent of the New
York Times wrote that “the U. S. is the leader of an irres-

istible conference bloc” which was like the “steamroller of a

national convention.” 9

Further details of the U. S. domination of the UN will

be given in a later chapter but it was clear to the Soviet

Union, as it wras clear to Krock, that the U. S. did have a

steamroller within the UN. Any proposal on atomic energy

• N. Y. Tillies, May 2. 1045
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by a UN Commission would be very apt to be identical with
the United States proposal This is in fact what did happen
later.

1

If there were no prior discussion between the U. S. and
the Soviet Union, Russia would inevitably reject the idea
of a commission. Without prior direct discussion the Soviet
Union would feel that the U. S. wasn’t really interested in
reaching agreement.

That is why Stimson wrote:

ichem/
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19f SUmaon said this was the most important point

ot all, yet Truman deliberately rejeoted a direct approach tothe Soviet Union. He met with the Prime Ministers of Canadaand Great Britain and on November 15. 1945 they announced
a ... at the earliest practicable date a commission should

be set up under the United Nations Organization to prepare
recommendations.

. .
io

r 1

Here it was, clear and unmistakable, a conscious, deliber-
ate rejection of the very point which Stimson had empha-

aCti0n must h® taken directly with
the USSR, not by commissions, committees or what not.

Truman’s proposals seemed to enhance the UN. Actu-
ally, as results have shown, the proposals were a roadblock.

Stimson was in favor of the UN. He wanted it to work
and he knew a United Nations could only work if it was based
on Roosevelt's basic concept: Big Three Unity. Stimson
wanted to strengthen the UN. That is why he clearly said,
after a basic agreement was reached in direct Soviet-Ameri-
can negotiations the entire problem could be taken up in
detail by the UN and incorporated into its structure.

19 -V Y. Times,,November 16 1945

so

This was the way of Teheran and Yalta. Big Three unity

as the basis of lasting peace, as the start of the United
Nations. This was Roosevelt’s way, and to cover up its re-

jection, Stimson’s position must be hidden and distorted.

Let the reader go back and re-read Stimson’s memo-
randum. study his argument, see how logically, how sharply,
how cleverly he reaches his main point—direct negotiations,

not unilateral decisions. In the face of Stimson’s recommenda-
tion, which was supported by many other experts including
atomic scientists, it cannot be said that American policy
makers did not know exactly what they were doing. Stim-
son s memo is a damning, unanswerable indictment of Tru-
man’s foreign policy. That is why it has been so thoroughly
hushed up.

COVERING CP STIMSON’S POSITION
The two outstanding instances are The Forrestatf Diaries

and Mr. President.

“The Forrestal Diaries.” published in October 1951. were
censored to eliminate all references to the Stimson memoran-
dum.

Walter Millis, the editor of the Diaries, states in the fore-
word that

. a rather large portion was condensed, paraphrased or in some
instances omitted entirely on the ground that it might materially
embarrass the current conduct of international relations, and that
its publication would therefore not be in the national interest."
Mr. Millis claims that “here there was no sinister suppression."

Now here are the facts.

On September 21, 1945, a Cabinet meeting was held, the
ast one Stimson attended since he was resigning on that
day. In view of what happened at this meeting, it is probably
°ne of the most momentous in the entire history of the United
tates. Forrestal kept notes and made comments in his diary

on the meeting. Walter Millis gives a condensation of what
Forrestal wrote down.
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Mdlis says that this meeting was concerned exclusively
with a discussion of the atomic bomb, and “was clearly fun-
damental in the formulation of American policy on this nowand dread subject. ”

President Truman presented the question of what should
be the policy of this government in making available infor-mation in our possession to other nations. . .

" Miilis then
W, ' h Mr' StmS0“' the went

Miilis never reports what Stimson said. Instead he jumpsright into a report of what Wallace said and does so in sucha manner as to gave the definite impression that Wallace,
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’ Was the ““ who wished
follow a policy of co-operation with the Soviet Union.There is a bitter attack on Wallace by Forrestal, who insisted
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.
E the “tailed ‘•secret" and who insisted on sole

control of atomic energy by the U. S.
4 Miilis goes on to say:

The impression is deUberately created that only Wallacewas in disagreement. This impression is not true since weknow that Mr. Stimson’s views were even stronger than Wal-
lace s, had been carefully formulated and put in writing. In
this regard, Miilis definitely leads the reader astray, writing:
“. . . it is clear that ideas had not yet fully crystallized. . . .’*ia

rn Stimson’s case this simply isn’t so. The memorandum
cannot be blinked away.

,

f*ct not ooiy ha<* Stimson formulated his ideas
but also he had presented them to the President. At this
fateful Cabinet meeting, he again presented his opinions and
11 Forrestai DlgrUs n M
IS IbM, p. 9n

'

9S

fought vigorously for them. This is precisely what we should

expect him to do on so grave a matter. That he did so, is

explicitly stated on page 646 of his memoirs, which read:

••
. . These opinions, which he urgently expressed again to the

President and the Cabinet on the day of his retirement, weve the
ones with which Stimson left office. . . (emphasis added)

Wallace’s recollection of the Cabinet meeting has been
made public, in the following words:

“Secretary Stimson had stated in Cabinet meeting on Sept. 21.
1945, that other nations would almost certainly have the bomb br
1950. I believed him. . . .

“Our high policy makers, knowing nothing about science, thought
we had a secret which we could use as a peacetime weapon in
international affairs.

They did not ask what would happen to our foreign policy when
two countries had the bomb.” 13 (emphasis added)

In The Forrestal Diaries Wallace is used as a straw man
to cover up Stimson’s position for the simple reason that
Wallace could be attacked and dismissed as a New Dealer,
but Stimson could not. Truman used the same technique in
the book Mr. President. It is done more subtly, but the mis-
leading is there as the reader can judge by himself.

TRUMAN OBSCURES STIMSON'S POSITION
Mr. President is a book written by a newspaperman,

William Hillman, but Truman is explicitly a partner in the
book. He gave special interviews to Hillman, made available
bis diaries, notes and private papers. The book says that its
purpose is to present Truman as he sees himself.

Truman tries to show himself as a peace-loving, peace-
seeking President. A large part of the book is a justification
of his foreign policy, how he has striven to avert war and has
been patient under the provocation of the USSR. In view of
what we have seen in the chapter, that Washington has
deliberately created a “war psychosis,” Truman’s self-port-
rait doesn’t correspond completely with reality.

18 Speech before Frnlrie Club In Dee Moines,. Iov?a, April 29. 1950
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Furthermore, in view of the fact that Truman knows
he rejected Stimson’s memorandum, his treatment of Stim-
son is significant. Examining the book Mr. President, a strik-

emerges. The only mention of Stifnson in the entire
book, is a reference to Stimson’s support of the North Af.
lantic Organization in 1949 and 1950. ** The unwary reader
gets the impression that Stimson has been in full accord with
Truman’s handling of foreign policy, which isn’t true, given
Stimson’s position in 1945. As late as 1947, discussing Tru
man’s course of action, Stimson “did not believe that this
course represented precisely the policy and method he had in
mind” in 1945 15 (emphasis added) .The omission of Stimson’s
position in 3 945, obscures the truth.

This omission gains further significance by the way it is
done. Here are the facts. The book has a section, Part
Three, entitled Diaries, Private Memoranda,JPapers. This see
tion is the heart of the book, and received the greatest pub-
licity, because it contains a whole series of entries from
Truman’s diary. The first entry is on the day he entered the
White House, April 12, 1945.

Then follows a whole series of entries for each month
through April, May, June, July, August and September, right
up to September 20, 1945, the day before the crucial Cabinet
meeting. Abruptly, with the very next line, a whole year is
jumped to an entry of September, 1946. And what is this
entry? An attack on Mr. X, who has been generally taken to
be Mr. Wallace. 16

14 William Hillman, Mr. President, New York, 1952 p 55
15 fctimson, On Active Service, p. 647. Mr. Stim’son's position on atomic

^adf “<* chan
,f
ed between 1945 and 1947. Hlf^ttitude on otheraspects of foreign policy had, however. It Is not relevant here but It issufludently important to be examined In Appendix I at the end of this
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2a -~ Pl£tctl<=ally all the newspapers have mentioned MrWallace in connection with the identity of Mr. X. Wallace himself sent awire to Mr Truman asking if Mr. X referred to him. Mr fiUm"an didn'tanswer. The entry said that Mr. X wanted to "disband our armed forces
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By vllIgarizln° a P°ltcy co-operation with thaSoviet Union, Truman seeks to discredit it.
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The Cabinet meeting is omitted entirely. This is very

strange indeed when one considers its importance. Also

there were certain colorful and historical details about that

fateful day. It was Mr. Stimson’s birthday, he was resigning

after a long and honorable career in public life, and he was

given an impressive farewell at the Pentagon. Surely Tru-

man’s sentimentality and sense of history must have been

stirred.

Furthermore, why skip a year in order to put in an entry

which is an attack on a policy of cooperation with the

USSR? It almosf seems as if Truman, in the very process

of burying Stimson’s proposals, is trying to justify him-
self. The bitterness of the attack gives one a sense that
Truman is uneasy. If the analysis of this chapter is correct,

Truman ought to feel uneasy. It is a heavy responsibility

to have disregarded Stimson’s memorandum.

The Cabinet meeting of September 21, 1945, shaped our
atomic policy. Say The Forrestal Diaries, “The idea of sub-
mitting the matter for adjustment under the machinery of
the United Nations became basic to subsequent American
policy.” 17 Millis gives Forrestal major credit for this re-

sult, which was made public by Truman, on November 15.

Taken together with Secretary of State Byrnes tough-
ness at the London Conference, November, 1945, it was ap-
parent to the Soviet Union (as Stimson had warned), that
the American proposals were nqt serious. Nevertheless, the
Soviet Union did not close the door. She agreed at the Mos-
cow Conference to set up a UN Atomic Energy Commission
which was done by resolution of the UN Assembly, January
24, 1946.

In March, 1946, the Acheson-Lilienfhal report was made
Public, and on June 6, 1946, Bernard M. Baruch presented
the American plan for atomic control to the UN. It became
17 Forrestal Diaries, p. 96
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known a3 the Baruch Plan. The provisions of the Plan wer®
unacceptable to the Soviet Union.

Furthermore, the Baruch Plan was intended to be unac-

ceptable, which means that it was presented in bad faith.

The proof is in the record.

WAS THE BARUCH PLAN PROPOSED IN BAD FAITH?
The heart of the Baruch Plan was that an international

commission should have ownership of all major atomic in-

stallations and should decide where such installations would
be built. It was to be run by majority vote without control

of the Security Council of the UN. In other words the veto

would not apply. For the Soviet Union to surrender its

sovereignty to a U. S.-dominated commission was inconceiv-

able, and even members of the Aeheson-Lilienthal Committee
objected. Mr/ Chester I. Barnard, a member of the Com-
mittee, has spilled the beans. ‘‘Mr. Lilienthal and I," he has

written, “personally begged Mr. Baruch not to introduce

the veto problem . . .
” 18 {emphasis added)

Mr. Baruch knew exactly what he was doing. The veto

question alone would guarantee rejection by the Soviet

Union.

The Baruch Plan left no door open for compromise. Even
had the Soviet Union accepted the Plan, the United States

would not agree to the abolition of the atom bomb, or even
' to stop making bombs as Stimson had urged as a quid-pro-

quo. The U. S. reserved complete liberty of action.

The Aeheson-Lilienthal report made this clear.

“The significant fact is that at all times during the transitional
period such facilities—stockpiles of bombs and plants to produce
[fissionable] material—will continue to be located within the U. S.
Thus should there be a breakdown in the plan during the transi-
tion, we shall be in a favorable position with regard to atomic
weapons.*’ 19 (emphasis added*

18 Dartmouth Alumni Magazine, February, 1948. Mr. Barnard was President
ot the N. J. Bel! Telephone Co

19 IT 3. Department of State, A Report on the International Control of
Atomic Energy. Washington, 19! i
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In other words the effect of the Baruch Plan would be

to strengthen the U. S. atomic position in relation to the

Soviet Union. This is also the conclusion reached by one of

the foremost international experts on atomic energy, Pro-

fessor P. M. S. Blackett. Professor Blackett is a Nobel prize-

winner and was a member of the official Advisory Committee

on Atomic Energy for the British Government. He writes:

«
# . the putting into operation of the Baruch Plan would un-

doubtedly have led to an immediate reduction of Russian military

strength relative to America, uncompensated by any clear reci-

procal gain. It is certain that the early stages of the operation of

the Baruch Plan would be definitely detrimental to immediate

Soviet security. . .
.” 20 (emphasis added)

This is fine from the point of view of American military

advantage, but why should Baruch expect the Soviet Union

to accept it? The answer of course is that he didn’t.

One more item of the Baruch Plan wa~s so clearly unac-

ceptable to the Soviet Union as to prove that Baruch so de-

signed his Plan as to guarantee rejection.

The first step in the Plan was the carrying out of a world-

wide survey for raw materials of atomic energy. Says Pro-

fessor Blackett: •<

“The operation of such an unlimited survey in the USSR would
have given the UN inspectors—and hence the American Chiefs of

Staff—a faiuly complete target map of the USSR.” 21

The importance of a target map in relation to strategic

bombing is simply tremendous. Its significance is fully ap-

preciated by anyone who has worked in the field of strategic

bombing. In this connection, a personal note by the writer

oiay be forgiven.

The writer of this book served during the war as assistant

division Chief in the Office of Strategic Services. This was

*0 P. M S. Blackett, Fear, War and the Bomb, New York & Toronto, 1»4».

Pt>. 162-53. This book Is one of the beet contributions to the problem
of atomic control.« Ibid, p. 162



an independent intelligence agency responsible only to Presi-
dent Roosevelt and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. It had very
broad functions ranging from parachuting aid to the French
Resistance Movement to making estimates of German casual-
ties. The writer spent a large part of his time on military
problems of all kinds, logistics, enemy capabilities, army or-

ganization, general staff controls, new weapons evaluation
such as radar and rockets, propaganda and economic
warfare.

Strategic bombing was one of the military problems with
which the writer was connected. He headed a team of ex-

perts who picked the targets for the famous Doolittle raid
on Japan in 1942, and he personally picked the targets in

Tokyo, Yawata and Yokohama. In 1944 he supervised the
making of a book on target selection. Strategic Air Objec-
tives, which became one of the texts in the armed forces.

In 1945-46 the writer helped prepare the reports of tlie U. S.

Strategic Bombing Survey.

The most important single factor in strategic bombing is

the location of the target. This is so obvious that to point

it out seems silly. Yet it is often overlooked. One of the

Soviet Union’s important defensive measures has been the
secrecy on the location of their armaments plants. Even
location of general industrial areas is of great military signi-

ficance, and Soviet secrecy paid off as the Nazi Generals

have testified. Said their top commander. Field Marshal Von
Runstedt, about the invasion of Russia:

“I realized soon after the attack was begun that everything that
had been written about Russia was nonsense.*’

"The maps we were given were all wrong. The roads that were
marked nice and red and thick on a map turned out to be tracks,
and what were tracks on the map became first class roads. Even
railways which were to be used by us simply didn't exist Or a map
would indicate that there was nothing in the area and suddenly

22 Shulman, in the West, n. 83; quoted in Fear, War amrt the Itomb,
p. 153
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would he confronted with an American-type town with factory

gildings and all the rest of it.” 22 (emphasis added)

The Soviet Union has carefully guarded the location of

its armaments plants. This is one reason why foreign diplo-

mats and military attaches are restricted in their travels

around the Soviet Union. 23 To expect the Soviet Union to

hand over “a fairly complete target map of the USSR’*

to a U. S.-dominated survey is sheer nonsense and Baruch

knew it.

It is clear that the Baruch proposals would be unac-

ceptable to the Soviet Union. Furthermore the Baruch Plan

was based on a series of wrong estimates fcoth of the Soviet

Union’s capabilities and of the nature of atomic problems.

This is the conclusion of Stephen White, assistant, managing

editor of Look magazine, who has followed atomic develop-

ments closely. He writes that the Baruch Plan.

» was a plan based for the most part on misconceptions and

inist^k^s

“The Baruch Plan assumed that uranium was scarce. It kt

abundant. . ...

“The Baruch Plan assumed that atom bombs were extremely dii-

ficult to make. They are relatively easy to make.

“The Baruch Plan assumed that atom bombs would be maoe m
relatively small quantities. They are being made wholesale.

“The Baruch Plan assumed that the United States bad a monopoly

of atomic know-how. . . . But the monopoly has long since vanished

and with it a good deal of America’s bargaining power. 24 (em-

phasis added)

There is no reason on earth why the Soviet Union should

have accepted such a plan. She didn t.

A HOAX ON THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

In March 1947, Forrestal wrote in his diary that the

United Nations could not handle the problem of atomic

-23 The publication ol the diary of Major General Robert. W. Grow iV.B.

Military Attache in Moscow) shows that he was busy looking ror target*.

Washington Post. 6, 1952. Otis and Voogclcr admitted >n w#
American press that they were interested. In new Industrial plants

34 L^ok, June 3, 1952
25 Forrestal Diaries, pp. 258-258
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energy. * This underlines the insincerity of the American
proposals. If the UN couldn’t handle the problem, why did
Truman use that organization for the American control
proposals ?

Given what Forrestal, Stimson and Barnard have written,
the only answer is that we knew beforehand that our pro-
posals would be unacceptable, and that the Baruch Plan was
presented merely as a manoeuver in the Cold War diplomacy.
Professor Blackett confirms this analysis, writing:

ZlWfl i°J
1Lr

t

U?’ thP BarU? plan * * • must be considered histor1-call> as an astute move and a very considerable victory for Arneri-

speclore nh^/°r

f

80 great Was the 5UcCess with which thte
* p as put across in most countries as a wise and gen-e ous measure, that it became possible to brand the Soviet Union.

added)°
n °f ^ && the sole obstacle to world peace.” 2® (em-

From Mr. Truman’s standpoint, all well and good. Butwho was being misled by this act of bad faith? Not the Soviet
Union certainly. Soviet leaders knew what was going on.

The primary victim of this “astute move” was the Ameri-
can people. We were made to believe that the Soviet Unionwas against peace and atomic control. We were made to
believe the Soviet Union wanted war. The elaborate hoax of
the Baruch Plan was directed in the first place against the
American people. It became an important ingredient in the
creation of the “war psychosis” that Herbert Hoover had
spoken about.

Looking back to late 1945 and 1946 the pattern of hys-
teria-making becomes clear. At every turn, the United State*
made impossible proposals to the USSR, backed by the threat
of the atom bomb. When the Soviet Union made counter-
proposals, the United States refused to consider them, ac-
5W Blackett, Fear, War and the Bomb p 158 Profea«*r»r

explain why the plan waa “aoedoua "Th* Black*fct on to

szzs£ sssss£
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cused the Soviet Union of bad faith and of planning ag-

gressive war. In this manner the Ajnerican people were
driven by fear, war scares were whipped up and the “war
psychosis” developed.

Our relations with the Soviet Union entered into a blind

alley. Since the Truman Administration had been fore-

warned by Stimson, this situation must have been foreseen.

Some strange implications arise. First, war scares are manu-
factured to offset popular American friendship for the Soviet
Union in order, says Sulzberger, to have a basis for stiffer

bargaining. Then the door to bargaining is deliberately
closed. It turns out that war scares are only one ingredient
of the Cold War and we must seek deeper reasons for the
war scares than the simple strengthening of our diplomatic
poker hand.

Why has Washington created a “war psychosis”?
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A CALCULATED policy of war hysteria
has brought America to the verge of disaster. Disaster is
not too strong a word to use for the present situation. Says
Henry Ford II

:

“There are two obvious places we could go. One is to war. The *other is broke." i

And Charles E. Wilson, President of General Motors,
Quotes approvingly an editorial of the Detroit News:

linir^
1 ^ ^our country] wild be beggared by the cost of military

dL ->^
P • - . or . . . we will take the road to war, even as Hitler

Ia * 1 (emphasis added)

3 V_ s - News * World Report, January 25. 1952
of>e'?°b before Society for Advancement of Management, October Id. 1951
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A policy which can be compared to Hitler’s by a Big
Businessman like Wilson is obviously not a good policy. Hit-

ler’s policy resulted in a smashed Germany; the present
situation in the world is very dangerous to America.

How could political leaders in America have followed
a policy so disastrous to the nation. What are they thinking
about:

"Government planners figure they have found the magic formula
for almost endless good times. They are now beginning to wonder
if there may not be something to perpetual motion alter all. . . .

Cold War is the catalyst. Cold War is an automatic pump-primer.
Turn a spigot, and the public clamors for more arms spending.
Turn another, the clamor ceases. Truman confidence, cockiness
is based on this ‘Truman Formula.’ Truman era of good times, the
President is told, can run much beyond 1952. Cold war demands,
if fully exploited, are almost limitless.” 3 (emphasis in the original)

This is a clear, if shameless, explanation of what is be-
hind the Cold War. But no one should think that the Demo-
crats have a monopoly on cynicism. Here is what the Repub-
licans are thinking as given in their big business paper, the
Journal of Commerce:

’'The nomination of Dwight D. Eisenhower eliminates most of the
uncertainty over the future course of defense and foreign aid ex-
penditures. . . . The assurance of a continued high level of defense
expenditures under present conditions cannot be overestimated
because the whole economy pivots around iti

Actually nothing short of the present gigantic defense program
could have successfully filled the 'air pocket’ in the civilian sector
of the economy ... it has taken greater and greater defense ex-
penditures just to hold business on an even keel.”'* (emphasis
added)

These Statements from business publications reveal the
reasons for the Cold War. The Cold War is the result of the
Internal needs of a big business economy. It is an “automatic
pump-primer” which is deliberately manipulated, like “turn-
ing a spigot,” by those interested.

• 17. B. News * Worl«) Report, May 26. 1950
Journal of Commerce, July 14, 1952
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In big business thinking only the armaments resulting

from the Cold War are saving us from a chronic depression

by filling the “air-pocket” in the civilian economy. Such

thinking exposes the true nature of the Cold War, for what

is this “air-pocket” business talks about?

-AIR POCKETS” AND PAY ENVELOPES
The “air-pocket” of big business double talk means the

empty space in the pockets of the American people—workers,

farmers, teachers, professionals. It is their lack of purchasing

power in comparison to our tremendously expanded pro-

duction.

Since 1939 our Industrial production has doubled. 5 A
flood of goods and materials covered the postwar market.

What is this “market?”

Primarily it is the people, millions and millions of work-

ers, farmers and so on, whose average purchasing power

did not go up, but in fact went down. Government statistics

show that spendable income per person was at its highest

in 1944 ($1,487 a year) and has been below that every single

year since—as low as $1,379 in 1949. *

In other words, while production expanded, purchasing

power contracted. The average person has been going steadily

into debt. Total consumer credit (debts) which amounted

to five billion in 1944, stood at 20.6 billions in 1951. 7 The rise

in consumer credit is a storm signal of depression: the figure

in 1929 was 6.2 billions.

The people go into debt, the well-to-do save the money. 8

The goods pile up on shelves and in warehouses, factories

begin to shut down. If the government does not intervene, a

depression occurs as in the 1980*3. The American people

5 Midyear Economic Report of the President. July. 1952, p. 2
6 Ibid., p. 149. Ttve figure for 1951 was $1.4 8
7 Ibid., p. 165. Fifty per cent of the lowest income famili s in the country

are in debt, according to the federal Reserve Itull-tin. September. 1951
8 The wealthiest 20°? of ail families have 93% of liquid savings, federal
Reserve Bulletin. September, 1951
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rightly fear a depression. Big Business tries to exploit this

fear by saying that only armaments and a war economy can

prevent a depression. They try to hide the real alternative

to the Cold War economy, a peaceful program for the peo-

ple’s needs. Such a program was set forth by President

Franklin D. Roosevelt in his "Economic Bill of Rights/'

January 11, 1944.

ROOSEVELT’S POSTWAR PROGRAM
Foreign policy and domestic policies are closely tied to-

gether and determine each other in many ways. As Hitler

so clearly showed, an aggressive foreign policy means a drive

against the people at home. Opposing Hitler, President Roose-

velt was keenly aware of the connection between foreign

and domestic policies and presented the alternatives to Fas-

cism in both fields. Alongside his foreign policy of postwar

friendship and peaee, Roosevelt projected a policy of eco-

nomic wellbeing at home.

Roosevelt’s way to fill the "air pocket” was not arma-

ments but a higher standard of living for the people. He set

forth his program in detail in a Message to Congress, Janu-

ary 11, 1944. While the war was still raging he looked for-

ward to the peace and said:

“We have accepted, so to speak, a second Bill of Rights under
which a new basis of security and prosperity can be established

for all—regardless of station, race, or creed.

“Among these are: ,
*

“The right to a useful and remunerative job in the industries or

shops or farms or mines of the nation;

“The right to earn enough to provide adequate food and clothing

and recreation;
“The right of every farmer to raise and sell his products at a
return which will give him and his family a decent living;

“The right of every business man, large and small, to trade in an
atmosphere of freedom from unfair competition and domination
by monopolies at home and abroad;
“The right of every family to a decent home;
“The right to adequate medical care and the opportunity to

achieve and enjoy good health;
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«The right to adequate protection from the economic fears of old

age, sickness, accident and unemployment;

“The right to a good education.

-All of these rights spell security. And after tnis war is won we

must be prepared to move forward in the implementation of these

rights, to new goals of human happiness and well-being.” y

Roosevelt was "prepared to move forward.”

Reactionaries knew what that meant—the mobilization

of the political and economic power of the American people.

They remembered the heyday of the New Deal, the labor

unions organizing the mass-production industries, the intel-

lectual ferment in the schools, the political activities in the

communities, the fearless discussion of social problems and

social changes. Reaction remembered the way culture be-

came a weapon of the people, the _ way writers and artists

spoke out and helped the people’s fight in every area of

our national life.

The New Deal had been dreadful enough for the reaction-

aries. The postwar New Deal looked even worse. For reaction

knew, as Roosevelt knew, that the pre-war New Deal hadn’t

solved America’s problems. By 1940 although production was

back at the 1929 level, there were still 8 million people un-

employed in America by official count. In the postwar period,

to keep everyone at work, wages would have to go up, work-

ing hours would have to go down, profits would have to be

reasonable. This is what Roosevelt meant by "moving

forward.”

The Roosevelt postwar program was very clear
:
progres-

sive policies at home and peace abroad. As FDR said at the

time, “unless there is security here at home there cannot be

lasting peace in the world.” 10

The postwar program of the reactionaries has been equal-

ly clear: Cold War abroad and an anti-people drive at home.

This has meant an attack on our standard of living, an attack
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6 N. V. Times, January 12, 1944
10 N. Y. Times, January 12, 1944



on our civil liberties, an attack on our labor unions. Behind
all this is the oiive for profit's. The profiteering by big cor*
poiations in postwar America surpasses anything known in
our generation.

UNCONTROLLED PROFITEERING
The golden year of American business used to be con-

sidered 1929. In that year corporate profits before taxes
were 9.S billion dollars. That’s a lot of money. Yet during
World War II, corporate profits were twice as much, averag-
ing over 22 billion dollars profits every year of the war.
Even this was only a beginning. After the war, corporate
profits before taxes jumped up to 29 billions a year average!

Ihe Korean War blew the lid off. In two years of war the
average was 43 billion dollars of profits. 11 This is four and a
half times the peak year of 1929 profits. In just one year,
profits were greater than the U. S. national income for 1932,
greater, that is, than all the income of all the people in the
United States.

Even aftei taxes profits have been enormous. The average
for all corporations during the war was 10 billion dollars
a year net, in the postwar period IS billion a year net, and
since Korea 20 billion dollars a year net.

The profiteering on the Korean “police action” is reveal-
ing. Said the American Federation of Labor, through its
broadcast by Frank Edwards:

/
• • as soon the conflict in Korea began, the profiteers started

jacking up prices.. Months dragged by. The public got promises
but no protection. Profiteers stacked up enormous profits. I« the
last three months of 1950, corporation profits jumped 60% above
the first three months of last year. Buying power shriveled steadily
and workers' savings vanished.” 12

11
f
ro

T
fi^ from Tflble ®-32. Midyear Economic Report of the Presi-dent July, 1952. These are profits before taxes. Companies argue this Isnot fair since they d m't keep all the profits. But the worker points outthat profits before taxes is what the companies make on him through

before
Rnd hl?h prio€K - Furthermore, wages are always reckoned

12 Quoted by Jerome Davie Peace, War and Von, p. 185

In the first eight months of 1950 corporate profits were

g% above 1949. In the last four months of 1950 the profits

jumped to 45% above 1949. Dividends paid out were 20%
above 1949—eight billion dollars in four months. 13

Single large corporations showed incredible increases.

General Motors, for example, had profits in 1950 which were

the greatest of any corporation, anywhere in the world, of

any time in corporate liistory—834 million dollars after taxes.

This is a gain of almost 500% over 1939. General Motors
has three billion dollars of defense contracts on its books.

War contracts have been a powerful lever in further con-

centrating financial power in the hands of large corpora-

tions. In the year following the Korean War, 50 corpora-

tions got 64% of all war contracts. 14 In comparison, in

World War II, 50 corporations had received 57.6% of war
contracts. 15 *

The reverse of this picture is the declining share of small
business in war contracts, from 24%% in 1950 to 21% in
1951 to 18%% in 1952.

It is no wonder that business publications fear what they
call an “outbreak of peace” 17 which will “take a lot of steam
out of the markets/ 18 or that a United Nations report warm*
that a cut in armaments would “involve a serious risk of
recession.” 19

It is a sober, frightening fact that war is healthy for the
Rionopoly corporations of America.

It is also a sober fact that what is healthy for the mox>*
°polists causes bitter suffering to labor and the people gen-
erally.

From the end of 1945 to the end of 1951 total profits were

* etter
* National City Bank, April, 1951

is TT
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.

dy Mom>poly Power, House Judiciary, 82d Congress, 1961, p. 1069

1« bL’
S ‘ Senate Report, Doc. No. 206. 1946, p. 30

17 r
^ Street Journal, January 7, 1952

la x
S ' News * World Report, April 18, 195*

19 lOUr,,aI of Commerce, October 10, 1951
Foport to Economic and Social Council, OTf, January, 1968
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202 billons befo.e taxes, an average of 34 billion dollars ,jear. these profits have come from onlv one place- the renpie of the United States.
1 6 l t0

HIE COST TO LABOR AND THE PEOPLE
The people pay as citizens through high taxes which ecfor war contracts. g

The people pay as consumers through high prices.
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The contrast between the tremendous rise in the profits
of the employers, and the decline in the standard of living
of their employees is a revealing commentary on who benefits
from the Cold War. This contrast has become particularly
sharp since the onset of the Korean war because of the poli-
tical control of wages.

1

THE WAGE FREEZE
The control of wages, known as the Wage Freeze, is per-

formed by a so-called Wage Stabilization Board set up under
the Defense Production Act of 1950 and 1952. This board
(WSB) has tied wages to the Consumers’ Price Index of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. This index presumably shows the
rise and fall of the cost of living. If the index goes up, wages
go up; if it goes down, wages go down. This seems fair ex-
cept for the fact that the BLS index operates against the
workers by minimizing the rise in their cost of living. Says
a union publication:
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A§ a result of the Wage Freeze, manufacturers’ profits
Per worker have increased in two years as much as in the
P vious ten years. The following table shows this clearly: 25
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** °* Cttrr*nt Businea»« issue on “National In-
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Some labor leaders who are fully aware of these facts
[

and heartily against what they represent, have nevertheless]

gone along with the Wage Stabilization Board for fear of

being called “unpatriotic." These labor leaders have thern-F

selves fallen victims to the “war psychosis" Herbert Hoover ’

talked about. At the same time, the “patriotic" business lead-

,

ers have been using the war emergency to weaken and crip-L

pie the unions.

“PATRIOTIC” UNION-BUSTERS
On September 20, 1950 a meeting took place in New York

City at the stately University Club. The meeting comprised!

14 men including Charles E. Wilson, then head of GE who
within three months went into the government to execute

the plan agreed to in this meeting. Partial reports of the

meeting have appeared in a national magazine, Henry Luce s

Architectural Forum.
The basic idea discussed at this meeting was the moving

of plants into non-unionized areas, a program now known,

as the “decentralization" program. Workers have a more

descriptive name—the “runaway plant" program. Despite

careful editing the Architectural Forum reveals that one of

the basic aims of the program is to weaken labor. The maga-

zine reports there was unanimous agreement that:

**.
. . the new industrial plants recently built and to be built will ,

save manpower, and therefore money, through Increased mech-
anization of materials handling. They will be smaller plants to ,

further increase efficiency and to offset the growing power of {

labor.” 26 {emphasis added)

Charles E. Wilson showed concretely what was meant |
He said GE was putting back into production five idle plants f

used during World War II. “In these five plants," he ex-

«

plained, “there are 3000 or 3500 people. They are not major
|

plants. In fact, we are all through with those big plants re- «,

26 CIO News, December SI, 1051
27 Architectural Forum, special Issue, September 30, 18BO
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quiring 20,000-40,000 employee*.* » (emphasis added)
The program is simple. Move your plant to a non-union,

low-wage area. This has a twofold effect. First, lower wage*
mean higher profits. Second, unemployment in the union area
weakens the unions so that they can be crippled. This is ex-
actly what has happened to the Textile Workers Union, CIO,
which has been mei cilessly attacked despite the fact that its
president, Emil Rieve, went along completely with the Wage
Freeze.

Ordinarily, to move a plant costs money. But the Defense
.production Act authorized what amounts to government sub-
sidies in the name of defense. “Certificates of necessity" are
issued carrying high tax amortization so that the plant is
paid for out of untaxed profits. Charles E. Wilson, present
at the meeting, became the Defense Mobilizer who issued
these certificates. In nine months he issued 15 billion dollars
Worth, more than in the entire five years of World War II

Union men call the Defense Production Act, the Profits
Production Act.

There was one possible flaw in the program : unions might
go after the plant, organize it, and raise wages. But this too
was taken care of. Under the regulations of the Wage Stabili-
sation Board, a low wage area must remain low wage. Wages
cannot increase above the prevailing rate. The Wage Freeze
has been an essential condition for the success of the “run-
away plant" program. This union-busting, profiteering
scheme has been made possible by the government, paid by
the government and protected by the government.

The use of the Wage Freeze and of the “runaway plant”
Program to undermine the unions economically has been
accompanied by a parallel drive to use anti-labor laws to
cripple unions. The most damaging law has been the Taft-
Hartley Act, which completely undermined the Wagner Act
*f the New Deal. It is worth recalling that Taft-Hartley
Was passed in 1947, the same year the Truman Doctrine and
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the Marshall Plan were announced.

The Taft-Hartley Act was passed under cover of red-

baiting. One provision of the law required non-communist
affidavits from union officials to qualify the union before the
NLRB. For some time employers pretended that the attack

was only against “left*’ unions. But by 1952 this pretense

was discarded. Said one corporation executive:

“Certainly in the present defense period, the various anti-Com-
munist or right-wing unions are at least neck and neck with any
left-wing union in their threatened or actual interruption of cri-
tical defense production in our own atomic, steel, electronics and
aircraft plants/' 28

The words are those of L„ G„ Boulware, vice-president

of General Electric Company, and one of the brain trusters

of the attack on labor. Big Business was ready to move on a
broad front against all unions.

THE ANTI-LABOR DRIVE
On April 16, 1952, nearly. 150 of the nation’s top in-

dustrialists riiet in Washington, D. C. Sponsors of the meet-
ing were the National Association of Manufacturers and the

Chambers of Commerce. 39 The session was closed. Some
facts, however, leaked out. It was revealed that Charles
Wilson, ex-President of GE and ex-Defense Mobilizer, had
been put in charge of a tremendous anti-labor campaign.
The purpose of this campaign was made known by News-
week, a weekly magazine of Big Business. Its ace brain-

truster, Henry Hazlitt, wrote on April 21:

“Either we must make it legally possible once more for a strike
to be broken or we yield completely to constantly mounting union
demands. There Is no alternative. . . „

M

Soon after, Wilson himself testified in secret session, May
2 , 1952, before the Senate Banking Committee. Syndicated
columnist Robert Allen revealed that Wilson had recom-

28 Boulware'# press statement. May 30, 1964
•9 Washington Post. April IT,. 1062

14

mended an end to industry-wide bargaining. Within a few

months the head of the NAM. William J. Grede, demanded

that the government "outlaw industry-wide bargaining."

A return to a single plant union which employers can

dominate means a return to the company union of the 20’s*

It means wiping out all the gains of the New Deal A power-

ful anti-labor drive is in full swing and its major weapon

has been the red-baiting hysteria of the Cold War. A typical

sample of red-baiting and false patriotism was a full page

ad in the Wall Street Journal, April 9, 1952, attacking the

AFL and CIO presidents:

", . . Green, Murray and other such piously anti-Communlst
leaders [are] actually playing, unintentionally we hope, Russia’s
game by striking or threatening to strike. . .

All unions must knuckle under, says Big Business. The
anti-labor drive of the employers merges into the general at-

tack against civil liberties so apparent in our country. What
is not so apparent is that Big Business master-minded this

general attack, seeking complete thought control in America..

thought control
The current attack on American freedoms has been mas-

ter-minded by the Chamber of Commerce. The proof is in
their own documents, Reports on Communism, five of which
have been issued by the Chamber for use by their employer-
members. 31 Since 1946 these reports have blueprinted the
government's actions to destroy basic American freedoms.

In 1946 the Chamber of Commerce suggested the loyalty
Purge in the government—carried out a year later in Presi-
dent Truman’s loyalty older.

In January, 1947, the Chamber of Commerce proposed
Ibat the Department of Justice publish “a certified list of
Communist-controlled front organizations. ...” The Justice
epartment did publish such lists—which were incorporated

*1 l
V,Srror

- Jul y 28. 1962
r Stone, In the N. Y. Cotttpa#*. March 18. 1962. unaivsK-t! Hi*** report#
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by Congress in the MeCarran Act establishing concentra-

tion camps in America.

The 1947 report also called for investigations by Con-
gressional Committees into foreign policies “which appear to

be more pro-Soviet than pro-American,” and particularly

“into the influences which entered into such important deci-

sions as the Potsdam agreement, the Argentine policy and
the China policy.”

Since that time, through McCarthy and MeCarran, men
like Professors Lattimore and Fairbanks, John Carter Vin-

cent and many others have been harassed and browbeaten
for hostility to Chiang Kai-shek.

That same year the Chamber of Commerce issued an-

other report suggesting Congress “modify the Wagner Act
so that employers can work more effectively in opposing
Communists within the labor movement.” In June, 1947,

Congress passed the Taft-Hartley Law.
In 1948 the Big Business groups called for “community

action” to bar Communists as teachers, radio commentators,
librarians, social workers, book reviewers, etc. This was fol-

lowed by loyalty oath probes in the state universities and
colleges, blacklists in the entertainment industry, and state

laws such as the Ober Law in Maryland, the Fineberg Law
in New York and many others. They have been character-

ized by Supreme Court Justice Hugo Black as “rapidly mul-

tiplying legislative enactments which make it dangerous to

think or say anything. . .
.” 32

In 1952 the Chamber of Commerce issued a fifth report
which broadened the attack on civil liberties. Besides Com-
munists, ail liberals are under fire as “fellow-travelers,” as
“dupes,” and as “those who engage in pro-Communist ac-

tivities” such as the CIO fight against the Smith Act.

“The danger,” says the Chamber, comes from “ostensibly

non-Communist individuals and organizations,” such as the

Stt X. Y. Times, March 4, 1952

II

r

7a

CIO and the Americans for Democratic Action (ADA). The
Chamber suggests ADA is part of a Communist plot, ask-

ing, “Is it merely a coincidence that we have thousands of so-

called 'liberals’ who are fighting the Communist battle?” 33

In this report, the Chamber of Commerce develops a
new line against labor: outlaw strikes. The argument starts

with an obvious fact:

“Many workers are restive under wage stabilization and
similar control measures.” Naturally; speed-up and low
wages make workers fighting mad. Maybe mad enough to
strike. The bosses call such action “sabotage.” Says the re-

port : “.
. . We can expect continuous sabotage, in the guise

of economic issues. ...”

But the bosses have a cure: fascism. The advice of the
report is that employers should, . . keep very close watch
on worker morale and attitudes. . .

This was the achievement of Hitler, a complete watch
over every worker in Germany. In America, as in Germany,
red-baiting paves the wav to concentration camps, destruc-
tion of unionism, and ultimate disaster to the entire nation.

government joins business
Employers operating within the government are carrying

through the line of the Chamber of Commerce. This is the
most dangerous post-war development in the United States.
At hearings before a Senate sub-committee, John D. Small,
former vice-president of Emerson Radio and now head of
fhe Munitions Board said legislation was being prepared to
fire workers “who may engage in sabotage, or other willful
activities intended to disrupt the national defense program.”

As already pointed out the Chamber of Commerce cabs
strikes “sabotage.” Secretary of Labor Tobin, at the same
hearings, sharpened the point, speaking of . . strikes which,

ostensibly for good trade union objectives, are designed
** Y - Compass, March 13, 1S52
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to disrupt the defense program. . ,
.** 34

Automatically, all strikes are “subversive” since they I

“disrupt” production. The full flowering of this fascist ap. K

proach was seen in recent attacks on CIO and other unions. I

A full page ad of McGraw Hill, publishers of Business Week, I

on March 31, 1952 branded as “subversive” the union shop, I

‘‘out of a decent regard for those ideals of our country which t

we are now fighting in Korea to protect. . .
.”

The Akron Beacon Journal editorialized against the Rub-

1

ber Workers, CIO:

“Actually a union doesn't need to be Communist-dominated or to
|

be led by Communists in order to constitute a potential danger I

to industrial security.” 35

Any union, say the bosses, is a danger to industrial sec-
|

urity. This was Hitler’s conclusion.

A sinister aspect of the anti-labor drive is the role of

the Federal Bureau of Investigation under J. Edgar Hoover, l

The FBI chief is no novice to anti-labor schemes. He was
j

the man who conducted the infamous “Palmer Raids” of the •

early 20’s. Today, under his leadership, the FBI is moving

directly into the trade unions to wreck them.

The FBI was caught in the act in December 1951, trying

to wreck the International Longshoremen’s and Warehouse-
j

men’s Union which is led by Harry Bridges. First the union's
J

regional director in Hawaii, Jack Hall, was indicted. Then
j

a union official was approached by the FBI with offers to

drop the indictment if Hall would lead an anti-Bridges fac-
j

tion within the union.

. Unknown to the FBI agents, the room had been wired for

sound. The entire conversation was recorded on tape by the

union, proving beyond question that the FBI is today in the

union-busting racket. 36 The only difference between the FBI

34 Hearings. Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, March 13. 195®

35 Quoted in HE Steward, May, 1952

$6 Transcript or disc recording available from the ILWU, ISO Golden Ga !-^

Avenue, San Francisco, Cftlu,

men and the goons of the thirties is that taxpayers are pay-

ing the salaries instead of businessmen.

The deterioration of civil liberties in contemporary

America is frightening. A single incident highlights this de-

terioration. In Madison, Wisconsin, on a Fourth of July, a

reporter went around to collect signatures to a petition. He

asked 212 people, and 211 refused on the grounds of fear or

that the petition was subversive. The petition was made up

of paragraphs from the Declaration of Independence! Only

one person in 200 dared to sign!

the roajd to fascism
There are political prisoners by the dozens in the jails of

America today, men and women who have committed no

other crime than to speak or teach beliefs about social prob-

lems. The indictments under the Smith Act stated the crime

as “conspiracy to teach” the overthrowing of the govern-

ment by force and violence.

The rights of the Negro people, always a sensitive baro-

meter in our democracy have been subjected to increasing

attack as the Cold War developed since 1945. An index of

Negro rights is Negro employment, and the character of that

employment. The percentage of Negro employment within

all male employment fell from 9.8% in 1944. to 8.3% in 1950,

a drop of fifteen per cent. In the professions and semi-pro-

fessions the drop is even sharper, being as high as 21 per

cent. 36a The reason is given by a representative of the Michi-

gan State Unemployment Compensation Commission who
reported that while in 1945 employers who specified “white

°nly” were 35% of the total in 1949 this figure had jumped to

50% and by 1950 it was up to 80 per cent. 36b

36a UE rights for FEPC, UE Publication No. 229
36b Quoted In We Charge Genocide, a petition to the United Nations by a

group of Americans, Negro and white, seeking relief from the crime ot

genocide against the Negro people. It is a powerful, documented book.

Published by the Civil Right* Congress, New York, 1951. A paper edition

on sate in bookstores and many unions



The censorship of information, direct and indirect has
reached such alarming proportions that so conservative *1

man as Arthur Ivrock of the N. Y. Times is forced to protest.

“In the name of 'security' public servants and their activities ar*
being more and more secluded. . .

“Implicit in all this is an attempt to keep from the public facta 1

that are omitted or distorted. . .
.”37

In the words of Justice Douglas, a “silence of fear” iJ
spreading over America. More and more observers point to I

the deadly parallel between our country today and Hitler
Germany. Writes State Senator Chester E. Dempsey of]

Wisconsin:

*We used to wonder at the servility of the patient Germans urUer
the propaganda of Herr Hitler and Dr. Goebbels. We are now
worse than the Germans ever were. We have complete thought
control. . .

38 &

1 bought control at home should make us suspicious of
’

our foreign policies. It cannot be emphasized too often that
foreign policies and domestic policies are closely related. The
same Congress that passed the anti-labor Taft-Hartley Act
approved the Truman Doctrine. 38a

The connection between foreign and domestic policy was

}

sharply indicated by Roosevelt. His policy of postwar friend-
ship abroad was tied in with his policy of postwar economic £

progress at home. Big Business sees the connection very r

well—that’s why it wants enmity abroad to get reaction at *

home. This line was projected openly by an authoritative
f

spokesman of American business, Charles E. Wilson while he

was still head of General Electric Company. Said Wilson ifl*

1946:

**•
. . the problems of the United States can be captiously summed!

SV N. V. JLinves, April 18. 1952
38 Letter to Madison Capitol Times quoted in Natl. Guardian, Nov 28 19iU I
38a A key factor in the current thought control is the role of the Supreme 1

Court which has abetted the undermining of civil liberties, it should*
never be forgotten that it was Truman’s appointments of Vinson.
and Minton which swung the scales in favor of reaction.

up in two words: Russia abroad and Labor at home.” 39

Big Business’ solution is fascism. As far back as 1938 an
ex-president of the National Association of Manufacturers
said out loud what many were thinking. Said H. W. Prentis:

"American business might be forced to turn to some form of dis-
guised Fascistic dictatorship.” *o

Fifteen years ago men like Prentis were held back by an
alert people under progressive leadership. Today the people
are confused, the two major political parties are under the
control of men like Prentis. Prentis is still around, a director
4££vthe NAM, director of a Mellon Bank, chairman of the
Board of Armstrong Cork Company. Does anyone doubt what
he is thinking today?

The Cold War is tailored to suit reactionaries like Prentis,
Isn’t it probable then that they had it made to order? Isn’t
Jt probable that American reactionaries started the ColdWar?

~
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t0 Eo3nomic'fi Club of Chicago, October 16. 1946*u N.Y. limes, November 29. 1938
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Churchill l rges Anglo-U.S. Military Pact,

a„t.* arMf»nlta*

THE WORLD
AS A WALL ST

uThe British were perfectly willing for the
United States to have a war with Russia
at any time . . .

”

Franklin D. Roosevelt, March, 1945.

“I said rfccd frankly . . . he lChurchill]
was now expressing the doctrine which
Hitler and Goebbels had been proclaim-
ing and reiterating for the past four
years.”

1

Joseph E. Davies to Churchill,
May, 1945

“We (the U. S.) must assume the responsi-
bility of the majority stockholder in this
corporation known as the world.”

Leo D. Welch, treasurer. Standard Oil
of New Jersey, November 12, 1946.

a speech at Fulton, Missouri, calling for an Anglo-
American military alliance in defense of “Western civiliza-
tion.” This theme is not new to Churchill. It had been the
main theme of Hitler’s Minister of Propaganda, Dr. Josef
Goebbels. Churchill in his speech was even brazen enough
o Use the phrase, “the iron curtain, ’ a phrase invented and



man, Admiral Leahy and other high U. S. officials. When th«

reaction in America was unfavorable, Truman promptly dis-

avowed the speech, saying he hadn't seen it beforehand. But
political observers know that a President doesn’t sponsor a
speech if he doesn’t have an idea of its content, and Truman
later admitted that he did know what Churchill would say.

This admission is important because it is clear, looking

back, that Churchill’s speech at Fulton may be considered

the formal declaration of the Cold War against the Soviet

Union.

It would be easy and convenient to blame Churchill for

the Cold War. But it wouldn’t be true. The British Empire
at this time was nearly bankrupt and about to borrow billions

and billions from the U. S. No one who borrows money tells

the banker what to do. The banker calls the tune, and the

powerful American financial interests speaking through

banker Forrestal, banker Harriman and banker Dulles, were

formulating American foreign policy. But Churchill was
useful.

Churchill had the know-how of an old imperialist. Britain

had accumulated through long experience a vast knowledge

on how to rule imperialistically. Churchill could act, and did

act, as the ideologist and the strategist for the Cold War,

Moreover, Churchill was the best reactionary propagandist

in the world. Since at this time the American people still

were friendly towards the Soviet Union, Churchill could say

things in an “individual" capacity that U. S. administration

officials could not say openly. He was, as it were, a con-

venient “front man" for American reaction. This role

Churchill welcomed.

CHURCHILL’S ROLE
Churchill had always been a bitter, irreconcilable enemy

©f Socialism and the Soviet Union. The necessities of a war

of survival forced England to be an ally of the Soviet Union,

but Churchill never wavered in his personal enmity. Through*

84

if

out the war, he had his eyes fixed on the postwar period and
kept up a steady stream of anti-Soviet propaganda directed

at strategic points. Two of his favorite targets were th©

press and American military men.
For example, he told a journalist, Miss Virginia Cowles,

the day after D-Day in Normandy (June 6, 1944)

:

“When this war is over England will need every ally she can gel
to protect herself against Russia. I'm sick of these parlor pinks,
always criticizing the internal regimes of countries . . . Spain is

ready to make her peace with Britain and I am ready to accept it;

the Italian monarchy is friendly to Britain and I would like to set
it preserved/* i

Into American generals Churchill pounds the inevitability
of war with Russia. According to Lt. General Brereton,
Churchill used to invite senior American commanders to
dinner at his home during World War II, and hold “inter-
esting conversations” on “the Russian situation and its

future possibilities and Anglo-American relations." 2 General
“Hap” Arnold, Commanding General of the U. S. Army Air
Forces, who attended one of these private dinners, tells us
more about Churchill's table talk. Churchill told him that
Russia is like an amoral crocodile, lurking in the depths,

waiting for whatever prey comes along.” 3 Churchill then
went on to some fancy warmongering

:

Churchill came out with a sincere statement. ... he said he still
reared the Russians and warned us (the American generals) of
jne period of twenty years hence. He said they bred like flies: that

States and Britain, were far too conservative in
andling the Russians on an even basis." *

The date of this little gem is December 7, 1943, which in
Rself shows how honest Churchill was in his Fulton speech

. f
n implied that the Soviet Union had not returned

^*hed friendship once the war was over.

2 Lp^
ni^ Cowtes - X<* ra “9e.for Alarm, New York, 1949. p. TT

3 H w *
Brcret°n- The Krereton Diaries, New York, 1946 n 249

4 Arn°M> Global Mission, New York, 1949, p. 230



porting Hitler for as I understand hl.ro, he was now expresswj Roosevelt s des

the doctrine which Hitler and Goebbels had been proclaiming ant
Roosevelt s

reiterating for the past four years.”* (emphasis added)
[ restal’s diaries

To Churchill the Cold War seemed necessary to save tht ‘ The President i

British Empire, which was threatened from the left and tetions. in a sen

from the right.' On the left were the colonial liberatkl
wuiniiirf. at*

movements rising powerfully in Asia, Africa and the Neaij British program

East. '
,

addcd >

On the right, American economic might had already takei It avails litt

huge bites out of the British wealth in every part of thi is more truth

world. American monopolists, before Lend-Lease was given volumes. The-
j

had stripped England of many valuable assets, like the mar Churchill’s gan

kets in Argentina and a share in the oil of Iraq in exchanfl and a warning

for guns and planes. After the war, the process oi strippin! came out in tl

England continued. 6 One way m which America could ctf But if the y

into British markets in Africa and in Asia was by puskini Behind the decl

for colonial independence as in the case of India. atom bomb. A;

By setting the U. S. and the USSR against each othd who had based

Churchill felt that the British Empire would survive. Amerffl Atomic dipl

would need British help in waging the Cold War; she wotf Cold War, and i

give loans and leave the Empire alone. There is little dou of who started

that Soviet-American friction and enmity were basic goals * atomk nrri <>

6 William D. Leahy, I Was There, New Yortt. 2B50, p. 873 ^ TV, '. tt„’j a
6 An Interesting glimpse of stripping England Is shown toy a Baruch-^6 0 United

restal talk, where Baruch "expressed a strong disinclination to coiU
j Oombs the firq|

American aid unless we had more fact* and flguree to base Judgment.

^

believes both the British and the French have asset* which they hate , ^ Fo
yet disclosed ." Forrest al Dfarie*. p. 311 * ForreS, uZt '



the only country to have them. What the United States did I
with this monopoly provides a perfect and dramatic test of I
United States intentions. United States atomic policy pro- I
vides a type of test which is almost unique in politics, because I
one country, and one country alone, had the full control over f
the atomic decisions. It is the nearest thing to a controlled

§
experiment in a physical laboratory where cause and effect I
can be objectively observed. Rarely in world politics is I
there such a clear connection.

The initiative In atomic policy was entirely up to the I

United States. What we did wfas a test of our intentions, I

our attitudes, our judgments as to how to deal with the f

USSR.

Stimson had written in his memorandum:

"The chief lesson I have learned in a long life is that the only way i

you can make a man trustworthy is to trust him; and the surest f
way to make him untrustworthy is to distrust him and show your l

distrust.” a
.

Mr. Truman’s policies proclaimed to the world that we
[

didn’t trust the Soviet Union and that the way to deal with ?

Russia was not through developing friendly relations but
|

through the implied threats of force. Truman deliberately
j

rejected the only atom bomb policy that was consistent with
(

a policy of peaceful co-existence with the USSR. The deci- I

sion is clear proof that Truman consciously adopted, in 1945, i

a policy that was an essential part of the Cold War.

ATOMIC BLACKMAIL
Trbman saw the bomb as a way to coerce the Russians. I

He said as much as he awaited the news of the first atomic I

bomb test. According to Jonathan Daniels, he said:

"If it explodes, as I think it will, I’ll certanly have a hammer on »

those boys [the Russians]” 10 (emphasis added)

B See Stimson memorandum. Chapter 2
10 Jonathan Daniels, The Man of Independence, New York And Philadelphia,

1950, p. 266
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Truman said this at the Potsdam Conference which ended

on August 1, 1945. The atom bomb was dropped on Hiro-

shima on August 6, 1945. Thereafter, American foreign

policy was based on the threat inherent in our having a
monopoly of the bomb. So obvious was our policy that Byrnes
(then Secretary of State) attempted hypocritical disclaimers.

He wrote that:

"As I said in Charleston on November 16, 1945 the suggestion that
we might use the atomic bomb ‘as a diplomatic or military threat
against any nation’ is not only untrue in fact but is a wholly un-
warranted reflection upon the American government and peo-
ple.” 11

Byrnes words of denials are worthless when measured
against the facts of American atomic policy. An atom bomb
was dropped on Hiroshima; an atom bomb was dropped on
Nagasaki. Many distinguished Europeans, including a British
Nobel prize winner, have charged that the bomb was dropped
primarily for its effect not on Japan but on the Soviet Union
in two important respects. One, to force a Japanese sur-
render before the USSR came into the Far Eastern war, and
two, to show under war conditions the power of the bomb.
Only in this way could a policy of intimidation be effective.

If these charges are true, dropping the bomb would be
an indication that in August of 1945 the U. S. government
Was beginning the Cold War. In fact, Hiroshima would be
he first overt act of the Cold War. What does the evi-
dence say?

WAS HIROSHIMA THE FIRST OVERT ACT OF THE COLD WAR?
From a military standpoint, there is fairly general agree-

ment that the dropping of the bomb was unnecessary. Japan
new she was defeated. In early July an exchange of mes-

8a£es took place between Japanese Foreign Minister Togo
*nd Japanese Ambassador to the U. S., Sato. Togo wanted to
negotiate peace with the U. S. through Russia. Sato’s final

^ ®yrnes, Speak! usr Franklv. n 27s



1menage stated that “Japan was thoroughly and completely
defeated and that the only course open was quick and defi- I

nite action recognizing such fact. . .
.” 12

The important thing about these exchanges is that the
American government was listening in to the Japanese con- I

versation! We had broken the Japanese code and knew ex-
actly what they were thinking. Even Forrestal in May, 1947,
wrote that he doubted the strategic soundness of dropping I

the atom bomb because we knew the Japanese position was I

hopeless. 18

From a political standpoint, the dropping of the bomb I

was harmful. The atomic scientists who developed the bomb
f

were vigorously opposed to its use on Japan. These scientists
:

had thought long and deeply about the problems of atomic
warfare and its implications and had appointed a committee
to present their views to the Secretary of War. Accordingly, :

a month before the test of the bomb in New Mexico, a
;

committee of seven scientists, headed by Professor James
Fry - r

', submitted a report.

This report has become known as the Franck Report, and
|

its main purpose was to advise against use of the bomb on
[

Japan. Its arguments are remarkably clear-sighted, par-
ticularly when we remember that it was written in June, i

1945. It says:

“Russia, and even allied nations which bear less mistrust of our
,

ways and intentions, as well as neutral countries, may be deeply
j

shocked by this step. It may be very difficult to persuade the world
that a nation which was capable of secretly preparing and releas- I

lng a new weapon as Indiscriminate as the rocket bomb and a
thousand times more destructive, is to be trusted. ... A demon- I

stration of the new weapon might be made, before the eyes of the I

United States on a desert or a barren Island. . . . We believe these
considerations make the use of nuclear bombs In an early attack t

against Japan inadvisable.” (emphasis added)

12 Forrestal Diaries, pp. 74-77. Incidentally, the Soviet Union behaved m
[a loyal ally, turning down the Japanese and Immediately notifying use 1

of their approach
13 Ibid., p. 277
14 Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, May, 1940
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The report specifically warned that if the U. S. did use

the bomb, she would “precipitate the race for armaments,
and prejudice the possibility of reaching an international

agreement on the future control of such weapons.” 15

Politically and militarily there were no reasons to drop
the bomb.

Morally, the U3e of the bomb was indefensible.

Why then did we drop the bomb?
Why did we deliberately, in a few minutes, condemn hun-

dreds of thousands of human beings to a cruel, unnecessary
death ?

The answer was given by Secretary of State Byrnes in a
conversation with Forrestal. Right after the bomb was
successfully tested, on July 28, Forrestal records in his diary
that “Byrnes said he was most anxious to get the Japanese
affair over with before the Russians got in. . .

,”i« (emphasis
added)

This was spelled out by Norman Cousins and Thomas K.
Finletter in an article in 1946. Finletter later became Tru-
man’s Secretary for Air. The article said, that in dropping
the bomb, “the purpose was to knock out Japan before Russia
came in—or at least before Russia could make anything other
than a token of participation prior to a Japanese collapse:

’ unless we came out of the war with a decisive balance of
Power over Russia, we would be in no position to checkmate Rus-han expansion.” n (emphasis added!

There it is, laid on the line by people who know.
The anti-Soviet implications of the use of the atom bomb

^
Japan have been thoroughly analyzed by Professor P.

• S. Blackett, one of the world's most distinguished physi-
Clsts

, Nobel prize winner in 1948, Professor of Physics at
15

^ Blac^t
.

t - wh,° adds-

“To reinforce the effect of the Com-
w ® ?

report, a petition amng similar lines signed by 64 scientists
le v sent President Truman" * *

17 ?Mtal Diaries, p. 78
atnrday Review of Literature, June 15, 1948
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case on some points. In the book there is just one side to

question—Byrnes' side.

Byrnes insists that the United States was friendly at
'

-
t in September 1945, and never used atomic diplomacy.

Why was Byrnes so insistent that the U. S. was friendly and

not using pressure?

Because if atomic diplomacy was being used it proves

ress.” is (emphasis
| the Cold War was well underway by then and that the

Soviet Union could not be responsible for it since she had

no bombs. Fixing the date of the Cold War’s beginnings

thus becomes a key factor in fixing the responsibility for it.

The supporters of the Cold War have been very conscious

of the importance of the date as to when the Cold War began.

American-Soviet relations should Senator Douglas of Illinois, one of the worst Cold War-

mongers in Congress, specifically presents the argument:

‘Truman, like Roosevelt, was willing to cooperate with the Rus-

sians so long as they would co-operate. But when it became clear

in early 1946 that they were resolved to treat us as enemies, he had
no recourse but to oppose the Soviet attempt at aggression.” 20

Speaking (emphasis added)

Truman himself makes this argument, only pushing the

date to 19^7, so as to make it seem that the U. S. adopted

.
a “tough” policy with the proclamation of the Truman Doc-

in

^
trine as an answer to Soviet aggression. Says Truman of

himself:

“I tried for more than two years to reach an understanding with
them [the Russians] . .

” 21

And this position has become official Washington doc-
trine. For example, the dean of Washington correspondents,
Arthur Krock writes

:

u
• • • After the first two years of his Presidency, during which h«
ea*t with Soviet Russia on the basis of President Roosevelt’s illu-

0t that the Kremlin would be a co-operative post-wTar partner in

o*
ll r„

Y ' Times, February 19, 1950
re- oilman. Mr. President, p. 223

Manchester University, England. Professor Blackett was a

leader in early atomic research and served on the official
[

Advisory Committee on Atomic Energy for the British gov.

ernment. Professor Blackett, after a thorough analysis, says London

soberly:

‘“The dropping of the atomic bombs was not so much the last mill,

tary act of the second World War, as the first major operation of

the cold diplomatic war with Russia now in pro]

added)

This conclusion stands as a damning indictment of Tru-

man’s atomic power politics.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A DATE
If Hiroshima was the first overt act of the Cold War,

then subsequent events in

reflect the increasing tension.

Hiroshima was in August. In September the first inter-

national conference after the advent of the bomb took place,

the Conference of Foreign Ministers meeting in London.

Byrnes reports the Conference in. his book

Frankly, 19 a title as misleading as most of the content of

the book. The book is frank in the sense of being anti-

Soviet, but not frank in the sense of telling the whole truth

cr even a substantial portion of the truth,

in the book that the United States was tough and belligerent ;

there isn’t a hint that maybe the Soviet Union did have a

18 Blackett, Fear, War and the Bomb. p. 139
,

19 James F. Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, New York and London. 1947. Byrne*

book marks a turning point in writings of American foreign policy b1

policy makers. Men like Stimson, Hull, Leahy, Stcttinius, Sherwood (o»

Hopkins) while defending their position, tried to present the issues in-

volved. Even such a markedly anti-Soviet book as The Strange Alliance,

by Gen. John R. Deane, gives a sense of the complex problems involve-

The more recent books by Byrnes. Dulles, Generals Clay and Smith, Mini*

(on Forrestal) .
deliberately present only the American point of view

the most vulgarized manner. They cover up facts, obscure Issues, reduce

complex problems to an idiot’s tale of cops and robbers. Only someone

with plenty -of time to spare can trace the truth hidden in the mess

self-serving verbiage
These books themselves, have been li

vilification and hysteria directed aga

rultant "war psychosis"
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making a durable and just peace, Mr. Truman turned to the doc-
trine of overbalancing force. . .

& (emphasis added)

This fairy tale of a meek, patient U. S. falls to the ground

if Byrnes was “tough” at London in September 1945. Sumner

Welles completely exposes Byrnes, saying that the London

meeting was “one of the most disastrous international con-

ferences of modern times,” 23 in large part because “Secre-

tary Byrnes adopted a position of intransigence.” 34

Welles is a trained diplomat, precise in his use of words. 1

“Intransigence” is a strong word, it means not only a re-

fusal to negotiate, but it implies an unreasoning attitude, an

arrogant “or else” attitude. Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov,

who dealt with Byrnes at the meeting, put his finger on the

reason for Byrnes’ intransigence, namely, the atom bomb

monopoly.

Molotov used a phrase very similar to one used by Stim-

son. Stimson had warned against “having this weapon

rather ostentatiously on our hip.” Molotov charged Byrnes,

to his face, that Byrnes “was carrying an atom bomb in his

pocket.” 26 The phrase is complacently reported by Byrnes.

Clearly everything was not sweetness and light in Sep-

tember of 1945. Moreover, since the Potsdam Conference

(which ended August 1st) was conducted on a give-and-take

basis, the change to a tough policy must have taken place

Boon after. The atom bomb was dropped on August 6. Atomic

diplomacy was underway.

Byrnes’ attitude fits in completely with what Truman

eaid at Potsdam when the bomb exploded, with what Tru-

9S N. Y. Times, Sept. 25, 1950. It may be noted in passing that Roosevelt'*

“illusion” gave us a happier and safer America than Truman’s “realism
’*

#8 Sumner Welles. Where Are We Heading, p. 67. Mr. Welles was one of the

few top experts who continued to write somewhat objectively during th«

Cold War
ibid., p. 380. A more recent example of Byrnes’ Intransigence is hie action

as Governor of South Carolina. He proposes to amend the State Con-
stitution to sanction defiance of the U. S. Supreme Court. Byrne*' pro-

posal permits the Legislature to abolish the public school system, if fcb*

Supreme Court rules against segregated schools for Negroes
•f. Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, p. 366-267

decided on Hiroshima, with what Truman did on atomic
.. rt'i . * s i rit? *

policy- the Baruch Plan instead of the Stimson approach.

ATOIVAC diplomacy started the cold war
Evidence on when the Cold War started comes from sev-

eral dissimilar but authoritative sources. One of them is

Admiral Leahy, who says flatly that at Potsdam “one factor

was to change a lot of ideas, including my own . . . the atom

bomb.” Leahy also unequivocally says that Potsdam “was

the beginning of the ‘Cold War; ” 3*

An eminent historian considers August 1945, as the be-

ginning of the Cold War. Professor Frederick L. Schuman,

Professor of Government at Williams College, is probably

the foremost non-Communist authority in the United States

on international affairs, particularly with regard to the Soviet

Union. He says:

“The tragic impasse in American -Soviet relations [the cold war]
had its chief original source in Byrnes' statement ol August 18,

1945. ...” 27

Thirdly, there is corroboration from an unexpected
source: the Republican partner in the building of Truman’s
foreign policy, John Foster Dulles,

Dulles is one of the most dour anti-Sovieteers in Amer-
lca. He has an unsavory history. His law firm of Sullivan
and Cromwell was the outstanding cloak of respectability
for the Nazis before the war, acting as their counsel in the

S. Republican advisor to Byrnes, architect of the Japanese
treaty, adviser to Dewey and Eisenhower, he fancies himself
as the next Secretary of State. This shrewd reactionary tries
t° bolster the Truman date of 1947, but he slips unwittingly
an^ confirms the period given in this book, beginning in

^
uSust 1945, and ending with Churchill’s Fulton speech in

March 1946.

37 1 Was There, p. 423
_3^acriek L. Schuman, The Devil an4 Jimmy Byrnes, New Yc rk, 1948, p 7.
he Byrnea statement attacked the Bulgarian election, took a crack at
°land, and said the United States wouldn’t countenance the elections



Dulles gives the same argument as Truman, that tlx
Soviet Union behaved so aggressively that by the spi'fol

of 1947 America had to get tough. He writes:

“Soviet tactics were so flagrantly threatening that they involve [I

an overreaching. They slapped our faces until we waked up froi

our postwar daze. Awakening was, however, a gradual process, an k
it took the Moscow meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministei
[March-April, 1947] and its attendant circumstances to arouse tb \
leaders and the people to the fact that the peril was great an i

called for positive policies of large scope.” 28

Dulles is here referring to the military aid to GieeJ
and Turkey which Truman announced on March 12, 1941

when he set forth the Truman Doctrine.

However, Dulles elsewhere in his book slips up. He refers

to the London Conference of September 1945, as the timr

when “.
. . our postwar policy of ‘no appeasement’ m

born.” 29

This is doubletalk for cold war. Later in the book he slip??:

up again, this time even more clearly. He begins a. sentence?

aaying: “After nearly five years of ‘cold’ war. ... 30

The “five years” is a truly revealing slip: Dulles is writ

ing In 1950.

The elements of the Cold War came together soon aftc&5

Potsdam in August 1945. The Cold War was brought
in the open at Fulton in March 1946 and was declared officii I

U. S. policy with the Truman Doctrine. Some of the shrewd! t

supporters of the Cold War recognize that the facts spea|l

for themselves and that the beginning of the Cold War ij

August-September 1945 cannot be denied. They thereto^

use the cunning argument that the Soviet Union started

Cold War even before the death of Roosevelt. Byrnes for

ample, says:

“Before President Roosevelt's death, In fact, even before his retul

38 John Foster Dulles, War «r Peace, New York, I960, p. 101
*9 Ibid., p. 30
•0 ibid., p. 140

from Yalta, difficulties had arisen with the Soviet Union. . . .” »t

If this were true, it would clear Truman, Byrnes, For-

restal, Dulles and the rest of any responsibility for the Cold

War. They could say they were just meeting hostility with

hostility. No one could accuse them of changing FDR’s for-

eign policy. For Roosevelt, according to this argument, had
changed it himself before he died.

It’s a clever argument. The only trouble with it is that

it isn’t true.

DIB FDR CHANGE IN HIS FRIENDSHIP TO THE USSR?
The entire argument, of Byrnes rests on a single message

written by FDR one hour before he died. It was advice to
Churchill who was going to make a speech in Parliament
referring to the Soviet Union. Wrote FDR to Churchill:

I would minimize the general Soviet problem as much as possible
because these problems, in one form or another, seem to arise
every day and most of them straighten out as in the case of the
Bern meeting.
“We must be firm, however, and our course thus far is correct.” 32

Says Byrnes

:

,
• these messages dispose of the legend that our relations with

,

e Soviet Union began to deteriorate only after his death.” 33
Emphasis added)

Unfortunately for Mr. Byrnes, the messages of FDR show
exactly the opposite of the Cold War policy. When FDR says
0Ur course is correct,” he means the course of friendship
fad cooperation. Professor Schuman, in a review of Byrnes’
kook, writes:

*lan’rt
B
i?

nes disProves his own Point because he does not under-

go^", It *

course - ^Tanklin D. Roosevelt’s course was to treat the

feren
Union as an e9uak to minimize frictions, and to adjust dif-

«ces by discussion and compromise—all of which was diametri-

sa phui
168

’ sPe»*i»ng Frankly, p. 49
33

S: 59
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cally opposite to the course of President Truman. . .
.”M

But there is even more powerful proof that FDR had I

not changed his policy from people who saw him daily. Mrs. I

Roosevelt, for example, mentions that while there were dis- I

agreements after Yalta, her husband thought “that he, Stalin, 1

and Churchill, having fought the war together, had gained I

enough understanding and respect for each other to be able I

to work things out.” 35

/

1

Grace Tully, FDR’s secretary, writes similarly about I

FDR’s attitude toward the Soviets. She writes that while I

Roosevelt had reservations;

“Chi the whole, however, he did indicate a feeling that compromise I

in wartime, for the sake of the mutual effort, might pay off in the I

postwar period.”
“That they haven’t may prove that Mr. Roosevelt was wrong; or 1

it may indicate simply that others have failed tp accomplish what I

he might have accomplished.” (emphasis added)

And Sumner Welles, FDR’s Under Secretary of State, who I

saw him constantly writes:

, ... the possibility of cooperation, which is now, (in 1946) tragi-

cally enough, becoming every day more remote, constituted the

very basis of the foreign policy carried on by President Roosevelt
until the day of his death.” 37 (emphasis added)

Finally there is Harry Hopkins’ testimony. Hopkins was

closer to FDR than any other man in the administration.

After Roosevelt’s death he went to Moscow on a special mis-

sion for President Truman. He would have known if either

Roosevelt or Stalin had changed their minds about coopera-

tion. Hopkins found no such change, but he did say there

was a group in America who didn’t want to cooperate with

Russia. This, he said, would be disaster. Hopkins wrote, in

August 1945:

34 Bchuman, Dtfvtt and Jimmy Byrnes, p. 10
35 Eleanor Roosevelt, This I Remember, New York, 1049, p. 341

36 Grace Tully. FDR, My Boss, New York, 1949, p. 268
37 Welles, Where Are We Heading?, p. 103

n

-We know or believe that Russia’s interests, so far as we can anti-

. ate then1
,
do not afford an opportunity for a major difference

ith us in foreign affairs, ... I believe they not only have no wish

to fight with us, but are determined to take their place in world

affairs in an international organization, and above all, they want

io maintain friendly relations with us.

The Soviet Union is made up of a hundred and eighty million

hard working, proud people. They are not an uncivilized people.

They are a tenacious, determined people who think and act just

like you and I do. Our Russian policy must not be dictated by

people who have already made up their minds there is no possi-

bility of working with Russia and that our interests are bound to

conflict and ultimately lead to war. From my point of view, this

is an untenable position and can but lead to disaster.” 38 (em-

phasis added)

No, President- Roosevelt did not change his mind about

co-operation. His course remained consistent to the end—

a

course of friendship and co-operation with the Soviet Union.

It was after his death that a change did take place, the

change to a policy of friction, tension, hostility, a policy of

Cold War.

W HO STARTED THE COLD WAR?
The Truman Administration, in full partnership with the

leaders of the Republican Party, started the Cold War. A
small clique of reactionaries sharply reversed the peace

policy of President Roosevelt. The change was noted by
Sumner Welles who writes:

“The fruits of the Roosevelt policy became apparent at Teheran
and Yalta. Then suddenly, the direction of American policy passed

other hands. The dire change this brought in Soviet-American
Nations was apparent to every objective observer present at the
feting at Potsdam.
Naturally, the Soviet government knew that President Truman

beset by conflicting advice as to the methods he should adopt
his dealings with it. It was fully aware that one group of ad-

•sers, who decried what they termed the ‘appeasement of Russia’
Policy of Franklin Roosevelt, was asserting that strong-arm tactics

^ded)
Uted the °nly means of achievin£ success.” 39 (emphasis

8$ E. Sherwood.. lioosevelt and Hopkins. New York. 1648, pp. 922-&2S
Where Are We Heading?, do 375-376



Who were these advisers who urged “strong-arm tactics’'?

I

Two men may be taken as typical, one a Republican, the I

other a Democrat, John Foster Dulles and W. Averell Harri-J
man. The first wrote the foreign policy plank for Eisenhower I

at the 1952 Republican Party Convention, the second was a|
candidate for the Presidential nomination at the 1952 Demo-

1

cratic Party Convention.

John Foster Dulles is one of the most astute reactionaries I
in America. President Roosevelt would never have anything*
to do with him, but soon after FDR’s death he moved in. I

Wrote correspondent William Shirer at the time:

• • Mr - Truman and Mr. Byrnes, green as they are in foreign I
politics, have taken over so many ideas of Mr. Dulles, especially I
in regard to Russia. . . . One cannot but have reservations about I
an authority I Dulles] who right up to the outbreak of war saw I
no danger to America in the Nazi-Fascist conspiracy but who now I
presumes to see the imminent danger of a clash with Russia. . .

.’,40 I

Shirer could have been much sharper. Dulles has been!
one of the specialists in international fascism. His law firm, I

Sullivan and Cromwell is the general counsel for the New
g

York Schroeder Bank which is closely tied to the . Schroeder
Bank in London and the Schroeder Bank in Cologne, Ger- L

many. The Schroeder Bank was one of the main supporters I

of Hitler. Time Magazine in July 1939 called it “an economic I

booster of the Rome-Berlin Axis.” 41 A Dulles partner sits,

I

on the board of directors of the Bank.
Dulles himself was chosen to represent all the New York I

Banks when he went to Berlin in 1933 and made a deal that
|

gave Hitler’s government one billion dollars and established n

the credit Hitler needed for his re-armament program.

While Dulles worked the Republican side of the street, I
Averell Harriman worked the Democratic side. The juxta-l
position of these two men, both bankers, both anti-Soviet,

both influencing the government, yet working in different!

40 N. Y. Herald Tribune, June 9, 194<5 ,

41 Richard Sasuly, 1. G. Farhen, New York, 1947, p. 18T
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parties for the same purpose is one more ironical example of

the way the two-party system usually works. As President

Roosevelt once said, the Democratic and Republican parties

usually represent the difference between Tweedle-dee and
Tweedle-dum.

Harriman was a salesman of the Cold War. He was con-

sistently anti-Soviet on every issue throughout the war.

Whether it was4 Lend-Lease, the question of credits versus

loans, the question of reparations or the question of the UN
at San Francisco, Harriman was always there to support

men like Dulles in their anti-Soviet policies. Basic to Hard-
man's attitude was an undisguised contempt for the Soviet

Union. According to Alfred Friendly, Director of Informa-
tion for EGA who worked with Harriman, this ‘democrat’
“considers the Kremlin leaders—and the Russians as a whole
—to be barbarians.” 41a

The best expression of Hardman’s attitude to the USSR,
as well as of his own mentality is in a statement made to
Forre&tal at Potsdam, July 1945. Says F.orrestal:

‘Averell was very gloomy about the influx of Russia into Europe.
• • • He said the greatest crime of Hitler was that his actions had
resulted in opening the gates of Eastern Europe to Asia. .

.” 42
'emphasis added)

That’s quite a statement. The greatest crime of Hitler
hot that he had unleashed a global war in which some

million soldiers and 50 million civilians, were killed.
The greatest crime of Hitler was not that in seven years

e had reduced a cultured, modern nation to a state of

c

e<^evi*bsm, that he had placed a million Germans in eon-
Tntration camps, nor that he had made of Europe a prison
1 nations.

dx
The &reatest crime of Hitler was not that he had killed
million Jews in gas chambers and crematoria in one of
Jftost coldly calculated evil massacres of recorded history.

2 tw. • TJmcfi, July 2. 1950
Diurics. p. 79
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No the greatest crime of Hitler was—that he had j0J
This is the logic of Harriman’s remark. It is so shock*

that one can hardly believe that he meant it,

Harriman and Dulles are a fair example of Truman!
civilian advisers but there is another influence in the Amej
can government today which must not be overlooked—tj
influence of the military men. The sword of the Pentagon li<|

heavily on the delicate scales of diplomacy."

THE MILITARY IN AMERICAN POLICY
Military domination of foreign policy is utterly alien t|

American traditions and government structure. Yet it is 1"

^ng
^at there has developed in the Pentagon "a very good

Vd a ra*ker ser*ous imitation of what in any other country

hut this free-wheeling democracy would be militarism

—

namely the military control of foreign policy. . .
45 (empba-

gjs added)

By 1952 the dominant position of the military in Ameri-

can foreign policy was being openly proclaimed. Newspaper

columnist Marquis Childs wrote that “military men are

usurping the functions of civilians” 45a and Secretary of Airny

Frank Pace in a speech to West Point cadets spelled out what

this means. The military officer of today, he said, must )t.c*n

“to be a technician, a negotiator, an attache, an administra-
universally acknowledged tact by those in the know. Dulles, tor, a military governor, a scientist, or a superintendent of
for example, writes as- follows; production.” 45b This is the language of militaristic empire-

“During the past five years the military viewpoint has predom- The speech included the basic appeal to the fcocket-
inated, for better or worse, in a good many instances. . . . book. “For those who succeed,” said Pace, “there should be

1
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1“ated 1,5 awards commensurate in recompense and responsibility”

the National Security Council in the field of foreign affairs. That ... .

1
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National Security Council during most of the period under review
and this will “be the case m the new army.” (emphasis added)

has been predominantly military in character. . . .“43 (emphasis! A U. S. army to run the world is “new” indeed, new to Ameri-
added)

can political theory and American traditions.
Correspondent Howard K. Smith also draws attention T .... , . _ . . ,

.

to the National Security Council; .

In contrast to the military domination of Americas for-

ei§n policy it may be well to consider the Soviet Union.

under'“theconteofot’ a 5f
eS h

_f
to acknowledge the truth from his personal expe-

... It began life modestly, stockpiling strategic raw materials and,'
nce - He writes :

surveying the nation’s resources for wrar. It has gradually grown
into the supreme power shaping American policies. It was no long#
odd that GeneraflClay, the American commander in Germany, ofl

returning home in the summer of 1948 should make his report not

to the Cabinet but to this Council.” (emphasis added)

Smith goes on to quote Sumner Welles;

“No emergency,” says Welles, “can justify the control of this couH
try’s foreign policy by a council which reaches its decisions froi*

a military standpoint. . .
.”44

And Walter Lippman delicately conveys the same id^

43 John Foster Duties. War or Peace, New York. 1950. pp. 235-233
44 Howard K. Smith, The State of Europe, New York, 1949, p. 93

The leaders of the Soviet Union are civilians whose judgment is

controlling as against military judgment.
• • • The Soviet government has always made the military a

subordinate department.
Ul'ing five years ... I have attended ten major international

K?f*
erences averaging about two months in duration. ... I have

Mol
across the table from leading Soviet personalities such as

0

0
'

°

tov
, Vishinsky, and Gromyko I have never felt that they were

dohi
aWed by military advice, or that their strategy or tactics were

hflhated by military considerations.” 46

4oa^\«
V

‘ Tribune, June 20, 1950
“^hington Post, April 2, 1952

46 £>/>;,
Times, May 21, 1952
War or Peace, pp. 234-235



Americans might well wish that the 3ame could be saiJ

of Mr. Truman. Instead, admits Dulles ruefully on the saruj

page:

“In our own case, the military have been more obvious partner*!

In postwar policy making.”

The influence of the military and reactionary politicians!

on foreign policy is only the surface manifestation of the

controlling influence in American life, the influence of Big

Business—bankers, monopolists, industrialists and financiers,

These men have moved into government, consciously and

deliberately, as shown by a statement made in 1946 by oni

of them, the treasurer of Standard Oil (N. J.) who said:
j

“As our country has begun to develop its overall post*

war foreign policy, private enterprise must begin to evolve

its foreign policy, starting with the most important contrib-

ution it can make—‘men in government.’ ” 47

THE CONTROL CENTER OE REACTION

There has taken place since the war a most dangerous

development for American democracy. This is the integration!

of top military, political and business reactionaries into <4

powerful control center of Big Business. The most trus ed

men of reaction move at wrl from government to business to

the armed forces and back again.

General Eisenhower is the most dramatic example. From

General of the U. S. Army to President of Columbia Univefl

sity, 43 back to General in charge of European War preparal

tions, and now back as a potential Republican President.

General Clay leaves Germany and becomes president of

Continental Can Co. McCloy, a corporation lawyer, tal<4

his place in Germany. Draper, an investment banker in FoP

restaPs firm, becomes a general in charge of Germany®

47 Vle : or Pei'lo, Ann-cli-an Imperlalisiii, N.-w Y rk, 1951, p. 131

48 .Ttoe presidency of Columbia University Is a Dij Bnsin^sa ma--a3 erl-.fi J '°j

rather Ilian an education p-skion. The trust 35 of Co'um' ia "are do*Wa

hv *''•> »»--•««>* intc'ostiS and rapt?sen t one of the high-st cooc^fl

‘'otirjns cf T>i " F”*iri"R8 anywhere In Am rlca

omic comeback. General Marshall becomes Secretary of

State
’ General Smith and Admiral Kirk become ambassadors

to Russia; Admiral Moreell becomes President of Jones and

Laughlin Steel Co.; Investment banker Lovett becomes Un-

dersecretary of State and the Defense Secretary. Banker

Harriman and banker-lawyer Dulles become foreign policy-

makers and Byrnes leaves the State Department to become a

director of Newmont Mining Co., a Morgan controlled com-

pany.

Executive vice-president Huggins of Westinghouse be-

comes Ass’t Secretary for Air, Wilson of GE becomes War
Mobilizes banker Souers becomes an Admiral in charge of

Central Intelligence, Admiral Halsey becomes an executive

of Int’l Tel. and Tel. On the side, he goes into business

with ex-Secretary of State Stettinius and makes a million

dollars on a “surplus” tanker deal. In the wings is the Mari-

time Commission, of which an Admiral if? the head. General

Doolittle becomes vice-president of Shell Union Oil Company,
General Nelson, vice-president, of N. Y. Life Insurance Co.,

and d’Olier, president of Prudential Insurance Co., becomes
a General.

So blatant has this control of Big Business become that

even Truman's own supporters object, The New York Post

writes that “The representatives of Big Business have taken
over all the key posts in the defense program with a speed

thoroughness unequalled in history. 49

Republican Senator Homer E. Capehart, defending his

party against the charge of Big Business domination, accused
the Democratic administration of giving in to Big Business.

fists 150 top businessmen in government and their con-

actions—running 175 inches of fine type and 6 pages of the

Congressional Record of May 20, 1952.

The Cabinet of President Truman has been so loaded with

businessmen that it seems like a sub-station of Wall
4$ V** York Post (articles in 1951 entitled Washington Gold Rush)



Street. Here is a partial list of financiers, industrialists an<L

corporation lawyers who are or have been in the top leveij

of the cabinet agencies during the Truman Administration;]

Sec'y of Defense James V. Forrestal

Louis Johnson

Robert C. Lovett

Sec'y of Navy Francis P. Mathews

Sec'y

Sec'y

of Army
af Air

Wm H. Draper. Jr,

Stuart Symington

Under

Ass'f

Sec'y of Air

Sec'y of Air

Thos. X. Finfetter

J. A McCone
E. W. Higgins

Sec'y

Ass'f

Spec.

Sec'y

of State

Sec'y of State

Ambassador

of Treasury

Dean Acheson

G. W. Perkins

John Foster Dulles

John W. Snyder

Mutual Security Dir. W Averell Harriman

Pres., Dillon, Reed & Co., |„l

vest. Banker

Corporation Lawyer

Partner, Brown Bros. Harrrmqn j]

Co., Invest. Banker

Chairman of Bd., Security!

Accept. Corp.

Pres., Dillon, Reed £r Co.

until 1945, Pres, and Chain. 81,1

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co, $t,t

Louis

Wail Sf. Corporation Lawyer

Pres., Calif. Shipbui ding Carp. V
V. P., VVestinghouse Electritl

Int'l Co.

Corporation Lawyer

V. Merck & Co.

Corporation Lawyer

V. P., First ’Nat'l Bank of St..'

Louis

Partner, Brown Bros, Hornnwil

& Co.

Examples can be multiplied, literally by the hundreds.]

They give a clear picture of a coalescing control center for

reaction fur which Forrestal found a fancy phrase. He called

it a ‘‘politico-military administration.” Forrestal should know.

He was organizer and center of the organization, an organ!*

ration formed consciously for one purpose—the domination

of the world by U. S. Big Business. This purpose has been

openly proclaimed by monopoly strategists.

BIG BUSINESS AND WORLD DOMINATION
Leo D. Welch is as big a Big Businessman as one can

find. He is treasurer of the Standard Oil Company of Netf

Jersey, the grandmother of all the Standard Oil companies
in various states, and the most powerful American oil convj

pany in the international oil combines.
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Throng*1 Welch’s hands since World War H has passed

billion dollars worth of foreign investments—and he has

already received back nearly a billion in profits. Welch is tops

in Big Business and he has’ openly proclaimed its goal. He

says:

„Our foreign policy will be more concerned with the safety and

stability of our foreign investments in the future than ever before.

The proper respect for capital abroad is just as important as re-

spect for our political principles. . .
.” 50(emphasis added)

Welch is speaking in November 1946, right after Truman

made the decision to use the atom bomb as a diplomatic

threat The goal of the atomic diplomacy, the goal of the

Cold War, is to make American Big Business the master of

the world. Welch says this in so many words:

"As the largest producer, the largest source of capital, and the

biggest contributor to the global mechanism, we must set the pace

and assume the responsibility of the majority stockholder in this

corporation known as the world. . . . Nor is this for a given term of

office. This is a permanent obligation.” 51 (emphasis added) ®

Hitler was more modest. He spoke of a thousand year

Reich: Welch speaks fef permanent rule by Wall Street. Welch

speaks in the double talk of the financier, “majority stock-

holder in this corporation known as the world.” There is an

cider, more precise term for Welch’s goal: imperialism.

The Washington Post doesn’t hesitate to use the term, as

it discusses the problems facing America’s outward drive.

Its 1952 New Year editorial said that “the hard core of fact

&bout our imperialism remains the same,” namely, “we are

still faced with the dilemma of giving up what has been

gained in Korea or of maintaining troops indefinitely on that

precarious spot.” 52 (emphasis added)

In a later editorial, the Washington Post points out what
We Americans must face as good imperialists. It says

:

®{>eecii at tUe National Trade Convention, November 12, 1946. Quoted la

yietor Perlo's American Imperialism, p. 12©

62
,blfl

"»sb(A£tom Post, January l, 19152
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a great power to De worthy of the title must get into the habit ofsitting on bayonets. This is how the British kept the nineteenthcentury tolerably quiet.” 53

This is very explicit—and also well known. The Amen.,
cans made a revolution against this sort of thing in 1776

While abroad American imperialism means napalm bombs
and atom bombs, at home it

most drastic type. This has been pointed out

offthese drives is the force and violence of the imperialists: jails

at home,
napalm bombs abroad.

American imperialism has been compared to racketeering

by a General who had to do the dirty work for many years.

Major General Smedley D. Butler, who was head of the
- United States Marine Corps, has described his work in un-

mihtanstic state of the forcrettable language:
l4-Anl «. « ‘

4
"There isn’t a trick in the racketeering bag that the military gang

’ jf is blind to. It has its “finger men” (to point out enemies), its
"muscle men” (to destroy enemies), its “brain guys” (to plan war

and a Bis Boss” (super-nationalistic capitalism).
"It may seem odd for me, a military man, to adept such a com-
parison. Truthfulness compels me to do so. I spent 33 years and
4 months in active service as a member of our country’s most agile

glorifying military force—the Marine Corps. I served in all commissioned
ranks from second lieutenant to Major General. And during that
period I spent most of my time being a high class muscle man for
Big Business, for Wall Street and for the bankers. In short, I was
a racketeer, a gangster for capitalism.
‘‘Thus I helped make Mexico and especially Tampico, safe for
American oil interests in 1914. I helped make Haiti and Cuba a
decent place for the National City Bank boys to collect revenues
in. I helped in the raping of half a dozen Central American re-
publics for the benefit of Wall Street. The record of racketeering
s long, i helped purify Nicaragua for the international banking
nouse of Brown Brothers in 1909-12. 1 brought light to the Domini-

means a

. in no uncertain
terms by another spokesman of Big Business, Virgil Jordan
who told the Investment Bankers Association of New York mcil
that the United States was the new rising empire, inheritor |

preparations)
of the British Empire. Jordan spoke as President of the Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board, ai
National Association of Manufacturers,
American imperialism, Jordan spelled out what it meant:
4 Imperialism . . .implies an enormous task of expanding and
maintaining a vast organization of manpower, machines and
equipment, not merely for national defense, but for effective and
continuous exercise of international authority in the mainten-
ance of law and order.” 55 (emphasis added)

In the same speech he goes on to describe what this mili-
tarism and imperialism mean in our daily lives.

*•
• • ' imPerial responsibilities . . . must rest on the solid andbroad base of internal unity and domestic prosperity, which willimply intelligent and courageous reconstruction of our own eco-nomic and political life after the immediate war effort is over.” 5*

In Jordan’s language “internal unity” and' “courageous
reconstruction ’ mean the thought control program of the

10#



mended. It is a must for every thinking man and womj
in America today. 57

WE THE LIVING
When Baruch presented his plan on atomic energy to the

UN, he said the choice was between “the quick and the dead.’*

He didn’t say which side he was on.

American imperialism means death.

We the living can halt these reactionaries. We can stop

the Cold War and return to Roosevelt’s policy pf peace and
friendship with all nations. But to do so we must be clear as

to what happened, how and why it happened. We must know
and understand each step by which Roosevelt’s policy of

peace was perverted into Truman’s doctrine of war. The next

part of the book deals with this question.

For the American people this knowledge is literally a.

matter of life or death. Knowledge is life. The alternative is

atomic vaporization.

Chapter 5

3ACKGROUND OF SUSPICION
Chapter 6

WARTIME MISTRUST
Chapter 7

ROOSEVELT’S POLICY OF PEACE
Chapter 8

TRUMAN TALKS TOUGH
Chapter 9

OPERATION ‘'RENEGE”

Chapter 10

REACTION HESITATES
Chapter 11

CRUCIAL DOUBLE-CROSS
Chapter 12

TRUMAN DOCTRINE—BY FORRESTAL
Chapter 13

AGGRESSORS FOR PEACE

part II
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BACKGROUND
OF
SUSPICION
’*Congress has not declared rear against th<e
Russian government. . . . (Yet) we have
an army in Russia.”

Senator William Borah, 1919

"Were they (the Allies) at war with Rus-
sia? Certainly not; hut they shot Soviet
Russians on sight.”

Winston Churchill, 1924

"The agreements of Munich con Tinned the
conviction of the Soviet government that
the Western powers strove to keep Ger~
many from the. west only hy turning her
to the east.”

Sumner Welles, 1940

THE LACK of knowledge in the United
States about the Soviet Union is truly amazing. A survey on
his subject, made by Princeton University and reported in
the Saturday Evening Post, disclosed that:

• • • In our adult population of about 90,000.000 there are 63,000,000
* us who think that ‘abolition of private ownership’ in Russia

*ueans that all goods are held in common. Two out of three Ameri-
«ns don’t know that Russians can privately own homes, furniture,

,
rs

, and so on, and that farmers till individual plots. The fame
Quiry disclosed that about 64% of adult Americans don’t know

l?
at wages are not equal in Russia, but differ nt/al; 83% don’t

pa
°'v that most Russians are not members of the C mmunist
rty . Seven out of nine Americans don’t know that Russia pro-



duced most cf the war materials used by the Red Army and
thirty-eight miHion Americans of voting age don’t know at all* Iwhat kind of government Russia has.” i (emphasis in original) I

Anti-Soviet spokesmen exploit this lack of knowledge. I

They have tried to create a picture of a mysterious, unknow- I
able land and a government whose actions are unpredictable, 1
secretive and even irrational. Churchill has called Soviet pol-

]icy “a riddle wrapped in an enigina” and George F. Kerman,
one of the State Department’s leading authorities on the
USSR and our present (1952) Ambassador to Russia writes
that at the bottom of the Kremlin’s neurotic view of world
affairs is the traditional and instinctive Russian sense of in-
security. . .

.”2 (emphasis added)

If Kerman’s statement is correct, if Soviet fears and sus- !

picions are neurotic—without foundation in fact or in reason
—then stable relations with Russia are inherently impos-
sible. The chances for peace arc very slim. 3

But Kcnnan is one of the makers of the Cold War. We
i

would do well to examine his statements with care. For if So-
Jviet fears are justified, then the responsibility is also ours to

behave in such a way as to create mutual trust.
Let us look briefly at the record of Western-Soviet rela-

jtions between the two wars and then judge for ourselves:
how "neurotic” are Soviet suspicions?

BACKGROUND FOR SUSPICIONS: THE INTERWAR YEARS
War is nothing new to the Soviet Union—whether hot

war or cold war.

The Soviet Union was born in the midst of a hot war. At . I
its birth, she was invaded without a declaration of war by

j

foui teen countries, including all the major powers, England,
1

February
^

°15 lQtf'
WC D°nt Understand Russia,” Saturday Evening Post,

2 The Forrestai Diaries, p, 136
3 P,UtS the chances as “far greater” than a thousand-to-one N V.

^ \
963 How much *Teater doesn't say but thatthousand-to-one reflect* a level of “hope” which is very close to despair
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France, Germany, Italy, Japan and the United States. The
excuse for the invasion was to keep Russia fighting against
Germany—actually, the invasion went on after the Kaiser
and Germany were beaten. The United States participated
in the invasion together with Japan. There are many Ameri-
cans who do not know that the United States illegally in-

vaded Siberia in 1918-1919. They do not know because the
story has been thoroughly hushed up. Yet at the time, pow-
erful voices spoke up against our intervention. Senator
William Borah spoke on the floor of the Senate, September
5, 1919:

“Mr. President, we are not at war with Russia; Congress has not
declared war against the Russian government or the Russian peo-
ple. The people or the United States do not desire to be at war with
the Russian people. We have an army in Russia; we are furnishing
munitions and supplies to other armed forces in that country.
There is neither legal nor moral justification for sacrificing these
nves..It is in violation of the plain principles of free government.” 4
(emphasis added)

The entire story of the American invasion has been told
in detail by the American who commanded it, General Wil-
liam S. Graves, in his forthright and courageous book, Ame-
nca’s Siberian Adventure. The book, published in 1931, was
Promptly buried by press and schools.

Major General William S. Graves, commander of the 8th
ivision, turned out to be a man of integrity and deep demo-

cratic tradition. When he arrived in Siberia he found all his
as were wrong. The "wild” Bolsheviks were peasants and

factory workers fighting to defend themselves and their
<*Hintry from the gentry and the landlords who had called in
the foreign armies to put down the people. The White Guards,

enemies of the people called themselves, were vicious,
riital and worthless. General Graves was soon disgusted

With their brutality.

Moreover, Japan had double-crossed the U. S. on a joint

Quoted in High Treason, by Albert E. Kahn. New York. 1950, p. 6
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acity and strength of the Soviet people, who were helped in

the struggles by the more conscious workers of other coun-

tries. In England “Hands Off Russia” Committees were or-

agreement to send in 7.000 troops each into Siberia. The

Japanese actually sent in 70,000. So General Graves quietly

began to hamper the Japanese and Russian White Guards

and tacitly to support the Soviet Union. General Graves re-

mained until the day of his death during the Second World

War, a warm admirer and a staunch friend of the Soviet

Union.

General Graves’ conduct was not typical. Other com-

manders behaved with cold ferocity. British troops shot

Communists on sight. In Baku 26 Soviet leaders out of 27

were shot in one batch by the British. The 27th was not re-

cognized and managed to escape. His name—A. I. Miko-

yan, today Soviet Minister for Trade and a member of the

Politbureau. 5

Winston Churchill, the organizer and inspirer of the Al-

lied intervention in Russia has given a revealing word-picture

of those years. In a mood of cynical “humor” he writes:

‘•Were they [the Allies] at war with Russia? Certainly not; but

they shot Soviet Russians on sight. They stood as invaders yon

Russian soil. They armed the enemies of the Soviet Government.

They blockaded the ports and sank its battleships. They earnestly

desired and schemed its downfall. But war—shocking! Interfer-

ence—shame. It was. they repeated, a matter of indifference to

them how Russians settled their own affairs. They were impartial

—bang! 6 (emphasis added)

Intervention was hardly a joke, however, to the Soviet

people ahd the Soviet leaders. The two and a half years of

intervention and civil war were responsible for the death

through battle, starvation and disease of some 7,000,000 men,

women and children plus material losses estimated at some

60 billion dollars. No reparations of course were ever paid by

the fourteen invading countries.

The intervention was defeated primarily through the ten-

# Walter Duranty, Stalin * Co, The PoMbnrean, New York, 1949, pp 34-35

C Winston Churchill. The World Crisis, the Aftermath, quoted in Kahn'*
Htprh Tre: son p. f

ganized and workers refused to load munitions ships. In

Archangel, North Russia, there were mutinies in both the

British and the French armies, and in the Black Sea, Andre
Marty led a mutiny in the French Navy.

The Allied governments were forced to withdraw. The
impact of their intervention on Soviet-Allied relations has
been pointed out by the eminent historian, Professor Fred-
erick L. Schuman. He writes:

-

“The injuries inflicted upon Russia by the Western democracies
between 191S and 1921 not only exposed innocent millions to hide-
ous suffering but disfigured the whole face of world politics for
decades to come." ?

And on the same page Professor Schuman shows why:

“No more fatal decision has ever been reached at Washington,
London and Paris, for its enduring- effects so^poisoned the atmos-
phere of Soviet -Allied relations as . . . even to jeopardize unity
among the United Nations in the wake of a costly common victory.
Deep wounds leave ugly scars.” (emphasis added)

COLD WAR IN THE 20’s

Japan was the last nation to leave the Soviet Union,
evacuating Vladivostok in 1922. The Hot. War became a Cold
War. The Locarno Treaty of 1925 brought Germany into a
Western European grouping whose chief significance was its
abti-Soviet orientation. Anti-Soviet governments were in-

stalled and supported in the nations bounding Russia, form-
s® the so-called “cordon sanitaire”—the isolation of an
Effected” district. There was constant economic warfare,
he Soviet Union was never able to obtain long-term credits,
h°ugh her international credit standing was first class.

There followed a series of assassinations, raids and

L. Schuman, Soviet Politics At Home and Abroad, New YorkS46
. p. 149
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1
provocations. In 1923 the Soviet Minister to Rome was mur-
dered while in Switzerland. In 1927 in two separate areas of 1

China, controlled by two different warlords, the two Soviet
J

embassies in those areas were raided on the same day. The I

suspicion that someone had nudged the warlords was J
strengthened when the Russian trade offices in London wove .1
raided by the British government within a month of the 1
Chinese raids. In June 1927 the Soviet Minister to Poland

j

was assassinated in Warsaw. 8

During this entire period the United States refused to
]

recognize the Soviet government. Soviet-British diplomatic

relations were broken off and it appeared so likely that war !

was being planned against the Soviet Union that there were 5

anti-war workers' demonstrations in several countries.

HOT WAR IN THE 30*s

In 1933 Hitler came into power in Germany with a de-

clared program of war against the Soviet Union. In his book
Mein Kampf, Hitler had made it very clear that his projected

'

military expansion of Germany would be directed at the 1

Ukraine. Wrote Hitler in Mein Kampf:
"We stop the endless German movement to the south and west,
and turn our gaze toward the land in the east. . . If we speak of
.soil in Europe today, we can primarily have in mind only Russia
and her vassal border states. » (emphasis in original)

On the other side of the World, Japan had made her in-

tentions clear, in the famous Tanaka Memorandum, written
by Premier Tanaka to the Emperor of Japan.

"In order to conquer China, we must first conquer Manchuria and
Mongolia. ... It seems that the inevitability of crossing swords i

V The murderer of the Soviet Ambassador was admitted In 1952 into the
United State® on a special visa and with a special waiving of the la"’
against criminals. The Congress of the United States formally took action
to let the man into our country at the very time thftt deportations are
sought, for leading trade unionists such as Jim Lustig of the United Elec-
trical, Radio and Machine Workers of America (UE), Hairy Bridges of the
International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union, and many othv*r
progressive foreign-born Americans

t Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, Boston 1945, p. 664
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-ith Rtussia on the fluids of Mongolia ... is part of our program

of national development. . . . Sooner or later we shall have to fight

against Soviet Russia. . . . One day we shall have to fight against

America
" 10

Against these plans of aggressive war, Stalin issued a

weighty warning in 1934:

“Some bourgeois politicians think that war should be organized

against the USSR. . . . One such war against the USSR was waged
already, if you remember, 15 years ago. As is well known, the uni-

versally esteemed Churchill clothed this war in a poetic formula

—

‘the march of fourteen States.’ . . . You know how It ended. ... It

can hardly be doubted that a second war against the USSR will

lead to complete defeat of the aggressors, to revolution in a num-
ber of countries in Europe and Asia. . . n

The Fascist states did not heed Stalin’s warning. In swift

succession, Italy attacked Abbysinia, Germany seized Au-
stria, Germany and Italy intervened in Spain, and Japan at-

tacked Manchuria. Then, in 1937, after developing Manchur-
ian strategic railways, Japan moved directly against the So-

viet Union.

It is not generally realized that from 1937 to 1939 there
were a series of armed conflicts between the Soviet Union
and Japan, in some cases involving several army divisions

equipped with tanks, planes and Artillery. In one campaign,
for example, the Japanese lost 600 planes, 144 artillery pieces
and 8 tanks. 13 This was hot war, though on a small scale. In
every case, the Soviet Union won the battles but prudently
^framed from expanding hostilities.

Western countries preferred fascism
In the thirties the main enemies of the Soviet Union

^naed to be Nazi Germany and Japan. Help given to these
^hntries was indirectly a hostile act toward the Soviet Un-

^ ^moranduxn of Premier Tanaka to the Emperor of Japan, smuggled
zjy &nd first printed In The China Critic, September 24, 1931. Quoted in
^human’s Soviet Politic*, p. 243
report to the 17th Congress, January 36. 1934. Quoted in Schuman’*

u Politics, p. 245
*nr detail* of the fighting see Schuman, Soviet Politics, p. 253
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ion and, in fact, much of this help was motivated by anthJ
Soviet plans. This is particularly true of the aid given Hitler ]
by powerful American banking groups such as the group of
New York banks that sent John Foster Dulles to Berlin to ]
re-establish Hitler’s credit, as already described in Chapter 4.

Powerful business groups in every country supported the
j

Axis powers, often against their own national interests. This I

was true in France, it was true in England, it was true in the I

United States. The case of the United States and Japan is

particularly instructive because President Roosevelt was I

aware of the Japanese threat to the United States, and was I
trying to meet it. Yet during the late thirties, when Japan I

attacked China, American financial interests aided Japan
]

while the Soviet Union aided China. The United States sent
]

oil and scrap iron to the aggressor; the Soviet Union sent
planes and artillery to the victim. General Claire Chennault,

]a long time supporter of Chiang Kai-shek, and bitter enemy
of the Soviet Union, was an eyewitness and he writes:

“Soon after the Japanese attacked at Shanghai the Chinese sent jan official call for help to all the major powers Only Russia re- 1
sponded. ...
“The Russians had no love for the Generalissimo” (Chiang) . . . j“but didn’t pause to play partisan politics. . . .

The Russians sent four fighter and two bomber squadrons com- I

pletely staffed and equipped to fight the Japs in China.
“The Russians gave China a twenty-million-dollar credit" about
400 combat planes in addition to the Russian squadrons, and anti-

j
aircraft artillery. Russians set up flying and artillery schools for

]the Chinese and opened an overland supply route. . . . Although
j

little publicized, this road actually carried more war material info 1

China than the famous Burma road . . . From the outbreak of
jwar in the summer of 1937 to the end of 1942, the bulk of China's

foreign aid was Russian. . . 13 (emphasis added)

J he unremitting hostility of the Western countries toward
j

the Soviet Union is the key to the world history in the 1930 s.
jThe basis of this hostility was a class basis, the hatred of the

employers’ governments for a workers’ government. This is

13 Claire Cbennault, Way of a Fighter. New York, 1948, pp. 01-62
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-nitted by a conservative diplomat. Writes Sumner Welles:

those pre-war years, great financial and commercial interests

rthe Western democracies, including many in the United States,

°lre firm in the belief that war between the Soviet Union and

Hitlerite Germany could only be favorable to their own interests.

They maintained that Russia would necessarily be defeated, and

with this defeat Communism would be destroyed.” 14 (emphasis

added)

Against the drive to war and the pro-fascist policies of the

Western countries, the Soviet Union led a titanic struggle for

collective security. The Soviet spokesman, Maxim Litvinov,

stirred the conscience of the world with his impassioned

struggles within the League of Nations. Sumner Welles, at

the time FDR’s Undersecretary of State, writes

:

“Litvinov became the foremost prophet of the basic principles un-

derlying the Covenant of the League of Nations.

"... as one looks back today, that same Maxim Litvinov must be

recognized as the only outstanding European statesman who was
consistently right during the years between the wars. It was Lit-

vinov’s constant appeal that ‘peace is indivisible’ ... he strove

with all his great ability to make the League work. It should never

be forgotten that the Soviet Union did not desert the League. It

was the great powers which dominated the League in its later

years that deserted the Soviet Union” 15 (emphasis added)

The record speaks for itself: the Soviet Union sought to

achieve collective security, and thereby peace; the Western

powers sabotaged collective security and thereby insured

war. The reason, as Sumner Welles pointed out, was hatred

°I the Soviet Union.

It isn’t necessary to study the policies of all countries

during this period. A good idea of the times is given by the
record of the two most powerful influences in European af-

fairs in the thirties; the Vatican and the British Foreign

^fice. Both are world-wide organizations with great eco-

nomic and political power, threatened by the rise of Socialism.

Therefore, both were bitterly anti-Soviet.

?? £llmner Welles. The Time for Decision, New York and London, 1946, p. 3S
15 ,h

»«L p. 31
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xue ponciea or tne Vatican and Britain not only played
a leading, perhaps a decisive, role in the events culminating
in World War II, but they have since played an important
role in the development of the Cold War. While the impor-
tance of the British Foreign Office is obvious, the importance
of the Vatican is only fully realized when one thinks not only
of its enormous influence in Europe but its great political
influence (officially and unofficially) in the United States.

THE VATICAN AS A WORLD POWER
In dealing with the Vatican, it must be strongly empha-

sized, the writer is not dealing with Catholicism as a religion.
He is dealing with the Vatican as a world power. This is not
a routine disclaimer. There are many outstanding Catholics

Today many Catholic Priests fight for peace. Abbe Boulier

s a delegate from France to several World Peace Con-

gresses- Father Andrea Caciero was a delegate from Italy. A
Catholic Bishop of France. Monseigneur Ancel, said that in

case of a preventive war against Russia “Catholics have a

ylain duty to disobey the Government/’ He added:

promoters of preventive war are war criminals and any Catholic

who wishes the Americans to engage in a preventive war against

Russia flagrantly violates the Sixth Commandment.” 1 7

These Priest? and hundreds like them, behaving in the

true spirit of their beliefs, deserve honor from all. Catholics

and non-Catholics alike. In no way therefore is any criticism

aimed at Catholics or at the Vatican as the center of a world

religion. Criticism is aimed at the Vatican as a world power

engaged in world politics.

Officially, the Vatican is a State. It has institutions simi-

lar to that of any other world power, excepting armies. But
the Vatican exercises over countries which do have armies

such as Spain, Portugal and Italy, a powerful and often de-

cisive influence. The power of the Vatican in Europe is shown
by one simple fact: from Berlin westward all of Europe is a
•s°lid Catholic bloc, with clerical political parties in control

and with clerical politicians in the top gover nment position.

Qne of the obstacles to German unity lies precisely in this

fact. While in West Germany alone the Catholic Church is

Predominant, East Germany is predominantly Protestant,
and in a united Germany the Protestant majority in the East
and the Protestant minority in the West would together con-

stitute a majority of the entire nation. A Protestant Ger-
*dany would be less under the influence of the Vatican. ri*

Like any world power, the Vatican has a chief, (the

17 f
’ Mholit Worker, February, 1952. Monseigneur Ancel Is Auxiliary Bi*ho|>

17
°* Lyon
Western minded Catholics would rather keep a. divided Germany fe*

present: with the Catholic Adenauer in control,” Ferdinand Kuh®,
"»«lilnglo-n Post, April 12. 1952



Pope), a Cabinet, (the College of Cardinals), a Foreign Office

(The Papal Secretary of State), official ambassadors (AposJ
tolic Nuncios and Legates), a powerful broadcasting station,

an official newspaper (the Osservatore Komano), a foreign!
policy of unparalleled tenacity, continuity and consistency,

j
complete with all the paraphernalia of diplomatic pouches,

J

diplomatic passports and foreign treaties (the various con-

cordats).

In Europe, the distinction between the Vatican as a re-
]

ligious center and the Vatican as a political power is taken]
for granted. In Catholic countries like France and Italy, poli-

]

tical leaders who are themselves Catholics often fight the
]

Church on domestic and international issues. So common-
place is this situation that it even has a name: anti-clerical-

j

ism.

FASCISM AND VATICAN’S FOREIGN POLICY
The most striking commentary on the Vatican’s policies

j

was made by the Catholic Foreign Minister of Poland, Colonel ?

Josef Beck. Bcc4c himself was a semi-fascist, pro-Nazi polk,

tician, but in 1940 after Poland’s defeat he said:

“One of those mainly responsible for the tragedy of my country is '

the Vatican, Too late do I realize we have pursued a foreign policy
j

for the Catholic Church’s own ends. We should have followed a <

policy of friendship with Soviet Russia, and not one of support of
j

Hitler.” is

This is quite an admission from a man who followed the
j

Vatican’s suggestions while a member of a government which
j

was one of the most vicious and reactionary in Europe.
Unfortunately, it is a fact that no government has ever

j

been too despotic for the Vatican, provided it was anti-
j

communist. The Vatican supported Japan in its hour of
j

danger by establishing diplomatic relations with that country J

in March 1942, three months after Pearl Harbor. As soon as

Japan was defeated, the Vatican shifted its support to Chiang i

18 Avro Manhattan, Tin? Vatican in World Politics, New York, 1949, p 277 j

The clearest case of Vatican support of reactionary gov-

ernments based on anti-communism are those of Fascist

Italy and Nazi Germany. Taking each in turn, we can follow

Vatican policy from the statements of high-ranking prelates,

Bishops, Archbishops, Cardinals and the Pope himself.

THE VATICAN AND FASCIST ITALY

The support of Mussolini by the Vatican was unqualified.

The late Pope, Pius XI, actually said, December 1926, “Mus-

solini is the man sent by Providence.” 19 Cardinal Merry del

Val, in the same year, said that Mussolini was “visibly pro-

tected by God.” 20 By September 1932, Fascism seemed the

only sound type of government to the hierarchy. Said Car-

dinal Gasparri:

“The Fascist Government of Italy is the only exception to the po-
litical anarchy of government, parliaments, and schools the world
over. . . . Mussolini is the man who first saw clearly in the present
world chaos. He is now endeavoring to place the heavy government
machinery on its right track, namely to have it work in accordance
with .the moral laws of God.” 21 (emphasis added)

According to the Cardinal, the U. S. Government sits in
‘ political anarchy.” Only Mussolini governed in accordance
with the “moral laws of God.” These moral laws seemingly
included the unprovoked attack on Ethiopia in 1935. This
attack was fully supported by the Church. Said Cardinal
Schuster, “The Italian flag is at the moment bringing in

iumph the Cross of Christ in Ethiopia.” 22 And after that

^
nhappy country had been defeated, the Pope himself said
e Was partaking in:

• • the triumphant joy of an entire great and good people over a.

&Ce 11. e., the conquest] which, it Is hoped and Intended, will be

ll 25?-. * ns



an effective contribution to the true fn
world.” (Speech of May 12, 1936) 23

° " ar‘ d the

By t

<

hl
l1,

d°nnitlon
'

“
true Peace in Europe” meant Fascist

conquest. Tne next year, 1936 Mussolini and Hitler extended
the ‘true peace” by helping Franco's rebellion against thelegally elected Republican Government of Spain. As the Civilar progressed, all restraint was abandoned by the Church
Said an Order of the Day of 60 Archbishops in 1938 about
Mussolini :

L

their allegiance to'you”^
°' ClmSt S‘Ve h0n0r to you and swe"

In 1930 Pope Pius XI died, and Cardinal Pacelii who had
een directing Vatican foreign policy as the Papal Secretary

l
e’

r̂

CTe thC PreSCnt (1952) P°^ Under the name
of Pms XII. The attitude of the Vatican towards Fascism
did not change even though World War H had begun

Two days after Italy invaded Greece the Pope blessed two
hundred Italian officers in uniform, representing the army, i

and told them it was most gratifying to bless men “who I

serve the beloved Fatherland with fealty and love.” 25 in
February he blessed a mixed delegation of German and Italian
pilots, in uniform.

THE VATICAN AND NAZISM
Many Americans do not realize that the Vatican sup-

ported Hitler because they have read of the persecution of
the Catholics by the Nazis. The persecution was real enough, I

for, as in the case of Spain, tens of thousands of Catholics I

fought Nazism.
But for the top hierarchy, it was a different story. Subtly, I

but unmistakably, the Church backed Hitler. The key men I
who helped Hitler to power were aU Catholics (Brucning, I

33 Ibid, p 124

oc
jMtonhattan, Vatican In World Politics, p. 128«, told., p. 128
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Groener, von Schleicher, von Papen). The leader of the
Catholic Centre Party, Monseigneur Kaas had this to say,

alter speaking with the Pope

:

"Hitler knows well how to guide the ship it matters little who
rules so long as order is maintained. The history of the last few
years has well proven in Germany that the democratic parlia-
mentary system was incapable.” 26

Cardinal Faulhaber, in supporting Hitler, also openly en-
dorsed Hitler's totalitarian philosophy. He said:

“In the liberal epoch it was proclaimed that the individual had
the right to live his own life as he chose; today the masters of
power <i. e Hitler) invite the individuals to subordinate them: elves
to the general interests. We declare ourselves partisans of the
doctrine and we rejoice in this charge of mentality.” 27 (emphasis
added)

In the summer of 1934 there was the famous “Blood
Purge” which included the murder of such Catholic leaders
as von Schliecher. Neither the Vatican nor the German Hier-
archy said a single word of protest.

In the next four years, Hitler and the Catholic Church
were involved in a running fight over the Catholic Press. The
Church kept reminding Hitler that it, also, wished to fight
Bolshevism.

The Conference of German Bishops at Fulda issued a
Pastoral letter on August 20, 1936 to be read in all Catholic
Churches which declared:
u_ the danger from Bolshevism in many other countries demands
reoh,

6, Umon with and comPlete support of Hitler and the Nazi

sudr
G Within Germany—but (this was made impossible by) the

the r
SSi0n of the Catho, *c Press, whose main task is to prepare

Phoei
Ctnian

I,e°P,e for a fight against Bosbevism.” 28 ('em-
rtS1s added)

Catholic Church never made any secret of its great
fitical goal: a crusade against Soviet Russia. As a price

27 JJj®-
P- 175

28 ']
• P- 175
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of that crusade, the Church was willing to support Hitler

even though Hitler was bent on undermining the Church. 2»

In 1937 Cardinal Faulhaber declared:

*A11 the civilized world, but especially the Catholic nations, must
unite into a Holy Crusade against atheist Russia, and crush BoU
shevism wherever it may be found.” 30

In 1938 the Bavarian Bishops complained:

“How long will the State continue to reject the co-operation of the

Church and of her religious Orders in carrying out the German 1

national task of today: the fight against Communism?” 31

The Church finally got its wish. When the war on Russia ’

came, the German Bishops were emphatic:

UA victory over Bolshevism would be equivalent to the triumph of I

the teachings of Jesus over that of the infidels.” 32

j

The war, however, developed contrary to Vatican expec- I

tations. After the Battle of Stalingrad the Vatican saw that I

a Nazi victory was impossible. Immediately, it initiated re- I

peated attempts for a peace that would save the Axis gov- I

ernments and limit Soviet victories. Coebbels, Nazi Minister 1

of Propaganda reported on March 3, 1943:

*\ . . I learn that the Pope intends to enter upon negotiations with I

us. He would like to get into contact with us and would even be I

willing to send incognito to Germany one of the cardinals with I

whom he is intimate.” 33

The Nazis, less far-sighted than the Pope, turned the idea

down at that time. They thought they could still win.

Such has been the role of the Vatican in support of Fas- I

cism. The Soviet Union can hardly be considered “neurotic

in its suspicions of pro-Catholic governments. As for non*

Catholic governments, England provides a good test of

whether Soviet suspicions of the West are justified.

20.1»td., p. 206
30 Ibid. p. 205
31 Ibid, p. 206
32 Ibid, p. 207
33 Louis? P. Lochner, The GoebIxds T»l;trles, New York, 1946, p. 271
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The British Foreign Office, like the Vatican, was animated

by a deep and bitter hatred of the Soviet JJnion. The pattern

Winston Churchill in the intervention of 1918-19. re-

mained the guiding principle for the Foreign Office: destroy

the USSR.

BRITAIN AGAINST THE USSR f

Following this policy, the British Foreign Office gambled

on strengthening Mussolini’s and Hitler’s armies for their

loudly advertised war against Russia. Even when British

imperial interests were threatened, the British Foreign Office

let the Fascists carry on. Mussolini’s conquest of Ethiopia

was dangerous to the British Empire. Britain did nothing. In

the Spanish Civil War, Fascist submarines sank dozens of

British cargo ships. Britain did nothing. Like the Vatican in

Germany and Italy, Britain accepted a loss of prestige rather

than undermine Hitler or Mussolini. In 1937 Churchill and

Chamberlain were sure Hitler would deliver what he had

promised for six years: a Nazi assault on the Soviet Union.

Therefore Chamberlain, Prime Minister of Britain, gave Hit-

ler a free hand in the “Cold War” of the thirties, culminating

in the infamous betrayal of Munich. At Munich Czechoslo-

vakia was handed over to Hitler by her two “allies,” Britain

and France. The meaning of Munich has been given by

Sumner Welles, who from within the State Department, had

Inside knowledge of what took place. He writes:

The agreements of Munich confirmed the convictions of the

Soviet government that the Western powers strove to keep Ger-
many from the west only by turning her to the east.’ 34

Munich was a calculated step to enable Hitler to str ke
aSainst Russia. Every effort is made today by reaction* es

to hide this fact and to minimize Munich. When Chamber in

died, Churchill said that “he had acted with perfect sin-

Cei% as a true “English worthy.” Shrewd apologies for

** WeUee, Time for Decision, p. 322
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Munich have become a mark of political respectability, to

be found in the most unexpected places. In a book on liter-

ature, Professor Highet of Columbia University throws this

“Alfred (King of England) negotiated peace with the Danes in

878. This was really a Munich settlement made to hold off in-

vaders for a breathing space. . .
.”35

Munich was not a breathing space. It was an act of in-

citement to Nazi war against the USSR. The essence of ap-

peasement was not fear, but complicity—a tacit complicity

but very real and undeviating. The immediate, victim of

Munich was Czechoslovakia, but the ultimate corpse was
to be the Soviet Union. Just as today Indo-China, Korea,

Burma are the immediate battlegrounds, but the ultimate

American targets are the USSR and China.

The inner meaning of appeasement is of great importance

today. Reactionaries shout “appease.ment” wherever there

is any move for negotiations with the Soviet Union. Nego-
tiation and a give and take attitude is not “appeasing.” Ap-

peasement means giving your opponent strength with no

return. As in the case of Chamberlain, it means being in

agreement with your enemy.

After Munich, the Soviet Union was a presumably iso-

lated, easy prey. She watched the constant aid which Eng-

land gave Hitler. In March 1939, Hitler took the rest of

Czechoslovakia and marched into Prague. The obliging Bank
of England illegally turned over the gold of the Czech gov-

ernment to Germany.

Despite all this appeasement by England, the Soviet

Union as late as March 1939, tried to achieve a collective

pact against aggression, and suggested a conference to Eng-

land. Chamberlain replied that the idea was “premature
’*

45 Gilbert Highet, The Classical Tradition. New York and London, 1949. p. T9.

Professor Highet is a Britisher who used to teach at Oxford University
in the middle thirties. In those days he was allergic to politics

The Soviet Union issued weighty warnings. At the 18th

ingress of the Bolshevik Party, March 1939, speaker after

speaker warned Britain. 36 Said Manuilsky:

.'Tho ulan of the British reactionary bourgeoisie is to sacrifice theS States of southeastern Europe to German Fascism so as to

direct Germany eastward—against the USSR. . . .

-But the British reactionary bourgeoisie are digging their own

graves with their predatory plans . . . they are paving the way for

the collapse not only of Fascism, but of the entire capitalist sys-

tem.”

Said Molotov:

m No enemy can now break down our Soviet Union. . . .
Whom-

ever our frank warnings do not suffice, will get to know this at

the appropriate hour. . .

Said Stalin on March 10, 1939:

“ England and France, have rejected the policy of collective

resistance to the aggressors, and have taken up a position ot non-

-“‘"the poUcy of non-intervention means conniving at aggression.

“Far be it from me to moralize cn the policy of nfen-mtervention,

to talk of treason, treachery and so on. It would be naive to P

morals to people who recognize no human morahty . . It must

be remarked, however, that the big and dangerous poUtic^ game

started by the supporters of the policy of non-intervention m y

end in a serious fiasco for them. . .

Finally, Stalin gave a solemn warning, still applicable to

this day:

“In case of war, the rear and front of our army, by reason of their

homogeneity and inherent unity, will be stronger than those of

any other country, a fact which people beyond our borders who

love military conflicts would do well to remember.

The Soviet Union then took another meaningful step.

France and Britain had rejected and were rejecting the

Policy of collective security. Soviet Foreign Minister Litvinov

had fought for years for this policy and his name had be-

come synonymous with it. He was now relieved of his duties,

*6 18th Congress speeches quoted in gchuman’s Soviet Politics, p. 346, 353.

859-861
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I
a warning that the Soviet Union was re-evaluating its policy,

Britain paid no attention although every foreign office and the

world was aware that Germany was angling for an alliance.

Cordell Hull, who was then our Secretary of State, says as

much in his Memoirs:

“The prospect of a German-Russian pact had long been in our
minds. As early as November 30, 1938, our legation in Bucharest
had informed us that Germany had offered secretly a non-aggres-
sion pact to Russia. We gave due significance to the replacement
on May 3, 1939, of Foreign Commisar Maxim Litvinov. . . .

“In July and August, 1939, Ambassador Laurence Steinhardt in
Moscow sent us a series of cables concerning the negotiations be-
tween Berlin and Moscow. . . .

“Berlin’s announcement five days later that the German-Russiaa
accord had been reached did not surprise us.*' 37

But Prime Minister Chamberlain, sure of a Nazi war
against Russia, continued on his blind path to destruction

in a way that infuriated more alert men like Churchill and
Lloyd George. Churchill, who had backed Hitler, now realized

the danger and said in May 1939, to Chamberlain:

“If you are ready to be an ally of Russia in time of war, . . . why
should you shrink from becoming an ally to Russia now, when you
may by that very fact prevent the breaking out of war? I cannot
understand all these refinements of diplomacy and delay. . .

."*»

(emphasis added)

Lloyd George, Prime Minister of England in World War I,

lashed out against Chamberlain on July 29, 1939:

“Negotiations have been going on for four months with Russia and
no one knows how things stand today. You are dealing with the
greatest military power in the world; you are asking them to come
to your help; you are not negotiating terms with an enemy but
with a friendly people whose aid you want. Mr. Chamberlain ne-
gotiated directly with Hitler. He went to Germany to see him. He
and Lord Halifax made visits to Rome. They went to Rome, drank
Mussolini’s health, shook his hand, and told him what a fine fellow
he was. But whom have they sent to Russia? They have not even
sent the lowest in rank of a Cabinet officer; they have sent a clerk

37 Cordell Hull, The Memoirs of Cordell null. New York, 1948, p. 055-657
38 Speech In House of Commons, Debate of May 19, 1989

yj the Foreign Office. It is an insult.” 39

Lloyd George is here referring to a political mission of

the Foreign
Office. There was also a British military mission

which had been suggested by the Soviet Union. The mission

left England in a slow boat and took six days to reach

Moscow, seventeen days after the suggestion had first been

made. It would have taken one day by air, the way Chamber-

lain had travelled to see Hitler. When the mission arrived,

“they had no authority to agree to anything of impor-

tance.”
40 England wasn’t interested in an alliance. A shrewd

political observer, I. Deutscher, has characterized Chamber-

lain’s treatment of the Soviet Union as follows:

«If Stalin intended an alliance [with England] the way he was

treated might almost have been calculated to make him abandon

his intention. If his objective was, on the contrary, to come to

terms with Hitler, and he negotiated with the western powers in

order to obtain a moral alibi and to be able to blame the British

and the French for the abortion of the great and long-heralded

anti-Nazi coalition, then the British and the French provided him
with that alibi, gratuitously and with baffling zeal.”

«

There is nothing baffling about Chamberlain’s policy. He
simply expected Hitler to fight the Soviet Union first The

Soviet Union drew its own conclusions from British actions,

and took the necessary measures. On August 29, 1939, the

German-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact was signed.

THE GERMAN-SOVIET NON-AGGRESSION PACT

The German-Soviet Pact is brought up again and again

*n contemporary discussions. Munich is forgotten, and the

Soviet Union is accused of having joined Hitler in starting a

World War. This is anti-Soviet propaganda of the worst type.

Leading historians in Britain and America have analyzed

the events leading up to the Pact. Three very thorough

*• Quoted in D N Pritt, The State Department and the Cold War, New
York, 1948. p. 54 Pritt is a British lawyer and former Member of Par-

wntent who has specialized in foreign affairs. „ , . .

4? p. 55 The details of the negotiations are given by Pritt in this book
1 *saac Deutscher, Stalin, A Political Biography, New York and London.

l94», p. 434
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books on the subject were written by the Englishman, L. bNamier, Diplomatic Prelude, and. by the American, F t, 1

Schuman, Europe at Eve and Soviet Politics at Home an<M
Abroad. Writes Schuman in summation:

‘•The constant misrepresentations of the Nazi-Soviet Pact as an
alliance’ and the distortions of its meaning by Dallin and other I
anti-Soviet publicists cannot alter this judgment among those Iconcerned with facts. . . . Chamberlain’s policy of fostering a Ger- I
man-Soviet war with the Western Powers neutral was a failure. J
1

•
Stalin ’

s policy of self-protection against the Tory-Nazi
threat was a success. . .

.”42 I

In retrospect, the Pact was more than a success. It was
[

p? obably the most brilliant stroke of Soviet diplomacy since I
the inception of the USSR. Its military and economic advan* I
tages were obvious: it gave the Soviet Union a broad buffer I
belt in territory, and twenty added months of productioa I
Both these advantages have been minimized by critics, the I
fii ®n the ground that German armies covered the territory I
in a few days, and the second on the ground that Hitler fay I
the defeat of France and the integration of European in- I
dustries gained more in relative production. These criticisms I
are invalid.

The strategic importance of a buffer territory is to mini- I
mize the elements of surprise as to the time and and the I
d ii eetion of the attack. Without it, Leningrad probably I
would have fallen. 'As it was, the city just barely managed I
to hold on. ,

As to the second point, that Hitler also could produce, I

the answer is that he didn’t need to. Hitler had plenty of I
weapons in 1939. The Soviet Union, on the other hand, need* I
ed weapons badly, and twenty months of extra production I
meant reserves which made a lot of difference at Stalingrad. I

However, towering over all these advantages were the I

political and diplomatic advantages. The Pact smashed I

Chamberlain’s policy. The incredible disregard of France I

42 Schiunan’s Soviet Polities, p. S79
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and England towards the Soviet Union as shown at Munich

was in part due to the fact that they assumed the USSR had

no choice but to support them. The Pact was a rude dis-

illusionment.

Furthermore, Hitler had been supported in his aggression

on the expectation that he would fight Russia. The moment
Hitler indicated that he might not fight the USSR, England
and France had to oppose him before he became stronger.

They could watch with complacency his increase in strength

so long as they believed it was directed at the USSR, but
they could not tolerate such increase when it was directed

at them. Thus the Pact forced them to reverse their policy.

It wasn’t the British guarantee to protect Poland against
attack which was the motive behind the declaration of war;
it was the double-cross on Hitler’s part. After all, for the
governments that betrayed Czechoslovakia, there would have
been no difficulty about Poland, if Hitler had kept on going
East.

Finall}', the effect of the Pact, by showing that the Soviet
Union did have freedom of action, was to give depth and
reality to the Anglo-American-Soviet coalition when it was
finally achieved. Both Churchill and Roosevelt were acutely
aware that the Soviet Union always had the possibility of
a separate peace, if there were any dishonest dealings on
°ur side.

Many of the facts outlined above were known at the
time. Yet the moment the Pact was signed a tremendous
campaign of slander was launched against the Soviet Union.
The most shameful propaganda and distortion was put
°ut

;
The plain sober fact, of course, was that the Soviet

Union had broken no treaties, betrayed no allies. After a
°ng, unbroken series of rebuffs, she made the best of a rotten
^°rid situation pregnant with danger to herself. As Pro-

hor Schuman said, “Anglo-French policy gave Stalin and
“mlotov no viable alternative to the course they finally
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adopted.” 43

Chamberlain’s appeasement policy had proved itself a dis-
|

mal failure and a boomerang. The Nazis instead of attack-
]

ing the USSR attacked Poland and the West on September
]

1, 1939. Were the appeasers convinced that they were wrong?
Not at all. They were too blinded by their hatred of the
Soviet Union. Their first reaction was to blame the out-

break of war with Germany on someone else. There is a 1

startling illustration of this in the Forrestal Diaries. In an
entry dated December 1945, Forrestal reports a conversa-

j

tion with Joseph P. Kennedy (who was U. S. Ambassador to

Great Britain in 1939) as follows:

“Kennedy’s view: That Hitler would have fought Russia without
any later conflict with England if it had not been for Bullitt’s
[William C. Bullitt, then Ambassador to France] urging on Roose-
velt in the summer of 1939 that the Germans must be faced down
about Poland; neither the French nor the British would have made
Poland a cause of war if it had not been for the constant needling
from Washington. Bullitt, he said, kept telling Roosevelt that the
Germans wouldn’t fight, Kennedy that they would, and that they
would overrun Europe. Chamberlain, he says, stated that America *
and the world Jew's had forced England into the war.” 44 (emphasis
added)

Chamberlain, that “English worthy,” here reveals himself

as an anti-Semite. That sentence could have come directly

from a speech of Hitler. It also shows that the appeasers

didn’t want to fight over Poland. This, for them, was the

wrong war.

They tried hard to rectify their “mistake”. This was
the period of what was called the “phony” war, when the

governments of Britain and France tried hard to switch the

war to one against the Soviet Union. Their efforts were com-
pletely exposed during the Soviet-Finnish War.

Finland had been a part of Czarist Russia before 1917.

Its upper class of Swedish descent who had supported the

43 Schuman, Soviet Politics, p. 380
44 Forrestal Diaries, pp 122-128

BL
r included one Marshal Mannerheim, who had achieved

bigh rank as a Czarist general.

XIIE SOVIET-FINNISH WAR

After the Bolshevik Revolution Finland was immediately

given her independence with no strings attached. Lenin as

Soviet Premier and Stalin as Commissar of Nationalities

signed the decree. The Finnish people decided they would

have a Republic and elected their own government, a nou-

Communist government slightly to the left.

International reaction promptly moved in to smash this

people’s government. Although Germany, 1 ranee and Eng-

land were still fighting each other in France, they co-operated

in Finland. German troops from the Baltic, under German

General van der Golz, advanced northward to meet. British

and French troops. Co-ordinating their work was none other

than the Czarist General Mannerheim. By 1918 the job had

been done for Mannerheim by German and British troops.

He then proceeded to the title given him by workers, “Man-

nerheim the Butcher.” In cold blood, by his orders, “some

15,000 men, women and children were slaughtered,” and in

addition “73,915 Red rebels, including 16.000 women, were

prisoners of war.”

These quotations are taken from the Encyclopedia Brt-

taniea, 1929 edition,volume 9, page 254, under the title FIN-

LAND. Later editions of the encyclopedia have censored

these figures that reveal Mannerheim as a valiant warrior

against women, once foreign troops had beaten the men

for him.

Mannerheim and a Fascist clique ruled Finland between

the two wars, veering between England and Germany, but

always anti-Soviet. Huge airfields were built, a powerful

military line (the Mannerheim Line) was built near Lenin-

grad, and the Finnish General Staff kept in touch with both

the British and the Nazi General Staffs.

: In 1939, while the war in the west occupied Germany,
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the ^oviet Union moved to close possible avenues o1 attack
fry Uie Germans. Leningrad was within artillery range of the
Finnish frontier. The Soviet Union proposed the frontier
be moved away a few miles and offered in exchange ten times
as much territory to the north. Finland refused and the re-

sult was the Soviet-Finnish War.

Immediately the performance of 1917 was repeated. The
enemies on the Western Front co-operated to help a fellow-
reactionary government in the East. England and France on
one side, Germany and Italy on the other, all sent great
amounts of war material to Mannerheim. Both France and
England prepared to intervene. They sent 280 planes, 586
artillery pieces, 5,100 machine guns, 250,000 grenades, over
a million shells, plus aerial bombs, ambulances, uniforms,
shoes and all kinds of war material. 45

They also prepared armies of intervention. England pre-
pared an army of 50,000 men to attack the Soviet Union from
the north; France an army of half a million men in Syria
under General Wevgand to hit the Soviet Union from the *
south. 46

Meanwhile, as so often before, a tremendous propaganda
campaign took place against the Soviet Union. Newspapers
which had defended Hitler and Chamberlain, Mussolini and
Franco, Dolfuss and Hirohito, now thundered against the
USSR. Ex-President Herbert Hoover, wThose name in Amer-
ica was a symbol of reaction, became head of Finnish War
Relief. The Vatican, which had been silent over the bombing
of Ethiopia, the slaughter of Badajoz and Guernica, and
the literal rape of Nanking—the Vatican suddenly found its

moral indignation and blasted the Soviet Union.
The League Of Nations was galvanized into action. It

had created commissions that spent futile months and

45 Schuman, Soviet Polities, p 389
46 Tile estimate Is by Pierre Cot, Minister or Aviation In the Blum Gov-

ernment, at present a. deputy in the French Assembly. See his book,
Triumph of Treason, Chicago. New York. 1944, p. 201
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months splitting hairs over Manchuria, Ethiopia, Spain and

Czechoslovakia: now in a matter of days it expelled the

Soviet Union. This was the only expulsion from the League

in its entire existence—including a decade of the most blatant

Fascist aggression. Says Professor Sehuman:
“In view of the past, Soviet expulsion was a futile act of hypocrisy.

In the light of the future, it was an act of folly .’’ 47

The American government did its share of propaganda.

Roosevelt, for example, sharply attacked the USSR and its

war with Finland in the famous White House lawn speech to

the American Youth Congress as it stood in the rain.

The smashing of the Mannerheim Line by the Soviet

Army put an end to the war and, for the moment, to the in-

trigues of the Allies to switch the war eastward.

It is worth noting in passing that within a few months
both France and England were in desperate need of the

planes and equipment they had sent to Finland. France,

moreover, was in desperate need of army divisions. Her
defeat was in part due to the lack of reserve divisions.

Churchill tells the story of asking the French Commander-
in-Chief what his strategic reserve was. Gamelin replied

—

"Aucune” (there is none). The troops for the strategic re-

serve were in Syria. 48

GROUNDS for suspicion
Allied armies and planes ready to strike at the Soviet

Union are substantial grounds for suspicion. Moreover, since

the Soviet actions were directed against Germany, the con-

cern of the Allies only confirmed the USSR that the Allies

Wanted to switch the war.

That the Soviet moves were directed against Germany
^as clear to all governments. Secretary of State Hull tells

how the Finnish war showed that Stalin didn't trust Hitler
and he “could sympathize with Russia’s efforts to protect

4a
®cllaman, Soviet Politics, p 389

B Churchill, Their Finest Hour. Boston, 1949. p. 48
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herself” 40
; he also reports that American Ambassador Stein-

hardt thought the Finnish war was begun and ended for
Russia to be free to meet a German threat in the Balkans 50

;

and Undersecretary of State Welles states that soon after
the Finnish war he suggested a modification of the embargo
on Russia, so that in the spring of 1940 the U. S. began send-
ing machine tools to the USSR. 51 Also in 1940 Hull writes
that he and Roosevelt had agreed to let the Soviet Union
build a battleship in America. 52

. In View of all this, allied public attacks against the Soviet
Union looked very suspicious. There were many other indi-
cations of attempts to switch the war. The Vatican, for ex-
ample, was very busy endeavoring to stop the war in the
west on Hitler’s terms. In December 1939, the Pope put out
a peace plan. In January 1940, the Vatican attacked the
Soviet Union’s behavior in Poland, passing lightly over Hit-
ler’s actions.

Meanwhile the French appeasers were working through
the Vatican. Says Avro Manhattan, “The Nuncio (Papal
Ambassador) in Paris had assured the Pope that if Germany
should steer the war to the East, France would not move."
In March 1940, the Italian Fascist ambassador reported that
Petam had told the Papal Nuncio to inform His Holiness
'that there were good reasons to hope that the bloodshed
between France and Germany could be avoided." This was
communicated to Hitler who wanted to know “with certainty
how far the French could really go in carrying out their
intentions. Von Ribbenthrop, Hitler’s Foreign Minister, went
to Rome after many interviews with the Papal Nuncio, as
reported by William Shirer in Berlin Diary. Ribbentrop had
* meeting with the Pope at which no one else was allowed to

present and the following day Hitler sent a telegram to
t) Hull, Memoirs. p. 701
60 p. 706

^ « €
.

3

.
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’ linM> for **«»•<«». P 170

IU HuJJ, Memoirs, p 74$
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the Pope congratulating him personally on the first anni-

versary of his election to the Papacy. 53 Though all these

manouevers finally came to nothing, Europe buzzed with

rumors.

This brief survey covers twenty years. It shows a series

of hot and cold wars to which the Soviet Union was inces-

santly submitted. From the day of her birth the USSR has

been subjected to attacks in word and in deed ranging from
the most desperate military warfare to political isolation.

Soviet leaders like Stalin and Molotov have lived through the

entire nerve-racking era in high positions of responsibility.

They knew the facts, they knew the reality of the danger.

Their suspicions of the Western countries, far from being
“neurotic,” were based, and are based, on very real events.

They expected war, did their utmost to prevent it, and when
it came they met the test with courage and calm!

On June 22, 1941 Hitler invaded the Soviet Union on a
3000 mile front with an initial striking force the most power-
ful in all human history.

How “neurotic” was the Soviet sense of insecurity?

M Most of these facts came to light in the Nurenberg trials. They are given
Ui greater detail In Manhattan’s The Vatican In World Politics, p. 196 ff.



WARTIME
MISTRUST

«Inform Mr. Stalin that we expect the

formation of a second front this year”

Wi Roosevelt to Molotov, White House,

CHAPTER <5 May 30. 1942

:iOne dreads to think what would happen

if the English and the Americans were

suddenly to attempt a landing.”

Goebbels to Goerir.g, March, 1943

“Those who oppose invasion are trying to

arrange this matter so taat Britain ana

America hold the leg for Stalin to skin the

deer, . . . Stalin won't have much of an

opinion of people who have done that. . . .

Henry L. Stimson, May, 1943

AT DAWN on Sunday, June 22, 1941

Hitler's armies invaded the USSR. In the afternoon of the

same day, Churchill broadcast to the world.

‘At 4 o’clock this morning Hitler attacked and invaded Russia All

usual formalities of perfidy were observed with scrupulous

technique ...
"Hitler is a monster of wickedness, insatiable in his lust lor Wood

plunder. . . . The terrible military machine which we and the

fest of the civilized world so foolishly, so supinely, so insensately

flowed the Nazi gangsters to build up year by year from almost

Nothing; this machine cannot stand idle lest it rust and fal. to

IJteees. it must be in continual motion, grinding up human lives. . .

.

So how this bloodthirsty guttersnipe must launch his mechanize

^hhies upon new fields of slaughter, pillage and devastation . . .

have but one aim and one single irrevocable purpose. We are

^solved to destroy Hitler and every vestige ot the Nazi regime. ...

man or State who fights against nazism will have our aid.
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Any man oi State who marches with Hitler is our foe That I

our policy and our declaration.
' * ' ’ 1 *»

“I* therefore, that we shall give whatever help we can tRussia and to the Russian people. We shall appeal to all our friendand Allies In every part of the world to take the same course aS^ as we s^a U» faithfully and steadfastly to the endWe have offered to the Government of Soviet Russia any techmeal or economic assistance which is in our power. ...»
Thus Churchill. Aid with no strings attached! He was

promptly backed by President Roosevelt and American
Lend-Lease was open to the Soviet Union.

This was an auspicious beginning. Most Americans and
Englishmen accepted Churchill’s offer at face value as a I

spontaneous, generous, warm-hearted measure.
But the Soviet leaders knew Churchill. They hadn't for- I

gotten, they couldn’t forget the intervention and the hot and I
cold wars to which the Soviet Union had been subjected I
through the interwar years. Nor could they forget who had I
built up Hitler and the reason—the policy of the men of I
Munich to unleash aggressive war eastward. Churchill could I
talk about allowing Hitler’s war machine to be built “so fool-4
ishly, so supinely, so insensately” as if it had been a foible I
of a stupid Chamberlain, but the Soviet leaders knew that I
the w ar machine had been built up intelligently, aggressively I
and with plenty of sense—anti-Soviet sense. Churchill’s I
cove i -up of Munich as a “foolish” policy might work on the I
man in the street. But the Soviet leaders knew, and they I
knew that Churchill knew.

No, Churchill hadn’t changed. To him, the alliance and fl

the help he offered the Soviet Union were obvious acts of 1
self-protection and power politics. Soviet leaders accepted I
them on the same basis.

AREAS OF MISTRUST
Reactionaries have used the Soviet mistrust of England 1

and America as proof that the Soviet Union has evil inten- I
tions against us. They try to create a picture of utmost I
friendliness and honesty on our pail and dislike and hatred I
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tbe part of the Soviet Union. This misleading picture is

powerful propaganda weapon of the anti-Sovieteers.

* The reasons for the prewar Soviet mistrust of Britain and

the other Western countries were indicated in the previous

chapter. During World War II the mistrust and friction

continued.

A major reason for the persistence of this mistrust dur-

ing the war was the question of the opening of a Second

Front. The U. S. and Britain had pledged to the Soviet Union

that they would open a Second Front in 1942—and then

broke the pledge. The pledge was unequivocal ;
the breaking

of it deliberate. The proof is given in this chapter, but first

it should be clear that the Second Front was only the most

serious instance of friction among the wartime allies. Liter-

ally thousands of trouble-making incidents took place.

Take the case of Finland for example. Finland was the

fighting ally of Hitler from June 1941 until the very end of

the war; and Churchill had said “who marches with Hitler

is our foe.” Yet the British tried hard not to declare war

on Finland whose conservative government they approved.

Churchill, in the third volume of his war history gives details

of the arguments he had with the Soviet Union on the sub-

ject. The Soviet leaders were both angry and suspicious of

British reluctance. Churchill maintains in his book that he

was reluctant to declare war because he wanted to get an

unspoken agreement with the Finns whereby Finland would

Quietly sit out the war and not fight for Hitler. Stalin finally

agreed to make the try, but Finland refused. Churchill had
Uo choice left but to declare war. The Soviets could see that

Churchill’s reluctance to declare war was motivated by reac-

tionary political and ideological considerations.

As for the United States, it never declared war on Fin-

la»d. It didn’t even break off diplomatic relations until after

the Normandy invasion in June 1944. Throughout the war
'hitil Normandy, the Finnish legation remained functioning
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in Washington as a listening post and center of intrigue fop I

the Nazis. In fact, individuals friendly with members of the <

Finnish Legation in Washington were not even barred from

working in American intelligence agencies. In the wartime

intelligence agency, the Office of Strategic Services, the

writer worked next door to such an individual, a man inch

dentally, with a known fascist record, having fought with

both Franco in Spain and Mannerheim in Finland.

The Russians looked with little favor upon a U. S. security

policy which permitted Hitler’s ally to maintain a listening

post here in the midst of a. merciless war of survival. The

subject of security was an important source of friction be-

tween the Americans and the Russians. The United States

resented Soviet reluctance to give information; the Soviets

were loath to rely on the primitive American security.

There were security leaks by the United States that

verged on betrayal. One hair-raising illustration was com-

mitted by the Chief of Staff himself, General Marshall in an

"off-the-record” Washington press conference. A newspaper-

man present tells how the General

**.
. . disclosed to a lot of pop-eyed correspondents the allied battle

order in the West, our own and the Russians’. He cheerfully con-

ceded that if the Russians knew their disposition had been dis-

closed to us they might do almost anything short of quit the war.” 1

(emphasis added)

A nation’s Order of Battle is the key military secret in

wartime. It gives the number, type and location of divisions

at the front, and from these facts the enemy can easily figure

out the country’s war plans and strategy. Even to give out

our own Order of Battle was risky. But to give the Russian

Order of Battle to a group of newspaper-men, some of them

anti-Soviet, in a town full of anti-Soviet Americans and a

functioning Finnish legation was inexcusable. It indicated a

kind of arrongance on the part of the Americans, as if this

1 Lyle C. Wilson In Dateline Washington, an anthology of experiences W
Washington newspapermen. New York, 1949, p. 189
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t every level, wno oenavt-u m such <i ummikw

Lviet mistrust. One rather dramatic incident, created by

members of the Office of Strategic Services, was told to the

writer by the men involved and has to do with a raid made

by Americans into a Soviet occupied city.

‘ The city was Bucharest, capital of Rumania. The Russians

took the city in the fall of 1944 after prolonged bitter fight-

ing by the retreating German armies. Meanwhile our air

forces had been bombing the Romanian oil fields with some

particularly long range raids over Ploesti.

The Air Force wanted to know the results of the raids as

shown by enemy statistics. Instead of asking the Russians for

the information, a lieutenant in the OSS mission m Italy got

the idea of flying into Bucharest without telling the Russsians

beforehand and simply seizing the documents. Approval was

given by the highest Air Force and OSS authorities and a

mission set out in a. U. S. bomber. They landed in Bucharest

two days after its fall, expecting to have to talk their way

out of trouble with the Soviet command. It happened instead

that the Soviet combat troops had already left the city m
pursuit of the Nazis and that the supporting Soviet troops

and military government had not yet arrived. For twenty-

four hours' as it were, Bucharest was our meat. The OSS
1 « ..Ur i-AYie t\f rirw-Miroonts and came back



of tons of important documents and took off. Imagine the
editorials in American newspapers, the indignation of radio
commentators.

The Bucharest incident was kept quiet, but many others
of a similar character have been made public. Here are a]
couple related by General Deane:
“In one case, a plane was forced down in Poland because of in. I
sufficient fuel to return to Italy. It was undamaged, and the crew
was hospitably received at the airfield where they landed. The
Russian commandant refueled the plane but told the crew they
could not depart until clearance had been obtained from Moscow
The pilot asked permission for himself and his crew to go to the
plane and get some clothes. This was granted, and when they were i

aboard they slammed the doors, started the engine and departed.
In another case, a Pole friendly to the London regime was dressed
in an American uniform and taken from one part of Poland to
another on an American plane then on its way out of the coun-

j

try.” 2

But the most outstanding instance of American effrontery
toward the Russians was the so-called Bern incident which
resulted in a sharp exchange of messages between Roosevelt !

and Stalin. Here, the Americans who were themselves so lax *\

on security, used security as an excuse to exclude the Soviet
Union from important military negotiations.

THE BERN INCIDENT
In February 1945 certain Nazi leaders approached the

allies secretly with a view of surrender on the Italian front
Secret negotiations took place in Bern, Switzerland. The
Soviet Union was excluded from these negotiations on the

,

grounds of security. This excuse was a little hollow because
j

the Soviet Union had already been told of the negotiations. I

The real reason is given by General John Deane head of the
American military mission in Moscow who had recommended I

exclusion of the Soviet Union.

“While the Bern Incident caused a severe strain in our relations
jwith the Soviet Union ... it did serve a useful purpose. Regardless 1

•f the merits of the case, it marked a distinct turn in the attitude
j

t John R. Deane, The Stnmge Alliance, New York, 1946, p. 203
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f the United States toward the Soviet Union and gave notice that
°*

e were not to be pushed around. ...” 3 (emphasis added)

This statement is worth examining. When Deane says,

-regardless of the merits of the case,” he is saying that even

f the Russians were right, he was glad we had a fight with

them to show them they couldn’t push us around. But the

joint is, that if the Russians were right, we would be pushing

them around. General Deane, with his attitude, w>as not look-

ing for trouble
;
he was creating it.

Were the Russians right in insisting that they be present

at the surrender negotiations? The answer is an unqualified

yes. The negotiations dealt not with a single battle like

Stalingrad or a single sector of a separate front like Tunisia.

By 1945 there was strategically only one German front in

three huge sectors, Western, Southern, Eastern—all directly

connected and interdependent. What was involved in the Bern

meeting was the beginning of the end, the surrender of the

southern sector and the collapse of the whole front. Obviously

the Soviets were directly concerned with the negotiations.

Even the combined Chiefs of Staff saw “sonrfe justification

in the Soviet demands.” 4

But there wras an even more fundamental political prob-

lem of unity. The German General Staff was desperately

trying to split the allies by separating the war into two parts,

east and w^est. They planned to surrender in the west, keep

fighting on the east and perhaps salvage something other

than total defeat. The Nazi Himmler approached the Swedish

government with an offer to the western powers to surrender
all German forces on the west.5

The Soviets feared a separate deal. Stalin sent a message
to Roosevelt making the accusation. FDR replied that no such

3 beane, Strange Alliance, p. 166. Deane's glee at the thought that the U. 8.

^Ight be taking an anti-Soviet line was premature. Roosevelt had no In-
dention of adopting such a policy a* the outcome of the Bern incident

4
**owed. There was not, as yet, a ‘'distinct turn in our policy”

. ;f*ne, strange Alliance, p. 164^
. p. 166
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deal was intended. Stalin replied that he didn’t believe jt.l
perhaps the Army was not keeping Roosevelt informed. For*
countered with a scorching cable of anger at Soviet mistrust Iand Stalin sent back a placating answer saying he had never
doubted the President’s honesty. Meanwhile the negotiations
had been broken off by the Nazis and the whole incident blew
over.

President Roosevelt specifically stated that the Bern jJ
cident was not important. According to Leahy, the President i

said that he was:

a *lxious to minimize this unfortunate episode in our relations '

with Russia. In the last cable message he ever sent he told Am-bassador Harriman on April 12, the day of his death, ‘It is my
desite to consider the Bern misunderstanding a minor incident.’” « I

Despite this clear expression of FDR, reactionaries like I
Byrnes and others have used the Bern incident as an illustra- I
tion of Soviet arrogance and bad faith, whereas, if anything, I
it showed our arrogance.

Overshadowing all the many incidents, great and small, II
through which distrust flourished, was the great controversy 1
of World War II, namely the question of the Second Front I

On this the record is clear. A Second Front in 1942 was I

pledged by President Roosevelt. The pledge was broken. The
how and the why of that broken pledge are of the greatest I

importance.

WHY THE SECOND FRONT WAS PLEDGED
When Hitler invaded the Soviet Union it was taken for

granted by both the British and American governments that
Soviet resistance would be brief. The American Army Staffs
actually expected Hitler to take Moscow in six weeks. This I

was the official estimate of the U. S. Army Intelligence, G-2
under Major-General Strong. ? The United States even sent I

6 Leahy. I Was There, p. 336
7 Stimson On Active Service p. 383: “It was the estimate of the War D«-

one
°fflCera ’ • * thC CamPalgH °OUld last oU‘f
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a military commission to Iran to take over the remnants of

the Red Army after they had been defeated. 7a

At the time, England was very weak and fearful of inva-

sion. She saw Hitler’s campaign in the East as a breathing

spell during which she could build up her strength. The longer

Hitler was tied up in Russia, the greater England’s chances

to get stronger. Therefore any help to the Soviet Union was

of great value to England and would lengthen that breathing

spell given by the invasion of Russia.

The successful defense of Moscow in December 1941 did

not change the opinion of allied leaders. They still expected

Ihe Soviet Union to be defeated only now the breathing spell

was much longer, America was in the war, and the allies were

stronger. Strong enough, they felt, to land in Europe while

Hitler was still entangled in Russia. The decision to open a

second front in 1942 was made on the basis of a probable

Soviet collapse. We had to land in Europe before Hitler could

shift his huge army from East to West. This interpretation

is confirmed by General H. H. Arnold, wartime head of the

U. S. Air Force. Speaking of the period early in 1942 he

writes

:

“Repeatedly, the President stated that we must establish a front
somewhere in Western Europe, where 'we can actually fight the
German ground forces face to face as soon as possible’—this not
°nly to pull some of the German juggernaut off the hard-pressed
Russians but to insure that the Russian stand would not be wasted
• • • by reason of our own delay. If Hitler got another chance to
turn on one enemy at a time, he might still win.” 8 (emphasis
added)

The implication in this quotation is clear. Roosevelt feared
that the Russians would be defeated, and then Hitler would
turn on the west. Therefore it was to our strategic interest to

Establish a second front. The following statement of General
Arnold’s proves the point:

Davis. Peace War and You, p 86. Davie was in Iran at the time, and waa
tol<j about this by American officers

^bolcl. Global Mission, p. 302
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“At the beginning of 1942 it certainly looked as if the Allies wer» 1

losing the war. The U. S. Chiefs of Staff were afraid that unless wg 1

pressed, hard for a cross-Channel invasion we would never get tj

'

at all.” 9 (emphasis added >

With this in mind, the decision to open a Second Front
j

by a cross-Channel invasion in 1942 was taken in April and
]

a definite commitment made to Molotov in May. Churchill in ]

his memoirs maintains he never made a formal commitment,
i

As we shall see this is a lawyer’s truth to cover a deception.

Churchill promised to “prepare” a Second Front in such \

language that even FDR was misled.

The American commitment was formal and without loop-

holes. It was made at the White House, May 30, 1942, by

President Roosevelt to Molotov when the Soviet Foreign

Minister came to Washington. Molotov specifically asked

whether a second front would be established in 1942 and

the answer was yes. The details of the conversation have

been recorded by Professor Cross, the American interpreter

for Mr. Roosevelt. Here is the record:

“Mr. Molotov therefore put this question frankly: could we (the

western alliesl undertake such offensive action as would drive off

40 German divisions. ... He requested a straight answer.

‘‘The President then put to General Marshall the query whether

developments were clear enough so that we could say to Mr. Stalin

that we are preparing a second front. ‘Yes,’ replied the General-

The President then authorized Mr. Molotov to inform Mr. Stnlin

that we expect the formation of a second front this year." io (em-

phasis added)

Two days later, Monday June 1, 1942 at a farewell con-

ference before Molotov left Washington, Molotov again, to

avoid any misunderstanding raised the question formally-

Here is Professor Cross’ record:

“Mr. Molotov also noted that he had another question to present-

. . . ‘What answer,’ he asked, ‘shall I take back to London and

Moscow on the general question that has been raised? What is tft®

# Arnold, Global Mission. p 304
10 Robert E. Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, N»w York, 1948, p. 563
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•dent’s answer with respect to the second front?’

Wy ^js direct question the President answered that ... we ex-

cted to establish a second front.” u

The pledge was made public in the official communique

0n
Molotov’s visit, June 11, 1942:

„Tn the course of the conversations full understanding was

reached with regard to the urgent tasks of creating a Second Front

in Europe in 1942.”

President Roosevelt was fully aware of the nature of the

pledge he had given. Writes an English historian concerning

Roosevelt:

• For the next two years the assurance he had given iay uneasily

on his conscience and left him at a moral disadvantage in his

dealings with Stalin.” 12

In view of the present Cold War, an important point can

be made here. The Soviet Union is constantly accused of not

keeping its word. Acheson, John Foster Dulles, Churchill,

Truman, all the anti-Soviet politicians say that the Soviet

Union’s promises are worthless because they break their

pledges.

It is a simple matter of fact that the first major instance

of a broken promise during the war came from the American

side. We gave our pledge for a Second Front freely
;
we bi oke

it and broke it on a matter of life and death for the Soviet

Peoples. The controversy over the Second Front was to {Kiison

relations for a long time.

Was a second front possible?

The British rejected Sledgehammer (code word for the

1942 cross-channel invasion) on July 22, 1942, against Ameri-

can pressure. Eisenhower’s reaction at the time was inter-

esting for the reason behind his disappointment. Says his

aide, Butcher:

thought that Wednesday, July 22, 1942, could well go down aa

li Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, pp. 574-575
^ Chester W'ilmot, The Struggle for Europe, New Tor*, 1962, p.

m



the ‘blackest day in history,
the big Boehe dm
added)

Since the war
importance of the Second Front i

to Western protestations of how
as compared to the Soviets. Many military leaders
Eisenhower have
in 1942 was unrealistic. However it is ;

“

General Marshall and General Eisenhower did
Second Front was feasible. It i

*

General Staff was fearful of it. /
'

writing after the war, still consider 1942
tunity.

General Arnold, the U. S. wartime air
3949 says that perhaps it was all for the be*
front was deferred, but adds, “Neverthele
the situation seemed to offer a golden opp.
a bold stroke.” u

The British Lieutenant General Marie
1942 the Germans had less troops for the d
than in 1944. Martel, interestingly enough
phrase as Arnold. He writes that “here (ii

golden opportunity, but Iflnriino'

defeat^
1 temple ^visions, and some of them were skeletons.” Adds Liddell Hart,

was an impossible proposition.”

Through early 1943 the “golden opportunity” remained,

gs the Germans reeled back from Stalingrad and occupied

all of France. Said von Runstedt:

"I expected an invasion in 1S43 , . . for I thought you would take

early advantage of this extensive stretching of the German forces

to the West.” iv

And Goebbels, after a long talk with Goering analyzing

the war situation in March 1943, wrote in his diary:

“He [Goering] is also somewhat worried about our having pretty

much stripped the West in order to bring things to a standstill in

the East. One dreads to think what would happen if the English
and the Americans were suddenly to attempt a landing.” 18 (em-
phasis added)

The shortage of landing craft, which General Martel men-
tions, and which Churchill made his centr al point when he
talked to Stalin in August 1942 was certainly a fact. But the

American military planners knew all about it. They knew
exactly the amount of landing craft available and they
thought it was enough. The man who made the plans for the
invasion was none other than General Eisenhower, then head
of the War Plans Division. His plans had been approved by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff including General Marshall, General
Arnold and Admiral King. Stimson himself wrote formally to

Resident Roosevelt on March 27, 1942, in specific answer to

British criticisms based on the landing craft shortage:
la

• • • you should lean with all your strength on the ruthless re-
arrangement of shipping allotments and the preparation of land-

gear . . . aimed at a definite date of completion not later than
”6ptember. The rate of construction of a number of landing barges
should not be allowed to lose the crisis of the World War.”

The “ruthless re-arrangement” Stimson talks about refers

?!? H. Liddell Hart. The German Generals Talk, New York, 1944, p. 228

In ifhdell Hart, German General* Talk, p. 329
Diaries, p. 262

8tlnjsoBt On Active Service, pp. 417-418
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to the Navy’s hoarding of landing barges for the Pacific,

idea of the Navy’s hoarding can be gathered from one couJ
parison. On May 1, 1944, the U. S. Navy controlled 31,123
landing craft of which only eight percent (2,493) was allot, 1

ted to the Normandy invasion by the U. S.

More important, however, is the fact that the number of
landing craft depends on many other facts of which two
are crucial. The first fact is, how big is the initial assault?
Five divisions, ten, twenty? The more soldiers, the more
landing craft. In 1944 everything had to be on a huge scale

because for two years the Germans had been fortifying the
coasts and training new divisions*

Secondly, the number of landing craft depends on whether
a harbor can be captured at the very start Then soldier*
don t hit the beaches; they land directly from transports. I

In 1942 the ports were not as fortified as in 1944. A harbor
could have been captured as the experience of Dieppe shows,

Dieppe is a harbor on the coast of France which waiu
raided in 1942 by allied troops who suffered a bloody defeat,

This defeat was constantly used by Churchill during the war
j

to show that its was impossible to seize a port Churchill’* !

opinion has become standard history by now. Yet the faetr
show that Churchill, as usual, twists events to suit himself*

Dieppe probably could have been taken.

This statement is made on the basis of a thorough stud/
of the Dieppe Raid made by the writer. In line of duty, during
the war, the writer examined the plans for the raid, th«
orders for execution during the raid and finally staff evalu**
tions after the raid. 20

The raid on Dieppe turned out to be a massacre becaust
of a change of plans. The original plans drawn up by Con** I

bined Operations (the Commandos) called for a flank attach
on the town, landing on the coast on both sides of the tow*
and taking it from the rear. This plan was rejected by tb*

j

nadian General mcin augnton wno was put m ^
operation. He substituted a frontal attack, coming in

directly from the sea, despite the fact that the harbor was

known to be heavily defended on the seaward side.

As a result, Canadian troops in the frontal attack were

massacred, with over three thousand casualties. The original

0lan in all probability would have been successful.

These considerations about the second front have been

presented not as proof, but as indications that Soviet expec-

tations for a cross-channel invasion in 1942 was based on

reality. The proof that the Second Front was possible can

be simply stated: Marshall and Eisenhower were prepared to

cany it into effect.

BREAKING THE PLEDGE: CHURCHILL DOUBLE-CROSSES FDR

The reason why the American pledge was broken is clear

cut: Churchill said no to a cross-channel invason m 1942.

Churchill’s power to veto the operation was very real since

the invasion of the continent would have to be launched from

the British Isles.

But Churchill was too subtle a man to face FDR with a

bare denial. He suggested an alternative, the North Africa

invasion. That this idea was of British origin is testified by

General Arnold:

. . the first mention of the North African invasion, came during

the visit of Churchill's to Washington, just after Fearl Harbor . . .

and Arnold explicitly mentioned its importance as “.
. . an ener-

getic British counter-measure to the zeal with which we of the

American Chiefs of Staff urged a cross-channel invasion. 21

And Stimson reports that:

“Mr. Churchill and his advisers categorically refused to accept

the notion of a cross-Channel invasion in 1942. Mr. Roosevelt ca-

tegorically insisted that there must be some operation in 1942. The

* Churchill In HlnK« of Fat* give* the Impression that “no neords

kept " Actually th* document* comprise a thick book and reference to

. It is made In Elsenhower's Crusade la Karope, p. 403, not* no. 8
** Arnold. Global Mission, p. *04
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only operation that satisfied both of these conditions was
(the invasion of North Africa) .”22

The shift from a cross-channel invasion to the North!
African invasion was accomplished by Churchill with con, I

summate ingenuity and considerable duplicity. It is quite a

double-cross and he brags about it. He tells us himself that
he agreed to the American proposal for a second front on
April 14 with no intention of carrying it through, but instead
with full intention of shifting the invasion to North Africa
or to Norway. But he didn’t even mention these alternatives
at the time because he knew that to mention them would ex- ]

pose his previous agreement as insincere and deceitful. Writes
Churchill:

*•
• I had to work by influence and diplomacy in order to secure

agreed and harmonious action with our cherished Ally, [the U. S.J

without whose aid nothing but ruin faced the world. I did not
therefore open any of these alternatives at ewr meeting on tho
14th ” 23 (emphasis added)

What Churchill calls “influence and diplomacy” wal
making a pledge he didn’t intend to keep.

The meeting of April 14, 1942 in London, consisted of

Hopkins and Marshall for the Americans and, for the British,

their Chiefs of Staff and the Defense Committee of the War
Cabinet chaired by Churchill. Churchill’s agreement to the

I

American plans was so forthright that, writes Sherwood:
,

“Hopkins cabled exultantly to Roosevelt that the British Govern-
ment had agreed to the main American proposal and Marsha^
cabled confirmation of this to the Secretary of War [Stimson]..'
The British Government, Marshall said, now Intended to proceed
immediately and energetically with all necessary preparations f®*

the major operation.” 24 (emphasis added)

And all along Churchill had no such intentions!
Yet it was on the basis of this agreement, that sue week*

S3 Stimson, On Active Service, pp 4SS-42S

2 Winston S Churchill, The Hlnfe of Fate, Berto*. Mt p «M
** Sherwood, Roosevelt and HopMae, p. 538

r

act

later,
Roosevelt gave America’s pledge to Molotov for a sec-

ond front in 1942. A week after Molotov had returned to

Moscow, Churchill began to move. On June 9 Admiral Mount-

batten dined with FDR and Hopkins in the White House and

intimated that the British Chiefs of Staff were consider, ng

revision of the decision on the cross-channel invasion and

suggesting the North African invasion instead. 35

Secretary of War Stimson exposed the British game. In a

letter. to FDR he said:

. . the British theory ... is that Germany can be beaten by a
series of attritions in northern Italy, in the eastern Mediterranean,
in Greece, in the Balkans, in Rumania and Other satellite coun-
tries. ...
To me, in the light of the postwar problems which we shall face,
that attitude . . . seems terribly dangerous. We are pledged quite
as clearly as Great Britain to the opening of a real second front.
None of these methods of pinprick warfare can be counted on by
us to fool Stalin into the belief that we have kept that pledge.” 26

(emphasis added)

We may assume that Stalin wasn’t fooled.

But the American and British people were. As always,
the first victims of the deceptions and distortions of Western
leaders are their own peoples. Churchill boasts of his deceit,

yet the adulation and build-up of this man in the American
press goes on and on. Leading universities such as Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology give him degrees and a
Platform for anti-Soviet propaganda. Nowhere is the corrup-
tion of the “leaders” of our society more clearly seen.

CHURCHILL’S GAME

In 1943 the Second Front was still not opened. As the

Months went by Churchill’s game became obvious. An Eng-
lish historian has exposed it, saying that “the Prime Minister

(Churchill) sought a plan of campaign,” namely the invasion

the Balkans, “which would ensure that victory did not

^ Sherwood. Roosevelt and Hopkins, p 5M
Stliusou, On Active Service, pp 430-417



leave the democratic cause politically weaker.” 37

This is fancy double-talk for a British control of qJ
Balkans similar to what they achieved in Greece where the
“democratic” cause has been “strengthened” by a semi.
Fascist regime put in power by British bayonets and main!
tained by American dollars.

The Balkan campaign is the reverse side of blocking the
Second Front. Churchill is acutely conscious that his activi-

ties in this connection discredit his Fulton propaganda theme
that we were friends to the USSR until Soviet “expansion-
ism” led to the Cold War. Therefore, he has vehemently
denied his opposition to a Second Front and his desire for a

Balkan invasion.

In his memoirs, The Second World War of' which five

volumes have so far appeared, he hammers again and again
at this point, bringing up every scrap of documents, how-
ever tiny, to prove his point. He writes

:

“It has become a legend .in America that I strove to prevent the
cross-Channel enterprise called ‘Overlord,’ and that I tried vainly
to lure the Allies into some mass invasion of the Balkans, or"a
large scale campaign in the Eastern Mediterranean, which would
effectively k'll it. Much of this nonsense has already in previous
chapters been exposed and refuted. . .

.” 28 (emphasis added)

Churchill, in this paragraph utters no falsehood; he just

misleads. It’s as difficult to catch him in on outright false-

hood as to catch him in an outright truth. Trained in

Parliament, he knows just the right word to use which gives
the literal truth yet completely misleads the listener.

In the quotation just given, Churchill talks about a “mass’'
invasion of the Balkans and a “large-scale” operation in East-
em Mediterranean, and says he was against both. But “mass”
and “large-scale” are conveniently vague terms. A study of

his proposals, from his own book, shows inescapably that ho
tried his best to get a Balkan campaign.

97 Wilmot, Struggle lor Bnrope, p. 130
** 'WJnetoia B. Churchill, Cloning the Ring, Bo*ton, 1051, p. 844

m

Even more important is Churchill's misleading statement

j£e second front. He says he didn’t try to prevent “Over-
°n .„ Overlord was the code name for the cross-channel

• asion of 1941, not that of 1942 which was called “Sledge-

hmmer,” nor that of 1943 which was called “Roundup” and

0f which Churchill did prevent. The question of the

Second Front has always been one of the precise time when

it should take place so as to have an effect on the Eastern

Front when it was needed. No one has ever accused Churchill

of being against the Second Front at his own convenience in

some indefinite future, when the Germans were ready to col-

lapse. Eisenhower confirms this in so many words.

“I never at any time heard Mr. Churchill urge or suggest complete

abandonment of the Overlord plan. His conviction, so far as I

could interpret it, was that at some time m the indefinite future

the Allies would have to cross the Channel. But he seemed to be-

lieve that the attack should be pushed elsewhere until the day

came when the enemy would be forced to withdraw most of ns

troops from Northwest Europe, at which time the Allies could go m
easily and safely.” 29 (emphasis added)

Not only Eisenhower, but Marshall, Stimson, Hopkins,

Deane, Hull, Forrestal and scores of other top leaders are on

record against Churchill on this point. Hull specifically states

that at Quebec in 1943 Churchill spoke against a cross-

channel invasion and in favor of a Balkan invasion to prevent

a “Soviet rush into the area” detrimental to “British and

U. S. interests.” 30 Forrestal say^ that Churchill brought

“pressure” to bear for a Balkan invasion in a “desire to

have American troops, jointly with the British, appear in

those countries (the Balkans) as the conquerors of the Ger-

mans.” 31 And General Deane after admitting that from a

Military point of view “there can be no doubt of the wisdom”

of a Second Front also praises Churchill for his opposition

to it, which “points to foresight on Churchill’s part” even

* bwlght D. Elsenhower. Crusade lu Europe. New York, 1948, p. 199

Hun, Memoirs, p. 1231
* forrestal Diaries, p. 117
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though a Balkan invasion ‘'probably would have prolong*!

the war.” 32

Churchill can protest all he wants; the methods he usq3
and boasts about invalidates his protestations. If all ify-jj

American leaders received an identical impression froM
Churchill’s words and deeds, Soviet leaders must have also!

come to the same conclusions. Churchill’s policy was designed

for the mutual exhaustion of Germany and the USSR, leav«

ing the Western powers as unchallenged and unchallengeable
j

arbitrators. This was precisely the policy of Munich, refined,

sophisticated and brought up-to-date to fit changed condi*

tions.

THE AMERICAN ROLE IN THE SECOND FRONT
President Roosevelt and his top advisers remained fin#

in their desire for a second front, first in 1942 and then in

1943. All evidence points to the fact that they honestly wished

to win the war as quickly as possible and that a cross-channel

invasion was the way to do it. It must be assumed that Soviet

leaders were aware of this attitude and aware that it waffl

Churchill who was the stumbling block. In fact, the American
|

position was an important basis for the developing mutual

confidence and respect that culminated in Yalta.

American policy-makers had deep and long-range rea-

sons to be honest about crossing the channel. After Stalin*

,

grad it was clear that the Nazis would ultimately be defeated

by the Soviet Union. Roosevelt and his advisers were deeply

concerned that the victory should not be entirely a Soviet

one. Stimson was worried about it and strongly opposed

Churchill, admitting to a “certain sympathy with Russia®

suspicion of Western motives.” 38 He told Roosevelt that tb®

opponents of invasion

**.
. . are trying to arrange the matter so that Britain and Am eric*

hold the leg for Stalin to skin the deer and I think that will **

M Deane, Strange Alliance, p. 44
•8 Stimson, On Active Service, p. 527

op^mon o people who have done that and we will not

'tTaZe moct/of the postwar world with him." 34

I Roosevelt, more far-sighted than Churchill realised that

to American interests to have a Second I ront. B

* :“hill had his way. There was no Second Front for two

years after it had been promised.

,rRF THE SOVIETS UNDULY SUSPICIOUS? ,

Looking back over the long years of intervention, hot and

X, ars a„d the broken pledges, conflicts and recnmi

“ons of the Second World War, the amazing thing to an >m-

b
r+ial observer is not that suspicion existed, but that

worse, in actuai fact, the

malic in its wariness. Even such a
how the

£r :

^
J^im^n^ had landed'di Russia were aliowed

to “escape” from internment.

As the war went on hundreds of American fl'ers^ anded

in Siberia after bombing Japan and were ‘nterned^ Th.s »

ternment was required by international law, smee the

Union was not as yet at war with Japan. The fliers were

allowed to “escape" with excellent transportatio

though this violated Soviet neutrality towards Jal
Writes

Japan could have used this as a pretext for war. Wntts

Upu ap-jl YIP *

"In the case ot the internees, the
m0te

erous than might reasonably have been wi

And again a little later:

lo+^rfifitlnc to note Stlmson's way of spealc-
H Ibid., p . 527. in passing, ^ 1* Intereettng^TO ^^ Qf „sharlng the post-

ing. He sounds like a U*y
rld don't want to be "shared.'’ Indo-

war world.” The peop1*** of the
FraTlce nor Malaya by Britain, nor

China doesn't want to be shared y rld want to be free—free to

Iran by Standard Oil. The peopleaoftheworidwani

„ develop their abilities, their knowledge, their natural

15 beane The Strange Allia»vr'*. »• 63
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"The assistance given by the Russians in effectuating the prom**
release of General Wainwright (from a Japanese prison cainn ?*

I

August. 19451 recalled their cooperative attitude in allowing Amen !can internees to escape from Tashkent. It was further evident
that Soviet officials are inclined to be cooperative when they ar Iconvinced that the Americans involved in a given situation
not actuated by any ulterior motives. . . ”36 (emphasis added)

Soviet officials were friendly when they were not suspi, I
eious. This is the considered judgment of an American Gen.
eral who was in Moscow for a long time, and who, we must
remember, had a strong dislike for the Soviet system and the
Soviet government.

ROOSEVELT’S WARTIME POLICY
Roosevelt s policy was consciously aimed at creating con*

ditions of friendship. Roosevelt recognized the legitimate
Soviet suspicions and carefully avoided any act which would
suggest an Anglo-American bloc. Stettinius and Sherwood

,m their books give many examples of Roosevelt’s attitude.
Roosevelt told Stettinius when the latter was Secretary of
State that too many Anglo-American meetings before 1

\alta would not be desirable as suggesting “a combined
f i ont against them (the Russians). Adds Stettinius:

The President was always careful to keep the Russians informed
;of diplomatic negotiations between the British and our govern- ]ment. At the Teheran Conference, although the Prime Minister

'

f Churchill 1 was quite irritated at the time, the President had de-
c
.

,n
^
d to have hinch with him alone just before a plenary session-

jAt Yalta, too, the President and the Prime Minister did not hold
ja private luncheon until five days after the Conference had been |in session.” 37

Roosevelt also avoided a haggling attitude towards the
Soviet Union. He fully appreciated the forthright way in
which the Soviets fought in their own defense and the de-

jfense of a common cause. Therefore Roosevelt insisted that
our contribution should be made freely. General Deane com-
86 Ibid., p. 288
*7 Edward Stettinius. and the Rumiianfl, New York 1848 p M
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tains that he wanted to disapprove some particular Russian

j^uest during the war. The Russian spokesman implied that

^ Deane disapproved, they would go over his head to Wash-

ington, and get their request approved there. Deane then

adds, bitterly: “The hell of it was, when I reflected on the

attitude of the President, I was afraid he was right.”38

Roosevelt’s attitude, which Deane dislikes, was the atti-

tude of a sincere ally and of a friend. Had this attitude been

maintained there would be no Cold War today, no Korea, no

threat of atomic annihilation.

It is imperative to show that Roosevelt’s policy was and

is a real alternative to the present course of events. This

alternative of peace is not only possible, but consistent with

the power and economic relationships between and within

the great powers. It would be contrary to the purpose and

spirit of this book to leave the reader with the impression

that as a result of the events described above, the “Cold

War” was inevitable. Such a view would logically lead to th«

conclusion that a global war is inevitable—which is contra-

dicted by the experiences of history, by morality, and by

common sense.

S Deane, Strange Alttanee, p. M
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CHAPTER 7

ROOSEVELT'S
POLICY
OF PEACE
"To Franklin Roosevelt a firm agreement

with the Soviet Union was the indispens-

able foundation for peace in the future.”

Sumner Welles, 1946

"After this war . . . we are going to have

to export far more than ever before. . . .

Russia, is one of our largest potential

customers.”
Donald Nelson, 1943

FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT
was elected President of the United States four times in a

row. This fact can never be erased by his enemies no matter

how much they rewrite history and the U. S. Constitution.

Today a concentrated campaign of slander is taking place

to wipe out the memory of Roosevelt, of the great progres-

sive struggles of the American people in the thirties, and of

American-Soviet collaboration during the war. Fearful that

the American people will again march under progressive

leaders, reactionaries in America are seeking to cut Roose-

velt down to their own level. They cannot do it.

Roosevelt was President in the midst of the worst de-

pression and the biggest war in United States history. Wars

*hd depressions are today mankind’s greatest scourge, worse

than floods, droughts, epidemics, eruptions, tidal waves or

*ny other evil tricks that Mother Nature ever played upon

r
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Roosevelt moved directly to achieve understanding,
Roosevelt knew the historical background of Soviet inter-

national relations and therefore did not regard Soviet suspi-

cions as “neurotic.” On the contrary, since the acts of the

Western countries had caused this mistrust in the first place,

Roosevelt realized it was up to the U. S. to behave in such
a way as to create belief in its good intentions.

Roosevelt was very specific about American behaviour.

For example, the first head of the U. S. supply mission to

Moscow during the war was General Faymonville. Says
General John Deane:

“Faymonville had had instructions from the President that no
strings were to be attached to our aid to Russia and that the pro-
gram was not to be used as a lever to obtain information about
and from the Russians. He carried out the President’s instruc-
tions almost too literally, and it was over this point that a diffi-

cult conflict arose between him and the War and Navy Depart-
ments. . .

.”2 (emphasis added)

What Deane doesn’t mention is that Army and Navy
brasshats were against Faymonville because he was one of

the few Regular Army officers who was sympathetic to the

defenseless man. Wars and depressions are man-made, and
Roosevelt undertood that peace and prosperity can also be
made by man. In the world today peace and prosperity can
be possible on one basis and one basis alone—friendship be-
tween the U. S. and the USSR.

It was Roosevelt’s supreme virtue that he saw this fact
clearly, sharply, deeply and that he said so unequivocally,
Writes Sumner Welles, his Undersecretary of State:

1 Welles, Where Are We Heading, p. 10$
2 Deane, Strange Alliance, p. 01

“.
. . I can without hesitation assert that . . . from the time when

Hitler invaded Russia in June of 1941, the President regarded un-
derstanding and cooperation between Moscow and Washington
as one of the indispensable foundations for American foreign
policy.” i

ggjt and believed the Soviet Union would not be defeated,

JL brasshats preferred to rely for their information on

Lviet matters on strongly anti-Soviet individuals such as

!he U S military attache in Moscow, Major Yeaton. About

this
gentleman, one small incident reported in Sherwood's

is sufficient to show his reliability:

-on October 10 [1941], Yeaton reported that he considered it

possible that the ‘end of Russian resistance is far away. ...

on October 11, Faymonville reported the view of the Soviet Gen-

eral Staff that adequate reserves could prevent the encirclement

of Moscow. ...” 3

Moscow of course did not fall. Faymonville, the friend of

the USSR, proved more objective and correct than the anti-

SovietYeaton. Again and again this has been the case, and is

still the case today.

Roosevelt made every effort to demonstrate to the Soviet

Union that the U. S. was worthy of trust, and that we meant

what we said. He fought hard for the cross-channel invasion;

he placed no strings on Lend-Lease. Above all, Roosevelt was

very strict and scrupulous about reciprocity—a technical

Word in international relations which implies a recognition of

full equality between nations. Secretary of State Hull was

always careful to notify the Soviets of any action he intended

to take, and he has placed on record the fact that the USSR

did the same.

On many occasions American thoughtfulness impressed

the Soviets. For example while the Yalta Conference was

goin on, Constantine Oumansky, Soviet Ambassador to

Mexico, was killed in a plane crash. Roosevelt offeied an

American military plane to bring his ashes to Russia. Says

Stettinius, “This offer was quickly accepted and it was a

gesture the Russians seemed to appreciate deeply.”

Or take this small incident at the Moscow Conference

• Bberwood, aoos^'Ff'lt and Hopkins, p. 225
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Hull said that he had attended many international coj
ferences but in none had he found greater hospitality

an<jl
consideration than that offered by the Soviet government!
and especially by Mr. Molotov. Stalin was pleased and ^ I

marked, a trifle bluntly, that he hadn't expected to hear thk|
comment.

President Roosevelt's policy of allaying Soviet mistrust 1
was not a simple-minded politician’s approach. Roosevelt’s

]
policy of friendship and cooperation rested on a hard-headed

|
understanding of national secuz'ity in the modern world, I

Writes Welles about FDR that:

**.
. . in the wider sense he saw that each [the U. S. and USSR! jcould achieve security only if it had the co-operation of the other IHe told me in one of the final talks I had with him that he be- J

lieved that Stalin saw this fact as clearly as he did himself. Neither !

the Soviet Union nor the United States could be safe unless each
\was confident that there was no reason for it to defend itself

against the other. Each could prosper only if it could live in a
safe and prosperous world. Each could progress only if the com- i

munity of nations witnessed a universal rise in living standards" 4

(emphasis added) A

The leaders of the Soviet Union were in complete agree-
ment with FDR. Their devastated country and their suffering
people needed one thing above all else, peace.

American-Soviet friendship in the post-war world would
have assured peace, a peace of creative achievement. In this

peaceful world, problems would still have existed, but these I

problems and conflicts would have been subject to negotia-
tions, arbitrations and compromises. Roosevelt and Stalin

were keenly aware of the problems, but both felt that they !

could be solved. It is indeed remarkable to see how close their

views were.

ROOSEVELT AND STALIN
- There is on record an exchange of views between Roose-

4 Wells#, Where Ar* W« Heading, pp. 5* 3*

*

m

it and Stalin which reactionaries would pay dearly to sup-

forever. Mrs. Roosevelt is the source for the following

conversation between FDR and Stalin:

,.My husband said, ‘Dc you think it will be possible for the United

and the USSR to see things m similar ways? Mr. Stalin

responded: ‘You have come a long way in the United States from

oJ original concept of government and its responsibilities and

r original way of life. I think it is quite possible that we m
he USSR as our resources develop and people can have an easier

life will find ourselves growing nearer to some o, your concepts

und you may find yourselves accepting some of ours.

Roosevelt agreed with Stalin on this score. He also

thought America and the Soviet Union would become more

nearly alike as time went by. Sumner Welles, who was close

to him. reports that FDR once told him

:

«
_ , that he believed that if the world could remain at peace tne

following phenomenon would probably take place. He regarded the

American form of democracy as being at the opposite pole from

the original form of Soviet Communism. In the years which hart

elapsed since the Soviet revolution of 1917, the Soviet system had

advanced materially toward a modified form of state socialism.

In the same way, the American policy since that time had prog-

ressed toward the ideal of true political and social justice. He be-

lieved that American democracy and Soviet Communism coo

never meet. But he told me that he did believe that if one took

the figure 100 as representing the difference between American

democracy and Soviet Communism in 1917, with the United States

at 100 and the Soviet Union at 0, American democracy mignt

eventually reach the figure of 60 and the Soviet system might

reach the figure of 40. The gap between these two final figures it

seemed to him would never lessen.” ®

One may agree or disagree with Roosevelt’s way of put-

ting the relationship, but the significant thing about Roose-

velt was that he did recognize that changes were inevitable

and that the U. S. and the USSR could grow closer together

in friendship and cooperation, particularly in foreign affairs.

Welles goes on to say:

* Eleanor Roosevelt. Tills 1 Remember, p. 353
f Welles, Where Are We Heading, p. 37
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He [Roosevelt] felt, therefore, that even though the internalterns of the two countries could never conceivably become idem''cal some progress toward approximation had already beenand that this approximation made for a better understanding he

'

tween the peoples of the two nations. ...” 7
e e”

Cooperation between America and the USSR was helpedby the fact that as the war went on, Soviet and American
leaders developed a mutual respect and friendship. For ex-
ample, Vice-Admiral Mclntire who was FDR’s personal phy-
sician, noticed that Premier Stalin seemed to have a genuine
respect for FDR. Mclntire observed:

act, then he was a mighty good actor.” «

Sumner Welles testifies that Soviet leaders came to believem FDRs sincerity in his friendship for the Soviet Union.He writes:

m^nfvearfof
ln par«cu1"’ « the result ofmany years or direct dealing with President Roosevelt finnH*SS “ tha‘ the P01** he Purs“ed had no’ulteriw

On the American side, as we came to know and work with
the Soviet leaders, we broke through the prejudice of years
and began to realize that here were first rate men. Stalin in
particular made a deep impression even on such staunch con-
servatives as Secretary of State Cordell Hull. Mr. Hull is an
austere person, slow to praise. This is what he writes about
Stalin.

had a“ imPressive experience with Stalin as we parted After

SldSSSr °J
le?“ng

’ he ^ook
W
hanTwith ^

stens awav from r, ?USSi?£- ™en after walking three or foursteps a vi ay from me, he suddenly turned and walked back and
T ibid., p. 37

I wlnJ i^
Clntl

f
e

' W,,Ue Hous* PJiJsif lan, New York, 1944 p 220* ’Welles, Where Art* We Heading, p. 106
4
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Aflftk hands a second time to a rather protracted extent, but with-

saving a word. Then with serious demeanor, he turned and

oiked away. I thought to myself that any American having

stain s personality and approach might well reach high public

Office in my own country.” to (emphasis added)

President Roosevelt made no bones about his liking for

Stalin. After the two men had first met, FDR’s son Elliott

asked his father what kind of a man Stalin was. President

Roosevelt answered:

-Oh . • - he’s got a kind of massive rumble, talks deliberately,

*tems very confident, very sure of himself, moves slowly—alto-

gether quite impressive, I’d say.

“‘You like him?'
“He [FDR] nodded an emphatic affirmative. . .

11

A few days later, Roosevelt again confided to his son

:

“He gets things done, that man [Stalin]. . . . Father spoke slowly

and thoughtfully. ‘It’s a pleasure working with him. There’* noth-

ing devious. He outlines the subject he wants discussed, and he

aticks to it.’
” 12 (emphasis added)

This is a strikingly different picture than the one reac-

tionaries in America have painted. Whom should Americans

believe? Roosevelt who had worked with Stalin for peace, or

those who have deceived the American people and who have

deliberately created a ’‘war psychosis”?

The BASIS OF SOVIET-AMERICAN FRIENDSHIP

The fact that Soviet and American leaders came to know,

like, and respect each other made friendly relations easier

to achieve. But what made the friendship possible were the

°bjective bases underlying American-Soviet relations which

^DR recognized and made the foundations of his policy,

are as valid today as when FDR died.

There are no objective economic or geographic rivalries

**tween the United States and the Soviet Union. The eco-

nomies of the two countries are not competitive. Trade be-

Hull, Memoirs, p. 1311
ti *8liot Roosevelt, As He Sow It, p. 1*1*

** p. i«s . . . v,_
’
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tween the two is not only possible, but greatly beneficial
This obvious fact of life is accepted even by conservative

businessmen. Donald Ne^on, former head of Sears Roebuck
and Co. and wartime chairman of the War Production Board
pointed out in 1943 r the benefits of postwar trade when “weare going to have to export far more than ever before.
Russia is one of our largest potential customers.”

Answering the reactionaries who argued that we shouldn’t
help Russia with credit, Nelson went on:

!

W
f

6 b
5
ne
^

t from ifc
'
why nofc? By helping Russia raise her liv-ing standards we could benefit in two ways. First, in trade Second

trouble
Can ~ ™

tw'abie'to
compet ‘Uoil-'ve're fifty years ahead. The Soviets 'won'tbe able to compete with us for world markets for a long time tocome, except perhaps in countries right next door to her (but)whatever we might eventually lose to Russian competition would

bl the ov^ in
mes OV

f by W0 WOuld sel1 Russia, and°y tne over-all increase in 'World trade.” 13

This kind of thinking seems much more sensible than a ,

tremendous armaments race, cold wars, Koreas, atomic ex-
plosions and a fearful world.

From a geographic point of view there are no sources of
friction between us and Russia. We have no boundaries to
dispute, no territory that we want from one another. It is
no accident that Tsarist Russia and the Republic of the
United States got along together for well over a century
despite very differing ideologies, political and economic
systems.

None other than General Eisenhower has summarized
the basis of American-Soviet friendship. Today he seems to
have forgotten these words, written as late as 1948:

“In the past relations of America and Russia there was no cause
to regard^ the future with pessimism. Historically, the two peopleshad maintained an unbroken friendship that dated back to the
IS Albert Z. Carr, Truman, Stalin and Peace. New York, 1950, p. 15
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"He felt it was indispensable that both governments should realize

that in the field of world affairs their respective courses could al-

ways be parallel and need never be antagonistic.” *6

It must be remembered that FDR, as one of his first acts

as President in 1933, established diplomatic relations with

the Soviet Union, ending 16 years of hostility.

Within the Soviet Union, Roosevelt’s attitude was com-

pletely reciprocated. When Secretary of State Hull was in

Moscow, he had long talks with Stalin who made it very plain

that the USSR considered American-Soviet cooperation as

essential to world peace. Hull writes:

“The Marshal [Stalin] stressed the necessity for collaboration and
co-operation between the U. S. and Russia in the most sympathe-
tic manner. ...
“I concluded that patience or> the part of both countries, and espe-

cially of their leaders in key positions, would be necessary in deal-

ing with a mistake made here and there, and with intemperate

individuals who would try to give trouble in both countries.” 1®

(emphasis added)

F1>R’S policy was successful
Roosevelt’s policy of friendship was a successful policy.

Its success shows that peace in the world is possible. Welles

has written that his policy "had established a far closer and

far more understanding relationship between Moscow and

H Elsenhower, Crusade In Europe, p. 457
*8 Welles, Where Are We Heading, p. 38
k Hull, Memoir*. j>. 1310

birth of the United States as an independent Republic. Except for

short period, their diplomatic relations had been continuous.

Both were free from the stigma of colonial empire building by

force. The transfer between, them of the rich Alaskan territory

was an unmatched international episode, devoid of threat at the

time and of any recrimination after the exchange. Twice they had

been allies in war. Since 1941 they had been dependent each on

the other for ultimate victory over the European Axis.” i*

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt knew that there was

no basis for conflict in the national interests of the two coun-

tries. As Sumner Welles put it:



Washington than had ever previously existed.” 17

Ihe success of Roosevelt ’3 policy is shown most cleariMin the victorious prosecution of the war. Secretary of W
Stimson wrote that “the Russians were magnificent adThey fought as they promised and they made no separate!
peace. 18 (emphasis added)

•
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o
n pays tdbute to Soviet fidelity to their prom 1

ises. The Soviet Union powerfully helped the Western powers 1during the famous Ardennes offensive of the Nazis when the, ididn t have to. This fact has been completely buried by theAmerican press and by Churchill. It was revealed in'lWawhen the government of the USSR released the text of a eor-
respondence between Stalin and Churchill at the time of the
Ardennes offensive. The entire story has been summarized

jby an Englishman, a former Labor Member of Parliament
and one of the leading lawyers in England today, the Hon-
orable D. N. Pritt, K. C.

Writes Pritt:

to remind oneself now and then of wha^the
!

not so welSn^as aomr
' W“‘ a‘'°W mySe" °ne short ‘"cMent, ]

onger possible, the Nazis launched a formidable one in the Ar- <

dennes, broke through the front, and placed uanv of the. Amp.rican and British troops in BelgiJ.. ?a diffi i /
ous situation Their ambition was to reach Antwerp- for a^imethey W0UId achieve ^ ^ th^ad done
crtl

h
f
VC pro,onSed the war considerably and greatly in-

?£££££. “* “‘P °f th* ™
,‘Tn this somewhat anxious position, Mr. Winston Churchill who

Peoples waiw with*?
resP?"s,bmt!' for having kept the Sovietpeoples waiting—with incredible sacrifices—almost three vearsi for

ZfinZiTi
,

n
.
atura"y—

“ ^The batL 'in th
message t0 stalin

- which I may quote:he battle in the West Is very heavy and, at any time, large
*

17 WeUoe, Wh«r« Ar? We Heading, p 105U 3Um»a, On Active Service, p t S27

17*

i4slons may be called for from the Supreme Command. You

tv vourseif from your own experience how very anxious the

ition is when a very broad front has to be defended after

loorary loss of the initiative. It is General Eisenhower’s great

Sre and need to know in outline what you plan to do, as this

Sously affects all his and our major decisions. I shall be grate-

?il if you can tell me whether we can count on a major Russian

offensive on the Vistula front, or elsewhere, during January, with

any other points you may care to mention.’

“Stalin replied on the following day, January 7:

“1 received your message of January 6, 1945, in the evening of

January 7. . . . ..

“'It is very important to make use of our superiority over the

Germans in artillery and air force. For this we need clear weather

for the air force and an absence of low mists which prevent the

artillery from conducting aimed fire. We are preparing an of-

fensive, but at present the weather does not favor our offensive.

However, in view of the position of our Allies on the Western

front. Headquarters of the Supreme Command has decided to com-

plete the preparations at a forced pace and, disregarding the

weather, to launch wide-scale offensive operation*, against the Ger-

mans all along the Central front not later than the second half

of January. You need not doubt but that we shall do everything

that can possibly be done to render help to the glorious troops

of our Allies.’

"In his reply to this message Mr. Churchill wrote to Stalin on

January 9: . __ „
“

‘I am most grateful to you for your thrilling message. May all

good fortune rest upon your noble venture.’

"It is worth while just following out the results of this appeal of

Mr. Churchill, and of the Soviet response to it, at this time when
Mr. Churchill and others are feeding a campaign of hysterical

abuse against the Soviet Union. t

"The offensive against the Germans on the Soviet-Carpathian

front, planned for January 20, was advanced to the 12th. On that

day, a great offensive was launched by the Soviet forces on a wide

front from the Baltic Sea to the Carpathians. One hundred and
fifty Soviet divisions, supported by a large quantity of artillery

and aircraft, broke through the German front and threw the Ger-

man troops back many miles. Five or six days later* German troops

°b the Western front, among them the 5th and 6th Panzer Armies,

bad to be withdrawn from the front and transferred to the East
to meet the attacking Soviet troops. The German offensive in the

West was thus frustrated.
^On January 17, Mr. Churchill wrote to Stalin:

‘On behalf of His Majesty’s Government and from the bottom of

177



my heart, I offer you our thanks and congratulations on the 1
mense assault you.have launched upon the Eastern Front.’

"The general public could not, of course, be told at the time ot
the arrangements that were being made for this Soviet offensive-!
that would have assisted the Nazis—but the results were cotru
municated in a Soviet Order of the Day in February, 1945.
which, after an account of the great success of the Red Army of.
fensive just mentioned, it was announced:
“ The first consequence of the successes of our winter offensive
was that they thwarted the Germans' winter offensive in the West
which aimed at the seizure of Belgium and Alsace, and enabled the
armies of our Allies in their turn to launch an offensive against
the Germans and thus link their offensive operations in the West
.with the offensive operations of the Red Army in the East.'”W

It is worth emphasizing that only three clays after Stalin's

answer, and five days after Churchill's request, the Soviet

Union launched a formidable offensive along a three thou-

sand mile front. Military men know what a great achievement
this was and at what cost. Furthermore this Soviet con-

tribution was made without pressure for the Nazis couldn’t

possibly have won the war at that stage even if they had

reached Antwerp. Hitler could not have inflicted a decisive

defeat to the coalition, but he could have given the Allies

in the West a severe set-back.

If the Soviet Union had not been straightforward to the

utmost degree, it could have taken things easy, it could have

let the Allies receive a serious setback and then marched
forward to take all the glory and all the credit for itself.

In view of Churchill’s tfeacherous and double-dealing role

on the Second Front, Soviet leaders had many grounds for

dragging their feet. But they didn’t. They fought honestly,

loyally and beyond narrow nationalistic selfishness. No won-

der Stimson wrote that they were “magnificent allies.”

Furthermore, it should be noted that the Soviet Union
never made propaganda hay out of this episode. The public

in England and America were not informed by their govern-

ments and the Soviet Union said nothing. The Soviet Union

M D. N. Pritt. Thf State Oept. and the C>*ld War. New York, 1049, pp. 24

m

only after the State Department pulled one of the

T&t shameless propaganda stunts of the postwar period

^
of the Cold War. The State Department published cap-

ped German documents on the Soviet Union m sue a

1r\L, as to give a distorted and false picture of Soviet-

German relations. It was only then that the Soviet Union

published the Churchill-StaKn correspondence.

The Ardennes Offensive is only the clearest ease of Soviet

military cooperation. Eisenhower himself has testified, that.

When It became necessary, after January 1945 “he was kept

fully informed at all times of the essentials of the Red Army s

plans, particularly the timing of their offensrees^ their ob-

jectives, and the direction of their main efforts.

General Deane himself, despite his animosity, admits that

he received considerable cooperation from the Soviets. He

summarizes his first year in Moscow by saymg that:

• -we had been continuously engaged in some co-operative ven-

Mo^n^^&Cr ^r-lSnS

munications, then the exenange
rorTnanv and finally

time Provinces.” 21

Outside erf purely military cooperation, the Soviet Union

took many steps to indicate her desire to have friendly rela-

tions with her allies.

The Soviet Union always, informed the U. S. promptly of

the Japanese peace feelers, and permitted the escape of U. .

airmen from Siberia when there was great danger that the

Japanese might use this as an excuse to mvade Siberia and

force the USSR to fight on two fronts. At the Moseowco -

ance during the war the Soviet Union agreed to the estab-

lishment of a post-war world organization m response to the

•0 Dmum, Ac Wii«XW 9-

* 1M4U p. Ml



great importance attached to this by Roosevelt and Hull. '

In December 1943, Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin held t
highly successful conference at Teheran, Iran. Stimson at *
press conference at the time said that:

*- . . the presence of Premier Stalin and of his companion at the
conference, Marshal Voroshilov, has contributed mightily to the
success of the conference. Marshal Stalin’s power of lucid analysis
and the fairness of his attitude contributed strongly to the solu-
tion of several long-standing problems.” as

The Teheran Conference was primarily concerned with
military affairs but it also dealt with some of the problems
of the peace. Said the Joint Declaration:

**•
• • The common understanding whieh we have here reached

guarantees that victory will be ours.

“And as to the peace, we are sure that our concord will make it

an enduring peace. We recognize fully the supreme responsibility
resting upon us and all the United Nations to make a peace that
will command good will from the overwhelming masses of the
peoples of the world and banish the scourge and terror of war
for many generations.
' With our diplomatic advisers we have surveyed the problems of
the future. . . .

“We came here with hope and determination. We leave here friend*
in fact, in spirit, and in purpose ”

Signed at Teheran, Dec. 1, 1943, Roosevelt, Stalin, ChurchUL

The unity apparent at Teheran was consolidated at th*

Yalta Conference which opened on Sunday, February 4, 1945*

Yalta was the climax of Roosevelt’s policy. At Yalta thert

was a firm agreement for a United Nations Organization
including the time and place for the setting up of the UN<
There was agreement on a wide range of problems and work-
able compromises on the question of Polish frontiers, Polish

government, German reparations, liberated areas. There wai
a firm pledge by the Soviet government to enter the waf
against Japan three months after VE day, May 6, 1945r a

pledge fulfilled to the letter when the Soviet Army marched

** Sttmaon, Os Active Service, p. 440
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.irainst Japan on August 6, 1945.
5

It was at this conference that Stalin sounded a prophet*

yarning:

„Tt iS not so difficult to keep unity in time of war since thereto

inint aim to defeat the common enemy which is clear to every-

* f&e SmJt taX will corns after the war when diverse mter-

Sts tend to divide the Allies. It is our duty to see that ourjell^

tions in peacetime are as strong as they have been in war.

The Yalta Conference met with an enthusiastic response

from the people of America. Senator Barkley, Majority

Leader, cabled to President Roosevelt:

-Accent my sincere felicitations upon the historic Joint State-

ment [of the Conference] released today. I had it read to £h«

Senate immediately upon release and it made » eXI
pression. Senator White, Minority Leader, ]oinedme nthe ex

pressions of commendation and satisfaction on the floor of^tha

Senate. I regard it as one of the most important steps ever take*

to promote peace and happiness in the world.

r Harry Hopkins who was at the Conference told Sherwood* .

-The Russians had proved that they could be reascmable amd f^
seeing and there wasn't any doubt in the minds of the p

|?
s *

or any of us that we could live with them and get; alongnwth^them

peacefully for as far in the future as any of us could imagine.

Hopkins, as we shall see, never changed his mind.

• Soviet friendliness continued unabated after the death of

President Roosevelt, and gave many proofs of it A particu-

larly impressive demonstration is reported by General Deane,

On August 13, 1945, Eisenhower arrived in Moscow for a

Victory celebration and parade, and was “recognized and

Wildly cheered by the Russian people who were lined up U
participate in the parade.” Stalin invited Deane, Harnmaa

and Eisenhower to join him on the reviewing stand atop

Lenin’s tomb. Deane states:

*We were the first foreigners who had ever been invited to wltnes*

k Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, p. A*
H Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. VT9

Sherwood, Koneewlt Ju»d Hopkins, p,

ltt



it Soviet ceremony from atop Lenin’s Tomb, and I was fully ^saous of the honor even though I had attained it by sliding i»iEisenhower s coataiis.” » * in
°»i

Afterward, they witnessed a soccer game,

*When the game ended and Eisenhower and [Soviet GeneraliZhukov rose to leave, the crowd gave them an ovation that enH Ilarger and larger in volume. Finally Elsenhower, In a gesture ?t
friendliness, threw his arm over Zhukov’s shoulder, and Zhuk«3responded by embracing Elsenhower. With that, pandemoniumIbroke loose. . . . There was nothing rehearsed about this and ithad nothing to do with ideologies or political aspirations. It was I

a sincere demonstration by a representative cross-section of theRussian people of their affection for the American people as em- I

boaied in Eisenhower. It was heartwarming and reassuring to us iAmericans who were there.” 26
6

I

Soviet fi iendship was obvious to the most hardened reac*
tionary. It was the fruit of FDR's foreign policy, a policy
which aimed at a peaceful world, a policy welcomed by Soviet I

leaders and by the peoples of the world.
For the American people, a friendly post-war world would

j

have meant the full use of out technical know-how in repafr* I

ing the desolation and devastation in war torn areas, making
the United States the welcome friend of French and Italians,

Gieeks and Ukrainians, Hindus and Chinese. There would
have been no signs in other countries, as there are today,
saying, AMERICANS, GO HOME!

Wealth would have been the perspective of every country, I

wealth not only in economic terms but the riches of political

and cultural developments. The working together of such
diverse systems and cultures as the English, the Chinese, the

Soviet, the Hindu, the American and so on would have meant [

a cross-fertilization of ideas and institutions to everyone’s
benefit. There would have been, and there still can be, a 1

gfeat diversity of mixed” economic systems between the

two extremes of Soviet Communism and American Capital*
j

ism. It would have meant the development of new organize*

>6 Deane, The Strange Alliance, pp. SI*. MV
m

nal forms, new political solutions. It would have entailed

^frontal attack on racism whether Nazi or Japanese, the

ndermining of Fascist regimes such as those of Franco,

per0n and Chiang-Kai-Shek. It would have meant widespread

travel, mingling of people, learning of each others customs,

history, attitudes—slowly but surely building to a complete

world understanding.

The possibilities stagger the imagination—they are be-

yond our powers to predict. A billion Asians moving into the

stage of world history, not through the bitter destructive

fighting of the Chinese Revolution and the Korean upheaval

but through the constructive channels of modern agricultural

techniques, literacy spread through the mass medium of films

and pictures, health on the basis of penicillin and water

systems.

In such a world, plenty, not scarcity, would be the goal;

co-operatives not cartels the rule: friendship not hostility,

the norm. A world beautiful to behold—warm to inhabit. A
world secure in a peace more stirring and glorious than any

war could ever be.

It was a world within our reach as the result of FDR's

foreign policy. It is a world we can still achieve—mankind

free-wheeling in a world unafraid.
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* if the Russians did not wish to )o*n

CHAPTER 8 «s fat San Francisco) they could go to

ke '

president Harry S. Truman,
April 23, 1945

!

“FDR’s appeasement of Russia is over. . . .

\
Senator Arthur H. Vandenbetg,

April 24, 1945

“Our Russian policy must not he dictated

by people who have already made up their

minds that there is no possibility of work-

ing with Russia . . . this is an untenable

position and can but lead to disaster.

Harry Hopkins, August 1, 1945

THE YALTA CONFERENCE TOOK

Place in February, 1945. Two months later Roosevelt died

tnd Truman became President. Within a week of Roosevelt’s

funeral, Truman had begun to reverse Roosevelt’s foreign

Policy. Instead of American-Soviet co-operation, Truman

established a “get tough” policy with Russia. Truman s flip-

flop became apparent during a visit of Foreign Minister

Bolotov to the U. S. to attend the United Nations San Fran-

co Conference. The clear cut nature of Truman’s reversal

of FDR’s policy is shown, as if in a mirror, by the reaction of

Roosevelt’s political enemies. Senator Arthur Vandenberg,

It*



Republican leader, shifted from unhappiness at FDR’* 1
to joy at Truman’s policy.

' * s PolM

VANDENBERG’S SATISFACTION
Before Roosevelt died, Vandenberg had been . . Jagainst Yalta. He wrote privately immediately after Y^jl

lo thesSeller de
û®“ctment

f rJ
Soviet-Polish frontier] is indefensible '

feel thsT
'2

r„l.on of the Lublin government in net effect fa(emphasis added) 18 onJustmed.
. .
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When Roosevelt died, Vandenberg couid not conceal hJ

abonrFDR>st:tt
n' 0“ **^ he wrote “ dia^

to world destiny." 2 temphSsISf* “ 3 monopoly in ra>P«'
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unity
’ 016 foundation Stone of Roosevelt’s

policy had always been opposed by Vandenberg. He now
saw his chance to smash it. Along with others, he went to
ivoik to undermine the wartime unity and succeeded thanks
to Truman s help.

Truman reversed FDR’s policy by adopting in its en-
tirety Vandenberg’s position. At the Truman-Molotov meet-
ing the President’s attitude was identical with Vandenberg,
as revealed by the then Secretary of State Stettinius, who
had been at the meeting. Reported Stettinius to Vandenberg:

r^iirt°L?
ad

,

b
!f
n ta

i
kin£ ab°ut Poland to Molotov, not even. >'<*

phSJ original)®
* * °nger statement than Truman did.” 3 <e®-

And Vandenberg added happily:
“FDR’s appeasement of Russia is over. . .

What Vandenberg called “appeasement” was the polic?
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operation which had brought victory in a terrible war

held promise of a peaceful future. Roosevelt had died on
a

°ril 12 ;
Vandenberg wrote the above words on April 24,

herring to Truman's meeting with Molotov on April 23.

eleven days Truman had begun to wreck FDR’s foreign

policy

.

THE TRUMAN-MOLOTOV MEETING

President Truman’s first meeting with Soviet Foreign

Minister Molotov boded ill for future Soviet-American rela-

tions. Truman seems to have been in an aggressive mood.

He had told Cabinet members, just before the meeting, that

the Russians “could go to hell/ It is known that he charged

Molotov with breaking the Yalta agreements and used very

blunt language. Byrnes says that “it was not a very har-

monious meeting and ended rather abruptly.”

Washington gossip had it that Molotov had walked out

on Truman. According to foreign correspondent Edgar A.

Mowrer, Molotov had said, “No one has ever talked to me
like this before.”

What made Truman’s attitude particularly boorish was

that Molotov had been sent to America as a Soviet gesture

of friendship to the United States on the occasion of Rocse-

velt’st death. Harry Hopkins gives the following details:

’’Stalin sent for Ambassador Harriman soon after he learned of

Resident Roosevelt’s death and told Harriman that he wanted to

§we some immediate assurance to the American people to indicate
his

, Stalin’s, desire to continue on a co-operative basis with this
c°untrjr. Harriman promptly told him that the thing the Ameri-
^an people would appreciate most would be to send Molotov to the
San Francisco Conference.” 4 (emphasis added))

Molotov was sent to San Francisco by the USSR : on the

*ay to the conference he stopped in Washington to meet

the President. Truman knew that this visit was a good-

will gesture, therefore his attack on the Soviet Union could

* Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 883
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only be interpreted by Molotov as a deliberate offej
particularly because Truman's attack was without founij
tion in fact. Truman charged the Soviet Union with breaCj
ing the Yalta agreement on Poland. This was not true, anji
Truman had been told so by Admiral Leahy, who had bee®

]

?.t Yalta. No wonder Molotov was indignant.

That Truman’s action was deliberate is proven by the \

fact that he attacked Molotov against the advice of Stimson
1

Admiral Leahy and General Marshall. As in the case of

atomic energy, where Truman chose the tough policy against

the warning embodied in Stimson’s memorandum, so on

Poland, Leahy’s testimony shows that Truman deliberately

chose an anti-Soviet policy.

The inside story of Truman’s reversal of FDR’s policy is

given by Admiral Leahy and by Senator Vandenberg whose

private diaries have recently been published. It is a shameful

story of surrender to the reactionary forces in America.

Vandenberg was jubilant when Stettinius told him the

details of the Truman-Molotov interview. In his diary he

gushes like an adolescent when he tells how Stettinius:

**.
. . immediately met our delegation and gave us a thrtflinf

message. The new President LTruman] . . . has just sent a blunt

message to Stalin including a general demand for Frisco co-

operation. Stettinius said that Eden could scarcely believe his eyes

when he saw a copy—and cheered loudly.
**.

. . This Is the best news in months. F. D. R. 's appeasement of

Russia is over. . . . Russia may withdraw. If it does, the conference

will proceed without Russia. Now we are getting somewhere!”
(emphasis in the diary)

Vandenberg was certainly getting somewhere. No wonder

he was “thrilled.” And no wonder British Foreign Minister

Eden cheered loudly. Vandenberg and others like hi**1 *

through Truman, were agreeing with Churchill’s ideas and

reversing FDR’s foreign policy. From this reversal to t^e

armaments race and to Korea is a direct open road, a road

t y*ndenbeif, Pflwt* Papers, pp. 176-17*

L meant death to hundreds of thousands of human

«t>ich
h
and profits in scores of billions to American coi-

‘Thrilling” is no v/ord for it.

^What wJ the agreement on Poland over which Truman

packed Molotov?

^The'poBsh'question is a classic example of something

-mA, seems very remote to the average American, yet at

same time is crucial not only in international alibis u

>& domestic politics. There is a large population o. Polish

descent in the United States, particularly in Michigan, which

Senator Vandenberg's state. This -tiona groupj or-

-anized in several associations and supports Polish lan0ua„e

Lspapers. Most of these associations and newspaper are

controlled by extremely reactionary elements under the .n-

3uence both of the Vatican and of the old Polish govein-

ment. From the viewpoint of U. S. politics, the Polish

tion was made to order for Vandenberg to nse agamst

Roosevelt. The reactionary Poles’ hatred of the Yalta deci-

sion could be used to attack the whole policy of U. b.-

.

USSR friendship. .

Before World War I, Poland was partitioned among G -

many Austria-Hungary and Tsarist Russia As a result

« the Russian Revolution, Poland, like Finland, receive

her freedom and independence. Under ArUcle

Treaty of Versailles, the Allied Supreme Council drew a

frontier between Russia and Poland based on existing popu-

lations. On one side the Poles were in the majority, on he

“bier side they were in the minority. This frontier came o

* known as the “Corson line” after the British Fomgn

Secretary, Lord Curzon. In view of what happened in 19.o

^ must be strongly emphasized that the “Curzon Lme was

frawn up by friends of the old Poland, particularly England

•ml France, with American approval. The newly bom Soviet

,J<iion had no say in the matter.
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The reactionary Polish Government of Dictator Pil,„a Jretused to recognize this frontier. It launched an
voked war against the weak Soviet Union, which Polandmost lost Promptly England and France came to her heand finally ,n 1921 the war was settled on a line well to l"
east of the Curzon Line. The Polish Government had takdby force large sections of Russian territory. So h r?faced was this conquest that the United States refused „first to recognize the new boundary

From 1921 until 1939 the Polish Government was one ofthe most reactionary governments in Europe, run by a clique

T f h ?
br0Ught Poland t0 rwn - Foreign Minister

Josef Beck wrote the epitaph to his own policy and govern-
n.ent: We should have followed a policy of friendship with
*“'cn iet ^ussia and not one of support to Hitler ”

Hitler double-crossed Poland and in two weeks Warsawwas surrounded, and all the Western provinces lost. To
prevent Hitler's Army from reaching the Soviet borders, theRed Army marched. The final boundary between the Soviet- Nazi Germany was roughly the Curzon Line

Reactionaries have since talked about Russia’s “stab in

back, f arguing that if the Soviet Union hadn’t marched,
Poland could have fought on. This is complete nonsense.
rofessor Schuman writes that by September 15, 1939, “the

Polish Army and State had ceased to exist.” This is the bare
truth. On the morning of September 17, the Polish Govern'
ment had fled across the border to Rumania, hours before the
Red Army marched. As for the Polish Army, the corres-
pondent of the London Times (a most conservative news-
paper) telegraphed on that very day (September 17) that
The Polish front has collapsed completely. ...” 6

Churchill, who has since slandered the Soviet Army
;

this very issue, broadcast on October 1:

t Quoted >n Prltt. The SOU* Department and the Told W»r. p. 7g

that the Russian armies should stand on this line [the Cur-
I

’

'jjne ] was clearly necessary for the safety of Russia against

J Nazi menace.” *

Again, it must be emphasized that the Soviet Union stood

0„ the Curzon line, a frontier drawn up by England and

france, Poland’s friends, as a fair and equitable border line.

Soviet Union made it unalterably clear from the be-

ginning of their British alliance in 1941 that she would not

again withdraw from tine Curzon Line.

So clearly fair was the Soviet position, that it was

Churchill himself who at Teheran, suggested as Polish bor-

ders the Curzon Line on the East and the Oder Line on the

West. It was Churchill too who first brought up the idea

of giving to Poland territory then a part of Germany. In

view of all the later slanders this point must be emphasized.

Writes Churchill in his History:

'Personally I thought Poland might move westward. . . . Eden said

that what Poland lost in the East she might gain in the West.

Stalin replied that possibly she might, but he did not know. I then

demonstrated with the help of three matches my idea of Poland
moving westward.’’#

After further meetings and a joint examination of maps
in regard to both the Curzon and the Oder Lines, Churchill

S°es on:

II
said I liked the picture, and that I would say to the Poles that

U they did not accept it they would be foolish, and I would remind
^etn that but for the Red Army they would have been utterly

destroyed.” 8a

Such is the background at the time of Yalta.

Yalta agreement on Poland

The Polish frontiers agreed upon at Yalta in February,
l9

^5, were substantially those agreed upon two years before
at

Teheran, December, 1943. This should dispose once and

•5j- p 79
Closing the Ring, p. 16*

-‘'Urchin, Closing the Ring, p. 396
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At the end of July 1944, the Soviet Army under the

JLjjborn Marshal Rokossovsky was within twenty miles

Warsaw, on the opposite side o£ the Vistula Rivet-which

lifts the city. On August 1st, the underground Polish fight-

rose in arms against the Germans. expecting to win the

city. Instead the Germans annihilated them in one of the

worst butcheries of the war.

The London Polish Government immediately accused the

Soviet Union of deliberately asking for the uprising with a

promise of help, and then sitting back while the Germans

ivioed out the Polish underground.

The Polish underground itself has never supplied any

proof that the Soviets asked for the insurrection. The leader

of the underground, General Bor, who managed to come out

alive and has since lectured in the U.S. has never produced

any proof of the charge.
.

Premier Mikolajczyk. last head of the reactionary Lon-

don Polish Government, with all the documents and fac

at his disposal relies for proof only on a Soviet broadcas

of July 29 1944. This broadcast he publishes in full and de-

molishes his own ar gument. For the broadcast is not a signal

for a general revolt but merely a call to sabotage the JNazis

and defend Polish property against the retreating Germans

It was & broadcast comparable to the allied broadcasts to

French partisans during the invasion of France.

The writer of this book was in London at the time, an

m all allied intelligence agencies it was taken for gran e

that the uprising had been ordered by the Polish Genera

V as a result of a definite miscalculation of German mili-

tary strength and will to hold on.

From a military standpoint the Soviet armies were greatly

°ver-extended. The Germans brought up several armored

*iviSions and sharply forced the Soviets back at severa

11 n>id. p » m

those Americans who took part in 1918 and 1919 in the conference
which then took place,’ Stalin declared. "Hie Russians were not
Invited and did not take part. . . . Lenin was not in agreement (

with the Curzon Line. . . . Now some people want that we should
be less Russian than Curzon was and Clemenceau was. You would

j

drive us into shame. What will be said by the White Russians
and the Ukrainians? They will say that Stalin and Molotov are
far less reliable defenders of Russia than are Curzon and Clem-

’

enceau. I could not take such a position and return to Moscow
with an open face.’
At this point, Stalin stood at the conference table as he spoke.
It was the only time during the entire conference that he ex-
hibited his strong feelings in such a manner.” 9

The Curzon Line was adopted. Russia received her own
territory back. Yet this is the Curzon Line which Senator

Vandenberg found morally “indefensible.”

On the Polish government a compromise was reached \

There were at the time two Polish governments. One, in

London, was the remnants of the pre-war reactionary gov-

ernment which had fled within three weeks of the Nazi inva-

sion. It was a bitterly anti-Soviet government, utterly blind

to the realities of the situation. Even Churchill despised the®

—they were so hopelessly incompetent. 10

Even after it was clear that the Soviet Union was winning

and that a Polish government could not be blindly anti-

Soviet, the London group went on making incredible errortj

As their bankrupt policy worsened their position, they bla«®J
the Soviet Union for it. Perhaps the worst example of theiH

reckless dealing with the lives of people is the story of tbe

• Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, p. SO
10 Stanislaw Mikolajczyk, Tii« Rape of Poland, K. T. &, Toronto, 1948, P
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points through sharp counter-attacks—this at a time
the Russians were supposed to be sitting idly while the 1rising was suppressed. As a matter of military historyJtook the Soviet Army three months to bring up suppiLj
cross the river and encircle the city. Warsaw did not
until January 17, 1945—over three months after the end M
the uprising.

Bor was a professional soldier and the vicious miscalula- 1

tion was his responsibility. The decision he made was j
political, not a military decision. Incidentally, Mikolajczy*
says he didn’t even know the insurrection had started; he

j

was, on August 1st, on the way to North Africa in transit
j

to Moscow for negotiations.

Stalin later told Hull that the insurrection was an '

‘insane
adventure.” The London Polish Government gambled and
lost the lives of thousands of people, demonstrating once and

jlor all that it was callous and incompetent.
In striking contrast was the other Polish government,

which had first been formed in the town of Lublin, Poland,!
and was therefore known as the Lublin Government. It had I

an army, a Polish Army Corps under the Polish General
j

Eei ling, which had been formed on Soviet soil and had fought
alongside with the Soviet Armies for thousands of miles,

jThe leaders of the Lublin government were workers, farm*
jers and professionals, the exact opposite of the London gov-

ernment. Some of these leaders were Communists, soi»e
]

Catholics, all were friendly to Russia.
The London Government was not recognized by the Soviet

jUnion; the Lublin Government was not recognized by Eng*
land and America. The question to be decided at Yalta w&3

jhow to bring the two governments together into one which
jwould be acceptable to everyone.

Byrnes says that this issue:

;
'

,

was one of tb
^
most serious issues of the entire conferenceWore time was spent on this subject than on any other Beea'jS* J

©i. the intensity of the argument, Mr. Roosevelt would assume a
j
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I mnre of an arbiter than of advocate although he, as well as

Minister Churchill, urged the establishment of a new Polish

Srhe'soviet Union^mTthe other hand, wanted to continue the

L

^
b

/
il

Churchili

m
eIoquently painted the danger which arose from

Jr; continuing existence of two Polish governments

ciniin displayed great earnestness in replying.

-For the Russian people, the question of Poland is ... a ques-

tion of security.’

•in every subsequent discussion the Soviet Government Yas used

this argument to justify what it has done m Poland

Byrnes here implies that the Soviet argument is spe-

cious, but two years before he had himself agreed that the

argument was valid, saying that he “was fully aware oc

(Soviet) special security interests” in Poland and Balkan

countries. 13

The Soviet Union was understandably distrustful of the

London Poles. They were strongly anti-Soviet and had sup-

ported Hitler’s foreign policy in the pre-war period, co-

operating with Hitler in the dismemberment of Czecho-

slovakia. Their policy had wrecked Poland. Once back in

Poland these men would be sure to manoeuver in co-operation

with England, if England chose to follow an anti-Soviet

policy. This is not guesswork: Churchill specifically promised

to support one of the London Poles, Mikolajezyk, in a phrase

full of innuendoes. Urging the Pole to enter the new com-

promise government, Churchill said:

i. think," said Churchill, “you should use tins last °PP^un^y
to get not only your foot but your leg in the door. . . • ^

riu must go. You can count now on the support and influence o

both the British and the Americans,” 14 (emphasis added'

SEX *>y comas LamOnt, Monthly

U Sjfelczvk
2
The Rape of Poland, p. 118. The word “now” U of extraordi-

nary significance. Churchill is speaking in June. 1945. that w after tha

death r.f Roosevelt He could therefore promise the support of both tha

BmSh°
f

and ^r Americans.- Had Roosevelt lived
•

^rchUl co«
have made this promise because FDR strongly J
Minister on the Issue of Poland. The Roosevelt-ChurchtU. disagree .



Stalin was well aware of Churchill’s enmity. Nevertl
less at Yalta, after several days’ discussion, Stalin agreed f"
the interests of unity that a few Polish representatives frc

*

London should be included in the new government. A S
declaration on Poland provided that:

mf/ ,

Pl
'°J

iSi0nal S°vernment which is now functioning in Pola^jtthe Lublin government! should therefore be reorgalied „„broader democratic basis with the inclusion of democratic i-S?.
3

mentj/Mfi
nd “ “d ,rom *broad tJhe Sbndon'gov^

This was a great concession by the Soviet Union Itmust be remembered that they didn’t have to agree. Thee rmy was in occupation and no one was in a position

has vvrhten

em ’ ^ ^ Secretary of State Stettinius

SSftSSJH^Vs !
Union to acc^ fit"?

co“n r,es couI« persuade the Sovietinion to accept. . .
” 16 (emphasis in original)

The agreement to take in reactionary London Poles whowomd inevitably run their poiitical campaigns on an anti-m iet basis 1S on]y one more evidence of the Soviet Union’s
genuine desire to co-operate.

The wording of the Yalta agreement meant beyond ques-
tion a pro-Soviet government. This was recognized by all
present. Writes Admiral Leahy:

“Personally, I did not believe that the dominating Soviet influencecou ]d be exduded from Poland, but I did think ft wls possible Sgive to the reorganized Polish Government an external a car-ance of independence.” 17 (emphasis added)
externdl appcar

j
Th^se four words are very important. First as to the

w°jd independence.” In the vocabulary of Leahy, Churchill I
and the rest, a nation is independent when it follows their 3

„15 Yalta Communique, February 11 1945
y 1 ' 1945

16 Stettinius, Roosevelt and the Russians, p 30117 Leahy, I Was There, p. 352

policies, a “satellite” when it has pro-Soviet policies. If the

British Army had entered Warsaw and the reactionary Lon-

don government-in-exile had been brought back, then Poland

would be “independent,” just as Greece is “independent”

with a Greek King put into power with British bayonets, or

Transjordan is “independent” although British money pays

its army and a British General is the Commander. In the

same way Chiang Kai-shek’s China was “independent” al-

though for decades her cities and her rivers had been under

the control of England, France and America. In the same

way, Japan today is “independent” though an American

Army is there by “treaty” empowered to intervene in

domestic disputes.

All this is independence. But let China become Com-

munist and she is no longer independent, but a satellite. Let

Rumania throw out Standard Oil and she is no longer inde-

pendent. Let Tunisia, or Egypt, or Indo-China seek to end

imperialist influence and they are accused of playing Rus-

sia’s game.

So much for the word, independence. Now for “ex-

ternal appearance.” What Leahy meant by this was that

although the new government would be pro-Soviet, a few

London Poles (known to he anti-Soviet) were to obscure

this basic fact. In this Leahy was reflecting Roosevelt’s

concern with domestic American politics.

- President Roosevelt had a real problem in dealing

domestically with the Catholic Church and its influence on
VaHous national groups in this country.

The concession of the Soviet Union enabled Roosevelt

to meet the attacks of the Church, the reactionary Polish
°rganizatlons, and such men as Senator Vandenberg.

For England too, the concession was important. The
British had a legal dilemma of their own making. On one

Itad the British had guaranteed Polish territory as of 1939,

^hich included Ukrainian land east of the Curzon Line. On
196
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10 Forrestal Diaries, p. 40

the other hand Britain had allied herself with the USS>]
as of June, 1941, when Soviet territory included the sanA
Ukrainian land east of the Curzon Line. In other words Engl
land had agreed with each of its allies that they had a riJj
to that territory. It was a legal contradiction. Since%was difficult to challenge the Soviet claim on the basis of
ethics, and impossible to do so on the basis of power, Eng-
land would have to renege on her Polish guarantee. This
would besmirch her “honor” as Churchill might put it. The
inclusion of the London Poles, accepting the new frontiers
solved this problem for England.

But there was no question in anyone’s mind that the
Lublin government would be the core of the new govern-
ment and that it would be pro-Soviet. Later, when Soviet
policies in Poland began to be attacked, the Soviet Union
felt quite properly that England and the U. S. were going
back on their agreement. Harriman conceded this, when he
cabled Roosevelt on April 6, 1945, that:

“It may be difficult for us to believe, but it still may be true that
Btalm and Molotov considered at Yalta that by our willingness
to accept a general wording of the declaration on Poland and
Liberated Europe, by our recognition of the need of the Red
Army for security behind its lines, and of the predominant interest
of Russia in Poland as a friendly neighbor and as a corridor to
Germany, we understood and were ready to accept Soviet policies
already known to us.” 18

It shouldn’t have been at all “difficult for us to believe”
that the Soviets felt that way. Roosevelt knew, at Yalta,
that this was the Soviet interpretation of the Polish agree-
ment. If this can be proved, then the Soviets did not violate

the Yalta agreement, because both we and they knew that
Yalta meant that a pro-Soviet government was to be per*

mitted to arise in Poland.

As we have seen, the Yalta declaration provided that the
T illhlin L - tt mi r-* • .

Ia-j that “reorganized” meant additions to the existing

Sin government of some London leaders. The U. S. said

.. meant a new government.. But at Yalta, when the com-

munique was being written, Leahy said after reading it (ac -

cording to his own account)

:

¥ ,Ur president, this is so elastic that the Russians can stretch it

all tlie way from Yalta to Washington without ever technically

-rhp President replied, "I know Bill—I know it.”

Added Leahy, “This ‘settlement’ of the entire Polish Government

Question appeared to me to be so loose that it could be inter-

preted in almost any way that pleased the Russians. 19 (emphasis

added)

In the face of this evidence, no one can deny that the

Soviet interpretation was known beforehand, and the com'

munique written to fit it. To talk of Soviet betrayal of Yalta

Truman saw Molotov. Just before he saw Molotov, Truman

was not ignorant of the facts. Leahy himself told Truman

that what had taken place in Poland was what he had ex-

pected at Yalta.

Leahy spoke to President Truman on the same da.y that

Truman saw Molotov. Just before he saw Molotov, Ti uman

had called a meeting at the White House. This was a fateful

meeting, f<?.r at this meeting the ‘“get tough with Russia”

policy showed that it had the upper hand within the Ameri-

can government. Some details of the meeting, given by For-

restal in guarded language, show that Stimson, Leahy and

Marshall protested strongly against the new policy. Bohlen,

& State Department official who was present, took notes

Miich give sharper details. Both versions are given in the

^otrestal Diaries, together with the comments of Walter

Lillis, the Editor:

>e Secretary of State ” wrote Forrestal “said that the .Rus-

®l*ns had receded from their agreement at Yalta with President

^°osevelt on the Polish question.” 20

J Leahy, i There, p|>' •’otrestal p U



Admiral Leahy disagreed. According to Bohlen:

He I Leahy I thought the agreements were susceptible to ‘twn
teipretations.’ . . .21

* w lxv °

Walter Millis, who as Editor of the Forretal Diaries r
all the notes, including those that weren’t printed, lets the
out of the bag very neatly when he says:

''The comment of Admiral Leahy who had taken part inCrimean [Yalta] Conference, comes a little unexpectedly.

Indeed it does, for Leahy, conservative and anti-C(
munist though he was, told the truth at the meeting ,

cording to Bohlen:

lA“a‘ kah
/

said that he had Mt Yalta with the impressthat the Soviet government had no intention of permitting a igovernment to operate in Poland, and that he would have b

it

Ur

had
S
”23

had the S0Viet £overri™ent behaved any differently tl

Of course, Leahy’s idea of a "free government” is
Polish London government, such an unsavory bunch tl
Roosevelt had sent a message to Churchill warning him 1

to be "wedded to that group.” 24

“He fStimson] said he thought that the Russians perhaps were

being more realistic than we were in regard to their own secur-

ity.” 25 (emphasis added)

And Forrestal hints at the fact that a new policy was be-

ing presented:

“The Secretary of War [Stimson] said that it was such a newly

posed question so far as he was concerned that he hesitated . .

but . . . he hoped we would go slowly and avoid any open break.

He said the Russians had carried out their military engagements

quite faithfully and was sorry to see this one incident [the dif-

fering interpretations of Yalta over Poland] project a breach be-

tween the two countries.” 26 (emphasis added)

/ Forrestal immediately jumped on this:

“I gave it as my view,” wrote Forrestal in his diary, “that this

was not an isolated incident but was one of a pattern of unilateral

action on the part of Russia . . . and that I thought we might

as well meet the issue now as later on.”

“Ambassador Harriman expressed somewhat the same ideas. Ad-

miral Leahy took the view, on the other hand, more or less the

same as that of the Secretary of War. . .
.” 27

What is most interesting is that Leahy was on Truman’s

side about ‘‘getting tough” with Russia, but he disagreed

on Poland as the issue because he knew the LJ. S. was wrong.

Yet Leahy was very happy about the results. He writes:

“Truman’s [strong] attitude in dealing with Molotov was more

than pleasing to me. I believed it would have a beneficial effect

on the Soviet outlook on the world.” 28

Truman backs forrestal
Truman’s agreement with Harriman and Forrestal, who

Were the outstanding anti-Sovieteers in the government,

shows clearly that he himself was deeply biased against

Russia. Warned by General Marshall that it “would be a

serious matter to risk a break,” the President, according to

Millis, “accepted the risk. . . . The strong view prevailed.”

25 Forrestal IHaries, p. 50
26 Ibid., p. 49
27 Ibid., p. 49

:
28 Leahy, I Was There, p. 352
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Warned that toughness on Poland might mean wrecking the
IjN Conference at San Francisco, Truman said, according to
Bohlen :

°

The President said . . . that he felt our agreements with tv,Sovret Union so far had been a one-way street and that he could

JhP
”tin

,

Ue;
c
lt was now or never- He intended to go on with^ 52* dld

Trumans statement has all the seeds of the Cold War
in it. It is worth examining.

To begin with, Yalta had not been a “one-way street.”
Stettinius, who as Secretary of State accompanied Roosevelt
to Yalta, writes very sharply:

rne \alta record . . . reveals that the Soviet Union made moreconcessions to the United States and Great Britain than were

Brharn On r

Sret
-

Uni0" by either the United States Great

er rod fi Pri ?ain
-

1S
f
Ue

f’

0f c°urse
> each of the three Great Pow-

!
"iod

J
fied lts onSinal position in order to reach agreementAlthough it is sometimes alleged that there is something evil in*compronme, actually, of course, compromise is necesfary lorprogress as any sensible man knows. ... We should not be led bv

sense takf “t'
1?1’"! rej«t,‘on of appeasement in the Munich

temphasis added)
“ “ Untenable refusal “> compromise." 30

Harry Hopkins also specifically stated that the Soviet
bad made many concessions. During the Yalta discussion
on German reparations he wrote and passed to Roosevelt a
note saying:

Russians have given in so much at this conference that I

they
t

want
1

to

We 1<?t them down - Let the British disagree if

Roosevelt took the advice, indicating he agreed with
Hopkins. As a matter of fact, President Roosevelt himself
was very satisfied by Yalta. His physician, Admiral Mc-
Intire, reports that at the end of the conference he found
3© Forrestal Diaries, p, 50
»© Stettinius, Roosevelt and the Russians, p.6
#1 Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 861
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Roosevelt in high spirits, and:

• . . it was with his old smile that he announced, ‘I've got every-

thing I came for, and not at too high a price.’
” 32

To talk of a “one-way street” is to talk the language of

Harriman, Forrestal and Senator Vandenberg, the men who

regarded Yalta as a calamity. Truman went along completely

with their position. The diaries and private papers of Senator

Vandenberg literally drool over the change of policy. His

reaction to Roosevelt's death has already been quoted; his

estimate of Truman made at the same time is also worth

quoting

:

“Can he [Trumanl swing the job? Despite his limited capacities,

I think he can.” 33

Truman certainly did, to Vandenberg's satisfaction. Be-

hind Vandenberg was John Foster Dulles, one of the most

sinister influences in American foreign affairs. Vandenberg

says about Dulles

:

"I think the most valuable man in our entire American setup

has been John Foster Dulles. Nominally just an ‘advisor,” he has
been at the core of every crisis. ... I do not know what we
should have done without him. ... He would make a very great
Secretary of State.” (emphasis added)

Dulles, whose law firm represented the Nazi government,

is shown here as the power behind the scenes of American

foreign policy. Soon he was to be brought out into the open,

Particularly in framing the Japanese “peace” treaty. Such
a man would never have been tolerated in a major policy

taking position by President Roosevelt.

That American foreign policy should suit Dulles is the

barest proof that our foreign policy was sharply reversed,

literally within a couple of weeks of Roosevelt’s death. Ac-

tually, so abrupt was this shift that one may wonder how it

%*Uld have happened so quickly. After all, the death of one

Mclntire, White House Physician, p. 3*1
Vandenberg. Private Papers, p. 185
lhld„ p. 215

303



man, however important, should not have such drastic
effects on a nation’s foreign policy. A foreign policy is shaped
by more basic forces than the personality of any one indj.

vidual. How could the shift have happened?

THE ENEMY WITHIN THE GATES
Roosevelt’s policy of peace and co-operation could be re-

versed so abruptly because the anti-Sovieteers were in posi-
tions of power within the Administration. For the sake of
unity. Roosevelt had given hostages to reaction. As he put it

•Dr. Win-The-War” had replaced “Dr. New-Deal.”
Roosevelt’s cabinet and .war administration was com-

posed of men of sharply different social views. On one side
were people like Hull. Hopkins, Iekes, Morgenthau, Wallace
and Perkins, and, on foreign affairs, Stimson and Marshall
On the other side were Harriman, Byrnes, Leahy, Forrestal
and the powerful influence of the Vatican. The second group
was never reconciled to peace with the Soviet Union. Their
anti-Soviet position was well known and Roosevelt men were
conscious of their influence. Says Carr, for example, referring

to the summer of 1943:

**•
• • high officials in Washington and London did not conceal

In private talks their expectation of trouble with Russia after
the war. Roosevelt’s Insistence on 'unconditional surrender' by
Germany was considered a mistake by this group. It was evi-
dent that they preferred not to destroy Germany’s military power,
since they expected that eventually it would again be directed
eastward.” 35

Harry Hopkins, who had been Roosevelt’s most trusted

adviser, warned the nation just before he died:

"Our Russian policy must not be dictated by people who have
already made up their minds there is no possibility of working
with Russians and that our interests are bound to conflict and
ultimately lead to war. From my point of view, this is an untenable
position and can but lead to disaster.” 36

•6 Carr. Truman. Statin and Peace, p. 14. During the war, Carr was a top-
level adviaer to Donald Kelson, chief of WFB

M Sherwood, IotutoH and Hopkins, p. 923

Roosevelt was strong enough to comroi

Jdn his administration and to fight the opposition outsider

Roosevelt's strength was directly due to the fac

R
resented the aspirations of the American people. Fur-

rep
nro obiective conditions in the first two years of the

Z forced the anti-Sovieteers to go slongwith FDR’s pohey.

^le it looked as if Germany would beat Russ>a,

eeople were willing to aid Russia.
.

* The world-shaking Soviet victory at Stalingrad, when the

encircled Nazi Army finally surrendered m January 19 3,

was not only the turning point of World War II, u a so

turning point in the thinking of the anti-Soviet group. Deane

“no bones about it, spelling out the tbinkmg of reac-

tionaries in detail:

"With respect to Russian aid, however,
_

I

mission (Hopkins and his men) was t— -

approached fanaticism. Their c—— —
that it could not tz

A

change in policy was
their attitude was not only

had her back to the wall, and the news

lematical if she could remain in the war. It
J*

into the disastrous effect that Russ*»“ c—
had on the Allied effort- And it was right thajve

sia every material and moral supp
^

However, when the tide finally turned --- ~

offensive started which ended only at Berlin, a ne

treated.” 37 (emphasis added)

Even after Stalingrad some anti-Sovieteers were still re

strained by their belief that the USSR might ease up on .U

offensive and leave the Allies to face the German in the West.

Secondly, Russia’s help was needed against Japan.

After Yalta, however, both of these f^torsbecame less

important. The Soviet Army was on its way
,

’ ,

Japanese Empire was being strangled throug °“ ’ E
s i t

naval power. The Joint Chiefs of Staff decided that Soviet

** Deane, The Strange Alliance, p.

z always felt that their
— — carried out with a zeai which

- enthusiasm became so ingrained

'^“'tempered when conditions in<Uc*t*d‘ th“
,

*

desirable. In the early days of the program

understandable but essential. Russia

indicated that it was prob-

II Is not necessary to go

capitulation would have
”

„
- o should give Rus-

wi which were capable,

at Stalingrad and a Russian
situation was



render attitudes at Yalta. Some day we^ ™
^If That is what the Republican contribution ... has be .

f^phasis added)

Vandenberg and company played a shrewd game, u 1

„ould not have succeeded without Truman’s whole-hearted

* operation. It was Truman who went against Stimson,

Lahv and Marshall on the Molotov interview It was Tru-

man who backed Forrestal against Stimson in the question o

Ifomic policy. It was Truman who turned the peace into

a Cold War.

In 1941, when Hitler attacked Russia, the then Senator

Truman said:

If we see that Germany is winning we ought to help> Russia aP?

11 Russia is winning we ought to «lp <a
.
e™“y

^ Me Hit S
them kill as many as possible although I don t want, to see mtier

victorious under any circumstances. 41

Four years later, the same Truman as President, said

“the Russians could go to hell." His anti-Soviet bias has not

thanged. He had been and remained one of those men whom

Hopkins had feared would lead to a world disaster.

« .« p. ®h. Bot„
>4,Y,rnam‘^

II - is? reflected* both7,^ —do,. t—»~.

*

aid would not be essential. Again Deane obligingly spell* 1

out the details:

“I was elated by these decisions [of not needing Soviet help].
. _

I

The fear of a separate peace had long since been removed by I

Russian military successes, and now the fear of jeopardizing some
co-operative venture with Russia was removed because there was
no longer any in which we were interested.” 38

Significantly, Deane adds that therefore “our policy could

be revised.”

Roosevelt’s death was apt unexpected opportunity for the

anti-Sovieteers. As Vandenberg said, “One tiling it does is to

wash the slate clean . . . this is all to the good.” It eir •

abled Dulles, Vandenberg and the rest to move in.

Vandenberg’s private diaries and papers give a step by

step account of how the shift was accomplished. After seven

years it still makes dramatic reading. Before Roosevelt’s

death we find Vandenberg unhappy, uneasy, frustrated, look-

ing for some way to undermine Yalta. He wrote in a letter,

March 7, 1945:

f
**I could get no greater personal satisfaction out of anything

more than from joining—aye, in leading—a public denunciation

of Yalta. . . . But ... I am forced from the circumstances to be-

lieve that we cannot get results by trying to totally combat deci-

sions which are supported by our own American Administration

and by the British Parliament. , . . We must find some other way.

... I must primarily Work . . . through the Frisco Conference

and not in a public campaign of denunciation. . .
39 (emphasis

added)

Five weeks later Roosevelt died. Within two wreeks, Tru-

man attacked Molotov, and Vandenberg wrote, “This is the

best news in months.” Within three months, Vandenberg

could boast of complete victory. On July 27, 1945, he wrote

in a letter:

"The price of this unity [Republican and Democratic unity)

was a complete reversal of the Administration’s appeasement and

S3 Ibid,, pp. 265-266
88 VandculWg, FrtYafce Papers, |>p. 155-156
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Ocr.y Agreement "With Ruwia to

Split Sphere* of Influence

LONDON-. Oct. 1« i.n-Thej

Bn{ish Foreign Office todey d*-j

dared '‘incorrect’ * a statement at-

t ibute-’ to James F. Bvmes that)

Ores t Britain and Rhs.xj - •'dj

in 19f i to set up spheres of iiftd*

er. :e placing Greece in the Bnlirt1 '

Hi b •. \ \ > > mi

CM
l >- 1m H

Stalin to Hopkins, May 27

CHAPTER

OPERATION
‘RENEGE’

‘A complete diplomatic rupture with Rus-

sia. with war not jar off, was then privately

predicted by certain Washington officials

one of them, at least, on the White House

Albert Z. Carr, as of May 1945

*'Despite the fact that they were simple

people, the Russians should not be regarded

as fools, which was a mistake the West

frequently made, nor were they blind and

could quite well see what was going on be-

fore their eves.”

TRUMAN'S ATTITUDE IN HIS MEET-

ing with Molotov was ominous enough, but worse followed

at the San Francisco Conference setting up the United Na-

tions. The President’s "get tough” policy was a green hg

for Senator Vandenberg who, with Dulles at his elbow, pi ac-

tually made policy for the American delegation. The Van

denberg influence was well known to Washington ms.ders

The Washington Times-Herald said that it is the hand o

Vandenberg that is generally discerned m U.S. moves on

Conference chessboard.” - And dealing with this period wo

Jars , ater newspaper columnist Tris Coffin wrote, After

Bosevelt’s’ death Vandenberg dominated all foreign policy

^ci^ions ** 2 t

[’The Truman-Vandenberg-Dulles policy was a masterpiece

I iSte'iiKSS mi. p- m
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Of hypocrisy. We first accused the Soviet Union of breakin Ithe Yalta agreement (which, as we have seen, the am** 1
Soviet Leahy said wasn’t so), and then we proceeded to break 1one of our specific Yalta pledges on a matter of grave im. I
portance—the admission of Argentina to the UN. The proof Iof our bad faith is given by Cordell Hull, Secretary of stai*

'

in four Roosevelt Cabinets.
Hull makes the third conservative witness against Tru-

man’s policies. There was Stimson on atomic energy, Ad-
:

miral Leahy on the Polish question and now Hull on the
United Nations.

reneging on a pledge
It had been agreed at Yalta that Argentina, with its pro-

Nazi government which was even then giving refuge to
Nazis (the war was still on), would not be admitted to the
United Nations. This agreement was unequivocal, and Roose* '

velt himself had made the promise to Stalin. According to
Hopkins

:

[H
?
pk*?sJ

had heard President Roosevelt at the YaltaConfeience in February promise Marshal Stalin twice that he
n° L support such action [admission] on behalf of the Ar-gentme Government.’' 3 (emphasis in the original)

Despite this solemn promise the American delegation at
San Francisco supported the admission of Argentina. Molotov
suggested a postponement of the question, saying:

tiYn
invitations to this Conference have been approvedunanimously by the four sponsoring governments which hold an

equal position here. . . .

The Soviet delegation suggests that the question of inviting Ar-
gentina to the conference be postponed for a few days for further
study.

“This is the only request made by the Soviet delegation.”
(emphasis added)

This put the issue on a simple basis, a true test of whether
bloc voting had been organized.

* Hull, Memotrg, p. 1408

Secretary of State Stettinius followed the new Truman

wnueh” policy. He spoke against the Soviet request for

postponement and won by a vote of 28 to 7. Argentum was

The significance of the U. S. action was clear to all ob-

servers. The conservative N. Y. Herald Tribune m a news

£y said openly that "the hard-hitting anti-fascistpohcy

WCordell Hull had been “abandoned, and that the U. .

Id Ct a steamroller” against the Soviet tln^ Th^

we must remember is Truman’s policy, less than three wee

Itter the death of Roosevelt. It was a shocking policy op-

posed by nearly all the European countries as columnist Wal-

ter Lippmann pointed out the next day.

Except Holland, “not one single liberated European coun-

try supported us” when Stettinius “to the astonishment and

SmaTof every experienced observer” demanded a ’show-

down.” Further, Lippmann hinted at the U. s
.

“ntrolofth

U.N., "which will be dominated by the American Republic

with the help of British votes” and warned that we had

adopted a line of conduct which, if It becomes™
line, will have the most disastrous consequences. (emphasis

added) _ , .

Even stronger language was used by “‘S®c
F®^f

y

State Cordell Hull. Hull was furious. He had not beencon-

sulted on such a major shift of policy although h® was a

member of the U. S. delegation and its senior adviser U

done” in admitting Argentina. ‘(emphasis anded)

Hull was a cautious, precise speaker. "Irreparable ’ is a

4 N. Y. Herald Tribune, May 2. 1945
,

5 N. Y. Herald Tribune, May 3, rt»4o

8 Hull, Memoirs, p. 1722



strong term: Hull did not use it lightly. He adds:
“I also said to Stettintus that if the American delegation wer? not ]careful we should get Russia into such a state of mind that she ]might decide that the United Nations organization was not goin» I

to furnish adequate security to her in the future.” ?

These are terribly prophetic words by FDR’s Secretary I

of State. Hull was fully conscious that the U. S. had broken
a specific pledge in a manner that compounded our bad faith,

j
and cast doubt on the value of our pledged word. As Stalin
later told Hopkins, “the action of the Conference and the I

attitude of the United States had raised the question of ike I

value of agreements between the three major powers.” 3

The admission of Argentina was the first open indication
j

that our foreign policy was being formed by the most reac- 1

tionary forces in America. Argentina had opposed u3
j

throughout the war and a democratic United States would ;

justifiably oppose the pro-Nazi Argentine government which
]

had actually harmed the U. S. militarily as Hull shows in a
'

detailed chapter. 9

The admission of Argentina was the first instance of a

broken Yalta agreement. This is a fact. While American
j

accusations against the Soviet Union were on a matter of

interpretation of agreements, on the question of Argentina
]

the commitment was specific. The admission of Argentina
j

was not only the first step in smashing the Yalta agree*
j

ments, it was also the first step in the development of Du Lies’

strategy to use the United Nations as a cover and an in-
j

strument to break the Yalta agreements—what Vandenberg
j

called, “overtaking Yalta.” The admission of Argentina was I

the first step toward wrecking Big Three unity—the greatest 1

roadblock to reaction all over the world.

THE MEANING OF BIG THREE UNITY
The unity of the three major powers had won the war* 1

7 Ibid., p. 1722
8 Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 893
• Hull, Memoirs, p. 1403
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Only such unity could win the peace. Roosevelt and Hull

-jade this unity the cornerstone of the United Nations. With-

Alt this unity, the United Nations wouldn’t work, for a very

Jtaiple reason. The United States would dominate the UN.

Xhe V. S. would always get a majority on an anti-Soviet basis.

Because of its political and economic domination over Latin

American and other nations, the U. S. was sure of twenty

Latin American votes plus the Philippines and Liberia. To-

gether with Britain and British influence countries the Anglo-

American bloc had 35 sure votes out of some 50-odd countries

irrespective of the merits of the issue, plus an assured major-

ity on the Security Council.

In contrast the Soviet Union could only count on itself

in the Security Council and less than ten votes in the As-

sembly. As Hull clearly pointed out, the Soviet Union could

hardly accept such a situation.

An Anglo-American UN would simply be a screen for

anti'Soviet attacks. The Soviets wanted no part of it, and

Stalin at Yalta was very explicit about it. He reminded

Churchill and Roosevelt of the fact that the League of Na-

tions had been used against the Soviet Union, and only the

Soviet Union.

The USSR had been the only country expelled from

the League 10
,
and as Stalin pointed out England and France

at that time “had mobilized world opinion against her (Rus-

sia), even going so far as to speak of it as a crusade.

At the same time, the Soviet Union welcomed a mechan-

ism for compromises and for reducing world tensions. 12 A
United Nations organization based on Big Three unity would

be such a mechanism and Soviet leaders showed their trust

in Roosevelt’s good faith by accepting almost entirely the

American scheme of organization.

See Chapter 5
* Stettiplua, Roosevelt and the Russians, p. 149

13
**>«<!.. p 150
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Tremendous readjustments are necessary after global
war Some nations which were great powers may completely

1

disappear as did the old Austro-Hungarian Empire after
World Wrar 1. New nations arise—Czechoslovakia in 19i§
Israel in 1948. Trade gets shifted, raw materials are grabbed*
markets seized. What one nation gains, another nation loses!

PROBLEMS FOR THE UN
During World War II the United States took over Ger-

man markets in South America. It took over the oil of
Saudi Arabia and part of the oil in the Near East at the ex-
pense of the British; it took over British investments in

Argentina. Dutch investments in the Near East and full

control of the Belgian Congo's uranium.

But this grabbing process in modern times can be very
dangerous. Peoples resent being exploited. So an Iran, an

or an India, or an Indo-China may fight back and
in the world today, once a war starts anywhere, it can easily

become a world war. Hull was aware of the explosive nature
of colonialism, writing:

We felt that unless dependent peoples were assisted toward
ultimate self-government . . . they would provide kernels of
conflict." 13

This was a serious problem for the United Nations. It

was clear then and very clear today, that the UN is con-

stantly faced with the problem of national liberation move-
ments, as in Tunisia, Indo~China, Indonesia and so forth.

These countries would come forward before the UN to de-

mand justice and freedom. Either the UN would be an-

tagonistic to these liberation movements, in which case it

would be functioning as an oppressive “unholy alliance” and

the USSR, India, China would object; or the UN would b0

sympathetic, i.e., support colonies towards self-determina
'

tion. The latter policy would assure the opposition of tbs

IS Hull, Memoir*, pp. 14-77-1474
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colonial powers of France, Holland. Belgium, Britain and

certain dominions.

Hull had a continuing sharp struggle with Eden on this

point of colonial independence, beginning with the First

Quebec Conference in August, 1942. Says Hull:

-He fEden] pointed out that under the British Empire system

there were varying degrees of self-government running from the

Dominions , . . to backward areas that were never likely to have

their own government. He added that Australia and New Zealand

also had colonial possessions that they would be unwilling to re-

move from their supervisory jurisdiction.” ** (emphasis added)

j

Despite Eden's “irremovable objection” to the word inde-

pendence, Hull persevered and with the support of the USSR
finally had the word written in the UN Charter. English

opposition went underground, as it were, but remained. It

was not to be minimized.

[' This political conflict on colonialism reflected basic eco-

nomic antagonisms. Colonial areas are profitable to the own-

ing country. The rubber a,nd tin of Malaya sold to America

at British controlled prices are a primary source of dollars

for Britain. American businessmen might like to see Malaya

free if they would get tin and rubber much more cheaply.

k Furthermore, the British Empire has a very tight tariff

system, known as the Imperial Preference System, or the

Ottawa agreements. American businessmen would like to

break that system down in order to sell their goods abroad. 15

A-merica with its huge productive resources would gain from

free trade and Britain would suffer.

f Equally as grave as the conflicts of colonialism were the

inflicts between the socialist and the capitalist sections of

the world. At the end of the war, Rumania, for example,

took control over her oil fields. Corrupt pic-vtar go\ c i fl-

uents had allowed these oil fields to be taken over by for-

Hull, Memoirs, p. 1237
15 At the same time American .business has in the Uni ten Staves one of

the highest tariff systems in the world
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eign capital. Now when the Rumanian government took

them back, the English, French and American capitalists did

not like it at all.

Even in non-socialist countries, nationalization of major
|

industries seemed the only solution. Take the problem of

the Ruhr in Germany. The Ruhr is the great steel-making d

area which has been the material basis of German aggres-
j

sion. The Ruhr steel magnates were important backers of
1

Hitler. If the German people nationalized the Ruhr. Amen- <
|

can capitalists could be expected to object.
i

The examples could be multiplied endlessly. Everywhere,

economic conflicts existed. Closely related were the political

conflicts of security. The United States as a world power

might consider itself to be concerned with any changes any-
,

|

where in the world. We insisted, for example, that we should

have a voice in the control of the Dardenelles and of the
j

Danube River. With equal justice the Soviet Union, as a

world power, could demand a voice in the control of the Suez

Canal, and logically, the Panama Canal. Can anyone imagine :

what Congress would say to this?

Even with good-will and a friendly approach there would

have been great friction in the United Nations. Yet there

were three major reasons for optimism. A functioning UN

based on Big Three unity would strengthen peace all over i

the world and lessen the urgency of strategic bases for each
j

nations’ own security. Secondly, the tremendous production

facilities of the United States, greatly increased as a result

of the war, would have been available to help devastated 1

areas back on their feet American grants or loans wou'd
j

have been powerful levers to induce England and France to 1

give more freedom to their colonial peoples.

Thirdly, the smaller nations in a functioning UN would

be a stabilizing and moderating influence. If the U. S. and
j

the USSR are facing each other in a gigantic struggle, small
j

nations are forced to take sides. Every issue becomes one of
j
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re3tige and there is little independence of choice for-small

P^ns In a functioning UN, smaller nations would ^ve a

Ire independent role and serve as a fluid group of

At the same time, the United Nations organisation

niaed the fact of power and sovereign y decisiong

TmaioTiir
a
SrUM other nations wouid not

^fdone “either. Hence the veto, the ^°iS
any action which a big power thought to™ ^^
I The veto was a safeguard m case “

f th

was broken. It was as much a demand oCUmUS. as o

USSR. Without the veto power <*> Amer ^
would ever have approve o

. Russia which
United States has ‘“X^wn p^e'ctU In the future,

constantly uses the veto for its P
wgl) be the u. s .

if socialist nations form a majo y.
; other hand ,

i£ the

which will constantly use t ic ve
f Bj Three unity,

world can return to the Roosevelt concept of Big

the veto’s importance will diminis i.

POWER POLITICS IN THE UN

a riuiike the very words “power politics, as it

Americans dtslike the :

i idea . They dislike

there is something immoral a»out
f influence”

such components of power
“tfon”Ve have

Bad “balance of powci.
• Monroe Doctrine was and is

always used «ur ^ ^ „„ Europcan nations that

OZjSZtJZ* - heep them

I The Spanish-American War was^power^
to u s.

ftX inr^hhean, and the Philippines, a base of ex-

pension in the Pacific
owr from the* During th%“

a ân akea. and from Japan all its

British more of the GariDoc«-u u«plfC islands. Our share of influence covers Japan itself.



where we have permanent military bases.
Hull was aware of the inconsistencies of our foreign

policy. j6 In 1945 the United States was the primary mover
of the Act of Chapultepec, signed in Mexico by the Latin
American countries, which in effect gave the U. S. the right
to intervene militarily in those countries. Hull opposed the
Act because “once we had agreed to this new position on
intervention,” we couldn’t very well oppose Soviet influence
in Eastern Europe. 3 7 Hull realized that we couldn’t oppose
Soviet arguments that control of the Black Sea is essential
to her security while at the same time we grabbed the
Japanese Pacific islands on grounds of U. S. security. Says
Hull

:

opposed the view of our Joint Chiefs of Staff that the Pacific
Islands we would take from Japan should become United States
property.’ 3 18

Hull lost. Today the U. S. not only has all these islands
but military control of Japan as well

But Hull, when the chips were down, acted unilaterally
to secure American imperialistic interests. The most, note-
worthy example is Saudi Arabia, where Hull himself backed
American oil companies to get concessions and urged the
construction of American Air Force bases in Saudi Arabia.
This was done.

Hull s actions are the very heart of power politics. He
was establishing an American “sphere of influence” in Saudi
Arabia, that is to say an area where American interests and
American control were paramount. The approach suited

Churchill fine. The British had a “sphere of influence” in the

Mediterranean and the Near East which they would never
willingly give up and Hull’s actions removed the basis for

possible American objections. Also it gave Churchill a®
opening to negotiate with the Soviet Union on a straight

16 Hull, Memoirs, p. 3467
17 IhkJ.. p. 1467
M p. 1466

Jie

hasis of power politics.

Power politics and “spheres of influence” are not pleas*

Lr concepts to Americans. War, however, is much worse.

Capitalism exists and it has military power; socialism exists

and it has military power. If the peace is to be maintained

the world must be so organized as to have room for both.

When an area of conflict develops, a compromise must

be found. .

The British wanted to keep the Mediterranean under their

control This control was threatened by Soviet victories m

the Balkans and the resistance movements in the liberated

countries. A left wing government, in Greece particularly,

might resist British influence. Churchill therefore sought

an agreement whereby England would retain its influence m

Greece. To this end, in May, 1914. he visited Moscow and

suggested a series of agreements on the Balkans.

THE AGREEMENTS ON THE BALKANS

The Balkan agreements initiated by Churchill and ac-

cepted by Stalin and Roosevelt were basic to Big Three unity.

They were the real target of Dulles, Vandenberg, Forresta.

and the rest of the reactionaries. These Balkan agreement

were the basis of Yalta, and the real issues behind the Ar-

gentina vote.

The Balkan agreements basically were security^ agree-

ments. They were designed to assure the Soviet Union of

friendly governments on her borders, and to as&uie the

British Empire of friendly governments on her imperial lines

of communications. In May, 1944, Churchill suggested to

Stalin that they reach an agreement whereby England would

have paramount influence in Greece and the Soviet Union

Would have paramount influence in Poland and Rumania.

Stalin immediately asked whether the U. S. had been

consulted and when Churchill said no. » Stalin insisted that

19 AU the details, facts and quotations on the agreements are taken from

Hull's Memoirs, p. 1451 to p. 1459



FDR be informed. Stalin’s insistence shows his concerj
that nothing be done except by mutual agreement of th I

three allies. As a result, the British government laid the I

proposals before the American government.
Hull argued against the agreement as representing

"power politics” and "spheres of influence.” Churchill point.

'

ed out that decisions had to be made since military develop,
ments were forcing them. Soviet armies would soon enter
the Balkans; the British Navy would soon control the
Mediterranean.

Hull was not in a strong position to argue since he had
already gone along with the British on many an important
occasion. For example, he had supported the Polish London
government-in-exile, although reluctantly. He had granted
the Poles yearly subsidy of 12ft million dollars from
1S42 onwards. Also he had already agreed on a Control
Commission for Italy which was Anglo-American under
British leadership, while the Soviet Union would only have
an observer on it with no power. Since the Mediterranean
was an Anglo-American military area this was understand-

on the premise of a "sphere of influence.” In the same
manner, Eastern Europe was a Soviet military area.

Roosevelt agreed with Churchill and accented the Balkan
agreement for a three month period "for military purposes
only.” However, as Churchill was well aware, such actions
are irreversible.

In October of 1944 Churchill was again in Moscow and
the agreement was spelled out. England was to have para-
mount influence in Greece, and the Soviet Union in Poland.
In Rumania, Bulgaria and Hungary, English influence was
restricted to 25 percent and in Yugoslavia, 50 percent. Both
sides were fully aware of what w-as implied. According to
Byrnes, they agreed that:

"• * * if
.

the British found it necessary to take military action to
Quell internal disorders :n Greece, the Soviets would not interfere.

ILturn, the British would recognize the rights the Soviets

^fcjake the lead in maintaining order in Ruman a.

I That this agreement existed is beyond question. Byrnes

inself has double-riveted his statement as a result of a

h
-niis incident When Byrnes’ book appeared m 1947

British Foreign Office spokesman declared on

Btober iQ 1947 that the above quotation (concetm g

Agreement)' was' -incorrect.” Byrnes immediatley struck

back:

-Sirr33
Churchill said, We have oeen

t have the freedom
these developments by o,

October recognized that
to save Greece, Eden and I at l^ow “

J Rumania and
Russia should have a largely pie. * _ Stalin adhered very
Bulgaria while we took the lead in Oi

strictly to this understanding. ... 21 (emphasis aaaeo,

It is important to realize the vast difference between the

results of British and Soviet influence. British mftuence nt

Greece meant that British troops shot dow» Greek <h,
.

,

restored the pre-war corrupt government including
:

quid g

and‘ fascists, and maintained a system ot "

gave the people of Greece poverty, m.sery and illiteracy.

Soviet influence in Eastern Europe meant that the peop ts

settled accounts with their quislings an asc

interference from ^du“
emments were formed whuli aie

, . xrcrioim

ing out illiteracy and generally modernmng the various

countries. The difference between the British and the Soviets

is illustrated by a striking fact: m n“ ,°£
. f
“

di(J

Europe has the Red Army behaved as the Brrtish Aimy did

ih Greece.

20 Byrnes. Speaking Fmnkty. P_53 Schlunan, The Devil and Jimmy
21 n V Times. October 18. IS**', qvureeo
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However, leaving these questions aside, the revelant poin*l
to the argument of this book is the fact that there vverj
agreements on the Balkans which America had accept^
and under those agreements whatever happened in Rumania,
or Bulgaria, or Poland was none of our business. If the
Soviet Military - Government in Rumania talked harshly t0
the King of Rumania, that was none of our business. If the
government of Poland jailed the fascist supporters of Miko-
lajczyk, that was none of our business. When Byrnes, or For-

restal or Truman said that these acts violated the Yalta
agreement, this was simply not so. In May 1945, only one

Yalta agreement had been broken—the agreement not to

admit Argentina to the United Nations.

THE MEANING OF THE ARGENTINE ADMISSION
The vote on Argentina was of crucial importance as a

warning that America was reneging on her agreements. By
itself, the admission of Argentina was not of world-shaking
importance. The U. S. could argue, and did argue, that the

U. S. was going along with the unanimous desire of the Latin

American countries. The Soviet Union understood such

considerations of diplomatic necessities and Molotov didn’t

say he wouldn’t accept the admission. All he asked was a

postponement of the vote, obviously to discuss it with the

U. S. As Stalin said to Hopkins, he did not understand “why
Argentina could not have been asked to wait three months
or so before joining the world organization.” 22

When the United States contemptuously rejected the re-

quest of a friendly ally for a brief postponement, there was
only one possible interpretation on the action. The Truman
administration was not interested in unity and friendly co-

operation. Molotov now knew what Vandenberg had writ”

ten in his diary the day of Roosevelt’s death—Big Three
unity had ceased to exist.

XL Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 893

I . together with Truman’s attack on Molotov the

T
n of the United States at San Francisco showed the

*Ctl0

“t Union that we no longer intended to abide by the

gQVict
oince Argentina's exclusion had been

->f ‘be Yalta agreement

*gre

t, «"urity of the border states of the Soviet Union.

e has ever questioned the importance of this questio

^.Soviet Union Secretaries of State Byrnes and Ache-

t0 U
L » both repeatedly agreed with the Soviet view that

son have both repe y &
estates 23 Even such a

l^ivecXuc reward UFiyim, «ie political Hemo-

cratic boss, has recognized this. As late as he

"... we must realize that it is a very normal reartion^or

seek to have sympathetic governmen s

^ e our Army and
course with which we «»?"?*!' ^ld have control ol various

Sd»rpSmg
o“S tcTprotect our Pacihc shoreline.-

The Soviet Union's fear that the United States mt«ided

to go back on the Yalta agreements on Poland and the East

era European countries was pointed up by t “
e
°p

0Ush
which Ambassador Harriman was showing over _the Poind,

quest™ At San Francisco, Harriman was holding on

le record" press conferences to build up attack, on

Soviet Union in press conferences. On ay , ’

in so many words:

“I have come to the conclusion that on

an irreconcilable difference helvve^.
other

” 25 (emphasis
Britain on the one hand-and Russia on the other.

Wded)

[ TheSe remarks were off-the-record, that is they couldnt

I, - c*on Francisco knew about them,
lie printed, but everyone m San FranC^° K

Union had not
including the Russians. And if the s

rrriiman.Molo-
been convinced of American animosity by the

dSnyli April M, 1*50
*5 Henry Wallace. Pvalrte Club Speecb. Des ^



tc^v Interview, by the vote on Argentina, by the influence I
Dulles and Vandenberg and by the remarks of Harriman vy |
took another drastic step, is if to dramatize the point.

On May 12, 1945, the head of the Foreign Economic Ad 1
ministration, Leo T. Crowley, stopped Lend-Lease shipments I
to the Soviet Union without warning, although the USSR I
was scheduled to join in the war against Japan within three
months. Albert Z. Carr, a special assistant to Truman at

the time, tells the story in detail, trying to excuse Truman.
'

Carr says that the decision to stop Lend-Lease was taken
by Crowley without consulting the President. Yet as far as

is known, Crowley was not even reprimanded, let alone

fired. The action was done and its seriousness cannot be

overestimated. Carr quotes the N. Y. Times in a special dis-

patch from Washington:

"To this city's shrewd and cynical observers . . . the Soviet Union
was being deprived of goods until it entered the war against Japan.

]

. . . The histories of this generation may be unable to weigh the [

influences and the factors that 'went into the reduction of Lend-
Lease aid to the Soviet Union.’ ”

)

"Between these careful lines one could read the perception that a

powerful section of official opinion in Washington was eager to

five maximum provocation to the Kremlin. . 26 (emphasis added)

Carr, working inside the White House spoke as an eye-

witness when he revealed this shocking fact and its cause:

"A complete diplomatic rupture with the Soviets, with war not

far off, was then privately predicted to certain Washington offi-

cials—one of them, at least, on the White House Staff. ”27

This, it must be remembered was within a month of
j

Roosevelt’s death and while America was still at war with

Japan.

The Soviet Union was not blind to these developments.

As Stalin told Hopkins bluntly:

“Despite the fact that they were simple people,, the Russians should
not be regarded as fools, which was a mistake the West frequently

*6 Carr, Truman, Stalin and Peace, p. 61
S7 Carr, Truman, Stalin and Peace, p. 62

L nor were they blind and could quite well see what was going

"before their eyes.” 28

1 Faced with a hostile United States, the Soviet Union

Loved swiftly to restrict the powers of the United Nations.

SUhn had already warned Churchill that a world organ.**-

Could not be used as a major propaganda platform

against the Soviet Union, just as the League o a^o

aL been used to mobilize world opinion against the USSR.

^event an Anglo-American majority from util^ing the

agenda for propaganda purposes, Molo ov msis e

JL applying to the agenda. In opposition, England and the

U S. insisted that the United Nations had the ngj oj*
cuss any question by majority vote and theief

^ThVsovkd Union refused to enter the trap The Anglo-

American coalition insisted. A deadlock ^“ te<i and Mdo-

tov went back to Moscow. It seemed as if the_Umted Na^

tions would not even get starts ecau
Roose-

Soviet tensions-and this within less than a month of Roos^

velt’s death. , . . „ A

It looked as if Dulles and Vandenberg had won.

28 Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 804



when 1 hear these whisperings

ssia 1 1 wonder whether Goeb-

y dead as he deserves to be, or

tigrated to the U. S.”

Harold L. Ickes, June 26, 1945

do now is not to make the

for democracy but make the

for the U.S.
James F. Byrnes, July 194a
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consequences. They had taken it foi gw
* Vandenberg

Viet Union withdrew, they would be very happy- Vandenbug

had written in his diary at this tune, April 24, 1940.

-Russia may withdraw. It it does, the conference will proceed with

out Russia. Now we are getting somewhere.

i Likewise, on the previous day, Truman had been ver;

blithe about the Soviet Union’s absence at San Francisco.

*. ^ the Russians did not wish to join us, they could go t

And, of courw.

I to meet In t.
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This glib, irresponsible attitude sounded fine in
)

abstract. But when Molotov went home, the reactionq^J

suddenly realized they had gone too far and too fast. If th»l

San Francisco Conference failed, and the facts came to light

they would be held responsible by the American people and

by world opinion.

Within the Cabinet were Ickes, Wallace, Stimson. They
might express publicly what they were saying privately,

Stimson for example was writing in his diary for April 23,

1945:

“Contrary to what I thought was the wise course, they [State
Department officials] have not settled the problems ... by wise

negotiations before this public meeting in San Francisco ... to

me, it seems that they might make trouble between us and Russia.

. . . I have very great anxiety. . .
.”3

Many newspapers, alarmed by the Argentina ease, spoke

uneasily. The Washington Post attacked Stettinius and his

associates as ‘'bush league diplomats,” and Secretary of In*

terior Ickes, at a dinner for the anti-fascist writer, Thomas

Mann, attacked

“
. . . the efforts to thwart peace ... by fomenting fear and hate

of the great nation, Russia. Sometimes when I hear these whisper-
ings, I wonder if Goebbeis is really dead, as he deserves to be, or

has only emigrated to the U. S." *

However, the most important factor in the situation was

that a great majority of the American people felt admiration

and friendship for the Soviet Union. An editorial in the New

York Herald Tribune early in that year gives a good picture

of basic American attitudes.

“There are no greater enthusiasts for ‘Uncle Joe’s boys’ than our

troops on the Roer and in the Ardennes. ... ,

“Here is one aspect of international relations too often overlooked

by the theorists. ‘Uncle Joe’s boys’ may inspire alarm In some sec-

tions of the armchair brigade, but to the man in the street they

S Stimson, On Active Service, p. 610
4 N Y. Herald Tribune, June 26. 1946
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«SsSSr"iI
Ilshat getting the «.»**«* £££

'ily he that fighting men and ordmary^peopte WU^^
^Pendent on each other in war can hang

Aether even in peace.’’ 5

to the brief period since Roosevelt’s death, popular'

* :„f,ards the Soviet Union hadn’t changed. The USSR
lodco

all an(J the Red Army a subject of warm

’Sse. As late as June 25, the Herald Tribune could edxton-

alize about the Red Army:

"It has, in fact, proved an ’army for Burope a
n^

hall

the world in the vital sense thatJitlttut to*™ ^ported and

sssr r3£Kt£ftSfu* ***1

r^afzh^ovTd^ R now to a ’periodo.

velopment,’ all must be glad that the re 1is this

force arrayed upon the side of order and human

It was clear that the majority of the American people

were holding fast to Roosevelt’s policy of f™ndship and co-

operation. Even Forrestal’s biographer admits this m his

usual backhanded way:

•
. . the country was not yet in the mood. to face op to^ baric

Issues of Soviet relations already apparent ™
I

Harriman.” 7

What this means in plain English is that the American

people had not yet been poisoned by distortion. The average

man in the street would have been horrified and

to known what was going on in Washington an
,

tisco. A breakdown of the San Francisco Conference might

* N*. v'.’ U .rithl ’TrU>on, . June 36. 13*6
1 Porrestal maries, p. 68
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he sent his dispatches directly to

tiy .arranged it so that Forrestai

*1 was furious. He told his friend

expose the Cold War makers. Dulles, Harriman, VandeJ
berg, Forrestai and the rest. They had pushed so hard than
if the truth came out, they would be very vulnerable.

It was therefore of the greatest importance to these me*]
that the Conference should not fail. The very reactionaries 1

who had wantonly attacked the Soviet Union now found
it

necessary to slow down, and to try to convince the USSR
that the American government would continue Roosevelt’s

policies. In view of Trumans words, Stettinius’ acts and Har-

riman’s press conferences, this was. a hard job. It was at this

point that the reactionaries got a bright idea—to send Hop-

kins to Moscow on a goodwill mission. Hopkins was a friend

of Roosevelt, a friend of the Soviet Union. He could convince

the Soviet leaders. Hopkins’ Mission was conceived by reac-

tionaries as a cover up operation.

THE TWO-FACED POLICY

Truman has since given the impression that it was

his idea to send Hopkins to Moscow; actually the idea came

from two State Department anti-Sovieteers, Harriman (then

ambassador to the Soviet Union) and Bohlen. Sherwood re-

veals the truth:

44
. . . less than a week after V-E day, it seemed that the San

Francisco Conference was going on the rocks. Molotov and Eden

were both headed for home. Harriman and Bohlen were on aQ

airplane flying eastward . . . with a sense of despair in their hearts.

They asked each other whether there was any conceivable way °*

saving the situation. . . . Bohlen suggested the possibility that

President Truman might send Hopkins to Moscow. . . .
Harriman

was enthusiastic about the suggestion. . .
.”8

When Harriman saw Hopkins, and asked him if he would

go, Hopkins immediately agreed although be was very

Hopkins was very disturbed about the turn of events )!1

American-Soviet relations, and he knew who was response
for these cold war tactics. This is shown by the fact tha*

• Sherwood, Roosevelt and HwJctos,, p. 885

I did not 1

. «as at Harry's

( ii5
made. . • •

Therefore,

,hat he knew what Harriman was up

>w illusions about Trumans 1—~-

Harriman’s proposal was

Truman would never agree

But Hopkins was wrong; Truman

Lf the Hopkins Mission grew the agreement

which was the last thing reactionaries

Lords, Harriman’s idea boomeranged for

I THE HOPKINS MISSION

Hopkins arrived in Moscow on May ^

after the death of Roosevelt. The Hopkin

red six meetings over a period of ten da;

?iven in Sherwood’s book, in twenty-five

ire well worth reading for the light the\ t

lem I how Truman scuttled Roosevelt s p

The meetings were made more dramai

f Ambassador Harriman, one of the men

I Cold War as both Stalin and Hopkins

I Glotov was also present, and two inteif

luting, Hopkins told Stalin that a:

HLdy of American public opinion who h

report of the Roosevelt policies were sent

I W relations with Russia. In fact, m the las

Wnf wiiiiiir* rmmion had been so serious

when Hopkins agreed to go, it may be assumed

n to. Furthermore, he had

h liberalism, for his reaction to

'the despondent conviction that

to send him on this mission.

did send him and out

; for Potsdam

wanted. In other

a short period.

>ri of public opinion

hutrestai Maries, p 67

Sherwood Roosevelt and Hopkins, p.
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II

I

"1
the relations between our two countries.” u

Hopkins emphasized:

**.
. . in a country like ours public opinion is affected by spec®

incidents and in this case the deterioration in public opinion a
had been centered in our inability to carry into effect the Yaua
Agreement on Poland. . . . President Truman feels, and so dodj
the American public, although they are not familiar with all th*|
details, a sense of bewilderment at our inability to solve the Poli^
question.” 12

Whereupon. Sherwood quotes the following conversation:

“Marshal Stalin replied that the reason for the failure on the

Polish question was that the Soviet Union desired to have a friend-
|

ly Poland, but that Great Britain wanted to revive the system of !

cordon sanitaire 13 on the Soviet borders.
“Mr. Hopkins replied that neither the Government nor the people

of the United States had any such intentions.
“Marshal Stalin replied he was speaking only of England and

said that the British conservatives did not desire to see a Poland

friendly to the Soviet Union.
“Mr. Hopkins stated that the United States would desire a Poland

j

friendly Jto the Soviet Union and in fact desired to see friendly

countries all along the Soviet borders.
“Marshal Stalin replied if that be so we can easily come to terms

in regard to Poland.” 14

Soviet suspicions of England were fully shared by Hop*

kins. Before leaving for Moscow, Hopkins told Forrestal

**•
• • that he was skeptical about Churchill, at least in the P»r

'

ticular of Anglo-American-Russian relationship; that he though*
it was of vital importance that we [Americans] be not manoeuvred
into a position where Great Britain has us lined up with them ^a bloc against Russia to implement England’s European policy.’

(emphasis added)

Ambassador Harriman hypocritically seemed to agiee’

saying to Stalin:

11 Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 889
12 Ibid., p. €90 -

13 Literally “health barrier.” It refers to the chain of anti-Soviet
in Eastern Europe after World War I set up by Prance and Engla«d

“quarantine” Comnrunlsm. See Chapter 5
14 Sherwood, Roosevelt ad Hopkins, p. 890
15 Forrestal Diaries, p 58
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WP had. as Marshal Stalin knew, very intimate reiauons

t Britain . . nevertheless it was obviously desirable that the

eV States and the Soviet Union should talk alone on matters

vecial interest to them and that was also one of the reasons

rtr. Hopkins’ visit.” 16 (emphasis added)

then invited Stalin to '‘mention any political

—
s concerning the United States which were worry-

him ” Stalin said he would do so, and at the second meet-

he frankly and squarely placed the issues before Hopkins.

Stalin said he would not attempt to use ^viet public

would speak of the feeling that had been

as a result of recent moves

States government. He said these circles

*ard to the attitude of the United States

Hopkins

questions

• ^ V» t«W
mg

ing

•Marshal

opinion as a screen, but

created in Soviet governmental circles

on the part of the United L ~

rr =
te Americans ».re saying that the Russians were no longer

needed.” n (emphasis added)

This is exactly what important American officials were

®aying; Stalin’s analysis corresponded veiy closely with the

facts. Admiral Leahy, General Deane, Forrestal and others

are on record as saying the USSR was no longer needed.

Harriman himself only a few days before (May 12) at a State

Department meeting had suggested that the Yalta Agree-

ment be re-examined” ... in the light of the cessation of

hostilities in Europe, which have changed the pattern of fact

on which that agreement was drawn.” 1S

=; In simpler English .—since the war is over, lets forget

the Yalta agreement.

F Stalin’s statement makes a point of great importance in

American-Soviet relations, and that is the question of public

option. Hopkins talks of American “public opinion’ being

’disturbed,” but the question may well be asked, who did the

disturbing? The press, radio and films which shape pubic

!
e Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins. Pj^2
pherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 893

HBs ‘Forref-tal Diaries, p. 56



opinion are owned and controlled by big business inter™ '

So Stalin said that he would not attempt to use Soviet m kl

£ 3 tte'eby SUSSeSting that HoP^msd
Stalin went on to give several examples of U S Whu* I

including Argentina which '‘had raise! the quesHon of ^ !

value of agreements between the three major powers ” Qt »rmade it clear that Argentina was a symbolmidTwas wlWto forget about it. More important, however, was thener in which Lend-Lease had been curtailed, as if “designed Ias pressure on the Russians in order to soften them up.” 20
Whereupon, Hopkins in effect apologized both about Ar-gentma and about Lend-Lease, saying that the Latin Ameri-can countries had forced our hand on the first and that thesecond had been an accident,

Hopkins having already apologized, went on to say thatwhat disturbed him was the fact that Stalin should think the 1

. . capable of such petty pressure tactics. The United
States as a great power would not stoop to such measures, js interchange seems to have been in the nature of an
education for Ambassador Hardman who had been recom-

meetlngs
^CtlCS and was Present throughout the

Stalin accepted Hopkins' apologies and went on to Poland. ]he discussions on Poland were the most important since hem

agreements^
111011 d *** by TlUman of breaking

Stalin pointed out a basic historical fact, that “in the
course of twenty-five years the Germans had twice invaded

j

poised mh^d
C

21 aQd the discussion Stalin sharply
pointed out to Hopkins that:

“
• S°',let aCtl0n in had been more successful than Brit*

” s&iSMSir- *«>**««« «« -oho.,,,,, **•

u SuTSf'SEST* ***'’" »

«

m

j.nn m Greece and at no time had they been compelled to under

-

fJJ the measures which they [British] had done in Greece.” 2a

This was by way of reminder to Hopkins that there had

beeft a definite agreement with the British on spheres of in-

fluences, an agreement accepted by FDR. With this in mind

he said that he did not “intend to have the British manage

:lie
affairs of Poland” and that to him the Yalta agreement

meant “the present government was to form the basis of the

new. He said no other understanding of the Yalta agreement

was possible.” 23

Hopkins cabled back to Washington and received instruc-

tions. On June 6, the U. S. accepted the Soviet position. The

Polish government was finally constituted by the addition of

several ministers to the Lublin government as the Soviet

Union had argued. By June 22 the government was formed.

This was a return by America to the Yalta agreements.

Once the Polish question was settled, the Soviet Union

showed its cooperation by agreeing to accept in good faith the

U. S. views on procedure in the UN. There was to be no veto

on procedural questions including the agenda. This last was a

big and specific concession to the United States. It saved the

San Francisco Conference which had been dragging along

inconclusively after Molotov had left.

the MEANING OF THE HOPKINS MISSION

The success of the Hopkins Mission completely destroys

theory that the Soviet Union started the Cold War at

the time of Roosevelt’s death. It showed the Soviet Union

Was willing to co-operate provided the United States lived up

to its agreements. Furthermore, it showed that the Soviet

Union was ready to trust President Truman.

In part this is due to Hopkins, who stressed throughout

the meetings Truman’s “desire to continue President Roose-

velt’s policy of working with the Soviet Union and his in-

< ***.' *i-\ * * • •>*•< .•••#">

r
2 Ibid., p. SOI
Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, pp. 909, 894
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tention to carry out in fact as well as in spirit all the
rangements, both formal and informal, which Presid^
Roosevelt and Marshall Stalin had worked out together
(emphasis added)

The fact that Truman had sent. Hopkins lent weight to®Hopkins’ declarations of Truman’s friendship. Ambassador!
Hai i iman cleverly stressed this point. He said

:

“
\

he^ed
,

t0 observe that President Truman in selecting Mr .1Hopkins had chosen a man who, as the Marshal knew, had not 3only been very close to President Roosevelt but personally was one T

SoViet union'”

£

rop0nents of the ]iolicy of co-operation with the!

Stalin couldn’t know that it wasn’t Truman who had
selected Hopkins, but Harriman himself—who had then per- 1

suaded Truman. —

The Soviets had reason to trust Hopkins, and Hopkins ]
truly believed co-operation was possible. Said Hopkins:

“•
• • Marshal knew, he [Hopkins] had not been well and he 3

would not be m Moscow unless he had felt the situation was seri- j

?,
u
^. ,?

opklns added < he would, not have come had he not believed 1
that the present trend could be halted and a common basis found ]to go forward m the future .’

1

26 (emphasis added;

At. the same time Hopkins also knew that there were
jpowerful anti-Soviet forces at work. He wrote a few weeks I

later

:

“The thing the American people must look out for is that there is 1
a mmonty in America who, for a variety of reasons would just ** 1soon have seen Russia defeated in the war. . . . There are plenty l
ot people in America who would have been perfectly willing to see I
our armies go right on through Germany and fight with" Russia I
after Germany was defeated." 27

24 a
?
d

"°i
>kins- P H°Pki 'i .5 couldn't really b»v®

{

25
" mCdiat°r aiKt PUtUnS arguments.

I

26 Ibid'., p. 889
87 Ibid., p. 928
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Nevertheless, he thought reaction could be defeated.

his eagerness to re-establish co-operation, Hopkins un-

1U

uinzlV gave Soviet leaders the wrong impressions, parti-

Cy about Truman. In this way, Hopkins played into the -

htds of American reactionaries by allaying Soviet sus-

PlC

This is not guesswork. There is startling confirmation of

this not only in the fact that Ambassador Harriman chose

Hopkins in the first place, but also by the Ambassador s ow

conclusions on the Hopkins Mission. At a Cabinet meeting,

June 8, 1945, Harriman gave

- a report of the general effect of Hopkins’ visit, which ’was

Stalin and Molotov.” 28 (emphasis adoed)

What could be more revealing? The men who were devel-

oping the Cold War had succeeded in lulling the Soviets in o

the belief that our policy was still Roosevelt’s policy. That

is why Soviet leaders had agreed on dropping the veto on

questions of procedure within the UN.

'

Stalin was taking a calculated risk on the veto question.

For the sake of co-operation, the Soviet Union put a weapon

in the hands of the Anglo-American bloc. At the same time

Stalin gave Hopkins a weighty warning, as important to-

day as in 1945. Stalin told Hopkins that threats wouldnt

Work. If stopping Lend-Lease was a form of pressure,

"•
• . then it was a fundamental mistake. He s

^
id

^^ranklvTn
Hopkins frankly that if the Russians were

J in aS?
* friendly basis much could be done, but that reprisals may
form would bring about the exact opposite effect.

In view of what has happened in the last few years, of

|

Soviet reactions to American threats, Stalin’s warning seems

prophetic. At this time also, Stalin made the remark already

k§§v*'orrestal Diaries, p. 68
I Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 8^4



example the Joint Chiefs of Staff directive 1067, which was the
policy on Germany, was In the field in Europe months before Roosev®*;
died. It Is interesting to observe the close correlation between JC'S
and the Potsdam Protocol

SI Leahy, 1 Was There, p. -tjid

quoted in the last chapter:

“Despite the fact that they were simple people, the Russians should!
not be regarded as fools, which was a mistake the West frequent^*
made, nor were they blind and could quite weli see what was «oin*l
on before their eyes.”

And Stalin added that:

“It is true that the Russians are patient in the interests of a com-
mon cause but that their patience had limits/’

These are clear, straightforward warnings and their

specific formulations are worth re-reading. Stalin, who has
been called “secretive,” “devious,” “inscrutable” and “enig.

matic” by his enemies, actually speaks plainer language than

Churchill ever did. These warnings provide the clue to Soviet
'

attitudes throughout 1945-46.

The most important result which flowed from the

Hopkins Mission is that its success made possible the Pots-

dam Conference. Newspapers headlined the fact, that rela-

tions with Russia were on the “upgrade.” Encouraged by

Hopkins’ results, progressive forces within the American gov-

ernment were able to carry out FDR’s policies on Germany
with Truman acquiescing. The Potsdam Conference is the

last international conference where FDR’s ideas prevailed. 38 J
It was also the last conference of the Big Three.

THE POTSDAM CONFERENCE
The Potsdam Conference was a success. The proof of

this is the disappointment of the reactionaries. Writes Ad'

miral Leahy:

“My general feeling about the Potsdam Conference was one ot

frustration. Both Stalin and Truman suffered defeats." 3!

30 In part this was also due to the fact that many of FDR’s policies bad 1

been put into writing and directives issued even before his death. F°f

Leahy suffered frustration because he was seek S

Jsovfet victory and didn’t get it. Obviously, if both Tra-

* rand Stalin suffered wbat I^aby considered defeat.,

- i must have made concessions. This means com-

m£“ and compromises mean a successful conference.

Obiectively the areas of agreement among the Big Three

°
j! h lar

y
' than the areas of disagreement. The Soviet

were muen larger uian
• the war against

Union reaffirmed its intention ot joining m me wal b
Union ic

agreed on German reparations, me
Japan, and the U. -

g German questions were the

reparations question and relate y
. h

heart of the Potsdam agreement and will be dealt

'^The most important area of disagreement related to

TTnrrme The U S did not succeed in increasing

Z vilSrv Control Commissions for Rumania,
powe, o. o

^ tiSSR did not succeed in having

atreov^nmentfrecogniaed by the West. Says Leahy:

’ I This statement is one more proof,

that the Cold War is an American idea. For at Potsdam
^

Soviet Union still was operating on tnL' b
/’

. y , d
lations with the U. S. For example, both Leahy

General Arnold remarked on the great dffferenee in the^at

titude of Soviet military men. a real feeling

Sav, Leahy of the Staff talks, “the entire meeting was very

friendly and none of the suspicions that so oftenfrustrated

our military mission in Moscow was apparen..

' To the Soviets the Potsdam Conference seemed a sue-

cess. To the Americans, in Leahy’s words a f> «BtraU°n an<l

the beginnings of the Cold War. How could such a thmg te

.

T^The reason is simple. The Potsdam agreement was de-

^2 Ibid., p. 416
33 Ibid., p. 416



signed to de-militarize, de-nazify and de-cartelize

This was pleasing to liberals all over the world,

in Russia, France, England or the United States,

same reasons it was displeasing to reactionaries

the world.

THE POTSDAM AGREEMENT ON GERMANY
Looking back now, when Western Germany is being re- I

armed and neo-Nazism is showing increased vitality, the
j

Potsdam agreement reads like a fantasy. But it is a fantasy I

signed by the heads of the most powerful nations in the I

world, America, England and Russia. It is worth looking at. 1

The Potsdam agreement, published August 2, 1945, is in j

several parts. Under Part III, Topic A, Political Principles,

are ten sections, some with subsections. Here are sections®

5 through 8

:

“5—war criminals and those who have participated in planning

or carrying out Nazi entei prises involving or resulting in atrocities ,

or war crimes shall be arrested and brought to judgment. a
fl

leaders, influential Nazi supporters and high officials of Nazi or-

ganizations and institutions and any other persons dangerous ,

the occupation or its objectives shall be arrested and mt-emeu.

“6 -All members of the Nazi Party who have been more than

nominal participants in its activities and all other persons host™
to Allied purposes shall be removed from public and semi-pubuc <

office and from position of responsibility in important pnvai

undertakings, (emphasis added). Such persons shall be rep1110®,

by persons who, by their political and moral qualities, are deerne

capable of assisting in developing genuine democratic institutio

in Germany.

“7—German education shall be so controlled as completely to ek-

minate Nazi and militarist doctrines and to make possible tn _

successful development of democratic ideas.

“8—The judicial system will be reorganized In accordance with the

principles of democracy, of justice under law, and of equal riS**'
1

for all citizens without distinction of race, nationality or relig 1

Topic B. Economic Principles had nine additional section^

The key section reads:
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the earliest

, ruralized for the purpose of eliminating -

trusts and other monopolistic arrangements.

I
Had these provisions bee” ca™f^^mdUa^ww,

today would not he agamon^e £ potsdam agreements
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•

sion/Truman carried on with ^"^rwerfonc

pSSST- p—1

again rising
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toe BRASSHATS talk
allayed Soviet sua-

The Potsdam agreement on (,e™ y
(rom the standpoint
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J interests,

of both American and So*** ^ aurvived for.*

It seemed to prove t ^ that p03t .war co-operation

death and to assure ^ . self-interest. But such was

was on a firm basis of mutual seu.

not the case.

| At the very conference which FZ
the Anglo-American brass ^as ^ mako sad and bitter

various memoirs, there a i

reading.
, , , at Potsdam with th*

General Arnold had a lo
g writeg that “'we both

British Air Marshal, Porta
. Russia and a common

believed our next enemy would *,
k namely, that the

line of thought emerged from n
wen

^Russians understood manpower on the g

_ ,
_ood army but that they did fear long

Confident of havin& a ? '

range bombers. Therefore.
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upon to hit. On that Portal and I agreed ” **

The entire military basis of the Truman Doctrine is ^1
that one paragraph. The brasshats cannot conceive of &
peaceful world. Arnold talked with Field Marshal Alexander 1
(in 1952 still Minister of Defense under Churchill), who told !

him 4

‘the Russians were savages at heart.” Field Marshal
Montgomery added that he and Alexander “foresaw another
war about twenty years hence: 5 9s Sir Alan Brooke and
Admiral Cunningham agreed with him.

The political counterpart to the military picture of a world 1

at war was the picture of a world dominated by the United '

States. At Potsdam, Byrnes, soon to be appointed Secretary 1
cf State, laid down the political line. .Says Arnold;

“Jimmy Byrnes came out with something that struck me forcibly. ]He said what we must do now was not to make the world safe for
!

democracy, but make the world safe for the United States.” se

Byrnes is talking openly of U. S. world domination. The
Idea is not new with him. As far back as 1940, Virgil Jor-

]dan. President of the National Industrial Conference Board
(an offshoot of the NAM), and a top spokesman for Wall

;

Street, outlined the path of American imperialism. He said:

Whatever the outcome of the war. America has embarked on a
imperialism in world affairs and in every other aspect 1

ot her life. . . . At best, England will become a junior partner in 1

* Anglo-Saxon imperialism.. . . . World events . . , have pro- 1
vided us not only with the occasion but with the economic tools, 1

the social attitudes, and now the political manners and customs of I

modern imperialism. . . .

Southward in our hemisphere and westward in the Pacific, the
path of empire takes its way. . . 37

Before Potsdam, one thing still restrained us from follow-
j

Ing the path of militaristic expansion, and that was the lack !

84 Arnold, Global Mission, p 586
*5 Ibid., p. 588
86 Ibid., p. 589
87 Quoted in Perio, American Imperialism, pp 122- use
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gf overwhelming military power. The explosion at Alania

-

gordo, New Mexico, made atomic power a reality. The Cold

VVar makers saw an open road to world domination. As

admiral Leahy put it:

“One factor was to change a lot of ideas including my own. . . • Th*

atom bomb.” 3^

3$ Leahy. I Was There, p 429
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tion. "Credit’ sounds better than its true U. S. mea:
dollar imperialism. Ambassador Harriman, as a fore
banker, knew and stressed the difference in discussing'
war loans to the Soviet Union.

Harriman suggested . . . an initial credit of five hundred m
dollars and pointed out the need to distinguish between the
sian^conception of loan,’ which they could use as they saw fit‘ ’ J ’

-use of which would be determined by the American‘credit,’ i

ernment.

This difference between a loan and dollar imperialism
was an important item in the development of the Cold War.
The Soviet Union wanted a loan,. subject only to her paying
it back. From a purely financial standpoint, the credit of the
Soviet government was very high. It was Eric Johnston him-
self, then head of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce who rec-
ognized this in 1944, saying at a press conference:

Tlie credit of the^Soviet Union is as good as any credits in the
international field.” 2

Financial responsibility therefore was not the issue.
Whether the Soviet Union would receive a post-war loan, as
England did, was purely a political question closely connected
with the question of German reparations. "Reparations” is a
technical term for the payment of compensation for war
damages. It is a stronger word than compensation for it. has

r Farr is a man in a position to know the facts. He seive
Carr is a man I

Truman on these ques-

r distant to Dona.d Nelson

r/nC wi chairman of the War Production Board

the twi^economic
questions
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rrciqp

reason is their importance to the UbbK.
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to restore the incredible damage mfluie by t “
[and
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The task of reconstruction was staggering-
eco.

I Secondly, Soviet leaders were conscious that -

nom“ tions with the United States would

Ifcasis for friendly political relations. During the war, military
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basis for American-Soviet co-operation

friendship.
could provide the objective material- basis for friends p

t- Carr reports that:

* fprllng that trade with the United
“Stalin made no secret of hi*

co-operation with the
> States would provide a basis for political co op-rat

“West.” 5

Stalin’s view was shared by leading figures m the.

velt administration such as Nelson and Morgcnthau. Secr^

v tary of the Treasury Morgenthau said it p am y
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to Roosevelt on January 1, 1945. He wrote:
"I am convinced that if we were to come forward now and present
to the Russians a concrete plan to aid them in the reconstruction
period it would contribute a great deal towards ironing out many
of the difficulties we have been having with respect to their prob-
lems and policies.” 6

Finally, economic aid would be a conclusive test of Ameri-
can intentions toward the Soviet Union. Both an American
loan and German reparations would help to rehabilitate

Russia rapidly, and of course, strengthen her. If we in Amer-
ica. considered the USSR as an enemy we would not help
her; conversely, if we helped her, it was proof positive that
we did not expect military conflict.

There is a sharp difference between an American loan and
German reparations. The Soviet Union had incontestable legal

claims to payments by the Germans, and she had an army
in Germany to enforce those claims. But the USSR had no
legal claims to an American loan. She only had the same
moral claims which England produced when she got her
loan—the claims of a loyal ally, who had fought well and
suffered greatly.

Therefore, an American loan would be a testimonial of

American good-will and friendship. However, if we had re-

fused the loan this would not necessarily indicate hostility

provided we agreed to reparations. Soviet leaders were well

aware that there was a constant tug of war in the U. S. be-

tween the friends and the enemies of American-Soviet co-

operation. If a loan were refused, but reparations agreed to,

it would indicate a cold but not necessarily hostile attitude^

But if we blocked German reparations which were to make
up in part for war damages in the USSR, this would indicate

a calculated hostility.

This is particularly true because the smaller the repara-
tions, the stronger Germany would be. For England and

• Stettinlus, Roesevelt and the Russians, p. 190
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America to strengthen their bitter enemy, Germany at the

BLnse °£ the reconstruction of their loyal ally, Ivussia,

within a couple of months of the end of the war, would be

unquestionable proof of hostile intentions. This was widely

recognized by political observers and Carr poses thte issue

clearly

:

sb awsswassawgSs
‘reTarations may well have' been construed b, ««*»

}
test of fundamental attitudes in Washington and

phasis added)

Let us take in turn the loan and reparations and see wliat

happened.

THE BACKGROUND OF THE LOAN Mpknn
ft As early as 1943, President Roosevelt sent Donald Nelson

to Moscow on an exploratory mission concerning post-war

problems. In pursuit of his policy of friendship FDR had

taken the initiative in seeing how America could he p t m

Soviet Union with regard to loans. Donald Nelson, dimer

head of Sears-Roebuck & Co., and at that time Chairman o

I the War Production Board, was himself in favor of closer

economic co-operation with the USSR. When Nelson went to

Moscow, Carr accompanied him.

On the way to Moscow they stopped in London and talked

to the British Minister of Production, Oliver Lyttleton, as

well as to Averell Harriman who had been head of the Amer-

ican Economic Mission in London and was just appointed

Ambassador to Moscow. Lyttleton and Harriman were not

enthusiastic about the idea of loans.

*As I listened” writes Carr. “I began to feel acute doubts about

Nelson s chances of accomplishing anything usctul m Mo^ow.

|
Churchill, with his long political view—Lyttleton, a leader o

7 Carr, Truman," Stalin and Pence, p. 41
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® Ibid., p. 18
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’gaw more of Soviet industry than any American ever had.

Nelson came back and informed Stalin the prospect for loans

geemed good and Stalin told him, “We will guarantee our

Kavments. Any obligations undertaken by this government

will be repaid—and not by token payments.*’ 12

Shortly afterwards. Molotov spoke to Harriman about

the long-term loan and Harriman cabled Washington that the

I

'USSR seemed “anxious to come to a prompt understanding”

on the matter.

The groundwork established by Nelson was furthered in

the summer of 194.4 by a visit to Moscow by Eric ’Johnston,

then president of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce. Johnston

I

* and Stalin went over the same ground as Nelson had. The

Soviet Union offered raw materials in repayment. Said Stalin:

“Soviet production o? raw materials for export to the United

States will adapt itself to what the United States requires. We
can furnish any quantity you wish, if we can get equipment to

produce it.” 13

In January 1945 Molotov again mentioned the loan, this

1 time to Stettinius and shortly after formally applied for a

• loan to the State Department. The request was for one bil-

lion dollars: the English, when they applied, asked for five

billions of which they got nearly four in 1947.

THE LOAN AS AN INSTRUMENT OF POWER
The Soviet Union never got the loan.

As already mentioned, as early as 1944 Ambassador Har-

1 riman was stressing that America should give “credits,” not

‘ loans. He again took this position on April 11, 1945. Using

j

money as a lever to get political concessions worked on Eng-

land and on other countries under the Marshall Plan. But it

.v didn’t work on the Soviet Union. Since the USSR has always

insisted on non-interference in her internal affairs, Harri-

< I man’s position was almost certain to insure rejection.

t 12 ibid., p. 1§ *

. , 13 Ibid,, p, 23
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Influential Americans actually thought that Russia misjhtl
be forced to knuckle under to American power because a# I
Soviet economic weakness. Said Porrestal:

pl*fsident mentioned the reports in the morning’s newspaper*
fi!

deficiencies m the grain crop in Russia, the Ukraine annthat there were rumors of unrest within Russia because of sw
rations. He said . . . that it must have become clear to them (thnRussians) by now that they, as well as others, would have to look

States as the sole source of relief on the question©f food. (emphasis added)

Bread is a weapon, as Litvinov once told Herbert Hoover
and Truman here shows how it is used. But as so often in the
past, American officials underestimated Soviet strength, !

Carr confirms this, writing:

*
* 4 ®ome .hi&h members of the Department of State and thearmed services appeared to overestimate Russia’s dependence onthe United States for aid in postwar recovery. They seemed to

believe that Russia could not survive economically without our aid.The actual position was that while the Soviets urgently wantedand needed American goods . . . this consideration . . . was not
*° c®™peI them to PaJT ai,y political price we might

ask. (emphasis added)

Stalin had already hinted to Johnston that pressure
wouldn’t work when he said referring to the loans:

"We can get along without them, but it will be slower.”

When it became obvious that the U. $. couldn’t use dol-
lars to apply pressure to the Soviet Union in the tradition
of dollar imperialism,” the United States dropped the whole
idea. The Soviet Union never got the loan; as a matter of
fact, the State Department never even acknowledged the re-

quest. Many months after Potsdam, when the Cold War was
in full swing, the State Department declared that the loan
application had been “lost” in its file for six months. 1

6

The
explanation was hardly credible, and in fact was more in-

SSa ForreeUl Dlarte*. p. 234
14 Out, Truman, BWUln ud Peace, pp *5-26m X. V. Tim**, March 2. 1*44
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gulting than the refusal to grant the loan.

the question of reparations

Preparations were vastly different from tern The

'

mans were responsible for the war, and the Red Army was
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y
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e
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ther

•« —
.
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_
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around your feet. Is it

In*th""b"ou lost’” i5fe (emphasis in the original)

Reparations were basic to Soviet plans for reconstruction.

IRa Edgar Snow. Stalin Must Have Peace, New Yorlt, 1947, p. 63 -64

16b Ibid., pp. 64-67
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As American loans became more doubtful, German repara-
tions assumed a greater importance to the restoration of
Soviet devastated areas. By the time of the Yalta Conference
in February 1945, the question of reparations was paramount
in Soviet thinking. Says Byrnes flatly:

"During all the considerations of the German question at Yalta,
reparations were the chief interest of the Soviet delegation.” is

Carr makes the same point, more sharply:

"The records of Yalta show that Stalin at first yielded ground on
political points. He accepted the American proposal on liberated
areas. With reluctance, he agreed to let France control a zone of
Germany. But when it came to reparations, he stood fast.” rr

The Soviet Union proposed that the allies should receive
20 billion dollars of reparations from Germany of which the
USSR would receive half. In view of the destruction Germany
had caused in the Soviet Union, 10 billion dollars was not an
excessive amount. The Soviet proposal was that half of the
reparations should be taken immediately from capital equip-
ment and the rest, 10 billions, in yearly payments of one bil-

lion dollars. The amount could well be paid by the Germans,
yet Byrnes called the proposals “inexcusable.” Albert Z. Carr
exposes Byrnes when he writes:

“• . - the Russians guessed shrewdly the immense quantity of
working industrial plants which would remain in Germany after
the war. in spite of all the bombings, and the rapidity with which
German recovery would take place.” 18

In spite of the clear justice of Soviet claims, Churchill

fought against the proposal at Yalta. Roosevelt finally effect-

ed a compromise by saying that the 20 billions would be taken
as a “basis for discussion.” At Potsdam complete agreement
was reached on the amounts and timing of the reparations.

Specific quotas were set, and specific delivery dates. The rele-

vant sections of the Potsdam agreement are as follows;

M Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, p. 24
17 Carr, Truman, Stalin and Peace, p. 40
18 Ibid., p, 3H»

' -

"Part IV, Reparations from Germany

-4—In addition to the reparations to be taken by the USSR from

its own zone of occupation, the USSR shall receive additionally

from the western zones:

^A—15% of such usable and complete industrial capital equip-

ment as is unnecessary for the German peace economy . -

in exchange for an equivalent value of food, coal . . . and .uch

other commodities. ...

"B— 10% of such industrial capital equipment ... to be trans-

ferred to the Soviet Government on reparation account without

anv payment or exchange of any kind in return.

!£l|he amount ot equipment to be removed from the Western

Zones on account of reparations must be determined within s

months from now at the latest.

“6—Removals of industrial equipment shah begin as soon as pos-

sible and be completed within two years. ...
. , _

"7- -Prior to fixing of the total amount of equipment subject to re-

moval, advance deliveries shall be made. . . .
19 (emphasis added)

This agreement is clear and unequivocal. Ihe agreement

was dated August 1, 1945. The whole program was to be

settled by February 2, 1946 and advance deliveries were to

begin before the February deadline. The decision was backed

by" the signatures of the Chiefs of State—Truman, Attlee,

Stalin.

The agreement on reparations at Potsdam indicated to

Soviet leaders that the United States was not anticipating

an American-Soviet conflict and that the United Slates would

not rebuild German might. Says Richard Sasuly, a student

of the problem:

"The Potsdam approach to reparations was based on actual condi-

t2s L they exSed * the end of the war. For this very reason

' became the center of international political conflict. As the most

• war-damaged nation, the Soviet Union would receive the non s

I share of German industrial equipment. The more you took .rom

[
Germany, the more you gave to Russia; converse y the ess^yw

: bothered the Germans and the more war potential you left them,

' ic I C. Fa»l>eii p 269. This excellent book is a ,c»se. history of

!P formld-ibie German chemical trusj and its role In pi&porWng

( 'fusing World War II. Satiulv was chief of financial mleihfccn^ m
B Finance Division of the German Military Gcverment
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the less you helped to rebuild Russian industry.” 20

Besides Russia, all the other European, nations would,

gain by Potsdam. As Sasuly points out

:

“The reparations system drawn up at Potsdam made sense. By
concentrating on the transfer of machinery instead of payments
in cash or goods, the Potsdam system would simply shift the bal-
ance of industrial power from the world center of fascism to the
countries which suffered the most from German aggression.” 21

Adds Sasuly pointedly:

“That is, the Potsdam system would do this—if applied.”

ENTER THE ATOM BOMB
Into the complicated political and economic relationships

existing at the war’s end, was brought the sinister influence

of the atom bomb. As we have already seen, the bomb was
immediately conceived as an anti-Soviet instrument, Truman,
Leahy, Byrnes, have already been quoted to this effect and

Stimson vainly warned against this approach.

The political impact of the bomb was made clear within

three weeks of the signing of the Potsdam agreement, within *

two weeks of the Hiroshima explosion and within a week of

Japan’s surrender. On August 18, 1945, Byrnes issued a state-

ment attacking the Bulgarian elections and serving notice to

the Soviet Union that all agreements were off. Writes Profes-

sor Schuman:

“The tragic impasse in American-Soviet relations had its chief

original source in Byrnes’ statement of August 18, 1945, seconded
by Bevin’s speech of August 20, wherein Washington and London,
in the name of ‘democracy’ opened the diplomatic and propaganda
campaign, which has continued ever since, to oust Soviet influence

from Eastern Europe and the Balkans.” 22

Throughout the remaining months of 1945, and then on

through 1946 Secretary of State Byrnes pushed his “atomic

diplomacy.” Our ambassadors in Poland, Rumania, Hungary

strove openly to undermine the existing governments in the

30 Ibid., p. 219
21 Ibid., p. 323 '

33 Schuman, The hnmiv Byrnes, p. 7
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most provocative manner possible, while E.-rnes declared

hypocritically that “America will never join any groups

'to those countries in hostile intrigues against the Soviet

. 5 ? 2S

Atomic diplomacy had its counterpart in d. iar diplo-

macies. Britain and the United States cy -' Uy scrapped

the reparations agreement signed at Pot.,Jam by Attlee

and Truman.

the crucial dolblecross
. ..

f The Potsdam agreement had a certain date written into it.

Under Section 4, Part IV, a stated amount ot equipment was

to go from the Western Zone to the Soviet Union Section

stipulated that this amount would be determined ‘ within six

months from now, at the latest,” that is to say by February

2 1946 Section 6 stated that all this equipment would be

removed within two years. Section 7 said advancede™
would be made before the lists were drawn up, that is bcfoie

February 2, 1946.

These agreements were never challenged. There was no

question of "misinterpretation." February- 2, 194b, was a

specific and agreed upon deadline. Plants were to be moved

before that date; all reparations plants were to be listed by

that date.

What happened is a matter of record:

p/etlvTn
£TSi --

SSrt for forty-one plants In advance delivery.

This action was in accord with the agreement. Continues

suly

“When the Foreign Ministers of the BJ|
p™fet

m
union pohffed to

September, nothing had been mo-te
. immediate beginning

the advance delivery clause and asked for immediate begmmng

of renarations In October the Economics Directorate of the al a

Council agreed that thirty plants should be shipped at

*3 N.Y. Herald Tribune Forum. October 31, 1945
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I

fcr the six months up to the deadline of February 2, 1946.

It’s Clay who lets this tidbit slip out:

^rhaos ” he writes, “without the French veto we could have

^ated central administrative agencies for Germany as a whole

Sin the flrst si:c months. . .
23 (emphasis added)

Obviously, with French obstruction, no over-all figures

oould he obtained and no lists of plants could be prepared by

February 2, 1946. French obstruction m those six months

could not have taken place without the tacit approval, if

not the active connivance of the United States authon les.

But not only was the list not ready, no deliveries were made.

1 Sasuly gives the picture in two swift paragraphs.

“The Foreign Ministers met again in December, Again

nothing had been moved. Again the Russians

mediate start. Again there was agreement. And again noth

-The
1

February 2, 1946 deadline came and passed.” so

A most solemn and vital agreement had been wantonly

broken by the West. To the Soviets, it was a clear indication

that the United States had joined England in an openly

hostile operation. *

Within a week, February 9, 1946, Stalin made a speech

of major importance. It was a review of World War 11 as a

grim test of the Soviet political and economic system. The

War, Stalin said, showed that the Soviet state and socialism

was here to stay. In view of the nature of the postwar wor < ,

however, it was not completely safe from attack. It was

fceeessary to set certain goals over the next fifteen years,

including trebling the output of coal, iron and steel and

nearly doubling the output of oil. This was the only way, sa^

Stalin, ‘'to guarantee our country against any eventuality.

Forrestal called this speech “the Declaration of World

War HI.”

29 Clay, Decision in Germany, V. 42

once.” 24 (emphasis added)

It looked as if the logjam had been broken. But now amost curious set of events took place. The French refused
to be bound by the Potsdam decisions on the ground that
they weren’t represented.

Writes General Clay, the American Head of German
Military Government

:

“French unwillingness to abide by the Potsdam decisions was themajor cause for dissent within the Control Council. . . 25

As a result of the French veto, no four power control
could be centralized and no over-all economic planning was
set up. Byrnes later justified our breaking our word on sliip-
ping plants on the grounds that there was no over-all eco*
noma: agreement. 20 In other words, plants weren’t shipped
because the French were blocking over-all control.

The Soviets remonstrated to Clay, saying that French
obstructionism could easily be handled by the United States,
since “France was receiving too much financial assistance
fiom the United States to maintain such strong opposition
without our acquiescence,” but Clay answered that “our aid
was not extended for such purposes.” 27

The protestation that the United States would not apply
financial pressui'e is completely hypocritical. Byrnes applied
pressure all the time. A classic and petty case took place at
the Paris Conference. There, when Czech delegates ap-
plauded Vyshinsky’s criticism of “dollar diplomacy,” Byrnes
boasts that he “immediately cabled instructions to the State
Department to stop the extension of credits to Czecho-
slovakia.” 28

The French continued their obstruction unhindered by
the United States, and by a strange coincidence, they did so

24 Sasuly, I. O. Farben, p. 217
1,1 °e,ma,,v’ New York

. ,95°. P- *. Introduction26 Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, p. 167
27 Clay. Decision in Germany, pp. 39-40
28 Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, p. 143
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Only in Forrestal's fevered mind could Stalin's warning
against war be considered a declaration for war. What the

:

speech meant was that the USSR would not quietly submit

to a U. S. W'orld domination. It was a warning to the West
not to underestimate ^Soviet strength, just as in March, 1939

(

Stalin, in a similar speech, had warned Chamberlain and

Hitler not to underestimate Soviet strength. 31

COLD WAR: SHAMEFUL AND DANGEROUS
The breaking of the Potsdam agreement on reparations

without provocation or excuse makes the Truman Admini-

stration seem as dishonest in world affairs as many of its

corrupt officials have been dishonest in domestic affairs. The

petty justification of Byrnes, hiding behind the French, is

itself disingenuous. In regard to advance deliveries, the Pots-

dam agreement specifically exempted that equipment from

the overall economic planning of Germany.

We broke our pledged word, and thereby strengthened

our enemy, Germany. The road of German re-armament be-

gan by breaking the Potsdam agreement on reparations. In

1952 we can see how dangerous that road is.

But this breach of faith is particularly repugnant because

in the words of Professor Schuman, it dismissed “the ghastly

cost of the war to the Soviet Union.” Adds Schuman:

“Mr. Byrnes speaks for a nation which grew wealthy on the war

to one which was fearfully devastated and impoverished and gave

thirty lives for every American life sacrificed to defeat the foe.

Yet Mr. Byrnes can say that Soviet proposals for reparations from

current German production are ‘inexcusable’ and that ‘we should

realize that, modern war being what it is, it is short sighted and

futile for any country to seek approximate compensation for losses

it has sustained.” 32

The United States increased its industrial capacity by

over 50%. We can be proud of our great productive capacity*

but not smug. The fact that we were fortunate enough not to

31 Stalin’s March, 1939 speech Is quoted in this book. Chapter 8. It is wottb

going back and re-reading It

32 Schuman, Devil and Jimmy Byrnes, p 9
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Byrnes’ entire book is permeated w.tn an

*
so of American supremacy toward the world wh

« since become a trademark of the Cold War and of Amen-

r^rialtm. Sumner WeUes noted its appearance «

American foreign policy, saying.

, Mr Rvrnes was appointed Secretary of State

hatTeumg’ ou?Imeriean neighbors (what to do] became a fea-

mre of our policy.” 33

The result of by

supporter - of the Cold War.

“For the first time this ccuntry faces
^

Western Hemis-
eral war, of almost the wh

Mke England, neutral-

phere, either actively united against us, or,

ized and rendered powerless to help.

34 N. \. Herald Tribune, August li, 195°
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CHAPTER 12
j

f-j£ clear from this time ok, he \ For

-

I restall felt increasingly that policy could

not be founded on the assumption that a

peaceful solution of the Russian problem

was possible

”

The Forrestal Diaries, February, 1946

“The very persons who had been so con-

genitally blind to the threat to us of Nazi

Germany ,
were so quick to sense what they

now were sure was a threat to our national
^

interests from Soviet Russia.”

William L. Shirer, April, 1946

WHEN Chureb.il] at Fulton, Mo. for-

I maliy launched the Cold War with his speech of March 5,

1-1946, American reactionaries were pleased. The speech was

a good start in the development of a “war psychosis” in

I America. But behind the scenes, the British Foreign Office

I Was planning something more concrete than speeches.

The British Foreign Office was headed at this time by

|
Ernest Bevin, a right-wing trade unionist who faithfully fol-

v lowed the Conservative Party’s policy. As CBS correspondent

I Howard K. Smith wrote, Bevin “dropped nothing of the pro-

t gram of his Tory predecessors but the aitches.’ in ruth,

[ Bevin was even more anti-Soviet than Churchill had bated

l' to be. Churchill himself told Forrestal

:

Keel Laid to Mighty

Carrier Forrestal



"He [Churchill] said there was considerable consolation in tK.
victory of Bevin because Bevin was able to talk more firmly

government"
8

!

* t&n hc 001114 haTe
' by Tirfcue ot being a UbJJJ

That's pretty clear speaking. As a labor leader Bevin
could more easily deceive the British workers into support of
a Churchillian foreign policy.

One of the main problems facing the British Foreign
Office was their intervention, in Greece which cost them 250
million dollars a year. For three years the Greek resistance
forces had been fighting British troops who had put a reac
tionary King back in the saddle.

The British had started shooting in 1944, to Roosevelt’s
complete disgust. Stettinias issued a statement deploring
British action. Even conservative State Department officials
on the spot in Athens were revolted. The writer was in Lon-
don at the time as an intelligence official and the dispatches
from the American representatives in Greece showed clearly
that the British action represented imperialism at its worst.
The day that the British troops opened fire on an unarmed
demonstration, the American consular official lowered tbs
American Hag to disassociate ourselves from British policy,
an action never made public.

1 he sordid story erf Greek oppression by Britain has been
fully told. An excellent summary is in a chapter of Howard
K. Smith’s book, The State of Europe; a longer, more detailed
treatment is in Leland Stowe's While Time Remains. Both
of these foreign correspondents strongly condemn British
policy.

After Fulton, Mo., as the Cold War gathered momentum,
the British sought for an opportunity to drop this situation in
the lap of the U. S. In February 1947, the British told the
State Department they couldn’t afford to support their troops
in Greece and what would the U. S. do about it? If the U. S,

1 Forreotol Marie*, p, 144
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0 nothing, said the British smugly, Communism would

, riumph in Greece.

Even General Marshall, then Secretary of State, was an-

noyed at this polite blackmail using the threat of Communism

gs a lever. He is quoted in The Forrestal Diaries as being

Jjkry at British “abdication” with the “obvious implications

as to their successor.” a Later, Marshall “wired Bevin in

strong language, protesting against British action” in the

way they told the U. S. “we would have to accept the respon-

sibility for Greece.” 3 Marshall, it should be noted, was

protesting not the fact that the British were killing Greeks,

but the manner in which they exploited American commit-

ments to the Cold War, and assumed the U. S. would take

over in Greece. The British assumed rightly: the U. S. went

into the Near East and armed Greece and Turkey.

I The announcement of the Greek-Turkish program was

made by President Truman on March 12, 1947. in a speech

that attacked the Soviet Union and served notice that we

would fight them whenever possible. The declaration has

become known as the Truman Doctrine which remains so far

the clearest expression of the Cold W ar.
^

' The Truman Doctrine was called the “Muscular F oi mula

bv Arthur Krock, N. Y. Times. In England, a world-famous

historian sees it as a doctrine of U. S. world domination by

the main force of a ‘knock-out blow, saying.

h
the President’s move might turn out-however far this may

have been Iron, his intentlon-to have given the whole course of

international affairs an impulsion away from the new ^
method of trying to achieve political worid amity,

the old-fashioned method of aght.ng out

struggle of power politics and arriving at the political unificatlo

of the world by the main force of a knockout blow.

This is a long, involved sentence, but the meaning is there.

I Forrest!*! TUaries, p.

* Arnold* J
*Toy ubee, Otvibration On Trial. New York. 1048. p. 187



the U. S. will unify the world by force. The verbose WriwJ
Arnold J. Toynbee, the leading British historian, who c

*1
write briefly and to the point when he wants to. wjj
Toynbee was in America and heard the talk of using Er.ghS
as an “unsinkable aircraft carrier” against the Soviet UajjB
he coined a slogan that exposes the Cold War. Toynbee said!

that slogan for England should be:

NO ANNIHILATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION.

The true meaning of the “muscular” Truman Doctrine is

aggressive war. Its propagandist was Churchill, but the man
who organized it, developed it and pushed if was James V.

Forrestal, Secretary of Defense in the Truman Cabinet.

FORRESTAL AND THE {TRUMAN DOCTRINE
The Truman Doctrine rested squarely on a series of ac-

tions which Forrestal had undertaken, starting the same

week as Churchill’s Fulton speech. Behind the “’tough” words

were the “tough” deeds. On February 28, 1946 (the Fulton

speech was March 5), Forrestal approached Secretary of

State Byrnes on the overt use of American military power

in peacetime foreign affairs. Says a diary entry:

“I asked Byrnes if he was agreeable to the Navy preparing plans

for a task force in the Mediterranean. He' said to go ahead, with

the suggestion it might accompany the battleship Missouri., which

will take home the body of the Turkish Ambassador Twho died at,

his post in Washington]. . .
.”5

Byrnes here shrewdly points out how to hoodwink the

American public so that it wouldn’t know what was going

on. A Navy Mediterranean Task Force was sent to Europe*

and says Millis, “was to appear as a suddenly importanf

prop” of the Truman Doctrine within a year. €

A few months later, September 12. 1946, when HenT?

Wallace as Secretary of Commerce urged a halt to the CoW
War. Forrestal was instrumental (with Byrnes) in goit&S

B Forrestal Diaries, p. 541
e p. 145

to disavow Wallace and expel him from the Cabme

l̂ding to Millis, the result of this expulsion was iofrm

K strengthen the Truman administration s foreign 1 .

K Forrestal immediately took two steps that led toU

^man Doctrine. Continues Millis. the editor of rhe honest

IX State-War-Navy meeting on Se,»temUer 25 . Forrestal

JLj . . - [to] make possible milnaiy am to ^y. ^ e?onomic
®* Siving ^'^‘“foncVpt'that first took important shape

•fcLTlKl^ S^TurkUn aid. . .
."3 (emphasis

MLler the concept, live action. Five
public

30. 1946) Forrestal took the second step by

I the U. S: Navy's policy. Says MuLis.

i

'
, , +rt announce fhe consummation ox

-Forrestal was at last ao.e to
worklng_the re-establish-

an effort on which he had Ion,, -

n . naval power in the

ment. as a permanent policy, ot American

Mediterranean. Herisiw

3

new development of

“(This! was widely received as a decisiv.

American policy.” 9
. „„ an _

small wonder that when the Truman Do<*™

^

bounced, months later. Millis gives horrostal full

saving that: . -

i .caiu -vTrallo l to the moral, strategic

’ Who was this m-J°^jTw
in

dThT ge“t ZTl
can foreign policy wa& so o

position of power ? >

i

PdPPP'STAL AS A SYMBOL

§ T „ v Forrestal was a banker, president of the power-

ful WMI Street fun. of Dillon, Reed and Co. This Bm of

ful Wall Sue* °
g^ o£ reactionary inter-

investment bankers has a ion8 v

I t ti,}j
, p. 210

1 9 Il*id.. » 210
I 9 I!»i<3

. pp. 210-211

I 10 fbtrt.. p. 253



•Id Stalin’s pre-war warning* *

many kings and heads

afterwards.

dictators, arma-

ying or in exile.

Aare, Hitler corn-

destined to hang,

g of Belgium

and the King

France, I-*aval

ries throughout the wor

were coming true: in case ot war

te would be missing

Berlin to Manila

makers and lesser fry were c

hung by his heels in a Mi

eide in a Berlin bunker, T030 was

on his way out, the

the King of Yugoslavia,

nnlv on sufferance. In I

national operations such as floating loans for
cartelists.

Forrestal was made Undersecretary of the Navy Jj
Roosevelt, a symbol of the price Roosevelt paid for the
time co-operation of Big Business. Forrestal was brougjJ
into the government as a watchdog of monopoly interest*

'

The editor of the diaries, Walter Millis, makes this point very
clearly saying that the 1940 re-armament program "coi^i
not succeed without the whole-hearted co-operation of the

large industrial and financial interests with which the New
Deal had so often been in conflict.” 11 (emphasis added) and

Roosevelt therefore needed someone who “could find the

capable men who could be enlisted from the top ranks of

industry, finance and the law,” 12 that is, someone whom Big

Business could trust.

James V. Forrestal was perfect for the job. He had

wealth, power, position and the unquestioned confidence of

the financial and industrial rulers of America. The same

characteristics that made him useful to Roosevelt in wartime,

made him the natural leader of postwar reaction. In Truman’s

Cabinet he rose from Secretary of the Navy to the first Sec-

retary of Defense after the unification of the armed forceSr

He was here in a position of power next only to the President

himself, and he used this position to the utmost.

Forrestal was the representative of Big Business in the

government. He was the most powerful influence in postwar

American foreign policy—class-conscious, hard-bitten, hard-

driving organizer of reaction.

And reaction at the end of the war needed help all over

the world.

REACTION IN TROUBLE
The unfolding of World War II brought shivers to reac-

11 ibid., p, xxi
18 Ibid., p. xxlll

prom

tfussolini
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Xhe King of Italy was

never got back, nor did

0f
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The ruling classes in n

defensive. Even England, i

Churchill for a

Communist parties

ments. France

Communist Deputy

‘ The Soviet Union had come

dous prestige. All over
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with great admiration

exaggerated, for on^c
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"The hopes of civilization rest on

geous Red Army. °ur
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I number of wars and "
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in great detail the campaigns

I

In none have I observed c—

-

blows of a hitherto u-

'Counter-attack which is

The scale and grandeur of the e

•tary achievement in all hi Y-

f The quality of the Red Army,

bent even to reactionaries • -

13 Quoted la Schuman. Soviet P

A 269
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of outstanding leader,

1 such effective resistance tc

unified enemy,

driving the enemy back to



nault, friend of the vicious Ghiang Kai-shek, has written • 1
warnings to his fellow generals:

“Russian leadership was pared down to the hard, competent
that engineered Soviet survival. It is leadership of the v/

6

best. . .
14

H V(*y >

The leadership in the Soviet government impressed its j
most bitter enemies. Senator Vandenberg writes that Foreign I
Minister Molotov “is an earnest, able man for whom I have
come to have profound respect” 15 and John Foster Dulles '

says that he has “seen in action all the great international
statesmen of this country,” but he has never seen “diplo-

matic skill at so high a degree of perfection as Mr.
Molotov’s.” 16

On Stalin there are dozens of tributes from friend and
enem}' alike. Roosevelt “liked him very much” 17 and Byrnes
had to admit, “The truth is, he is a very likeable man.” 18

Even Churchill paid grudging tribute, “Stalin has a very

captivating personality.” 19 Hopkins gave an incisive candid

portrait of Stalin:

“. . . he never wastes a syllable. If he wants to soften an abrupt
answer or a sudden question he does it with that quick, managed
smile—a smile that can be cold but friendly, austere but warm.
He curries no favor with you. . . .

“•
• • there is no small talk in him. His humor is keen, pene-

trating. He speaks no English, but as he shot rapid Russian at me
he ignored the interpreter, looking straight into my eyes. . .

-” 20

More important than Stalin’s personality was Western
judgment of his ability. General Deane who was strongly
anti-Soviet nevertheless as a military man was profession-
ally impressed. He says that Stalin “has a keen intellect”

immediately understanding the “characteristics and use of

14 Chennault, Way of a Fighter, p. vill
15 Vandenberg, Private Papers, p. 184
16 Dulles, War or Peace, p. 29
17 Elliott Roosevelt, As He Saw It, p. 176
18 Byrnes, Speaking Frankly, p. 45
*19 Churchill, Closing the King, p. 374
20 Sherwood, Roosevelt and Hopkins, p. 344

inons- with a “quick grasp of the essential elements of

’ situation.” Above all, Stalin was constantly applying

t r \cal lessons to present events.” 21 In similar terms

Khill speaks of Stalin's analysis of the North African

evasion.

bttlZ
”

it an in a hash- (em-

Lhasis added)

But the finest tribute came from the old-fashioned Ten-

Cordell Hull. In a speech to Congress Hull sa.d

flatly

1 found in Marshal Stalin a reminkable personaLity, one of the

greatest statesmen and leaders of this age.

i-The quality of Soviet leadership haunts

dreams of reaction. But even more important thft jictorre

of the Red Army revealed its strong industrial base. Lesser

Le mSit swallow the propaganda of the daily i-ss about

Soviet industrial incompetence, but top governmeid and

business people both in England and America knew uU w >

what it took industrially and economically for the Soviet

Union to beat the Nazi war machine. Says Stimsons

pgrapher

:

•The colossal achievements of the So,,f^app^renfm"on
mercy of the Russian leaders were f

tly apI

and Marshall. . .
.” M (emphasis added)

[Soviet development was indeed titanic. It has been we

Deane, Strange Alliance 291

*2 Churchill, Hinge P_432 modest, conscientious men of

« Hull. Memoirs, p. 1315. soviet leaaers
statements show. Yet the

great ability and common sense *»
_, lcture of Soviet leadership.

STS* ^
l KoTof tKmeriSn aharpl^vldenced.

24 Stimson and Bundy, On Active Service, p.



•ummarlzed by Howard K. Smith: 2*

“To realize the dimensions of the achievement, it should be t*lmembered that when seven years of war and revolution
1

were over, capital and machinery in Russia were on a par wHvl
the African Congo. Steel production stood at three percent ofery low 1913 leveL When man declared armistice, God declared
war: in 1921 there came a drought, the worst of the centurt 1Two million people died and nineteen millions were in the hut
stages of starvation. There was cannibalism on the Volga. ^1
"The Communists let things drift, and production found its 1915
level only in 1828. Then they began their plans for industrializa-
tion. In other words, they had not twenty-three but only twelve
years to prepare for World War II. The measure of their success
Is in these comparative indices of industrial production for 1940
with the level of 1913 as index 100 in all cases:

France 93.2

United Kingdom 113.3

U. S. A 120.0 . 1

Germany 131.6

U. S. S. R 908.6

One item alone tells the story. Steel production is the

heart of war production. In 1921 the newly born Soviet Union

produced only one eighth (%) million tons of steel a year*

By 1928 at the beginning of the First Five Year Plan, the

figure was back to the pre-war level of four million tons a

year. By 1940 in the middle of the Third Five Year Plan, the

figure was 18 million tons, 1500 percent above 1921! When
It is considered that for ammunition alone 2% million ton*

*£ iron and steel were used in 1943, it is obvious that the

power of the Red Army rested squarely on the success ot

the Soviet Five Year Plans.

The Soviet Union as a nation was certainly formidable

enough, but what terrified reactionaries was the effect of it*

i®ample. The success of socialism in the USSR stirred tb®

imagination and inspired Socialists and Communists all °vet

the world. In many countries today conditions are such thaM

pi Smith, State <*t Europe, p. 46

Lklism is a real and pressing alternative to existing sys-

E Reactionaries try to say that socialism is imported

K Moscow, but they don’t really believe it.

When a strike takes place, the boss always says that

Eorkers were worked up by an “out of town” influence;

E the people of China win their revolution, reactionaries

List that it was imported from Moscow. It never seems pos-

ible to them that people can act for and by themselves

whether in Malaya or Indo-China, the Philippines or South

Lfrica, France or the United States.

Shrewd reactionaries know that domestic conditions make

for socialism, and they know what the conditions are. That is

why in the face of the postwar trend to socialism, they shud-

dered in fright. Wrote Senator Vandenberg in a letter to a

friend

:

Weren’t you stunned by Churchill’s defeat? ... I

f

S
u;

eS
Ye^\meri-

the Senator)

To restore the pre-war system and put together reaction s

Sompty Dumpty was a gigantic task. Vandenberg hated e

idea of the job involved. But Forrestal was more self-con-

sent. He thought the job could be done if big business was

Properly mobilized. Forrestal saw himself as the organizer of

Action, restoring the status quo ante. This was an impos-

sible task and Forrestal broke himself trying to do it.

the organizer of reaction

Forrestal had pretentions to historical erudition. He saw

Wself in a historical perspective and a curious episode in

^8 diaries is extremely revealing. Forrestal was having dm-

with Admiral Leahy and British Foreign Minister Eden,

conversation waxed historical. Forrestal spoke:

^ Said I had come of late years to have a much clearer apprecla-

Vandenberg, Private Papers, p. 210



too* of what Metternich had been able to accomplish.” 27

Forrestal is referring to Count Metternich0 — — an
tionarv Austrian diplomat who in 1815 tried to ie-establ9
4 1aa AA 1 W» A A VI/-. 1 rs 4-1^ A 4* X- ^-1 A — ..1 T

irresta 1 kept an eye on domestic affairs, but he consid

^Soviet Union the mortal enemy and therefore spent

HI time on foreign affairs. Cold War was his special-

^fre" event described in this.ooh or a poUey or a__ . ,
policy,

uujku v aiuaujtui ujuivinofc WAV ill J.CJXt> U1CU LU 1 €-eSt»l\l; . f iSll’t EH CVOIVt i iai vxi

the corrupt monarchies that had been overthrown as a result oa^anda line that Fofrestal didn t influence, cry
, . h

of the French Revolution of 1789. He also tried to prev̂ fjfece was decisive for his
““

the Spanish colonies in South America from freeing the*. [virtue of his portion ^jharge of aU
n ffig

stives.
^ ^ g ana by virtue of his role as emu

Metternich tried to wipe out the effects of the French
Revolution of 1789; Forrestal saw himself wiping out

pre-war conservative governments, there is no wonder he

appreciates Metternich.

Forrestal was a hard worker. His diaries show how inde-

fatigable he was in furthering reaction in America and in

the world. Nothing is too small for his attention. He acci-

dentally hears of a couple of New Dealers in the U. S.

Military Government for Japan. Instantly, he has them fired.

At the other end of the scale nothing is too big for his fertile

mind. Just as he sent a Navy to the Mediterranean, he sent

a fleet of bombers to England, at the time of the Berlin crisis

in the summer of 1948. He got the British to agree to “train-

ing'’ for two groups of B-29’s.

Four years later this "training” wras completely exposed*

In July 1952 correspondent Clifton Daniel cabled a story

on the U. S. Air Force in Britain, saying that although it ha®

appeared in 1948 "ostensibly for training,” the bombers w# 0

in England to stay. He continues:

“The first unit that came to Britain, a wing of bombs, was sche
j

w!e<i to stay only thirty days. Now, four years later, there a

five wings of American aircraft. ... J
“ ‘We will never be finished,’ an officer at Upper Heyford, one ;

the eight operational bases, remarked the other day.” 28

27 Forrept&J TUaries, p. 48
St) N. Y. Times, July 14, 1952
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^ the armed *«-

-

Jtfs and bvVirtue of his role as chief spokesman ofC b

within the government *
to un -

revolution oi jlysu; jporrestai saw himself wiping out the As the organizer of the Eoict wax, vv
atu<Jy

results of the Soviet Revolution of 1917. Having given him- i^tand his opponent. He actually hired a pto -

seif the same task as Metternich, to restore the shattered racist philosophy for him.

governments, there is no wonder he I P^fAsdur Edward F. W:
I
Sensor Edward F. Willett of Smith College prepared

1 Forrestal’s request ^"n ofhVal"ho^ht

raty Sovdetphilosophy. How good a Job Willett did is not

nown, the study was never published.

However, Forrestal was so impressed with thesOdy^^

e had it mimeographed and sent copL
thig phUoso-

Ending columnist
we don't know; what we do

k struck a chord m Forrestal w
1<theoretician” of the

sow is that he looked
o

a“ tsW and develop a line

old War, someone who could jusuiy

Ueseu*-»K-'acxsxa
Kis, “it was exactly the kind of

j „ . di
\i looked vainly elsewhere in the government^ The to

& contained an analysis which accordmg to Mdhs ended

hwrestal niaries. p. 127. malwtlc&l Materialism la

out cost by reading Stalins svmm 7
. ttie Soviet Union (Bol-

Chapter 4, History of «»JETrtSr ForSrtal could have gone to the

siwtiks). For more extended 8^d
{' N York, or the Samuel Adams

^ tabor School In San Francisco.

^ p„ 136
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is certainly a provocative question

istifiably rebuke. Instead we get a f
'

unan’s mind.

esident replied that we Would have

arose, and he then said that he and

Iking about it just prior t° bfch-

the answer would have t

:
between the Romans a

between Alexander the

and England, between 1

of these struggles was

to face that situation

General Marshall had

He said that he was

to be found in history—of the

and Carthage, between Athens and

? Great and the Persians between

England and Germany.’

for the domination
Everyone one or tnese »uu66- x

that he was -y con-

»us of what he wanted to> actoever
and

kind of integration between Big Business, „ov
^

the armed forces which has been no c
'

that :

He told John Snyder, Secretary of the Tieasuiy,

•...to the competition

war with Russia was inevitable, “no peaceful solution wu
possible.” Kennan emerges from the Forrestal Diaries as one

of the chief American ideologists of the Cold War. 34

GOVERNMENT AND BIG BUSINESS
Forrestal worked hard to make his ideas dominant inside

the government as well as to get businessmen in key post*]

lions. He pounded away at his ideas systematically and with

shrewd ingenuity. The way he worked on Truman is fascinat-

ing. Forrestal had a trick of asking “if” questions, provoc-

ative in the extreme, to get the President to think in terms

of war. For example: on the 23rd of June, 1947, at a Cabinet

luncheon Forrestal reports this:
"•

• • I asked permission of the President to pose a question which

Whereupon Truman appointed a commit ee e<

Snyder together with Harrlman, Pa
^
raon

'

f
Forrestal to make a “plan for laymg out the f

selected group of business people. Adds For

this selection should be made most caiefu y.

[(While pushing reaction’s policies msidei the

Forrestal maintained his dose cont®c
*;.

v
?
t

^
acted as a sort of clearing center of high men

In July 1945 he visited Dean Jay at l g ’ ’

55 forrestal Diaries, p. 281

5® Ibid., p. 247
^ Ibid., p. 252

I had put to the Secretary of State last Thursday: What does
'

country do, politically or militarily, if it is confronted during
summer with a Russian demarche [diplomatic demand] acc<

panied by simultaneous coups in France and Italy ”

31 Ibid., p. 133
32 Thhl., p. 139
33 Ibid., p. 135
34 In Europe, Kennan Is not the oracle he Is made out to be by Luce

others In this country. The conservative London paper The Obser'er,
an article in March, 1952, entitled quite bluntly, "Mr Kennan Is W*0

(Richardson in the N. Y. Post, March 25, 1852)



to him how the French capitalists were demoralized. 38
During the Palestine controversy, Forrestal “instwJ

Winthrop Aldrich of the Chase National Bank, to talk *9Governor Dewey and report to Forrestal what Dewey thn2
on Palestine. 3*

' ‘°u8«t

Forrestal reported on the overall political situation to V
former banking chief, Clarence Dillon; was constantly
touch with financier Baruch; was always available to advi3
Big Businessmen on foreign policy.

As a class conscious reactionary, Forrestal was acutely
aware of the power of organized labor, particularly their
power for maintaining peace in the world. He had to sit

through a cabinet meeting under Koosevelt in March 1945 at
which Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins reported on the
Woi ld Federation of Trade Unions. Mrs. Perkins said that:

/T ’
* Th

£
Rassians

? according to the American delegates, Mr.
[James B.] Carey and Mr. R. J. Thomas, were extremely cordial
in their relations with the Americans. She [Mrs. Perkins] said
that one principal theme of discussion in the meeting was the
enunciation of a principle that labor in every country had in its
hands the power to make war or peace, and that it proposed to os#
this power in the future.” *o (emphasis added)

This power of labor was and is a roadblock to reaction,
although it has been weakened as a result of division in

labors ranks. What part Forrestal played in this split has
not become known, but one unguarded entry in the diary
indicates that he kept close touch with events in the labor
field. This entiy also shows how Forrestal kept the pressure
on the CIO by playing on Philip Murray’s vanity as a labor

“statesman.” At a luncheon with Murray, Forrestal turned
the conversation on the split within the CIO asking about
Joe Curran, president of the National Maritime Union who
had fearfully switched from being union leader to a supine

38 7
I'
Tb* enorm°usLy powerful house of Morgan controls a msegment of our economy

39 Ibid., p. 364
40 Ibid., p. 34

sorter of the Cold War. Was Curran’s "conversion

.Lie FovivsUl "anted 10 know, and Murray said yes,

Lhourht it was. Murray also had to confess that in

Ltrasf to Curran, many unions were not going along w>

*
Tniman-Forrestal “muscular” formulas and that CIO

2Lrs “were encountering substantial difficulties from the

cited Electrical Workers <UE) and some other unions.

Forrestal kept a close watch on the needs of reactionaries

troad. He was one of the prime movers behind the economic

tebirth of the Axis nations, or as he put it. their a n * >
>>

pe, back to work,” through American “financial help acco .

famed by American supervision.” 42

Forrestal’s many activities and ideas, particularly t e

idea of integrating big business, big politicians and big :<rass-

,atsj were suspiciously reminiscent of Hitler and Mussohn.

Forrestal was aware of this, telling Congressman Brown of

)hio that there was always danger of a Senate mvestiga io

to prove that the Army and Navy and American business

were combining on a neo-fascist progiam of AmeiiCd.il i

nerialism.” 43 This is a pretty accurate description of what

he was doing, and he should know. Forrestal always worried

hat he would be exposed, writing to Senator Ferguson.

Needless to say, I shall appreciate
^ ^ccused^of being an

these thoughts wide circulation o

appeaser, a Fascist. . .
44

ORGANIZER OF THE WAR PSYCHOSIS”
immortal

f Probably the greatest domestic problem Foirestal

ras the friendly feeling of the American people foi the Sov t

Onion. Bvrnes says that “the Soviet Union had in the Ln_

States a' deposit of good will as great if not B«atcr

.

'hat of any other country.” « This created a problem for the

mlbid.. p. 400
b iSnid

, p. 248
* Ibid., p. 244

I
J* Ibid, i>. 57

I *5 Byrnes. Speaking Fnt nbly, p. l



46 Forrestal Diaries, p. 58
47 N. Y. Times. March 21. 1946
48 Forrestal Diaries, pp. 53, 117,

organizers of the Cold War which Millis puts in a negati
form, namely that the people of the United States were *

yet in the mood to face up to the basic issues of Soviet ijl
tion. 46 In plain English, the people of America were not*
the mood to accept the Cold War, and to change this moo3
“a campaign was worked up.” 47

Forrestal took the lead in this campaign. His work in the
field of propaganda is steady, consistent and tireless. He dineg
with Henry Luce of Time and Life and complains that the
U. S. press is too critical of its government. He lunches with
Arthur Hayes Sulzberger, publisher of the New York Times
and gets his support for the administration’s China policy.

He lunches with Wilbur Forrest of the New l7ork Herald
Tribune and suggests moderation in criticism. He lays down
the line to Palmer Hoyt, of the Denver Post, that he should

continue to back up James F. Byrnes and not fall for the

line of getting the Americans the hell out of China.” 48

He calls a large meeting with some two dozen foremost

editors and publishers in the country. The list of guests is

impressive :

Arthur H. Sulzberger, N. Y. Times; Geoffrey Parsons, N. Y. Herald
Tribune; Walter Annenberg, Philadelphia Inquirer; Paul Bellamy,
Cleveland Plain Dealer; Mark Ethridge, Louisville Courier-Jour-
nal; Paul Miller, Gannet Newspapers; Roy Roberts, Kansas City

Star; John Cowles, Minneapolis Star-Tribune; Wright Bryan, At-

lanta Journal; William Mathews, Arizona Star (Tucson); Clayton
Fritchey, New Orleans Item; Roger Ferger, Cincinnati Enquirer;
Paul Patterson, Baltimore Evening Sun; William Block, Pittsburg
Post-Gazette; Palmer Hoyt, Denver Post; Robert McLean, PbH»*
delphia Bulletin;^ John Knight, Knight Newspapers, Inc.; PauI
Smith, San Francisco Chronicle; John Cline, Washington Even*0*
Star.

At the meeting Generals Marshall and Bradley brief th8

newsmen over the Berlin crisis; Forrestal leads a discussio*
on the use of the atom bomb and develops his anti-Soviet

tnda with Bohlen of the State Department giving re-

'Tfrom Moscow .
16

:

hi meeting as in all his propaganda work, Forie®*®1

A
hi.Tas c fine on record as early as February 1946,

%"o Peaceful solution of the Russian problem

j worj( 0f Forrestal and other Cold War

UL at this time stemmed directly from Forrestal. He got

lates demobilized so fast after V-J Day that we»«
>££

tally disarmed and hence the Soviet Union became gs -

*e when she saw we were weak.
Quakers in their

This hoax was finally punctured by the Quaker.

kcellent pamphlet Step* to Peace: “
. , , that the United States

Another inaccuracy widely believe
weakening itself

canned unilaterally aftter Wor fallacy in this is

•nd opening the way for So -

- that we demobilized
hits frame of reference, Russians, the mili-

•J army to a much larger e
h never been measured by the

ary strength of the United Stetes has
reasons We rely primar-

•zeof its standing army,
Soviet Union is primarily a

W on sea and air power, includea, as they

\m power. If all categories of « P
strength, the theory of

bust be in any fair analysis °*
' In the years since

f&ericas unilateral disarmam
weapons has proceeded at an

K war, our production of atonui
maintenance of a far-flung

greasing tempo, accompan by^
planes necessary for their

Nwork of air bases and the bomb zv
worid> has been mam-

elivery. Our navy, by far the
;t?war years has our military

Bed on a standby basis. I” P „ This ^ hardly unilateral

|

bUdget fallen below eleven billion debars, im

J 11*18.. pp. 487-488

JJ p. 129 Service Coxx*xxitt-tee

i*t*ps to Peace, American Friends Betyice



, SO ouick to sense what they were no^sore was a threat to

Kation interests from Soviet Russia.” <•

L final symbolism
disarmament.** (emphasis added

>

No account of the propaganda war against the Ame^E
died m May 1949 under far from or-

people would be adequate without a mention of the censor]
JaineS V

‘

? .
tj a]lv the subject of mental illness

ship pressures. Mr. William Shirer, who was himself to Qiartf
circumstances.

-
to

’

discuss. This would be true in

silenced, has pointed up the attempts at censorship, capsidm’ed too ei^^ thathis illness was a matter

smears against those who opposed the Cold War and the
irrestal s case u

Foprcs (-aj was still making decisions when
consequences that might follow. His article is worth quoting U,uWlc

< < *llcorn
'

J 54 jjjs friendly editor hints

at length to show how in 1946 the Cold War was in full swing,
um^ r sev ere * ra

*

^
and how pressures were being applied to the mind of the

;itin lhe j i '

American public:

“Bert Andrews 52 raised a vital issue

that Mr. Truman
on a Tirm’ policy . ,

senters as Senator Pepper and Secretary Wallace would either go

along with that policy or keep their mouths shut.

“For if Mr. Andrews’ report is correct . . . what the President, the

Secretary of Slate and the Republican Senator from Michigan are

proposing is a regimentation of public opinion on foreign policy

such as has never been asked for by the heads of government ia

our history or in that of modern England, even in war time”
* * * *

“And it will not make for clarity and intelligence in our foreign

relations if every person who airs doubts about the wisdom of sonw

of our attitudes toward the Soviets is loudLy branded as Pr0
*

Russian* or a ‘Bolshevik.’. . . Every time I deviate from what may

to called the Vandenberg-John Foster Dulles line on Russia

get a bushel of abusive letters.
,h0

“Yet there are many able citizens—in Congress and out

rather regret that Mr. Truman and Mr. Byrnes, green as they »

in foreign polities, have taken over so many of the ideas of -
*

Dulles, especially in regard to Russia. . . . And one cannot •

have reservations about an authority who right up to the 0

break of war saw no danger to America in the Nazi-Fascist &
^

spiracy but who now presumes to see the imminent danger I

clash with Russia. . .
.”

president’s closest advisers no-

hly

jw"La nervous Formal, appeared; thlaman and a
-red how weary and nervous, ~

'stal’s long-standing,
1 raised a vital issue . . . when he reported ...league remarked to each other t at

head had become
, Mr. Byrnes, and Mr. Vandenberg, having agreed

L

0nscious habit of scratching the c
to appear.” 55 (era-

toward Russia, wished to goodness that such dl$-| continuous that a raw spot was S l &

YrtForrostal remained in office three more months. His

torv shows he was influencing policy on China, lsiael a

EaTwas still in charge c£ the Armed

(Cample that the hig bombers, B-36, should get auxihary

t engines.

Forrestal became ill. Writes Millis:

^discharge m another month or so^a^
^ thg restraints that

e treatment they risked a ^ tragic miscalculation.

fc^orCy^he-.'/LTtoLis leath horn Us un-

arded window.” 56

Herald Tribune, June 9.19*6
ificance ol the manner of Forrcstal’s

f Reactionaries are conscioxis of the g
- ke & maxtyr ol him, to idealize

I ''Oath. They have deliberatelysoughtom . Prlnceton university was
tod enshrine him. A research *a1?“ sL 7 a)rGraft carrier will be known
pied after him. The Navy s new 1 ^ that class of ships. Since
*s the Forrestal, as well as giving the i&me

to launch atomic
Mr. Shirer re-iterated an interesting fact:

“What surprised this reporter was that the very persons who

been so congenitally blind to the threat to us of Nazi Germ
„ ilet&

53 Bert Andrews is *. w<K)fU»r for the W»8fak|ton Post and the fl»-
”

Xriftaoe

*s-the Forrestal, as well as givingthena
cap

*

ble to launch atomic
^esc super-carriers are acivci

, appropriate enough, but no
I
bombers anywhere in the world tte n^ 1st

L Secretary of Navy or Defense has ever been so non

; farrestat Diaries, p. 547 y
Mfl., pP ,

554-555

283

282



Mental illness has its roots deep in the past, yet the
fin. Ine A

rRV>s
*

did «et his war. The “years of opportun-

breakdown is often related to current specific stresses A^ed about ran out very fast. Forrestal saw a

strains of the environment. Whatever tensions Pon^j 1/ ke had m were competing for the support of

personality had suffered in the past, the world conditio, I

*
le everywhere. He wrote in his diary, that

around him must have intensified the pressures inside him
8 1 h

For Forrestal’s policy was not paying off. The policy 0f Iday
;

the tw0 systems currently

the Cold War, of atomic blackmail needed two things forl • the central problem is_:^w cn
^

success. One, support by the American people, and two, fearlffered the norld ls

reactionaries, had

by the Soviet Government. Neither came through. I p^p in his heart, ones ai,

He was not willing to
‘ The whipping up of a “war psychosis” by the fraud ofl faith in his own capitalist system.

^ Roogevelt waa

Soviet military threat did result in huge armaments, hug* K the two systems compete peace* * ^ b {orce :

profits and the undermining of civil liberties m Amena 1 Ung tQ do . He tried to solve Oe
war

'

But even under the most powerful campaign of hate, the I

]d War as a preliminary t
8 places are still trying.

American people’s resistance to militarism has be a sue I
Forrestal failed. Others m

^ CQuld wep serve as a

that the military have not been able to seize control of theL
tQ0 must fail. Forresta

_ disintegrates—1the way

bomb, let alone use it. In this resistance the American people warning .
The way of war dn . .

arc allied to all the people of the world who, again and again
! e .g the only human alte

often through their governments, have expressed then ' I ^ MS

Soviet military threat did result in huge armaments, huge I
the tw0 systems compete peace

£orce;

profits and the undermining of civil liberties m America.1^ t0 do . He tried to solve
war

*

But even under the most powerful campaign of hate, the

|Coid war as a preliminary t g
, are still trying.

American people’s resistance to militarism has been sue I Forrestal failed. Others m
£ could weu serve as a

that the military have not been able to seize control of ie I

tQ0 must fail. Forresta
_ disintegrates—'the way

bomb, let alone use it. In this resistance the American peop,e warning. The way of war’ *8 .

arc allied to all the people of the world who, again and again, I I

e .g the only human alte

often through their governments, have expressed their
^^ p M9

of the bomb. .1
Nor was the Soviet Government frightened into sub I

mission. _ . i 1. /
Said Byrnes to Forrestal that the Russians

i

\ % /
•*.

. . stubborn, obstinate and they don't scare.” 37 (emp * I
l

>V lgt

added) Professor Blackett makes the same point ironical IP i \

. . the Russians have committed the lmforgivablc sin^of not IK I

f

ing as frightened of atomic bombs as the Americans.
|

I

In the application of his policy of force, Forrestal aga*® I 1

and again miscalculated. He was an intelligent man, V
hopelessly unable to understand deep social forces that I I

fj\ |P0
estimates of situations were sometimes downright chiM*

// L MV j C MM
When Transjordan attacked Israel,, for example, Foi^3|I (M ft waSl I

expected the Arabs to win in three days. 58 Instead Israe ^ IV p j/j
57 Ibid., p. 262 I / |
58 Blackett, t>ar. War and the Bomb p. 158 IK M » I x\ * i \\\\
59 T. O. Thackery, N. Y. CflmfiWS, October 12. 1951 ^
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.

peace we should be willing • • •

u price, even the price of insti-

ivar to compel co-operation .or

would become the first aggressors

55 *

Francis F. Matthews, U. S. Sec’y

of Navy, August 25, 19>>0

brent: up Russia's five A-bomb nests

eek. And when 1 went up to Christ,

ft r could explain to him that i hart

civilisation-” , , _
Ma-or General Orvil A. Anderson,

Commander of Air War College,

September 2, 1950

THE FRENCH have a saving: apt

eat, the more you wa:

developed a

‘‘eating” be

comes with eating. The more you

tat. American imperial strategists e

appetite. With the Truman Doctrine their

devouring.
, I Across Europe, American reaction move

I Direct American intervention smashed coa

in country after country. Part of the ‘ wa

paganda in America is the idea that Comi

timed against the existing governments tc

This is not true. The record shows that

the initiative to breafc up existing govern

the right, not from the left. The CBS

tope, Howard K.. Smith, has describe

| In France, Premier Ramadier hac. as

U S Has Rigid io Use Alom Bomb f'fT

Dread that Ryssio will drop the
J

frrs« A-bomb is building up pres- I

sure foi'preventive war.

Meaf range frdEn dropping 1

bombs*o£ the Kremlin now, to
£

warning ROssia that further satel-
J

life attacks will mean big war f
8uf odds ore strongly against I

preventive action, despite taik 1

Reason in cold logic: Oefcnse
j

planners say 0. S isn't strong
|

enough to assure a knockout I

vkto* i . 1

o, "> news l wotio tEcoet 1



i

maioritv in the country oi dl /c. ^iXco— and S°CiaU? a"
d £

the government Truman

Czechoslovakia of what !

the IKJUc
Jinister of the Interior began to clean up

right wing elements. * ^ the Truman I>«e-

was m 1948, am y
flagrantly intervened

n^rT *-

ich tense condition
*

^

™rXhf«ced the Cabinet to dissolve

/TSmith. was to exclude ^ eyVouTd
duce the Social Democrats

' £ t without th.

LTrancc, exactly as in Italy

lusts. Exact y .

th wh0 saw it happen, a

j strategy falled*^ ^d into Prague’s main

200,000 human being po
effect ” continue*

“This massive display ^d^its effect^

^ ^^
“fifteen parhamentaryepu^ ^ ^ third hur-

;

non-Commumst par
1

ation >» i The co-opem-

i
Gottwald and offered P®

resigned were

as accepted and the ministers who had &

out of the government.^
.‘Russian Aggression

munists,” who together with the Social Democrats (Social

1 Smith, Stat* of Europe, p, 1S6
» Ibid.. p. 156
3 Ibid., p. 219



against Czechoslovakia” and “Communist rule of terro *j
Smith who was there saw no terror. He saw support for th
government and no sign of violence or resistance. He asW
some questions which American reactionaries cannot answer
' “Why did President Benes . . . not resign if he was op!

posed? ... He remained as the responsible head of the

Communist-dominated state for months. Why did Czech
moderate parties collapse so easily? Of their forty-odd depu-

ties who rushed to support the Communists . . . many were
men of high principle. One was a respected Catholic priest,

Father Plohjar, who became Minister of Health in the new
Gottwald Cabinet. How to explain the support given the new
government by a universally respected Protestant theologian

like Dr. Hromadka, Dean of Theology at the Charles Uni-

versity?” •

No right wing leaders in Czechoslovakia would have dared

•ttch gross provocation without the knowledge that the U. S.

approved. In Poland the American ambassador openly sup-

ported the right wing parties. But in Poland, too, reaction

bad failed m the election of 1047, which also w as completely

misrepresented in the American press. The head of Polish

reaction, Mikolajczyk, was made to appear as a fine demo*

er&t. This is the same man to whom Churchill had said,

not only your foot but your leg in the door. . . . You can

•ount now on the support and influence of both the British

pod the Americans.” (see chapter 8)

This fine “democrat” interviewed by Howard K. Smith i®

the autumn of 1947 admitted that his Peasant Party
“vvaS

feundated by the 15,000-odd landlords dispossessed in the

land reforms, and by the anti-Semitic middle classes.” Smith

adds that "there is little doubt that his party in the provinces

was linked to the rightist underground.” The meaning of

this "underground” becomes clear when Smith explains that

P Snaitte. St*t« of Euroix, p. S47, A most mtosorbing nore) by Stefan
TIms Bye* of KfMWi. Boston, 1663, e*c«?llectiy portrays tbe Cz** 11

okvrakten erleie

190

Jj, Communist and Socialist politicians had been murdered

^“the rightist bands, some of whose local leaders we

tbtless associated with the Peasant Party.” >

Mikolajczyk lost. He ran away and he is now '» *««.
rtirring up hatred, dreaming dreams of going back to Po •

the baggage train of American and British armies. But

:;L ofThe facts given above ever appeared in the American

newspapers.

IThe effect of the Truman Doctrine was to sharpen strug-

,les in every country. Since the U.S. allied itself with the

IHch and the powerful, the American ruthlessness alienated

hrge Actions of the population. The Czech Foreign Minister

lEryk shortly before his death, told Dr. Jerome Davis

that “the United States had promoted more Communism .

a

Czechoslovakia than all the Russians combined, by gelling

Loan of fifty million dollars to the country while the anu-

cLmunist bloc still controlled it. ’“>
.

If It would be impossible in this book to follow in detail, year

by year and country by country the working out of the

Truman Doctrine and of the Cold War. The purpose of this

book is to show who started the Cold War. how and why.

However, the most evil and dangerous consequence of the

Truman Doctrine cannot be passed over and that is the idea

of preventive war. Preventive war has been defined by aul -

iritative American officials including one Cabinet officer.

Unequivocally and shamelessly, they have denned preventiv

»ar as a war of aggression by the United States.

PREVENTIVE war inherent in the coed war

Pas this book has evidenced, atomic diplomacy marked the

We inning of the Cold War and its subsequent manifesta-

tions But the essence of atomic diplomacy is the monopo.y

4 the atom bomb. From this fact there was for militarists

hut one conclusion: smash your potential enemy before he

IMbid., p 331
I 'Davis, I'cwc*. War and You, p. W

29t



t of fear and hysteria, the idea 01

longer academic. It was later reveale

idea advanced in 1948 by in

is* As we shall soon see, 1948 w

reaction, the year when

of achievement.

The preparation for that

Forrestal was the

-ubination

was no 1

a “30-day war

ge officers.”
1

Sion for American

yentive war seemed easiest

ret year for action.

Forrestal Diaries, since

yorlc.

Forrestal was in charge

Washington I United
States, the first tin

I has
occurred, with the e*e

mander-in-Chief. On July 27,

1

established a single Secretary

this key post. He

s on his new position, but ac

led one in his diary. That was

Ld of u. s. Steel and the President

; to the Vatican. Here is the

to Forrestal:

filiations on another gre
^ ^pg^^irSiat^ impos-

setiuence -

'dfMyron Taylor." « (emphasis added)

tag war, aggressive war. “In For-

mic bomb had moved into the center

rtion” says Millis commenting on the

it dated December 8,

too, gets the bomb. Start a war of aggression, without reaa~]
without justice, without need—just to maintain an J**' *ar

bomb monopoly which would insure the domination of tv

1

if*8

world.
e

for <

From the beginning of atomic diplomacy there was
in.

deci

herent in it the monstrous, evil idea of preventive war. No ^
other nation, not one, has talked about preventive war bp. tar|

cause no other nation, not one, has based its foreign policy

on the atom bomb. In the United States, however, the mo.

ment the Cold War began, the talk of preventive war started.

Already in late 1945 the idea was widespread in

as Sumner Welles testifies.

“It must also be frankly stated that there existed another body
of public opinion, in which military and naval officials of the

United States were included, which insisted that, since the Soviet
|

pointed to
Union could soon develop the manufacturing processes of atomic aratulatior
energy, the only safe course for the United States was to use the *

.

atomic bombs as a means of forestalling the possibility of any later
onv ' ' " '

'

aggression against herself.” U (emphasis added)
~ former he;

But in late 1945 and throughout 1946 while the idea of
resenUuv

pfeventive war could be discussed, there was no possibility
important

of carrying it into effect. A "war psychosis” first had to be MI)ear Jim
created, and as we saw in the previous chapter, Forrestal Congrj

led the way in organizing the propaganda campaign against Pyt
efrecti

!

the Soviet Union. Since the Soviet Union countered every <

aggressive move of the U. S. writh a defensive move, as f°r

example on the Baruch Pian, this was utilized by reaction * Forrestal was
to build up the war psychosis by presenting the Soviet moves

j^sta]> s thought tl

as aggressive. of the internation

At the same time, the U. S. government began jailing same pag-e on a 1

those who were exposing the war drive. 12 After the Truman The letter said:

Doctrine had been imposed on the American people through ^ ag we cari

11 Welles, Where Are We Heading:, pp. 347-348 .
st^‘

ke

12 The author ot this hook was indicted In January, 1947, after risks otherwise
film exposing the drive to war and the reversal of Roosevelt’s Polic,L< \\
The film, completed in late August, 1946, described U. S. foreign P°n }

as “atomic diplomacy.” U Forrestal IMaite*,

of all the armed forces 01

. in American history that this

Dtion of the President as Com-

lifieation law having

Forrestal was ap-

lany letters of con-

cording to Millis. he

from Myron Taylor,

-
5
personal rep-

letter which was so



"The years before any possible power can achieve the capability 1
effectively to attack us with weapons of mass destruction are 0 *1

years of opportunity.” i* (emphasis added)

What opportunity? What risks? Elsewhere Forrestal
in.

directly gives the answer. The risks inherent in a strategy!

of aggression. An entry in his diary for December 31, 1947
is illuminating:

"The most urgent strategic and tactical problem to be solved by
the Air Force is the question of the usefulness and capabilities of
the long-range bomber against jet fighter and radar defense.” 15

This is the problem of aggressive war. Given an opponent

without atomic bombs you don’t have to fear retaliation. You
don’t even think of defensive measures such as developing

your own jet planes and radar defenses. You think aggres-

sively, how to smash through the opponent’s defenses of jet

planes and radar. When Forrestal calls this the most urgent

problem of the Air Force, he is saying in military jargon, that

the most urgent task of the Air Forces was to be ready to

wage aggressive war.

Another set of entries in the diaries confirm the fact that

Forrestal is thinking of aggressive atomic war. They show

the military concern with the Eastern Mediterranean, a key

strategic area in any attack on the USSR, particularly its

Baku oil fields. By October 1947 Kennan and Forrestal are

agreeing “to reverse our policy” from hostility to friendship

of Franco Spain because of our need of bases and access to

the Mediterranean which “cannot be considered without con-

sidering Spain.” 16 Some weeks later there is an entry on

conferences ’between Secretary of Air Symington, General

Spatz, commanding the Air Force, Admiral Souers of the

Central Intelligence Agency, Forrestal and others concern-

ing air bases in the Mediterranean. At on<> of those con-

ferences :

era, Gruenther said fatofejent

£ the Eastern Mediterranean and .« the MO
,dded>

• nmnsr on Forrestal was feverishly

: While all this was g S
njmnressed with the import-

pushing for more atom bom.
, ^ „ and t0 remove

»nce of stepping up ^ bomb which were part

fee secret wartime atomic agreements among the U.S.

the U. K. and Canada. 19

urgency? Why
I Why all these

was “asking every casual

~ » ttat
v
FT *tV ta Ms opinion the public would

visitor to his office whetnet
the event of a major

support the employment of the ta
a target year

war?" » Why? \J is revealed by dames

for preventive wahTta^ had made the diplomat**

F. By rnes, who as Secret > «

plans for a possible aggressive war •« - '

may judge for himself since the Byn.es plan

in full, in Byrnes’ own wor^r
simple; make a sep-

Thc essened ofBytne ^ Germany> then push

arate treaty with the We
^ Zone by foroe . The time-

the Red Army out of the Fa
- ^ the spring

table for this little operation was
^ conference in

* 1948. The the USSR, and^
fcr^tv with W^ter. Germany which would provide

17 Ibid.
18 Ibid,
!« Ibid
*0 Ibid



jl

cy that might arise. We should not start somcrn.ua

repared to finish
the Sovlet Unlon will

all. let me say I do
^ our actlon is to be

^musT'he
5" 1

'otr minds and

e are willing to adopt these measures ot .ast r

ot the world we are torc^ to do
^ ^^ Union

believe, and I pray that t e
t must learn

ie'r^ermar^ woAfis not goln^ to permit one

‘veto peace on earth.” » (emphasis added)

tsures of last resort” is a long-established phrase in

ey meaning war. To keep the Soviet Union fro

- peace on earth" Byrnes is recommending that

' 1 a war In two other places in the book, Byines

.. the military and political “tools” for this 30b. The

C^ course the atom bomb, “we onr

orts to develop better bombs and more ot them
.

itlcal tool is the prestige of the

‘act” and then the United States would u^ aU

0 support the action of the United Nations.

1 was precisely the political fonnula used by the U.S.

Korean War. .

B„ Byrnes' book was published with the above pla

* British were

fast and so openly. On the_very n rt nay.

for the evacuation of all German territory by foreign troops
by force if necessary.

The full immorality of this proposal for war is shown
by the illegality of Byrnes’ proposed "peace conference.’*

Three nations had beaten the Nazis: England, the U. S. and
the USSR. These three nations had zones of occupation in

Germany 21 achieved by right of victory after untold suffer-

ing in a war started by the Nazis. A peace conference without
the USSR was a fraud.

A "treaty” drawn up by such a conference couldn’t

possibly demand on any legal basis that the Soviet Union
withdraw its troops from its zone. The USSR was in Ger-
many with the identical rights as the U. S. The entire premise
of Byrnes’ argument is therefore wholly false, false his-

torically, legally, morally. Now here is Byrnes’ war plan

based on this false premise. Byrnes writes:

“One may say: But suppose the Soviet Union declines to sign the
treaty, what then?
"If Soviet troops are withdrawal from Germany, no action by
other nations will be necessary. But If the Red Army is not with-
drawn, we must, as a last resort, go to the Security Council of
the United Nations. . . .

“Eastern Germany, like all other parts of Germany, is to be held
by armies of occupation temporarily and only until a treaty of
peace Is agreed upon. For the Soviets to keep troops there after
an overwhelming number of Allied Nations have reached a peace
settlement would be evidence of their intentions to hold inde-
finitely territory allotted to them only for the period of occupa-
tion. Such action -would constitute a threat to the peace of the
world and the United Nations should therefore require the Soviet
Union to withdraw from Germany.
“But, one may say, the Soviet Union will veto any action by the
Security Council.

“Because I do not believe it wise to suggest a course of action un-
less one is willing to carry it through, it is proper to discuss the

tl Fiance also had a zone, the result of diplomatic maneuvering by Churchill
supported by FDU. Stalin had agreed to It at Yalta with reluctance,
& compromise concession. In Chapter 11 we saw how France sabotaged
the four-power control of Germany, and how this was used as an excuse
by the 17. S. to break the Potsdam reparations agreement on plant



WHY BYRNES' WAR DIDN'T HAPPEN
A series of domestic and international developments

frustrated the tentative plans of Byrnes, Forrest&l and th
jest of the preventive war clique. The most fundament^
development was the rapid recovery of the Soviet Union from
the devastation of the war and its existing military p0W€r
Furthermore in 1947 Molotov hinted that the Soviet Union
had the atom bomb. The USSR certainly behaved with com-
plete self-confidence. A prominent British journalist. Edward
Ciankshaw. looking back at 1948, wrote three years later
that Molotov:

. . bluffed the West into believing that the post-war Soviet
Union, exhausted and demoralized, was ten times stronger than it
v/as. It was apparent in his provocation of the Berlin crisis. .

”26

Whether Soviet strength was real or a bluff, the fact is

that the Western nations were restrained by their fear of

Soviet strength and self-confidence of which the Berlin block-
ade was one example.

An important contributory reason was that at the very
time of the Berlin blockade, the United States was in the

midst of an election campaign, in which one party, the Pro-
gi essive Party was appealing to the profound desire for

peace among the American people.

Since the people of the United States are at this writing
in the midst of an election campaign in which peace is the

real issue, and since once again the Progressive Party is the

only party whose candidates, Vincent Hallinan and Char*
lotta Bass, are standing squarely for peace, including an

immediate truce in Korea, it is important to evaluate, how-
ever briefly, the role of the Progressive Party in the 1948

campaign.

Because of the impact of the Progressive Party for peace,

Truman himself switched in the midst of his campaign and

N. T. Tim**, Sunday Magaeim Section, February 11. 3953

L to ™nd verv “radical * He made a gesture of wanting

Pend Justice Vinson to Moscow, he said he got along hne

rtnde Joe." and he attacked in the

HLonoooly interests of America as parallel to the pay

"Iters of the Nazis in Germany, the Fascists m Italy and

tellHamts in Japan. Said Truman:

iaUire ^f ' thedemocracy
States^hroug^thelr

0
con-

tent
t^e °co^try

C

for”them. *£^*5^ a ' iI
";

;

J.lL
t

^
a
e0ntroI

U
over the German economy had passed

Tth” ol rich manufacturers, bankers

'Say m
6
the “united States, there is

^
concentration ol Immense economic power in the hands ol l-.sv

i few men” 27
. , ,

Leaving aside Trumans blatant demagogy (since he lias

turned the government over to Big Business) ,
the impoitan

fact is that the existence of the Progressive Party forced

Truman to the “left,’' forced Truman to talk peace and

may very well have been a major factor m preventing Ti n-

man from using Byrnes’ war formula to fit the Beiua

blockade,

THE KOREAN WAR -
.

._ KA
^ What Byrnes eouldnt get m 1948 Dulles got m 19o0

the Korean War has a trademark—MADE IN IHE U. -V

for a long time the “war psychosis" press succeeded in per-

•tedm^arge sections of the American people that the Soviet

Onion, through North Korean troops, had started the w

>« an aet of aggression against the West. Today the t ^ •

•otning out: the United States, acting through the South

» Trunwnr eibctio® ,
Ohl«a«ot

Octertxw

m298
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this indictment, one of the
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The Hidden History of the

inalytical study of how
* - Stone

Koreans, started the war in part to save Formosa and the
j

beaten Chiang Kai-shek.

This is the opinion of a leading British diplomat, Sir John

Pritt. Pritt was former Adviser in Far Eastern Affaire for

the British Government, and head of the Far Eastern Section

of the British Ministry of Information. His background and

knowledge are unimpeachable. This is what he says:

“Fighting began at dawn on Sunday, June 25, 1950, and that same

afternoon the Security Council passed a resolution declaring North

Korea guilty. Their decision was based on a telegram from the

United Nations Commission in Seoul reporting that there was no

evidence which side began the fighting. My suspicions were aroused

by the haste with with this resolution was passed and by the fact

that President Truman, without further reference to the United

Nations, used it as a pretext for sending American troops to South

Korea and the American navy to Formosa.

“The text of the United Nations telegram from Seoul was sup-

pressed even In the Command Paper laid before the House of

Commons. . . .

“The Russians had withdrawn from North Korea in 1948 but the

Americans remained in South Korea and built up an army which

they and Syngman Rhee confidently believed to be more than a

match for the North Korean army. By November, 1949, according

to the Economist, it was already a shooting war though the maul

armies were not engaged.

“In May, 1950, new elections were held to South Korea and the

new National Assembly met in Seoul on June 19. Syngman Rhee’s

epponents had an overwhelming majority against him and started

negotiations on the basis of a plan proposed by the North Koreans

for unification of the country and for new elections to be held i»

August. It is difficult to believe that the North Koreans would

abotage this plan by launching an attack on the South Korean

army.

“The solution of the puzzle must be looked for in Formosa.

“In January, 1950, President Truman and Dean Acheson an-

nounced that America was not interested in Formosa and woula

not intervene to any way to the civil war between the Nationalists

on Formosa and the new government to Peking. The island had

been returned to China to 1945; It had become once more a Chinese

province and America ‘would never quibble on any lawyer’s words

about waiting for a peace treaty with Japan.

“The Republicans, however, were determined that Formosa should

ttg was timed for - - -

Formosa was
Foster _ .

,pare. InJun • d General Bradley

Sered^ General MacArthur t _
’

on^une 1

cave President Truman

Formosa. No one who studies

the barest outltoe^c^^ latincne

of hi* friends in t

—

added)

John Pritt wrote
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thorough, ai .
. ,

started and earned off

rman of the Senate Foreign

ne who granted an interview

Report of May 2, 1950. Said

attack upon
rapport
(emphasis
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Since Sir

great newspapermen

the hilt. I. F. Stir'

Korean War, a brilliant,

uid why the Korean War was

'Senator Connolly, «ha

Relations Committee at the U

to the V. S. News and World

me this: tney oe-

•Well a lot oI them (certain peop^^ maneuver around and

leve that events will transp 1
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Gnfflth^omer « &)ready
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18 Quoted in I**?-
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e‘MrtZV ffw, new York, 1»52, p. **



"'Urged President Truman to order an atomic bomb dropped I
place over there, as a demonstration of United States support!
the ‘people of the world who wanted to remain free.’

of '

Piesumably Mr. Griffith meant that a bomb be dropped on fch«

-

Soviet Union. , .
.”30 Sl

There is no record of what Truman said. There is a record 3
of what he did. Soon after, he appointed atomic bombardier
Griffith to the post of Assistant Secretary of Defense.

This new outburst of preventive war talk occurred before
the Korean War broke out. The war crowd, as Connally re-
vealed, desperately hoped that events would “present an in-
cident and make us fight.”’

Dufies turned up on the 38th parallel in Korea, on June 20,
1950. Newspaper photographers showed him peering through
binoculars at North Korea. The next day he hurried to Tokyo
to confer with General MacArfchur, who was in conference
wi-Ji the very top XJ, 3. military leaders who had just recently
arrived in Japan: Louis Johnson (Secretary of Defense) and
General Omar Bradley (Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff).

Dufies, MacArthur, Bradley and Johnson: What did they
talk about ? The only clue we have is a statement that Dulles
made to the Associated Press after leaving the conference.
He “predicted ‘positive action' by the United States to pre-
serve peace in the Far East/' 31

How did war come to Korea? A fascinating clue is given
by John Gunther, the author of all the “Inside . . .

M books.

On the morning of June 25, 1950, Gunther was on the
“inside ' again, in General MacArthur’s private railroad car
in Japan. With him were “two important members of the
occupation. Just before lunch,” Gunther reports, one of them
“was called unexpectedly to the telephone.” He came back
“and whispered, ‘A big story had just broken. The South

•0 N. T. Tim**, Jucm 7, 1*50
*1 N, ¥. Times, Jtt»* 1MO quote* kit Sfcme, HMtet Wfatorr. p. 0

Hi have attacked North Korea.’ “ Gunther calls this

few inaccurate” but he can’t find any reason why

Important occupation official should get a wildly mac™-

"(fj^ort in MacArthur’s private railroad car. The best

Excuse he can think of is that:

j jbe North Korean radio.” 33

x F Stone comments: "The conjecture that MacAiffiw

right have been misled by the North Korean radio is fan-

iL Hidden History ot the Korean goes on step by

step, from sensation to sensation, proving to the hilt ® *

Slant trend in American political economic and military

thinking was fear of peace” » and that Korea was the way

oat for the warmakers. Stone quotes American General

Fleet, commander in Korea, as saying,m January 18J

Korea has been a blessing. There had to be a Korea either here

or some place in the world. -3

KOREA AND THE PREVENTIVE WAR
. . *

For two years the war in Korea has remained the most

dangerous threat to global peace and the most powe

springboard for the advocates of preventive war. After the

War started, the preventive war talk mounted in a new c.c-

SeSdo right up to the Cabinet itself.

fin August 1950, a man who was then Secretary of the

S#vy. Francis P. Matthews, a Truman appointee, made a

Public speech and said :
.

.

|
“We should boldly proclaim our undeniable ofcjec ive o

^

«L„ Ounther. TW Hi,Ml. «i M.rArtH»r, r. >«. » *“»• M,d**

I MKiistory, p. 45

^ litter, p 45
Klfcirt., P. 45 ,

•

/OMtl.. p. 348 ho Korea January 1952,
Pr*ss dispatc-Vi from. &.«*> Hq - ******

fcjuoteti in Stone, Hitfden History, P-



be a world peace. To have peace we should be willing ... to 1
pay any price, even the price of instituting a war to comp^

’

co-operation for peace. . . This . .
peace-seeking policy

'

though it cast us in a character new to a true democracy—an
initiator of a war of aggression—it would earn for us a proud

and popular title—we would become the first aggressors for

peace.” 37 (emphasis added)

Matthews was not alone in this insane drive for global

war. Two weeks later, Sept. 8, U. S. News and World Report

had a whole article on the new upsurge of preventive war talk

among top people. In addition to Matthews they quoted an

influential Congressman, an Army general recently retired

and an Air Force General on active duty, Orvil A. Anderson,

at that time commander of the Air War College. General

Anderson said that “Americans believe' in taking the initi-

ative”; he would be happy to bomb Russia, just “give me
the order to do it,” and ended up : “When I went up to Christ

I think I could explain to Him that I had saved civilization,”3*

This was too much even for Truman. He suspended Ander-

aen as commandant—that is, Anderson got another job-
same rank, same pay. This type of “punishment” affords *

real insight into the Administration’s thinking: generals who

demand preventive war are never seriously punished.

The most glaring recent example is the case of General

Grow, who kept a diary early in 1951 while he was U. S-

Military Attache in Moscow.

What Grow had written in his diary appalled the world

when it came to light late in 1951 :
*®

“War! A« soon as possible!! Now!

ST M. Y. Ttnui, August M, tt60

8
N. Y. TlfflM, Sept. 2. 1990. V. S. News did not print the whole statement.

Excerpt* were first printed bf British Major Richard Squires in Berlin.

These have now been reprinted In the U. S. for the first time In a P*0®"

jphlet called “The Diary of General Grow,” Hour Publishers, 1952, with **

Introduction bf Albert 8. Kahn, author of High Treason. Major squire*

had obtained photograph* af tbw original diary and other private pop***

of Grow

n voice to leaa us -a- -

^"be destroyed” (Entry dated February 5,

' grow did not keep his recommendatio

he “threw a minor bombshell by p

Sassador Kirk in Moscow, a memorandi

Ibefore July, 1952. Grow then boasts th

Lepted our paper as sound and wor

Iteration.” He also boasts that his lette

Iportant divisions, even to the Presiden

Grow also revealed his spying and tai

jgg in Russia, writing of his travels:
4

1

iatura . . .
good target Only bridge

r<*et . . . The bridge here is the best ta

ia . . . located three A. A. A. positions.”

Grow even discussed the methods of

Our attack should be direeted at enemy w (

. total war and is fought with all weapon,

a war it is fair to hit below the belt.

it is in his own handwriting :

40



. ond monopoly groups that boosted muer w ^wa -

H b- Httler's generals; a German government staffed

«f Chiru? the insolence of the skycrapers of New Yoik.

AlUance with the brutal colonial oppression of France, Britain

'&SL&X SSStt trXoaf^:
'on ”ivn Cities and free speech tn the. United

feS 5=! •rtJSL*J «=?«

When the Grow diary became public, the first reacti
in Washington was silence—no denials, no punishment. Abou!
six months later Grow was court-martialed, not for recoin
mending war, but for failure to safeguard secret militaM
information. ^

MONSTROUS CROP OF THE COLD WAR
The Cold War has given America the Korean War and

the ever present possibilities of a preventive war—a war oi

8'S’gTcssion against the Soviet Union which would inevitable
leave the U. S. fighting the whole world, as Hitler did-
with the same disastrous results. The main reason why a

preventive war has not been unleashed is because U. S. mili-

tary "planners” are not sure they would win. Not morality
but fear has thus far restrained U: S. militarists. This is

coldly admitted by a big business magazine:
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to Moscow, and one of the chief architects of the Cold War,

Millis says:

“A nation which, starting from the high moral idealism of the Kel-

logg pact i, ended with the atomic bomb strategy— as stupid, bar-

barous and destructive as anything since the politics of Genghl*
Khan—must realize that something is wrong." a (emphasis added)

Why does Millis, who admired Forrestal so greatly, say

that “something is wrong" with our atomic bomb strategy,

when Forrestal himself played a key role in shaping that

strategy, and when Millis himself called the atomic bomb

“the real core of American military strength?” * Why does

he now say it is “stupid, barbarous and destructive?" Is it

because he is morally revolted at the thought of war? Not

at all. In the very same review he says we “must frankly be

willing to play power politic*, or even fight limited wars. . .

The key to Millis’ change of heart is the failure of atomic

strategy. Long range strategic bombing with atomic weapons

is not possible on a scale sufficient to give the U. S. victory in

a global war. The military basis of total war against the

Soviet Union has collapsed. There are four reasons for this

collapse: (a) Soviet production of atomic weapons, (b) grow-

ing insecurity of American air bases in Europe and Near

East, (c) Soviet radar defenses, (d) Soviet defensive j®*

supremacy. The last is of such importance that it will b#

treated separately.

BLOCKING THE AMERICAN STRATEGY

Soviet production of atomic weapons has an obvious im-

portance as a retaliatory weapon. If we start atom bombing
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One wonders why General Eisenhower who i- ,
busy man spent so much time in Europe, if the pj-LL *
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Soviet radar defenses, Soviet atomic production and the
growing insecurity of U. S. bases abroad all have contributed

to making obsolete the American strategy of the atomic blit*.

But the most important, overwhelming reason why U. S.

atomic strategy has failed is the superiority of Soviet jet

fighters as demonstrated in Korea.

On October 23, 1951, American B-29 superfortresses es-

corted by 100 American jet fighters set out to bomb an air

strip at Namsi, deep in North Korea. They were met by 150

enemy jets and in the ensuing battle 3 B-29’s were shot down

and 5 so heavily damaged as to be counted a complete loss. 8

Eight bombers were lost.

Eight seems a small number but it shook and rattled every

A-bomb general in Washington, because only eight bombers

had started out! The losses of October 23 were exactly 100%.

As Newsweek put it, the losses had “approached the point of

no return.”

The significance of this event is grasped by one compari-

son: the worst losses in the air war over Germany, on the

Schweinfurt raid, were only 40%, yet this figure was con-

sidered so prohibitive that no more daylight raids were made
until long range fighter escort could be provided. The

Schweinfurt losses of 40% without fighter escort was con-

sidered prohibitive; imagine then the Namsi losses of 100%
with fighter protection.

V. S. LOSES AIR SUPREMACY IN KOREA
U. S. air supremacy over Korea was gone. No more day-

light bombing with huge bombers. Bombing henceforth was
done with small fighter bombers or at night as for example
in the July raids on the Yalu River power stations. Moreover,

we don’t know what these raids cost American parents. Air

Force generals have been cagy about oht losses. Overall fig-

£ N. Y, Times, December 9, 1951



United States. The Soviet Union, for years described in om*
press as industrially backward, inefficient, incapable, sudden-
ly blossoms out as superior to the United States which prides
itself as the most highly developed, technically efficient in-

dustrial nation on earth. It seems incredible.

Yet the authority for this dramatic statement is none
other than the Chief of the U. S. Air Force, General Hoyt
S. Vandenberg. He said at a press conference:

"Soviet technicians have mastered the design and production prob-
lems of extremely high-speed aircraft to a degree which equals
and in some respects excels all that we are able to demonstrate
in warfare at the present time. Fortunately for us there is more to
war than mere technical achievements (emphasis added)

The chief of our Air Force says that the Soviet Union
“excels” the United States in jet design and production, that

is, that in this field the United States has been outstripped

teehnologically ! The implications of this admission are so

world-shaking and so important to the cause of peace that

they deserve detailed attention.

Soviet jets are produced by Soviet designers and Soviet

engineers. Soviet designers have out-designed British design-

ers and got more power out of engines developed by the

British themselves as told in Aviation Week, an American
trade magazine of the aviation industry. 11 Another trade

journal, Aviation Age, admits the ability of Soviet engineers:
f

"Russian airframe and engine designers . . . are very unusual
people. Gifted, original, Individualistic, and intensely practical, the
lives they live are for the most part the exact antithesis to what
most Americans would expect in a Communist state.” 12

Why should Americans expect “the exact antithesis,” the

opposite of the truth? Where do most Americans get their

information? Where, but from the press and radio which
systematically mislead our people on the Soviet Union with

a stream of false ideas: that scientists in the Soviet Union

10 Press Conference, November 21, 1961, quoted by Stone
11 Quoted by Stone, N. V. Dally Compass, January 8, 1962
12 Quoted, by Stone, Hidden History, p. 842
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-Marxist the university president
trongty anti-Soviet and anti-

jiakes these significant admissions:

, the prestige of scientists has been deliberately boos

more distinguished among them are invested with tn~

Served In the United States for film stars; working c<

£ scientists are good . . , men of gemus are given e

ouragement and facility to work. ...

in less than thirty years time, leadership toSovie

ffiU have passed to the post-war generation, to men who

trained, hard-headed and realistic. »

| The importance of science and engineering to plar

aad production is obvious; not so well known is the

ance of technical training for phots. A modern mikta

requires a high level of educational background and

it is the United States which is having difficulties, as

by the N. Y. Times’ military expert, Hanson Baldwi

"The newest planes are ©rammed with electronte gear,

youngsters who might Qualify for^ tels new art do^ not

"=> ^ rtuu utiiina mem are the scientists
and the professors in the universities, the teachers in thesecondary schools. The chain of intellectual development from
child to plane designer must be strong in all its links.

SOVIET TRAINING BEHIND SOVIET TECHNOLOGY
If Soviet aviation, industry surpasses the Americans

Soviet technicians must be well trained. Draftsmen and ma-
chinists, foremen and plant managers, apprentices and teach-
ers, trade schools and management schools, secondary schools
and primary schools, again, the entire chain of technical
development must be strong in all its links.

Once these facts are clearly grasped, the following admis-
sion by a big business magazine stands out in its full Astound-
ing implications:

*• '
•

!

E

J

u“ia
,

is Producing more engineers than we are. Production

rarentlv thfnq
15 t0

J
he supply of traincd technicians. Ap-

* 5 u - S. must make a major re-adjustment in its man-power policies, if it wants to catch up.’Me (emphasis added)
This statement is worth deep study. A magazine of big

business, written for big business, warns the most highly
industrialized nation in the world that it has to catch up with
the Soviet Union in producing engineers!

hoi years Soviet science and Soviet education has been
slandered and lied about in the popular press and radio of
America. Today this still goes on, but here and there, reluct-
antly and unwillingly, part of the truth has to come out. Says
columnist Marquis Childs that “Russian science had a long
and distinguished record before 1917. Since 1917 the Bolshe-
viks have pushed it with every resource.” 17 A British edu-
cator. Eric Ashby, President of Queens University at Belfast,
visited the Soviet Union and wrote about it. Although he is

It l
R
;

a,uT World Report. December 14. 1951
1; Washington rest, April ie, 1952



the Korean fighter pilots trained by Soviet fliers. According

to American fliers in Korea the enemy pilots are as good as

the Americans. 22

SOVIET JETS: FACTORS FOR PEACE
Soviet jet fighters have been developed for defense. An

informed columnist, Alfred Friendly, states flatly that “the

MIG-15 is an interceptor with a short range, 160 miles, and

is not an offensive fighter.” 23 In Eastern Germany, airfields

are built with runways that “could handle fighters but were

not strong enough to take bombers,” forming “a network of

defensive airstrips ... to make a fighter screen against either

atom bombers or conventional bombers.” 24

Walter Lippmann has drawn the obvious conclusion:

“What we think we know about their (Soviet) military prepara-

tions does not suggest that they have any intention of starting

a world war for the military conquest of the world. . . . What
the military preparations do suggest, is that the Soviet Union is

working to make it impossible for the United States to make war
successfully against it.” 25 (emphasis added)

In the same article Lippmann also admits that our present

war plans hinge “on strategic airpower with atomic bombs,”

and that present trends may make “strategic bombing of the

Soviet vital centers too costly.” Hanson Baldwin had already

pointed out the lesson of Korea, that Soviet jets had, “forced

some of our most ardent advocates of strategic bombing to

take another good hard look at our prospects” since long

range penetration of Russia without fighter support was out

of the question, and “the supply difficulties of sending swarms

of fighters deep into Russia would be terrific.” Furthermore

“it was very difficult for jets to prevent other jets from get-

ting at . . . the bombers.” 26

22 Aviation Week, December 17, 1951, quoted by Stone in N. Y. Dally Com-
pass, January 3, 1952

23 Washington Post, May 14, 1952
24 1!. 8. News and World Report, December 15, 1950
25 Washington Post, May 22, 1952
26 V. Y. Times, December 9, 1951, quoted by Stone, Hidden History, p, 344
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Hitler as a warning to the American people is a fitting com-

mentary to the kind of aggressive military thinking current

in America today. At the same time, this statement is indirect

proof of the failure of American strategy. If our military

strategy were sound, we wouldn’t be worrying about

“delusions.”

American atomic blitz strategy won’t work. Our militar-

ists have reached the end of the line. Hanson Baldwin, the

N. Y, Times military writer, put it bluntly in an article en-

titled “There is No Military Miracle in Sight.”

SSsl ne.!ds ^ not £ "1“
r<n

dS°aHies who will be on their home ground, defending

L„d Its allies w no
H„„ression has to have countries

ihe!r homes. U. • • • -
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E ilhinformed and.t, *&£ ST-ffi

I nations In Europe ™pon ttie Soviet Union.” »* *™‘
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.„ T. , these “dozen nations” if it starts

a w^'^of aggression ? Ah-eady

fern unmistahahly, a political deh-

acle is in the making.

IS Washington Post. Januar^ 1 '
ll "2

“We are still looking for a quick -and-easy war. And we are still

looking for a cheap-and-easy means of security. But there is no

such thing. There is no ‘absolute weapon/ . . . Wars of today and
the foreseeable tomorrow may start in the ‘wild blue yonder’ and

end in the rubble of burning cities, but, in between, the ground

army—the man in the mud—is very likely to be the arbiter of vic-

tory. There is no cheap-and-easy defense, or quick-and-simple

victory; wars are still won by blood and sweat and tears.”

Ground armies, says Baldwin, are likely to be arbiters of

victory. This thought chills American militarists because the

U. S. achilles’ heel in any aggressive war is lack of man-

power! The U. S. population is some 150,000,000; the USSR
and its allies have some 800,000,000. Experience shows that

total mobilization yields roughly 1 in 10. During the war the

U. S. had 15 million, men under arms
;
the equivalent figure

for the Socialist armies would be 80 million men!

But someone may say : What about the U. S. allies ? The

answer to that question is in Korea; 95% of all troops there

are American troops. Allies fight well in a just, defensive war

—they are totally unreliable in an unjust, aggressive war a*

Hitler learned with his Italians, and Rumanians, and Hun-

garians and Spaniards. Attacked by the U. S., Soviet allies

will undoubtedly fight. At the same time, U. S. allies will melt

away leaving perhaps Franco Spain, Royal Greece and feudal

Turkey as the American prop. Their total population is less
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Europe is "in the midst of a ‘deepening economic crisis.’

In France and Italy, the picture is the same. As is usu^
in the "free enterprise” countries, the burden is shrinking

financial reserves and greater dependence on the U. S. dole, I

ARMAMENTS vs. SOLVENCY

When Nazi Germany re-armed, Goering said "Guns or

butter”; Germany couldn't have both. Today in Europe, how-

ever, "the problem is not guns or butter, but guns or bread!” *

(emphasis in original) . Europe’s rickety economy cannot pro.

duce more guns without producing less bread. When tha

United States insisted on high-speed rearmament as the price

of dollar aid, it inevitably caused an immediate cut in living

standards.

No one today denies that armaments are responsible for

Europe’s crisis. Even Winston Churchill, late in July, asked

Parliament for a "reshaping” of the arms program to prevent

it from becoming "utterly beyond our economic capacity to

bear.”

Lord Blackford was more direct. He is a member of the

British House of Lords, and one of the recognized spokesmen

of the "City,” London’s financial powerhouse. He said,

*T have always thought that the present expenditure on arma-
ments is completely ruinous. It will ruin all the countries of the

world unless we can find some way out of It." 5

Lord Blackford was followed by Lord Balfour, chairman

of Lloyds Bank, who asserted that the British people must

take further cuts in their standard of living. "The stark

truth,” he said, "has to be told to the people.”

ECONOMIC WARFARE
Along with the preparations for hot war has come *

3 N. Y, Times, May 27. 1962
4 Andre Vtsaor*. Washington Post. December 2« r 1951
® Quoted by Gordon Schaffer in the National Guardian, August 7, 1952. Th**
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in business circles in Western Europe/' 8

This explains the relative success of the trade talks held
in Moscow in April, 1952. Business men of all political corn,
plexions from all over Western Europe went to Moscow to
try to revive East-West trade. The large number of deals
that resulted showed that some businessmen are determined
to break down the barriers to trade.

Still other businessmen trade with the east in defiance

of U. S. threats, ^a,nd sometimes win support of their govern-
ments. Both the Netherlands and Denmark have sold “pro-
hibited" goods to the Soviet Union openly, and many other
countries have done the same thing secretly.

Others who are not quite so bold merely plead. Crankshaw
**.

. . If Britain should become convinced that she cannot survive
without Russian grain and timber and Russian and Chinese out-
lets for her exports, she should be allowed to work out her own
salvation. . .

."9

The U. S.-imposed embargo on East-West trade has

proved to be a bonanza for U. S. corporations. Banning pur-

chases in the east means that Europeans have to buy from
the U. S., and Europe has been flooded by U. S. goods. Since

the end of the war, the U. S. has sold the rest of the world

$47 billion dollars more than she bought. Europe is drowning
in a sea of Coca-Cola.

The main instrument of U. S. conquest of the European
market has been the Marshall Plan. When the Marshall Plan
came to an end, this year, there were no triumphant state-

ments from any capital of the world, including Washington.
The reason is simple: the Marshall Plan has been a dismal
failure.

MARSHALL PLAN: PROMISE vs. PERFORMANCE
Congress voted the first Marshall Plan appropriation id

April, 1948. Congress and the American people were told

• N. T. Times, April 10, 19S2
9 X. Y. Times, Magazine Section, April 6. 1952
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that under “free enterprise,” foreign aid always aids the
employer, never the worker. This has been admitted by con.
sei vative U. S. labor leaders who originally supported the
Marshall Plan, and then went to see how it was working
Witness number one: John W. Livingston, Vice-President*
United Automobile Workers Union, CIO:

"“The Marshall Plan has been a ‘miserable failure’ Insofar asskUled wage earners in Germany, Italy and France are con-
cerned. . . . Huge profits of companies whose plants have be*n
rebuilt and rehabilitated by Marshall Plan funds and extremely
low wages have lowered worker morale to make effective and con-
vincing Communist propaganda.” 12

Witness number two: Jacob Potoisky, President, Amalga-
mater Clothing Workers, CTO:

"Our money has been used primarily to strengthen the govern-
ments in power and the industrialists. The rich grow richer and
the poor poorer. . . . European industry has retained the time-
honored theory of unbelieveably high profits and low wages. Labor
has not had the benefit of improved conditions sinc% the end of
the war.” 13

Witnesses number three, four and five: William Belandger,
V-P, CIO Textile Workers’ Union; Harold Gibbons, AFL
Teamsters in St. Louis; Carmen Lucia, AFL Hatters Union:

The American Unionists, fresh from a series ... of French In-
dus trial centers, voiced frank alarm about the economic hardship
endured by French workers' families. . . . All three were shocked
~o find that prices had been rising steadily in France during re-
cent years while wages have been held down.” n

<•
The Marshall Plan was fine for capturing markets. It col-

lapsed in its attempt to capture workers’ support for “free
enterprise” and the Cold War.

1 he U. S. has given up the attempt to win support from
12 N. Y. Times, August 15, 1950
13 Advance, organ of the ACW, October 1 ’951
14 CIO News August 21, 1950. It should be noted that Philip Murray and

?
°

'

1 «?ers
,
forced a split in the CIO bocarse unions like C/E,

IL-A' J. Furiieis. Mine Mill and others refused to accept the Marshall ?U«
and refused to accept Truman's policies

the peoples of Europe, Instead we have based our entire stia-

tegy on open support of the most hated people in Europe:

the unreconstructed former Nazis who now run Western

Kermany.

All the rest of Europe is being organized to support uer-

kany’s mushrooming war industries. This policy was begun,

in secret, even before the Marshal! Plan. It was exposed by

James S. Martin who was Chief of the Decartelization Branch

©f U. S. Military Government until July 1947, when he le-

Rmed in protest at Washington's sabotage of

Iplan to break up the German monopolies who financed Hit-

ler’s rise to power. Martin wrote of our 1947 policy

:

Ir~rne effect in Germany was the same as if the original architect®

©f the New Order Ithe Nazis! had been in charge . . .

the w-cunving powers . . . were doing things for Hit-

ler’s New’ Order that Hitler himself had never been able to do—

.

.

mat wa. emerging was a Eu^pe^ economy dominated from a

central hub of German heavy industry, with an^outer rmg o

satellite areas supplying food, raw materials; and light industrial

products.” 16

Today, with the North Atlantic Treaty Alliance*and the

chuman Plan, this is open and official U. S. policy.

Why has the U. S. adopted such ruinous economic poli-

cies ’ Why did we start the Cold War and head straight for

a military showdown with the Soviet Union—perhaps for

global war itself? The only real answer is to look more deeply

into the forces that shape our country’s policies.

WHAT MAKES FOREIGN POLICY

Foreign poiicv cannot be explained, fundamentally, by

saving that some Presidents are “good ” and other Presidents

are “bad.” The foreign policies a nation follows are a result

of the internal pressures of its economy, as we have seen in

Chapter 3. „

The U. S. economy has been coming more and more under

1R Jame» S AM HonoraW* on, * Ml
• IT Ibid.< p. *44
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the sway of Big Business. A handful of monopolists, banka

and insurance companies control most of our country’s pro-

duction. Monopolies have only one reason for existence: to

make as much profit as possible.

To accomplish this they try their best to undermine work-

ers’ wages, speed-up the assembly lines and force workers

into overtime work to make a living wage.

But there are limits to such measures: Many workers

have strong unions. So monopolists turn to other methods to

increase profits. They swallow up smaller businesses, they in-

troduce labor-saving machinery. Basically however, this

doesn’t help. It is not machines but only workers who can

produce more than it costs to support them, and therefore

provide profits for the boss. So the mad rush to introduce

machinery to displace labor really reduces the opportunities

for profits in the long run.

Furthermore, the mechanization of production results in

a flood of goods which impoverished workers can’t buy. This

is the so-called “air-pocket” in the economy discussed in

Chapter 3. As we have seen, big business has turned to arma-

ments to keep the economy going, and is trying to create

the impression that armaments are the only way to prevent

a depression. THIS IS NOT TRUE. A prosperous economy

can be maintained, without war, by following the program

laid down in Roosevelt’s Economic Bill of Rights. On the

same day that orders for military radar equipment are can-

celled, orders can be placed for civilian radar equipment for

safety in all our airports. Steel cancelled for battleships goes

into cars; cloth cancelled for uniforms goes into clothes;

lumber cancelled for barracks goes into homes.

Monopolists work hard to keep the American people

from finding peaceful solutions. They want to control wages

at home and scour the world for profits. WaH Street really

regards the world as its oyster.
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The economic success of the Soviet Union and the rapid
development of the so-called “backward countries" under
Socialism is a powerful incentive to the other colonial coun.
tries to follow their example. This danger is pointed out by
Michael L. Hoffman in the N. Y. Times in May 1952.

“The Communist countries, while their known accomplishments
do not appeal to the West, have done much better with their
•underdeveloped’ regions than tile non-Communist regimes of the
Middle East and Asia have done with similar regions. However
much tile production results in the Soviet Union and its satellites
are concealed or exaggerated, enough is known by the Western
governments to establish beyond doubt that a process of growth
has been initiated. N© such process is yet apparent in most of the
Arab world, India and Southeast Asia. . . . Western leaders who
work in close contact with non-Communist and non-European
peoples are increasingly aware of the spreading belief that cora-
ranisra is bringing those aspects of modern civilization to under-
developed regions faster than are the regimes modeled on the
Westera pattern.* ie (emphasis added)

M the erioetal nations free themselves, imperialism will

riarwe for profit®. The U. S., a® the strongest remaining im-

perialist nation, hag the dirty job of trying to rescue the

vorian structure of colonialism. Sometimes we try it by giving

kbe British or French money and arms. As a last resort, we
wfi! fight ourselves. We’re doing it in Korea, and may soon be

firing It in fedo-Ghirm. The New York Times reported on

MfM:

aware of the obvious. As a correspondent has put it, they

^re “much more worried about the red ink in the national

balance sheets than the red tide beyond the Elbe." 20

Increasing numbers of people see that U. S. economic poli-

I cies are bringing them to ruin, and that the alternative of

Soviet trade is their only salvation. That’s why so many

I businessmen of all Western European countries went to the

I Moscow trade conference in April, 1952, and concluded up to

I -20 billion dollars in trade deals.

The leader of the British delegation was one of the most

I distinguished and respected of international statesmen, Lord

I Boyd-Orr, first Director-General of the United Nations Food
' And Agricultural Organization.

One day, late in July, a reporter from the London Daily

Express went to visit Lord Boyd-Orr to find out what had

happened to the 28 million dollars of trading deals the British

£iad made with the Eastern nations at the Moscow conference.

Boyd-Orr’s answer reveals that there is at least one man

with some sense left in upper-class Britain. He said:

«. . . the whole 10,000.000 pounds ($28,000,000) worth of contracts

will go through, and if they are followed up vigorously by this

country they should lead to 100,000,000 pounds worth of trade.

I am the only sane Imperialist left.” 21

I 20 W. Richardson, V. V. Post. August 20, 19*2

I 3t London l>a1tr Express, July 23. 1952

“The possibility that France may be compelled by public opinion
At home to abandon Indo-China to the Communists has been
raised to negotiations with the U. S Between the lines of

the official French argument ... is the suggestion that if France
iptib out of Indo-China.. U„ S, troops must be moved in.” i®

The freedom of colonial countries would greatly increase

world trade. Coupled with the trade of the Socialist bloc, thi$

would solve Europe’s economic problems.

Economists businessmen, statesmen are all becoming

IS w. T. runes. May 16 , lS&g
M.N.Y. Vfcm*s, July SI 1652
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England has been our closest ally. The Cold War was
conceived by the Anglo-American bloc against the Soviet
Union. With the existence of the atom bomb, England is now
in the front line in case of war, and America’s drive to war in
a source of great fear not only to the British people, but to
the British government as well. Coupled with American arro-
gance, America’s warmongering has . given rise to political

movements marked by dislike and mistrust of the United
States.

Professor Toynbee, a conservative British historian, has
given voice to these attitudes, writing that political relations

between the two countries are “unsatisfactory because of the
disparity ... in the extent of the respective risks” each coun-
try is taking. Britain is under the gun, in the way America
isn t. Moreover, adds Toynbee, “the American government’s
fiat (dictate,) is virtually law' for the other Western gov-
ernments.” 1

Toynbee is saying that America gives the orders but
doesn t have to suffer the consequences. To him, as to millions
of British people, this doesn’t seem right. As he ilaid else-

where, No Annihilation Without Representation,” an excel-
lent slogan worth repeating.

NO ANNIHILATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION
Again and again the deep distrust of American policy

crops up. Again and again the resentment against American
domination is expressed. In the European press it is found
more frequently, but even in the American press the truth
breaks through. Writing about the Ottawa Conference of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) the N. Y. Times
correspondent, Anne O’Hare McCormick, says that the small-
er countries “complain that policies of vital concern to them
e . . are decided without refcrt?r.ce to their views,” such as
the policy of including Greece and Turkey into NATO, “a step

s London Observer, March 25, 1951

that changes the character and scope of the Atlantic alliance

Was decided on in Washington.” 2

Two days later, the same correspondent reported that

member countries of NATO were conscious that the Pentagon

Wkes policy for them too. Nothing is more apparent here

han the general awareness that NATO decisions are essen-

tially American decisions. When all the arguments are in, we

cast the final vote.” 5

American power is applied with ruthlessness and arro-

fgance. At the Ottawa meeting, U. S. General Brad.ey was

called upon to explain a report. Whereupon he made a few

remarks and “when called upon by some members to dabo-

rate he declined to do so" with such language as to be some-

what undiplomatic, if not curt. 4

The result of American ar rogance, American economic

policy and the reckless American atomic policy has been o

lienate British support. The British Labor leader Aneurm

(Nve) Sevan who resigned from the Bntrsh Cabinet in 1951

in protest against the scope of British re-armament under

American pressures, has been obtaining mounting support.

The largest trade unions in England, in their conventions

throughout 1952, have come out in support of reducing arma-

ment spending, even doing so over the opposition of their

own leaders. For example, according to the N. Y. Times, the

Amalgamated Engineering Union, with 800,000 members,

•‘unanimously voted a resolution expressing concern at

Britain’s re-armament and “calling for a peace pact among

the five great powers-the Unite.! States, the Soviet Union,

Britain, France and China.” This resolution wasUken

against the wishes of the union’s president, Jack Tanner,

who nevertheless went along. Adds the news >t«m The

Amalgamated Engineering Union is the second of Britain s

t N.Y. Times, September IT, 1051

S N. Y. Times, September 19. 1951

4 j[,Y, Times, September 18, 1951
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six biggest unions to take a position closer to Mr. Bevan.

. . The Times of 'London said editorially that the implica-

tions of the vote were deeply disturbing.” 6 Many unions fol-

lowed suit and at this writing, Mr. Bevan has already become

a major political figure within the Labour Party, on a straight

anti-American, pro-peace platform.

Churchill has had to adopt many of Bevan’s suggestions

and much of Bevan’s language. Correspondent Stewart Alsop

in an article entitled “Churchill’s New Bevanite Tinge” says

" that on a whole series of measures the Churchill govern-

ment has come out flat-footed against the American posi-

tion.” The most important of these, is the strategy of the

atomic blitz. Continues Alsop:

"Churchill has pointed in apparent alarm to the ‘great and ever

growing* American air bases on British soil. The continued ex-

istence of these bases, as Churchill well knows, is at the very heart

of the whole American strategic concept." 6 (emphasis added

»

Since Churchill himself was one of the originators of the

Cold War, it is clear that he only speaks in such a manner

because he must. The British people, and perhaps Churchill

as well, are increasingly aware that atomic war will mean

destruction for themselves among the very first. In addition

the British and other European peoples fear the re-armament

of Germany. The re-armament of Germany has been one of

the most important factors in the revulsion of the peoples

of Europe against American foreign policy.

A NEO-NAZI GERMANY REARMS
Germany is now allowed to make tanks and artillery.

At the same time all restrictions oii steel production in the

Ruhr have been removed. 8 Finally Hitler’s generals are back

in power ana pressing for release of the war criminals yuk(

are in jail. Says a N. Y. Times dispatch:

6 N. X. Times, May 10, 1952

6 Wit's 1‘osi, December 19, 1951

7 N. V. 1 imes May 2» 1952

& M. X. Times, July 29, 1952
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that Britain and the U. S. A. waged in the nineteenth century, -

There is a markedly ‘Victorian’ flavour about Guderian s tum
of phrase and thought.” 18

Clearly Guderian is qualified to attend a ‘Victorian' tea

party and the peoples of Europe who suffered under his

jackboot are crude, uncultured boors if they don’t understand

his endearing qualities.

The German generals have been very gentlemanly about

their defeats and bear us no great ill will for having called

them “war criminals.” They did however, point out that the

American generals behaved like the Nazis had when, at Koje

Island. U. S. troops with flame-throwers, tanks and fixed

bayonets moved against the Korean and Chinese prisoners

of war.

General Guderian himself gives us the benefit of his

mature thought: he thinks the Yalta agreements were un-

wise ! Furthermore, he points out that Western leaders agree

with him. Writes the Nazi general:

“Winston Churchill is no longer so certain that his actions at that

time were wise. Both he and Bevin have clearly modified the policy

then adopted. Today many British statesmen no doubt wish that

the decisions taken at the Yalta conference of February, 1945. had

been other than they were.” 14

It is a revealing commentary on postwar Western policy

that a Nazi general can afford to be so patronizingly agree-

able and his book receive such deference in Britain and the

U. S.

Under Hitler’s generals, a German army is being re-

created. The flimsy propaganda that the German divisions

will not be “independent” but be part of a “European” army

is believed by no one, least of all the government of the

United States. Wrote correspondent William Stoneman from

18 p. 12
14 Guderian, Panzer I.eader. p. 285. Guderian, like Churchill, sees- hiinsen

as a saviour of civilization, savin* that he must defend Russia, "which

had remained attached to the ideals ,pf Christian, Western culture through

many centuries of effort,” p. 388
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the “free world.” Ernest K. Lindley expressed the dominant

U. S. view in Newsweek magazine

:

••Let us put aside all ideological considerations except the fact

that the Franco regime is anti-Communist 18

So was Adolph Hitler.

As a result of American imperialism and American arro-

gance the United States has lost friends wholesale. The

most popular slogan in Europe today is:

AMERICANS GO HOME!

Europe has created this slogan but the entire world has

embraced it. From Paris to Famnunjong Americans are not

wanted. The daily press cannot keep this fact hidden, every

day there are new incidents, demonstrations, even official

protests by governments as when Iran on July 29, 1952 de-

manded that the U. S. military mission be withdrawn, 19

Correspondent Ned Russell writes a long article entitled

Anti-Americanism in Europe, Margaret Parton one entitled,

Anti-Americanism in India, Arthur Krock one entitled How

to Win Friends Problems for TJ. S. ‘Voice.’ 20 Traveling

through the Far East, James Michener, author of Tales of

the South Pacilic was surprised at the depth of anti-American

feeling.

He wrote in Life Magazine that in Asia:

••Along the entire eastern seaboard the American is utterly unwel-

come. In countries like China, Malaya and Indo-China he runs the

risk of being murdered. In great cities like Singapore, Saigon and

Jakarta wise Americans stay indoors at night. Where he is not

hunted, the American is reviled. Never in our national history have

we been so feared and despised. . . . China, India,
^

Burma and

Indonesia . . . today condemn us as reactionary and imperialistic.

y?e . . . are now ourselves branded as wilfull aggressors.” 21

.jte American today to Ada had better not go out at night. He to

Eely to get shot.” 22
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introduce, late in 1950, a system of “Collective punishment**
under which a community or village is held responsible for
the conduct of all of its inhabitants and becomes liable to
harsh penalties. Examples of “collective punishment” in
Malaya follow:

44Army and police forces arrested today the 2,000 inhabitants of
the village of Tras, in Pahang state, supply point for the guerilla
gang that murdered Sir Henry Gurney, British High Commis-
sioner, on October 6. The village, which has been condemned, will
be fully evacuated in three days/’ 26

More than 500,000 people have been uprooted and reset*

tied in “protected villages/’ 27 Although the British in Malaya
deny that they have planned to poison the crops in areas
supporting the guerillas, they admit they are searching for a
non-poisonous chemical which will just destroy the crops.

The result—military stalemate and the use of Nazi-like
reprisals against whole populations.

The Philippines are sometimes held up as an example of

Americas “progressive” policy in Asia. The facts prove the

opposite, as given by the Atlantic Monthly magazine, describ-
ing MacArthur’s intervention m Philippine politics after the

war :
»

*‘His whitewashing of charges of collaboration against Manuel
Roxas was undoubtedly of great help in getting Roxas elected
President.
* Once in that office, Roxas was able to stop the widespread move-
ment to oust his collaborationist colleagues from the Senate and
court positions which they had inherited from the pre-war period.
"The failure to expel these advocates of the pre-war political and
economic status quo brought a number of Filipinos to believe that
it was useless to work for social reforms through constitutional
channels. That belief has become more general since last year’s
elections, when Quirino’s party had recourse to dishonesty, intimi-
dation and violence on a scale far greater than has ever before

*6 Hugh C. Greene, former head of British Information Service in MaUya,
“In Malaya the Front le Everywhere," New York Times. Sundav Magazine
Section, May 4, 1952
-V. Y. Times, November 8, 1961

*7 Husfc C. Greene, quoted above.
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Been recorded in Philippine elections.” a8

If Thus, America’s first acts in the Philippines aimed at re-

storing reactionaries and collaborators to power. And the

terms under which the Philippines were given their indepen-

dence made certain that economically they would remain

pi U. S. semi-colonv. The Philippines were forbidden from es-

tablishing tariffs to protect any new industries, and had to

Kagree to give U. S. corporations a free hand in the islands.

This made certain that U. S. sugar and hemp interests would

continue to dominate the Philippine economy, and that native

industry would be choked off.

The reactionary role of America in colonial countries has

been exposed by Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas.

After traveling through the Near East and Asia he came

home and wrote a book. This is what he says.

"We tell about our high standard of living. . . . And it sounds like

boasting or bragging. .

"We finance agrarian projects for the benefit of the landlords. . . .

"We send technical experts abroad to help in seed selection, so>

conservation, malaria control and the like. But we never raise our

voice for reform of the vicious tenancy system of Asia under which

increased production inures to the benefit of a few. ...

"We talk about democracy and justice; and at the same time we

support regimes merely because they are anti-Commumst—regimes

whose object is to keep democracy and justice out o. reach, oi

\ the peasants for all time, so as to protect their own vested in-

"We put billions of dollars behind corrupt and reactionary gov-

foments which exempt the rich from income taxes and fasten

the hold of an ogliarchy tighter and tighter on the nation,

(emphasis added)

Douglas notes the failure of U. S. policy and sets it down

to the fact that America is blocking people’s revolutions.

He writes:

"The revolutions which are brewing are not, however. Communist

in origin nor will they end even if Soviet Russia is crushed

as Atlantic Monthly Magazine. December 1«SC>
_

William O. Douglas, grange ***#* W-
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the U. S. forced on that nation a treaty wmcn

5 the extra-territorial concession in Japan

has just victoriously overthrown. America has

Japan, with American personnel

and with the right to intervene

L
“disorders'” These

Western nations from

through war. The revolutionaries are hungry men who have been
exploited from time out of mind. This is the century of their awak-
ening and mobilization. . . . The spirit that motivates these peo-
ple is pretty much the same as the spirit that inspired the French
and the American Revolutions. . . .

“For centuries Asia has been under the domination of the for-
eigner. . . . Those were mostly forms of imperialism that exploited
the nations and left nothing for the peasants. That day is over
and done with. Asia is united in one cause—to be rid of the
foreigners’ domination.” 3<> (emphasis in original)

CHINA AND JAPAN
The greatest setback to world imperialism since the Rus-

sian Revolution of 1917 has been the Chinese Revolution of

1949. It is an historic irony that American imperialism aided

that Revolution to success by its wilful and blind support of

the reactionary Chiang Kai-shek. It is a simple fact that

American arms and equipment shipped to Chiang and cap-

tured by the Chinese People’s Armies were instrumental in

developing the great mobility and firepower of the Red
armies which overwhelmed Chiang within a few months.

The Chinese Communists used to call Chiang Kai-shek their

**American supply sergeant.” Says Professor Sebuman, that

the defeat of Chiang “was precisely due to the American

method of fighting Communism.” 33

A myth has been created in America by the Republican

Party that the U. S. aided the Communists and not Chiang.

This is absolutely not true. At the end of the war, U. S.

Marines helped Chiang, as Forrestal has admitted. 33 Some
four billion dollars worth of aid were given to Chiang. The

simple fact is that Chiang and his government, corrupt and

vicious, could not stand up against the people’s forces despite

all the great help given by the U. S. 34

80 Ibid., pp. 315-316
82 N. Y. Daily Compass, March. 24, 1950
83 Forrestal Diaries, pp. 199, 174
84 The history of Chiang and the Chinese Revolution over the last twenty

years has been thoroughly reported by Americans. For the postwar period

culminating In 1949, Jack Belden’s China Shakes the World and Israel

Epstein's The Unfinished Revolution in China, are probably the best
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military and naval bases in

pot subject to Japanese courts

m domestic affairs of Japan to put down

were precisely the “rights” wrested by 7.

* weak China in the nineteenth century.

' These measures have not made Americans popular in

, Furthermore the Japanese people have no desne

teolvedt™; war, a' d the Japanese lead- have no

confidence in U. S. military might as agamst tite So,,et

If; • „ colonel Tsuji Masanobo, formerly of the Impc . -

Japanese General Staff, and known to

-God of Strategy gave a lecture m 19ol m wh.ch he sa.u

Kaon rfh™- the United States "liberates” a country and

bat kind of. government it supports
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otters of burnt rags, was covered with a hard black crust speckled

Sth yeBow pus. A Korean woman by his side began to speak, and

the interpreter said: 'He has to stand, sir, cannot sit or he.

*He had to stand because he was no longer covered
S . ... a in— — niriiv.i-r -oTitiriVi broke easily. ... I thougm*E wfth ?c“eC

crack“,g Which brole easily . I=ht

¥ *• hundr
!
d
f "M ^^‘".faCust which must beOf the hundreds of villages reauceu ----

- must be
(had seen and realized the sort of casualty list which must

mounting up along the Korean front
. . un-mounting UP aiUIlg me ax
. , .

| The revulsion of the civilized world against such bar

L>ian destruction has been expressed by a leading French

magazine, Esprit, which is written for the well-to-do Tren

upper class and has a strong Catholic tendency. A French

author, Charles Faurel, writes:

1Fslssse
fire, each house and each village aflame.

"It was an order motived by mili**,
J°»“

der
8̂ hordes ,

carried out under techniques oorrowed from Attua s noraes. .

“Tliis is what Europe can expect and hope from American a

vention in its internal affairs. ...
. nfh toli an(j

annihilation. ...
,. ij .f Tirxn fTT i because you arc no longer satisfied

“We are afraid o
^

‘ „olicv 0| Allied governments; now you
with directing the foreign pofr®'Uj*

preve]at the peo_

£ ;rar
erL« s

save the bastille.” ' „

After referring to the Japanese ‘peace treaty,

concludes: .

'

•.? .

,

communism Rhee professes to fight. His regime is an etn-

barrassment this country can no longer condone.” 37

Rhee’s disregard for the sufferings of his own people

shows his true character. The Washington Post reveals that

“Rhee has intrigued ceaselessly to sabotage the truce talks

In plumping for expanded war,” and that this has been hid-

den because of “civil or military censorship.”

Walter Lippmann points out the ghastly futility of the

war that Rhee wants to expand, writing:

“It is a ghastly business, this maiming and killing and getting

maimed and getting killed in a war which as all the govern-
ments involved acknowledge, has now become useless and mean-
ingless in that nothing further can be decided or gained by mili-

tary action,” as

“I would say that the entire, almost the entire Korean peninsula

is just a terrible mess. Everything is destroyed. There is nothing
standing worthy of the name, , . . Just before the Chinese came In

we were grounded. There were no more targets in Korea.” 39
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The political repercussions of Korea can only be grasped

by understanding what has been done to that unhappy coun-

try by American airpower. Said the American General O'Don-

nell, who was in charge of the Bomber Command in the Far

East, at the beginning of the Korean War:

One of the chief weapons employed in this destruction

has been the napalm bomb.
On March 1

, 1952, the Manchester Guardian, Britain’s

most distinguished liberal newspaper, quoted an eye-witness

report by Rene Cutforth, Korean correspondent of the gov-

ernment owned British Broadcasting System, who described

a napalm victim:

“In front of us a curious figure was standing a little crouched,

legs straddled, arms held out from his sides. He had no eyes, and

the whole of hi8 body, nearly all of which was visible through
I

I
- .... |

37 Ibid
38 Washington Post, April 8 . 1952
S9 I. F. Stone, Bidden History, p. 312
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“We should*think that in return for such generous help which
American negotiators have asked for and obtained, Japanese policy
intervention might be asked in American elections.

“In the year of our Lord, 1951, such is Truman’s version of the
great Wilsonian concept of the right of peoples to self-

determination !

” 40

The Truman Doctrine has arrayed the world against the

United States. The political faliure of American policy out-

lined in this chapter has great repercussions on military

strategy. Few U. S. bases abroad are secure against the

people of that country. The attitude of the peoples of the

world reflected in the slogan, Americans Go Home, is a pow-

erful and positive force for peace.

40 N. Y. Dally Compass, January 13. 19S2
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Mass' Burials!

UnderStudy by

Defense Chiefs

Expect 40,000 Deaths in

2 Days il Atom Bomb

Hits Average l. S. City

WE MUSI
BE FRIENDS

CONCLUSION "Men’s decrest possession is life, and since

^
it is given to him to live but once he must

so live as not to be seared with the shame

of a cowardly and trivial past, so live os

not to be tortured for years without pur-

pose, so live that dying he can say AU my

life and my strength were given to the

first causejn the world-the liberation of

j

man^ y j jjenjn> quoted by Sumner Welles

. THIS BOOK is done. As I sit correcting

the printer’s proofs and finally get a picture of the whole I

Lve a sense of amazement at the pattern it represents. Even

to me “seems unbelievable that men, human beings shorUd

1 gamble so recklessly with the peace of the world. Yet the

record speaks for itself: these men stand condemned out o

l their own mouths. _

A feeling of cold, lasting anger seizes my bemg. I have

seen war at close range-its stupidities, its horrors, .ts m-

humanities. Atomic war would he infinitely worse I have

seen the army’s uncensored films on Hiroshima andMgaaa^

-the mind shrinks from its satamc barhansm. MI this 18

not academic stuff-for me or for you. On my worktable

strewn with clippings, there is one se '

M. V. Herald Tribune. There it is on the opposite paw .

In the next room my children are playing, Judith age 8,

Tony age 5. Occasionally a piping shriek comes through, occa-

sionally a spray of laughter. No, atomic war is not academic
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—not to me, not to you* not to millions and millions of par-

ents throughout the world.

Anger drives me, but confidence sustains me. The tap root

*1 my confidence is the military and economic power of the

socialist world. As each day, each hour, goes by without

global war the power of the USSR, of China, of the Eastern

European countries grows in gigantic strides. This is a power

for peace. As Lippmann has said, the aim of the USSR is “to

make it impossible for the United States to start a war"*

(see Chapter 14) . 800,000,000 people consciously organized to

prevent war is a formidable block to the warmakers.

Many in America have been so filled with slanders against

£be USSR that they have no conception of the. depth of feel-

ing in the Soviet Union regarding the prevention of war,

Since Soviet intentions are so crucial, I want to show that

practically and theoretically the Soviet Union wants peace

and believes peace is possible.

Tile SOVIET UNION NEEDS PEACE
The “war psychosis’' created in America is a remarkable

example of the power of press and radio to obscure obvious

facts. A little thought should convince anyone that war is

the last thing in the world wanted by either Soviet citizens

•r Soviet leaders. In the Second World War, the Soviet Union

lost 17 million citizens. As shown in Chapter 11, huge areas

of her territory were devastated, a large percentage of her

Industry was destroyed. Says American correspondent Edgar

Snow:

“All those conditions have created in the mind and spirit of the
Russian people an unprecedented receptivity, and an unprecedented
need, for any proposals which offer mankind surcease from war
and permanent peace. Far from ignoring that sentiment through-
out the country, the Soviet government seeks ... to harness it

behind plana foe reconstruction. . . ."i (emphasis added)

Th« titte of Snow’s book drives home the point, Stalin

ft Snow, ***** Mwt lt**« ?#*•*. p. tM
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I

hanged They are still emphasizing peaceful construction,

fan October 1950, the N.Y. Times Moscow correspondent,

Harrison Salisbury, wrote a series of articles on Sovieticon r-

Eons He reported that even after the outbreak of the Korean

I war the rebuilding of Moscow "far from being curtailed or

Weduced^has obviously been expanded." * In one art.de Sabs-

bury reported that.

.The number one topic of corrversntiorl.anJWWJ*
j

n

the Government’s vast new byduj
nUddle fifties and wilt

dertakings will not be completed until the middle ^ ^
cost billions of *“

re^’Jds this investment as evidence of

awmjr to maintain and preserve

world peace.” 3 (emphasis added)

a.'isivj.'a;ss-s
ass
iQlh However he speaks Russian fluently and he visited

* Russia for two months. His experiences and obseiv*t»n

1

were made into a book, Visa to Moseow which was published

I in the United States m 1952.

I • rramnrkable in that Gordey, while disliking

T k* oo v h
*

t akin0' every opportunity to discount

^ cannot help himself and eleariy^—
t

of everyone

! in Russia, including the government. He says.

"The Soviet public feels a great^fear and a deep h
°J™£e

0,
last one.

f TA'ZSS&X 15-
a N. Y. Times, Octofeet 11.

j HI. V. Times, October 12, !• oO
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7™°™ta?'
a“!r’ Phjsk>11'' « «ntnre upon an

"From the economic point of view the present .hnrri^oo
products available to Soviet consumers, the successive price cutsthe increase m the consumption of certain basic foodstuffs (such“

.

b"tt
!
T

r
*

ĉ
e»t* bread

- sugar)—these do not suggest preparation

lidded)
S mobilization or military aggression.” 4 femphiis

Gordey is amazed by the extent and thoroughness of re-
construction in the Soviet Union. Leningrad which was
piactically destroyed, has been rebuilt so that there "was
practically no trace of war. But the miracle does notZ
t/r*‘

T
he rebmlders have scrupulously respected the style

of the former capital. ... The sight of Leningrad is living
evidence of the profound desire for peace of the Russian
population.” 6

Gordey has a very cynical attitude to Soviet life, but even
his cjuncsm is swept away by the Soviet attitude to children.The s°phisticated Frenchman becomes almost lyrical:

"In all the Soviet cities I was able to visit- t 4U . .

privileged class: the children i -mill
_lt’ the regime’s great

ordinary care surrounds their vrnwfvf
Se

f IS
T myself what extra-

lives. runderstood farbetter than
6arIy years cf thelr

rdiadrd poliUcal le
'

gime

It is BO wonder that Gordey comes to this conclusion:

"The Soviet citizen does not feel himself to be enslaved nr ™pressed. . . . The fact must be added—and it is ineontes+ablp_ that
°* “^jons 01 citizens of the USSR, the Soviet regime hJactually brought new liberties. Peoples formerly backward nr ™pressed have acquired or regained national cultures; thev have

Th°Sn

•

t<)War
?,

a material civilization unknown before 1917The condition °f the working class has also been improved somei es stowly but always steadily (interrupted only during the testwar) As their material existence improves, they have the

* Ifot«£
e

p 344
** MoScOW

» NeW Tork pp 408-409

t <Sordey, Vte» U Moscow, p_
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of an increase in their liberty. ...
. *

‘‘ a very real and deep patriotism exists among the peoples

tiuL Soviet- Union. ... It is supported by the material and cl -

tural achievements which give these peoples tae conviction that

their national patrimony is worth defending.

Such is the Soviet Union: a country that does not need

war. a country of peace. It is time that we in America

broke through the curtain of lies and slanders of the press

the radio, the magazines, the movies. It ^ that

we saw the Soviet leaders as they really are, and the i>ovie

Union as it really is, a country whose government is °wne,

by its people, and therefore is truly of, by and for the people.

Sumner Welles, FDR's Undersecretary of State, conserva-

tive as he is. has admitted the reality of -Soviet life. He has

written, after expressing his opposition to communism, tha..

"Yet I also believe that Soviet Russia rePre
.

s

h
e
a

n
.

ts
m?? world"hafever

esc attempts to^at^in human c terment^e
earlh will eventuaUy

^ofounclly aS^oy it. ^ u , such s»«erin|

the Western peoples have never dreamed of. I
51.,, Qr> j ihe

agriculturafEconomy of an entire continent into an economy of

advanced industrialism.” 9

Welles then goes on to give this quotation Horn the

founder of the Soviet Union, whom Welles calls the * gTeates.

communist of all—Lenin. Lenin said:

;;n
n
ut

conditions

l WellS^lwrte^r# W« Heading, pp. 373 373



ft cowardly and trivial past, sc live as not to be tortured for
years without purpose, so live that dying he can say: “All my lifeand my strength were given to the first cause in the world-the
liberation of mankind.” ’ ”

IS CO-EXISTENCE THEORETICALLY POSSIBLE?
There is one final argument which must be answered be-

cause in my opinion it is the basic argument on the question
of peace. The argument quotes the analysis in Marxist
classics that war is the inevitable result of capitalism. There-
fore, since the U. S. is capitalist, war is inevitable.

This argument is advanced by both the reactionaries and
the ultra-“leftists.” The reactionaries say that since Marxists
beheve war is the result of capitalism, therefore to be safe
the Soviet Union must communize the world by force and
Communist parties in capitalist countries must overthrow
their governments. This is the basis of the prosecution of
Communists under the Smith Act in the United States. The
ultra- leftists ’ say that it's all right to talk peace, but really
war is inevitable because the capitalists are bound to start
one. they imply that if a Marxist says peace is possible he
is either kidding himself or kidding others. As so often in
history, reaction gets strong support from ultra-“leftism.”

First, it must be noted that the Soviet leaders have spe-
cifically repudiated the idea of spreading communism by war.
This was precisely one of the key issues between the
positions of Stalin and of Trotsky. Trotsky argued that the
Revolution must be spread by the Red Army. Trotsky was
defeated and exiled. The Communist Party of the Soviet
Union for the last 25 years has stated unequivocally that
communism cannot be spread by force.

Tne Communist Party of the Soviet Union rests on the
theoretical basis of Marxism-Leninism. This theory holds
that capitalism carries within it the seeds of its own collapse,
that it is in a state of general crisis which breeds poverty
and unrest, depressions and unemployment and therefore
inevitably people under capitalism will be forced by their own
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internal developments to turn towards socialism, w ny,

name of common sense, should the Communist Party ot the

USSR now reverse its policy of peace and avoicmg wa • •

Why should Soviet leaders start a war of aggression whi

would unite the world against them?

It simply doesn’t make sense. Even John Foster Dul

has to admit this, in spite ot the fact that he has

[the propagandists who maintains that in Soviet

is inevitable. Says Dulles.

,
- , nf i, that the Kremlin has not used its Red

“The plainest of tacts is tn
these past years when

Armies for open military conque
„ 10 (emphasis added)

there were no military obstacles in their pain.

is nofm‘“.e
f

Elgar Snow diseusj th
jf ^

e

f

gsa Si“sjsss:issi-»-
I sible. He then quotes Molotov.

“The war vividly
J aTil

t

^

d

t

loci^Ust

)

W
ifac/ extremely

’ political structuies u. P
Mutual aid between them pro-

S important interests in c^°
niti^ (by the Soviet Union) of the

j

duced great results. The rec^^^
co _Q

y
peration has a profound

principles of such m
achieve universal peace and

1

meaning. It reflects the
. . . between states

I
readiness to enter into

i

pea ™ P
th te are Snow’s)



conditions, cannot be carried over unconditionally into new his-

torical conditions.”

The article in the New York Times concluded that in the

Marxist view, war is not inevitable and peace can be pre-

served.

The entire question has been squarely faced and dealt

with by a leading Soviet philosopher in a recent book The

Marxist Dialectical Method. 12 He writes:

“Marxism has firmly established that war is an inevitable accom-

paniment of capitalism. But Marxism never took the position that

one cannot avoid this or another war by struggling against its out-

break and against those who instigate it.

“With exhaustive clarity this real possibility of preventing a new
world war was shown by Comrade Stalin in his interview with a

Pravda correspondent. There are, said J. V. Stalin, aggressive forces

in the United States of America, in England, in France, who are

preparing a new war, considering war ‘as a paying proposition

yielding enormous profits.’ But the peoples of the world fight

against the aspirations of the aggressive forces who are lighting

the flames of a new war.
« ‘How will this struggle between the aggressive and the peace-

!

loving forces end?’ asked Comrade Stalin and gave the answer:

j

'Peace will be preserved and consolidated if the peoples take the

cause of preserving peace into their own hands and uphold it to

the end.’
”

There is little doubt that nothing in the Soviet Union pre-

cludes peaceful co-existence. Nothing in politics, nothing in

economics, nothing in philosophy. On the contrary, Soviet,

leaders actively seek peace. Even General Eisenhower once

testified to this, saying that “the Russians have nothing to

gain from a war with the United States. Nothing guides

Russian policy so much as a desire for friendship with the

United States/’ 13

12 This is the method that Forrestal tried to study. The Soviet book is re-

ported in the Dally Worker, July 22, 1952, the only newspaper to my
knowledge which saw fit to print such an Important item

IS N. Y. Post, August 15, 1952, Murray Kempton's column. The Soviet Union

hasn’t changed but Eisenhower has. In his successful campaign to seize

the Republican Presidential nomination he said on June 8 1952, that

"we have been too rppdy for too long to trust a godless dictator nip.

Quoted in the same column, same day
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The Soviet desire for peace s «

t+Vmrr of words. It is the guiding stai
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Ms drive against civil liberties, the results must be considered
a failure. Major independent unions are rejecting political
control by Truman or anyone else; within the CIO there are
rumblings of dissatisfaction

;
men have been imprisoned, but

men have not been silenced. The very attack against civil
liberties is developing a greater and greater resistance. On
majoi issues, reaction has been beaten. JBeaten on Universal
Military Training, beaten on military control of the atom
bomb, beaten on their attempts to stifle the growing peace
movement in America. The Truman Administration using
O. John Rogge as a tool tried to make peace treasonable by
indicting Dr. DuBois and his co-workers for peace. The at-
tempt failed; the tool miserably disintegrated; the judge
didn’t even send the case to the jury.

The organized work for peace has gone steadily forward,
from the First World Congress for Peace in 1949 which Dr.
DuBois called “the greatest meeting of men ever assembled
in modern times to advance the progress of man,” through
to the Second World Peace Congress in Warsaw in 1950. A
film, Peace Will Win, made at that Congress by Joris Ivens
gives a tremendous sense of the power ofthe peace move-
ment throughout the world. 14

I say all this not to create a facile optimism. The situation
is serious and dangerous in the extreme

:
yet the potentialities

for peace are vast and waiting development. Beneath the
outward manifestations of reaction, the situation hi America
is actually very fluid, with ever present possibilities of ex-
tremely sharp changes in the moods of the people.

'Like an iceberg which is six-sevenths submerged the
strength of the visible progressive forces is below the surface.
The active fighters for peace are part of the people, in shops
and communities. At any moment, events at home or abroad
may suddenly enable progressives to harness the deep desire

14 llie film is available through the Xatloua! ChumTiun. New York City
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for peace and security which does exist in the American peo-

foie.^Reaction undetetands this very well: Forrestal was

fearful of the day when a people's Congress would mvestigate

(his role and label him a fascist.

We must fight against lethargy and a feeling that nothing

can he done. An example of this is the average Pers0" 5

tags in the current 1952 election that a vote for Hallman

Tnd Bass on the Progressive Party ticket is a wasted

vote, it is my own personal belief that no more faUammis

idea could be held. Actually a Progressive Party vote

counts for at least 10 combined Democratic or Kepu^

licau votes as far as the issue of peace is concerned. lhestaU

ment is not exaggerated. The total Republican an em^

cratic vote in 1948 was 46 millions tad let s* 1 '01

he the same in 1952. Does anyone doubt that a total or

million Progressive Party votes in 1952 (1 »W w“ ^ve

more weight for peace than all the rest of the votes that

reactionaries wouldn't be worrying about that vote an

Lg several times over before starting a war; that a truce

itaKorea would come about more speedily? The plain lact is,

evmy
1

Progressive vote counts, and counts heavily, against

war.

NE
ThTtotTtepTpeace is to sit Xp“ed,

and bargain^rimtyyet^oth^
unio^man'in'America knows

Xt SfiTS: E own. experience in coUective bar-

Xu "collective bargaining usually the employer distrurts

the union and the union distrusts the employer. Mote often

I than not the large scale corporation hates the nmon^more

[ often than not the feeling is reciprocated. Yet again ana

I 3(19
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strife, restrained the force and violence of the more ruthless

employers. Collective bargaining internationally will reduce

world strife, will restrain the more ruthless aggressors. I

believe the USSR is ready to negotiate. Again and again

Stalin has said this; twice the Soviet Union offered visas to

prominent Americans to visit the Soviet Union—once to

Baruch, once to Charles E. Wilson. Both times the State De-

partment stepped in and stopped them.

I think it is up to the U. S. to accept the offers of nego-

tiations. We must make our government officials negotiate

for peace in the world. The first step is to expose the war-

makers. what they have done, what they are doing. This is

a necessary step, but it is only the first step. To make our

political leaders sit down at a conference table we need the

widest possible unity of all the people and all the organiza-

tions around this simple issue: truce in Korea, negotiations

at the conference table.

Peace can be won even on a basis of distrust. Yet once

peace is being built, that distrust will vanish. Trade will

flourish, travel will increase, knowledge of each other will

inevitably bring respect and friendship—as the Olympics

have shown.

WE CAN BE FRIENDS
On July 23, at Helsinki an unbeaten U. S. crew won the

eight-oar racing championship, with Russia '“a surprisingly

strong second.” The words are from the Associated Press

dispatch published in the N. Y. Times of July 25. The story

continues, “After the race, the Russians askc-d the Americans

to be their guests.” The crew accepted the invitation. Thereby

again, year after year, the two sit down at the same table

arguing about the most important interests for each side

(profits for the corporation, wages for the workers), and

year after year a settlement is reached.

Collective bargaining at home has reduced industrial

Rill Fields of Forsythe, Georgia, Dave>

tTcieve^ and Bob Detweiler of Phoenix, Arizona
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I

FORESIGHT AND BACKTRACKING
In the preface to this book, it was explained why different

types of quotations have been used in proving the argument.An additional comment is necessary on quotations from such men
as Stimson and Wallace.

Henry L. Stimson in 1945 had considerably more foresight than
most of America’s governing class, when he predicted that atomic
blackmail would lead to disaster. When Truman did just the op-
posite of what Stimson had recommended, and brought on the
disaster he had predicted, did Stimson come out fighting’ No he
remained silent, and later backtracked from his position.

In 1947 Stimson wrote that “since the early spring of 1945-
even before the death of Mr. Roosevelt—the Soviet government
has steadily pursued an obstructive and unfriendly course.” l This
argument has already been proven false elsewhere in this book.
Besides, it is counter to Stimson’s own attitude in the spring of
1945 when he warned against the adoption of a tough policy by the
United States. Despite his turnabout-, Stimson only backed down
somewhat from his 1945 memorandum, but didn’t repudiate it.
His biographer, Bundy, writes:

In 1947 Stimson was inclined to think the chances of a success-
ful direct approach in 1945 [to Russia on the atomic bomb
issue] had been smaller than he thought at the time; but the
existence of any chance at all would have justified the attempt,
so great was the objective at stake.” 2

Stimson says, in other words, maybe it wouldn’t have worked
but we should have tried it anyway. He knows that his 1945
memorandum was correct, and can’t bring himself to throw it
overboard completely.

Stimson’s backtracking is a symptom of a fundamental political
fact. Politicians rarely rise above their class. When events develop
so that men like Stimson have to attack their class in order to
defend their own views, they discard their views, however cor-
rect they may be.

1 Stimson, On Active Service, p 649
a Ibid., p. 648
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Some of these politicans will stand behind the truth longer

than others. Henry Wallace stood firm longer than most, but he,

too finally turned somersault, more spectacularly than Stimson

because he had gone much further in criticizing U. S. policy. He

resigned from the Progressive Party in 1950 and became an active

supporter of the Cold War. By 1950, Wallace could no longer op-

pose the policies of our government without openly abandoning his

class and exposing the nature of American imperialism. When

faced with that choice, he crudely reversed his position, and tne

N. Y. Times editorialized with satisfaction that this “restores some

of his stature.” An example of his new stature was his attempt

to prove that he always had wanted to help keep Chiang Kai-

shek in power in China.

The fact that men like Stimson and Wallace backtrack under

pressure doesn’t destroy the validity of their former views. Even

though they are no longer interested in fighting the Cold War the

people still are. The things that Stimson said in 1945 and Wallace

said in 1948 are still true, and can still he used by the American

people to oppose the ruinous policies of our leaders.



What then becomes of the argument that the Soviet Union "stole

the secret of the atomic bomb with the aid of spies?

Harold C. Urey, one of the natior/s top physicists, who worked

on the development of the atomic bomb, wrote in May, 1950:

». . . let us not delude ourselves by thinking that our com-

petitor succeeds only by stealing our secrets. It requires high

intelligence to understand stolen secrets, and a high order oi

industrial competence to put them into practice.

The question of atomic production is considered by all experts

as primarily a question of industrial competence, rather than a

Question of scientific "secrets.” This fact undermines and ex-

poses all the spy scares which have been used in America to whip

up a "war psychosis,” ,

Particularly, it completely undermines the sentence of Judge

Kaufman in the Rosenberg case when he sentenced to death Ethel

and Julius Rosenberg. This was the first death sentence -or

espionage in this country’s history by a civil court, in peace or

In explaining his sentence, the Judge said the crime was

~
. . .putting into the hajids of the Russians the A-bomb years

before our best scientists predicted Russia would perfect the

has been predicting ever since we dropped the atomic bomb on
Japan four years ago. Since the discovery of Uranium fission
in 1938 there has been no basic secret regarding an atomic bomb.
True, it was not until July 16, 1945, when the first experimental
atomic bomb explosion took place at Alamogordo, that Ameri-
can scientists actually knew that an atomic bomb would work.
Only during the 21 days between that date and August 6, 1945,
when the atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, did we pos-
sess the secret of the atomic bomb. This secret was simply that
we knew the bomb would work. Scientists of other nations did
not know it.” 2 (emphasis added)

Even the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission itself has supported
this view. A dispatch from Washington read:

"The Atomic Energy Commission Friday bared secret docu-
mentary proof that Russia has known the scientific secrets of
atom bomb manufacture since 1940, the year the Uinted States
began attempts to develop the missile.” 3

The belief by most U. S. government leaders that we would
have a monopoly of atomic energy for a long time was not based
on any presumed secrets. It was based on the arrogant conviction
that the Soviet economy was so much inferior to ours, that they
couldn’t possibly develop the “industrial complex” to achieve suc-
cess in a short time.

John Foster Dulles, spokesman for the Republican Party on
foreign affairs, admits both the mistake of top government of-
ficials and their arrogance. After mentioning that some indus-
trialists told him in 1948 that the Russians would soon have the
bomb, he writes:

“I was in a position to know, in the spring of 1949, that our
top official experts were then convinced that it would prob-
ably be five years or more before the Russians would be able to
make atomic bombs. . .

"There seemed to be in official quarters a 'superiority com-
plex.’ ...” 4

iUnerican leaders would have done better to believe Molotov,
when he hinted as early as 1947 that the U. S. monopoly on atomic
energy was broken. The important point to observe, however, is

that the deciding factor in everyone’s mind was the industrial
strength and technology of the Soviet Union, not the scientific
knowledge which most experts assumed the Soviet Union had.

2 Atomics. September, 1949
S International News Service, news atory datelined Washington, D. C Decem.

ber, 1950
4 John Poster Dulles, War or Peace, p. Ill
# Letter to New York Times, dated May 11, 1950



The Rosenberg case dealt with the period from June, 1944,
to January, 1945. At that time the Soviet Union was our fighting
ally in a war for survival against Nazi Germany.

The Judge’s reason for the death sentence has no foundation
in fact or precedent. All that remains, then, is its savagery.

APPENDIX III
UNTANGLING DOUBLE-TALK

Many of the individuals quoted in this book, are or were, diplo-
mats. Diplomats are people who are especially trained in double-
talk which the average person is not supposed to understand.

An outstanding example of this is James Byrnes' Speaking
Frankly, in which he outlines his plan for war, discussed in
Chapter 13. Byrnes doesn’t really speak frankly, and so his pro-
posals are analyzed below in detail. Here is a poor man’s guide
to diplomatic double-talk:

BYRNES’ WORDS
One may say: suppose the

Soviet Union declines to sign

the treaty, what then ?

If Soviet troops are with-

drawn from Germany, no ac-

tion by other nations is nec-

essary.

THE MEANING BEHIND THEM
Already the phraseology blames
the USSR, as if by “declining”
they are obstructing a peace
treaty.

All the USSR has done so far
is to do nothing. Yet already
Byrnes, by his words, has created
an atmosphere that somehow,
the Soviets are making “action,”
“necessary.”

But if the Red Army is not
withdrawn, we must, as a
last resort, go to the Secur-

ity Council of the United
Nations.

Nobody is forcing Byrnes to go
anywhere. When he says we
"must” he means, we “want to.”
He cleverly introduces here the
phrase “last resort,” which is

here used to mean “next step,”
and seems harmless. When used
however with the word “meas-
ures,” that is “Measures of last
resort,” then this innocent-look-
ing phrase means “war.”
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Eastern Germany, like all

other parts of Germany, is

to be held by armies of oc-

cupation temporarily and

only until a treaty of peace

is agreed upon.

For the Soviets to keep

troops there after an over-

whelming number of Allied

Nations have reached a

peace settlement.

Would be evidence of their

intentions to hold indefiuite-

. ly territory allotted to them

only for the period of occu-

j

pation.

Such action would constitute

a threat to the peace of

the world.

But one may add, the Soviet

Union vv "il v:t> ny acuon

by the Security Council.

I

This is a typical half-truth. It

js true as far as it goes, but it

doesn’t go far enough. To be

true it should read ‘‘until a

treat v of peace is agreed upon

by all the occupying powers.”

Completely irrelevant. Allied na-

tions had nothing to say about

Germany—only the ones who
had done the actual fighting,

England, U. S. and USSR, and

even these could act on ah of

Germany only by mutual agree-

ment.

This is an outright falsehood.

It would only be “evidence” that

the Soviet Union paid no atten-

tion to a phony “peace treaty.”

Ey r.ow, however, Byrnes has

convinced the unwary reader

that the USSR is up to no good.

This is not true. If the Soviet

Union keeps troops of occupa-

tion, it constitutes occupation,

perfectly legal, perfectly peace-

ful. Byrnes uses the phrase “a

threat to the peace” as a delib-

erate device to make his sub-

sequent actions through the

United Nations, seem legal.

By developing this completely

phony argument between Byrnes

and “one,” he gives it a sense

of reality and makes the reader

a participant with Byrnes against

the obstructionist Soviet Union.
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Because I do not believe it

wise to suggest a course of
action unless one is willing
to carry it through, it is

proper to discuss the con-
tingency that might arise.

We should not start some-
thing we are not prepared
to finish.

Every American immediately
agrees, don t start something
you can’t finish. But Byrnes is
deliberately picking, not a fist
fight, but an atomic war. Maybe
that’s something we don’t want
to unish at all—or eyeti start.
But notice how wise he seems
looking at both sides of the ques -

tion, talking about "contin-
gencies,” something that may
not happen, but just looking
ahead.

First of all let me say I do
not believe the Soviet Union
will force us to take meas-
of last resort.

If our action is to be effec-
tive we must be clear in our
minds and must make it

clear to all that we are will-
ing to adopt these measures
of last resort.

If for the peace of the world
we are forced to do so.

Don’t worry, says Byrnes, wo
won’t really get a war. This is
always the reactionaries' cover
up. Don’t worry, said MacArthur,
the Chinese won’t fight.
Notice also the Soviet Union is
"forcing us” to war. We are go-
ing to attack them, but they are
to blame.

T 1
' means sending an ulti-

i am to the Soviet Union.
Cat out or we shoot, “adopt
measures of last resort.”
“Measures of last resort” as al-
ready explained, is a fancy
phrase for war.

The world, while Byrnes wrote,
was at peace. To maintain that
peace, said Byrnes, let's go to
war.

This type of double -talk should be kept in mind when the new*

USSR with Itomic slirXf ' mea“3 5urroundlnS ««
*
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